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FOREWORD 

This volume is one of a series which explores various ways to the 
scientific and scholarly understanding of civilizations. The first 
of the series, Studies in Chinese Thought^ represents an effort to 
understand a civilization primarily through its expressions in 
articulate cultural products—art, literature, philosophy, langu¬ 
age. Studies in Islamic Cultural History concentrates on the social 
and cultural processes incident to the development and trans¬ 
formation of a civilization. In Islam: Essays in the Jsfature and 
Growth of a Cultural Erudition these two emphases are combined: 
the shapes of a distinctive Islamic pattern arc traced in Muslim 
literature, science, urban structure; and the processes of inter¬ 
action of Islam with other civilizations. In Language in Culture 
a very special possibility for the understanding of civilizations 
and primitive cultures alike is examined: the question whether 
the forms of a language affect the thought and so the culture 
of those who speak it. 

In none of these books does one see a civilization in vivo— 
within the contexts of family, neighbors, work, ceremonies, and 
other circumstances that make up the round of life of a people. 
It is this close view of a civilization that is provided by the 
anthropological study of small communities. This is the view 
of Indian civilization that is taken in the present volume. 

Eight villages are described in the following pages. There 
are about a half a million villages in India. It would be foolish 
to claim that what we have here is a representative sample. 
We have accounts of eight small communities that resemble 
and differ from one another in ways that cannot now be sys¬ 
tematically ordered. Just what about each village is peculiar 
to it or characteristic of that region or generally true of India 
remains to be determined. As anthropologists continue to 
make Indian community studies, they will be more and more 
required to exercise their scientific strategy in justifying the 
choices they make of the few villages, out of the many, that it 
will be possible to report at all fully. 

Nevertheless, these eight accounts do communicate to the 
reader a grass-roots view that is more nearly representative of 
India today than any single account would be. The book 
conveys a general impression of great variety within prevailing 
similarity. To guide him who reads the book for what it has 
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to say about India as a whole, Professor Mandelbaum has 
fortunately provided a comparison of the eight villages in the 
second part of his paper (pp. 228-259). It is proper, in a book 
by anthropologists, that Mandelbaum’s village should be the 
point of departure for the comparisons he offers. For his small 
community, of all here represented, comes nearest to realizing 
the self-contained isolate which has been commonly studied 
in anthropology. Not long ago these Kota were a tribe, notably 
apart from the main streams of Indian life, and the four kinds 
of peoples of the Nilgiri Plateau constituted a little separate 
world of tribal peoples. Now the Kota have experienced the 
double movement that is mentioned again and again in other 
papers of this volume: Sanskritization, the extension of native 
Indian civilization to depressed or isolated peoples; and West¬ 
ern-urban influences. 
The reader will first find in Mandelbaum’s paper an account 

of some aspects of the way Kota look upon things, and especially 
of the importance that every male Kota attaches to the struggle 
to defend his status, his social self, against the threats of others 
to exclude or reduce him. A single ritual, the bowing to the 
relic of the corpse at a funeral as a gesture of respect and 
alliance to the deceased, is chosen as the element of custom 
through which we are led to understand this struggle. 

Beginning with the third section of the paper, Mandelbaum 
comments on certain differences and resemblances between 
Kota life and the modes of life reported for the other seven 
communities. The reader is introduced to village India from 
one of its least typical corners. Yet the comparisons begin to 
show some of the things that are widespread: the balance of 
cast separation and intercaste dependence; the relations of land 
tenure to social structure; the importance of maintaining status 
relationships as between castes and as between individuals, 
and the possibilities of change in status of groups or individuals; 
the anxieties and quarrels that have to do with status; the 
influence of ancient codes or ideals—aggressive protection 
of honor for “warriors,” ascetic withdrawal for others. Wide¬ 
spread also are general processes of change: the disintegration 
of social systems based on group or corporate relations of 
status; the decline of occupational specialties; increasing use 
of money; growth of factionalism; changes in the interdepend¬ 
ence of castes and a tendency for the depressed to find common 
cause in economic or political interests; the double process of 
Sanskritization and Westernization. And Mandelbaum equally 
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calls attention to many differences as between communities 
reported. 

Thinking of India, one is most strongly impressed in reading 
these papers by the fact of change. In village India the tradi¬ 
tional landmarks lose their outlines—caste, joint family, 
festivals and religious beliefs. The school, the political party, 
the movie, the community plan, begin to reach even remote 
villages. The changes, we are here helped to see, are in im¬ 
portant degree but not entirely to be explained as a result of 
Western influence. We need also to consider the ancient 
culture of India and the processes of maintenance and trans¬ 
formation of culture that went on before Western influence 
began. It takes more than differences in Western influence 
to explain why Miss Gough’s Tanjore village is so much less 
‘‘progressive” and “democratic” than the Mysore village Mr. 
Beals describes, or why the depressed Camdrs in Madhopur, 
described by Mr. Cohn, seek to raise their status by adopting 
some of the practices of orthodox Brahmans. The changes 
that are taking place in villages may transform India into a 
“modern” Western-like nation, or may not, but the changes 
will not be understood without reference to the traditional 
civilization that is being transformed. 

Indeed, the primary interest that brought about this volume 
is not the effort to understand India and her changes. It is the 
effort to understand how to seek understanding of any great 
civilization and its enormously complex changes through 
anthropological studies of villages. The questions asked in 
the seminar that gave rise to this book were questions of 
“method”: What forms of thought for understanding a small 
community are relevant when the community is an Indian 
village? What changes in ways to which anthropologists are 
accustomed when they work in isolated tribal communities are 
demanded when they work in a village that is part of a large 
society, when they study a local culture that is part and cause 
and product of an ancient civilization? In the fifth volume of 
this series, The Little Community, a review was offered of some 
forms of thought for conceiving and communicating a small 
community more or less as a whole under the assumption that 
it may be considered as an observational isolate—as a thing, 
a system, to be analyzed in terms only of what is right there 
within that village. A band oi village of isolated tribal peoples 
almost justifies that assumption. A village within a civilization, 
a village of peasants or of rural participants in a national life, 
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of course does not. What then are anthropologists now to con¬ 
sider, to learn to study, to include in their widening responsi¬ 
bilities, when they study a village as it relates to state and to 
civilization ? 

These papers may also be read as various attempts to answer 
these questions. In one way or another they show developments 
of anthropological interest and procedure as awareness grows 
of the great society and the great tradition within which the 
Indian village lies. The following review of the first six papers 
is guided by this concern with developing viewpoint and 
procedure. In the following pages it is not asked, ‘‘What does 
this say about India?” but rather, ‘"What docs this say about 
the interests and way of work of the anthropologist who wrote 
this paper: what did he try to find out and how did he go about 
it?” 

In Professor Srinivas’ paper we see a Mysore village almost 
as if it were an isolate. It is described as a structure of relation¬ 
ships of role and status. Presented first are the relationships of 
caste to caste. As a ranked order of castes the system is complex 
and contains ambiguities: no single vertical series can express 
it; some groups (e.g., the Smiths) arc not defined by others as 
they define themselves; to the core of castes that form the 
village society other groups—Muslims and itinerant specialists 
—are plainly peripheral; migratory castes contribute only 
occasionally to the structure; and alternative canons of status 
put a man high on one basis and low on another. 

The castes, kept apart by endogamy and the rules of com- 
mensality, are brought together by institutions and sentiments 
that unite the whole village: the ceremonies, the village political 
organization and the court of justice; the common dependence 
on the dominant peasant caste. Individuals and families of 
one caste are brought together with those of other castes through 
a variety of relationships of patron and client, friendships, or 
party politics. This village is no simple layered structure of 
functions and statuses. It is rather an intricately woven net¬ 
work of relationships between this man and that, this family 
and that. The hereditary factors only limit and only partly 
predetermine who is to be related to whom and how. 

Professor Srinivas shows us the workings of competition and 
personal choice within the structure. People decide to do 
something they did not do before, or strive to establish a new 
relationship with somebody. In the course of a dispute a tradi¬ 
tional relationship may be broken off. There is struggle for 
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position. One Smith is the rival of his fellow-Smiths and com¬ 
petes with him for customers. The establishment of relation¬ 
ships of master and servant, landowner and tenant, creditor 
and debtor—all of which may cut across the barriers of caste— 
bring about changes in the social system as that system ap¬ 
pears to the individuals and families affected. ‘‘Obligation” 
is everywhere, but not all obligations are hereditary, and 
we learn that these villagers regard obligation and claim as 
something to be managed and improved upon. The social 
system as it appears in Rampura is a matter of pushing, trying, 
perpetually rearranging. 

The system we arc shown persists by the inherited monopoly 
of useful function, by traditional status and obligation, and 
by the availability of agriculture to draw oiT specialists who 
are supernumerary in the village. It clianges, too, relatively 
rapidly for that man who finds a new patron, more slowly for 
the caste, and so eventually foj* the village seen as a body of 
interrelated corporate groups. 

As a persisting social system, the village described by Kath¬ 
leen Gough used to correspond, very generally, with the village 
which Srinivas describes as still so persisting. There was, 
before recent changes, a similar village solidarity, a similar 
close interdependence of status and useful function, a similar 
•dependence of the lower castes on the economic power and rule 
of a dominant caste, a counterbalance of village unity and 
caste unity. 

But where Srinivas shows us the internal changes which 
made it possible for Rampura to persist as a social system and 
an isolable unit of study. Miss Gough shows us how the social 
system of Kumbapettai is undergoing radical change and how, 
in its declining integration and growing dependence on urban 
cr national institutions and a wider economy, this village 
ceases to be a significant unit of investigation. It is change in 
the sense of transformation that Miss Gough reports. In one 
paragraph Professor Srinivas only mentions some of the kinds 
of events that do eflect changes in Rampura; for Miss Gough 
it is just these events that in Kumbapettai break up the tra¬ 
ditional local social structure: the loss of land by Brahmans; 
independence from the Brahman achieved by lower castes 
through acquisition of land or by entering business; political 
organization and agitation. These events lead to breakdown of 
some of the taboos that keep the castes apart and in hierarchical 
order. Also they lead to a union of people from different castes 
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in what we recognize as classes—people conscious of common 
cause in the struggle to improve life chances. 

Dr. Cohn’s paper also describes transformations in the social 
structure of a village. In this case the changes are presented 
in large part from the viewpoint of a depressed caste group 
{Camdrs) in their struggles with the upper and landowning 
caste {Thdkurs), Again one understands that formerly the 
relations of economic dependence and those of status between 
the caste groups made the old-time village a well-integrated local 
structure. Then the Thdkurs entered urban employment; 
both upper-and lower-caste groups came to use British courts; 
the local and regional political organization lost its effective¬ 
ness; as population increased, Camdrs left the land and found 
work outside the village. These and other events brought it 
about that the Camdrs came into open conflict with the land¬ 
owning upper-caste group. We see the development of as¬ 
piration and the formation of policy in the depressed caste: 

Camdrs organize to achieve new power and status. In their 
struggle to free themselves from the Thdkurs^ power they fail for 
the present, but one feels that they will try again. 

Along with this struggle for power there comes about a 
curious change in the customs and religion of the two caste 
groups. The Thdkurs^ affected by Western models of conduct, 
become more individuated and secular; they relax traditional 
caste rules. At the same time the Camdrs seek to improve their 
status by tightening the traditional rules of commensality, by 
giving up despised occupations, and by adopting Sanskritic 
elements of custom. One might say that the Camdrs strive to 
move into a culture and its associated status which the 
Thdkurs have vacated. Social change in India is both a move¬ 
ment toward an urban and cosmopolitan mode of life and also 
a revival and penetration downward of ancient Hindu elements 
of culture and religion. 

By the time we reach Alan Beals’s paper the interest has 
quite shifted from an analysis of the maintaining interactions 
within the social structure of the village to an analysis of the 
factors external to the village which account for the transfor¬ 
mations that have taken place in it. For Namhalli, a relatively 
recent settlement, is so near a great city that its history has been 
in large part determined by events in the economic and poli¬ 
tical life of the city and state. We barely see the traditional 
social structure. In this case the multicaste village was or¬ 
ganized in economic dependence on a single man, the founder 
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and headman, and decisions on behalf of all were made by a 
small panchayat. But since 1876 this village “has become more 
and more an aggregation of small and comparatively non¬ 
interdependent families.” What interests Beals is to discover 
the way in which, at succeeding periods, a limited number of 
factors (six) arising from outside the village interacted in 
different ways to bring about this great change in the character 
of this village. Some of these factors flowed from the mere 
growth of trade, transportation, manufacture, and state-wide 
government. Others are the growth (and occasional decline) of 
population and the increasing emphasis on a cash economy. 
This is a study of urbanization as it appears in a village, not a 
study of the social structure of a village as an isolate. 

Mrs. Steed’s paper is concerned with the formation of person¬ 
ality within a social structure, but it is not the typical or modal 
personality that is accounted for but rather the personality of 
one particular individual. We arc asked to examine biographic 
and other information about one certain Rajput as these data help 
us to understand two things: how this man made adjustments 
to the expectations arising from the structure of his society while 
at the same time preserving and developing a private life in¬ 
consistent with those expectations; and how it came about, by 
what accidents of circumstance peculiar to his history, that 
he developed a personality that deviated from the ideal norm. 
Once more we see a social structure in which caste unity counter 
balances a village unity of interdependent castes. Once more 
we see a traditional society dominated by a landlord caste of 
high status. But now it is not only the social structure that is 
made explicit: we are shown explicitly the ideal virtues, the 
value orientation, of these Rajputs (pp. 117-19) and the ideal 
biography (pp. 126-27). This community is in part seen as 
the inside view of the good life. Further, the dimensions of 
society, from circles farthest from the individual to those closest 
to him, are presented in such a way as to focus our attention 
upon the single Rajput whose life, outer and inner, is the real 
subject of the paper. Moreover, social change is here a 
part of the context of structure and event within which this 
individual is to be understood. The abolition of the land- 
holding system, threatened at the time of Mrs. Steed’s observa¬ 
tions, provided a crisis, the possible resolution of which stimula¬ 
ted conduct and comment by the man whose life is under 
examination here. 

In the course of the comparisons which Professor Lewi^ 
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makes between a village in Delhi District and a village in 
Morelos, Mexico, we are returned to problems of social struc¬ 
ture. But now it is not only the organization of social relations 
within the village that interests. The interrelations of the 
village with the national culture and civilization, a matter 
in earlier papers recognized but not stressed, is brought to the 
fore by the identification of the two villages as instances of a 
societal type, peasant villages. This type demands a unit of des¬ 
cription and comparison that is much larger than a single vil¬ 
lage. It is as if we now looked down not upon a village (much 
less a single human being within a village) but upon the wider 
rural community that includes more than one village and 
upon the relations of villages with the institutions of the state. 
The contrasts Dr. Lewis brings out are contrasts between 
villages; they are also contrasts between rural-urban social 
systems. We see a Mexico of‘"relatively self-contained nuclear 
groupings or pockets of a small number of villages centrally 
located within municipiosJ^^ Tepoztlan is clearly organized 
politically in relation to the state by formal institutions 
representative of village leadership without interposition of 
extended kinship groups. Yet Tepoztlan faces inward as Rani 
Khera does not; its principal bonds are centripetal; its people 
marry within the village. The intervillage networks of relation¬ 
ship arc constituted of trade and of pilgrimage to shrines. For 
northern India, in contrast, we see, from the more inclusive 
point of vision to which we are led, settlements more diffusely 
scattered over a landscape. Each village is internally a com¬ 
plex system of heterogeneous parts. While the village has the 
degree of unity we have come to accept for the other Indian 
villages reported in this book, each village is connected with 
many others by networks of a notably different kind from those 
prevailing in Mexico: intervillage networks arise from the ties 
of caste connection and of intermarriage. We accept Dr. 
Lewis’ emphasis upon village endogamy versus exogamy in 
affecting the kinds of countrywide networks, which, it becomes 
apparent, we are to study and compare if we are to understand 
peasant village life. The Mexican and North Indian contrast 
is between two rural social systems, or even village-state systems. 
And the North Indian instance is indeed remarkable. In 
Dr. Lewis’ view, the importance of kinship and the extension 
of caste connections in the East Indian case are somehow 
^"primitive”; yet, if an isolable, inward-facing village is primitive, 
the Indian countryside is less primitive than is Mexico. Lewis 
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refers to these widespread intervillage connections as ‘'rural 
cosmopolitanism.” 

As its title announces, McKim Marriott’s paper directly 
raises questions of interrelation of an Indian village with the 
larger society and with the civilization of which it is a small 
and local part. The balanced account of'the village in Aligarh 
District both as a unified world in itself and also as a part of 
communities outside itself treats more fully than do earlier 
papers this question, recurrent for the book as a whole. But 
the topic is only introductory here. To Dr. Lewis’ characteriza¬ 
tions of types of village organization and of countrywide 
networks Marriott adds a greatly expanded historical dimen¬ 
sion: he treats Kishan Garhi as an element in the development 
of native Indian civilization. Government and culture alike 
have grown upward from Kishan Garhi and thousands of other 
villages. And the government and the reflective thought of 
India have influenced the development of all these Kishan 
Garhis. Upward from the village to the institutions and ideas 
of the state and civilization, and downward from the civiliza¬ 
tion and the state to the village, his mind runs in his efforts 
to identify some of the characteristic historical processes by 
which a native civilization, seen through the life of a village, 
may be understood. 

In Part 1 of his paper (pp. 186-96) this historical interaction 
is seen as a relation of little community and great community. 
Here we see government and land tenure, and then caste 
organization, as products of interaction over many generations. 
Native Indian government is in part a growth upward from the 
institutions of the local community. On the other hand, features 
of the village that appear at first as local developments— 
elements of kinship structure, village layout, and typical 
modes of conflict—turn out to be “reflexes of general state 
policy.” And caste relationships too arc in part reflexes of 
institutions of the wider community, “degradations of the royal 
style.” The conclusion is reached that “both little communities 
and greater communities are mutually necessary conditions of 
each other’s existence in their present forms.” 

In Part II Marriott makes the same point'in terms of culture, 
content of ideas. To little and great community correspond 
little and great tradition. The religious life of Kishan Garhi 
is examined in historical depth. It is asked: “What elements 
of ritual and belief represent contributions from village life 
upward to the formation of India’s great Sanskritic tradition? 
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What elements are local modifications of elements of that great 
tradition communicated downward to it?” To the two as¬ 
pects of the double process of this interaction between little 
and great traditions Marriott gives names; universalization and 
parochialization. We are being helped to a viewpoint, a set 
of concepts, and a way of work that will allow anthropologists 
to study a village in its generic historic processes of interaction 
with the civilization of which it is a part. We shall become able 
to combine ‘'a focus upon the small half-world of the village” 
with “a perspective upon the universe of Indian civilization.” 
To this combination the anthropologists who study India are 
moving. 

Besides writing this paper, Mr. Marriott performed the 
arduous and often difficult tasks incident to editing this book. 
The general editors of the series are very grateful to him. We 
are also grateful to the other contributors for their help and for 
their patience with us. The support of the Ford Foundation in 
making possible first the seminar and now this volume, men¬ 
tioned by Mr. Marriott in his Preface, is also thankfully 
acknowledged by us. 

Chicago, Illinois 

April 15, 1955 

Robert Redfield 

Milton Singer 



PREFACE 

The papers of this volume are products of a seminar in social 
anthropology entitled ‘‘Comparison of Cultures: The Indian 
Village.” The seminar, conceived and organized by Professors 
Robert Redfield and Milton Singer, was conducted at the 
University of Chicago during April and May of 1954, Both 
the seminar and this publication of its results were made possi¬ 
ble through a program for the comparative study of cultures 
and civilizations, directed by Professors Redfield and Singer, 
and supported by a grant from the Ford Foundation. 

The eight authors of this volume focused their attention in the 
seminar on a dual problem raised by the extension of anthro¬ 
pological methods of holistic analysis to villages in India’s com¬ 
plex civilization. Ways of considering small communities as 
wholes were first surveyed for the seminar by Professor Redfield 
through his lectures on “The Little Community” (The Gottes- 
man Lectures for 1954 at Uppsala University), of which an 
outline was circulated among all participants. Two questions 
were then raised by Professor Singer: How relevant are such 
holistic methods of analysis for studies of villages in India? 
And if village studies make use of such holistic methods of 
analysis, then what relevance do those studies have for 
understanding problems which concern all of India ? 

Each paper of this volume, excepting only that of Professor 
Srinivas, who was unable to attend in person, was presented 
for a week’s discussion in the Chicago seminar. Professors 
Redfield and Singer there provided for the continuity and 
cumulation of ideas. Draft versions of most of the papers, 
together with notes on the seminar discussions, were subsequent¬ 
ly circulated among all authors for mutual comment and 
for revision. 

The present papers trespass on the territories of nine langu¬ 
ages and dialects of India. Phonetic and phonemic transcrip¬ 
tions being as yet unavailable, the standard taken for roma- 
nizing words of these languages and dialects is literary: an 
attempt has been made to transliterate from the more 
or less standard forms found in dictionaries of the native 
character. An attempt has also been made to employ the 
same romanizations for equivalent characters in each of the 
different written languages. Bulletin 31 of the Library of 
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Congress Cataloging Service (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Govern¬ 
ment Printing Office, 1954) has been found to be a helpful 
guide. Departures from that guide consist in the replacement 
of its sh by the more piecise and in the replacement of its 
rji by a ri as the symbol for nasalization of the preceding vowel, 
consistent with, conventional practice in romanizing Hindi. 
Final a and word-medial, intcrconsonantal a are either repre¬ 
sented or not^ according to context and common usage. The 
necessary diacritics are employed on all italicized words, and on 
italicized words only. Proper names of persons and of geogra¬ 
phic features as well as a few nouns of very common occurrence 
such as ‘‘Brahman” {Brdhmana) and “panchayat” {panedyat) are 
reproduced in popular, anglicized forms in plain type and 
without diacritics. 

The authors wish to record their thanks for the stir and 
thoughtful seasoning added by Professors Redfield and Singer 
to each phase of the seminar’s progress. They are sensible also 
of the contributions made to their own thinking by the other 
faculty members and students who comprised their discerning 
audience in Chicago. They are grateful to the student record¬ 
ers who facilitated the early circulation of notes on the papers 
and discussions. 

As editor, I am especially indebted to the India Village 
Studies Project of the Institute of East Asiatic Studies, Univer¬ 
sity of California, Berkeley, for the freedom to undertake 
this volume; to Proi'essors Redfield and Singer for their 
counsel throughout its preparation; to Professor Murray 
B. Emeneau and Mr. William I. Moore for their linguistic 
advice; to Miss Anna M. Pikclis for her thorough and energetic 
devotion to editorial management and process; to Miss Rose¬ 
mary Witko and Mrs. Janet Seibert for their accurate handling 
of many exacting stenographic tasks; and to Mr. Harry A. 
Miliman for his preparation of the Index. 

McKim Marriott 

UNiVERSiTi" OP California, Berkeley 
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THE SOCIAL SYSTEM OF A MYSORE 
VILLAGE' 

M. N. SRINIVAS 

My aim in this essay is to give a brief description of the social 
system of Rampura {Rdmpura)^ a large, nucleated village in the 
plains of Mysore District in Mysore State in South India. 
Rampura is a village of many castes, yet it is also a well-defined 
structural entity. Comparisons between Rampura and other 
villages may throw some light on India’s rural social systems 
generally. 

With its 1,523 residents in 1948, Rampura must be ranked 
among the largest 5 per cent of the villages in Mysore State. 
Seventy-seven per cent of all villages in the state contained less 
than 500 persons in 1941, while 93 per cent contained less than 
1,000 persons {Census of India 1942: 12). 

Structurally, also, Rampura is much more complex than the 
average village, for it contains nineteen Hindu castes and 
Muslims. Each of the four largest castes of Rampura has a 
strength of more than one hundred persons, and together these 
four number 1,274 out of the total village population of 1,523. 
Others are much smaller. Below is a list of all the castes of 
Rampura, arranged in order of their population strength in the 
village, together with the traditional calling of each caste 
(Table 1). 

Traditional callings are implied in the vernacular names of 
most of the castes. For convenience in description, I refer to 
them by English terms which are equivalent to their vernacular 
names—‘Totter” for Kumbdra, “Peasant” for Okkaliga, etc. 
Exceptions are, however, made for the religious terms “Muslim” 
{Musalmdn)^ “Brahman” {Brdhmana)y and ^'Lingdyaty^ and for 
the “Untouchable” {Holeya). 

I. THE CASTES AND THEIR OCCUPATIONS 

Each caste in Rampura is traditionally associated with the 
practice of a particular occupation. This does not mean, 

1. I have spent twelve months doing field work in Rampura. An initial stay of ten 
months in 1948 was made possible by the generosity of the University of Oxford. A 
second visit of two months in 1952 was financed by the M. S. University of Baroda. I 
wish to thank the University of Manchester for the award of a Simon Senior Research 
Fellowship which permitted me to spend nine months during 1953-54 on the analysis 
offidii^ta. 

1 
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however, that all the members of a caste or even a majority of 
them do in fact always follow their traditional calling. And 
even when they do follow a traditional calling, they need not 
do so to the exclusion of another calling. In fact, some non tradi¬ 
tional calling may be economically more remunerative than the 
traditional one. 

Older and more conservative persons in each caste tend to 
regard the traditional calling as the proper one. Each takes 
pride in the skills which are required for his traditional calling 
and regards these skills as natural monopolies of his caste. For 
instance. Brahmans are assumed not to possess agricultural skill. 

TABLE 1 

Population and Traditional Callings of 

Castes in Rampura (1948) 

Name of Caste Traditional Calling Population 

Okkaliga Peasant 735 
Kuruba Shepherd 235 
Musalmdn Artisan and Trader 179 
Holeya Servant and Laborer 125 
Gdniga Oilman 37 
Acdri—Kuldcdri and Matdcdri Smith 35 
Lingdyat Non-Brahman Priest 33 
Ediga Toddyman 24 
Kumbdra Potter 23 
Banajiga Trader 22 
Kelasi Barber 20 
Besta Fisherman 14 
Korama Swinehe’ird 12 
Agasa Washerman 7 
M^da Basketmaker 7 
Brdhmana—Hoysala Karndtaka Priest and Scholar 6 
Brdhmana—Mddhva Priest and Scholar 6 
Brdhmana—Sri Vaifnava Priest and Scholar 3 

If, in fact, a Brahman villager does show some skill in agri¬ 
culture, then other villagers may express their surprise. 
The Brahman priest of the Rama temple in Rampura shows 
such skill and is frequently to be seen carrying a basket and a 
sickle to the fields. His agricultural skill is admired if not en¬ 
vied, but he is also criticized for alleged neglect of priestly 
duties in favor of agriculture. On the other hand, the Peasants 
of nearby Bella village are criticized because of their urban 
ways and their lack of skill in rice cultivation, to which they 
are comparative newcomers. 

Contrary to popular impression, the traditional calling is not 
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unchangeable. Changes are especially common at the present 
day when members of all except the lowest caste are seen opening 
shops and starting rice mills and bus lines. In the recent past, 
too, castes have changed their occupations, and changes pro¬ 
bably took place in the remoter past as well. For instance the 
Shepherds of Rampura have changed over from keeping sheep 
and weaving blankets to farming. In Rampura none of the 
Fishermen fishes for a living, and in the neighboring village of 
Kere most of them have taken to agriculture. Only two families 
of Oilmen still work the traditional bullock-powered mills to 
extract oil out of oilseeds. The rest of the Oilmen are engaged 
in petty trade or work in agriculture as tenants, servants, or 
laborers. During my stay in the village I came across a party 
of itinerant Washermen who had discarded their traditional 
occupation in favor of digging wells. 

Again, a caste may have more than one traditional occupa¬ 
tion. For instance, the Toddyman not only taps toddy from 
palm trees but also sells it. The Oilman extracts oil from oil¬ 
seeds and sells oil, oil-soaked cotton torches, and edibles fried 
in oil. The Fisherman not only catches fish but also sells them. 
The Sheperds used to keep, sheep, make blankets, and sell 
both sheep and blankets. In brief, division of labor is not 
highly developed; the specialized caste often performs many 
operations to produce its special articles and then markets them 
as well. Furthermore, in addition to their separate traditional 
occupations, all castes down to the Untouchable have for long 
•commonly practiced agriculture. Even the Brahmans have 
•done so, although there is a scriptural ban against their doing 
*so (Manu X. 84). 

The extent of conformity, change, flexibility, and overlap¬ 
ping in the traditional occupations of the castes of Rampura may 
best be seen from a caste-by-caste review of the actual situation. 

A. PEASANTS AND AGRICULTURE 

The Peasant caste is the only caste in the area of Rampura 
which has agriculture as its sole traditional occupation. 
Peasants are the most numerous caste in Rampura village, 
numbering as they do nearly half the population. They tendto 
predominate generally in the districts of Mandya and Mysore. 
The bulk of the Peasants are actually occupied on the land, 
either as owners, as tenants, as laborers, or as servants. All the 
biggest landowners in Rampura are Peasants. 

But it may be repeated here that most other people in the 
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village, regardless of their differing traditional occupations, 
are also engaged in agriculture in one capacity or another. 
Brahmans were found along with Peasants among the biggest 
landowners of the area until about thirty years ago. In Ram- 
pura at present, only the Traders, Basket-makers, Washermen, 
Swineherds, and a few Fishermen do not engage in agriculture 
in any way. The total number of the nonagricultural population 
in the village does not exceed 100 persons. According to 
the Harvest Scheme List for 1946-47, more than one-half of 
the families ofRampura required no grain ration cards. Forty- 
nine families were reported to be growing enough grain for 
their own consumption, while 100 families were reported as 
producing a surplus for government purchase. 

The remainder of the agricultural families—132 out of the 
total number of 281 families—were reported to be marginal 
agriculturists who did not grow enough grain to subsist without 
help of a government ration. If any bias exists in these figures, 
it is probably in the direction of minimizing agricultural pro¬ 
duction so as to escape giving grain to the government. Agri¬ 
cultural work and income are a substantial element in most 
villagers’ lives, even if many participate in agriculture only as 
servants or as casual, seasonal laborers. 

Like the Brahmans before them, some Peasants and members 
of other, older, landed castes have been attracted to the city and 
have given up their lands. Rampura boasts of three Peasant 
and one Lihgdyat college graduates, three of whom are employed 
in the government while one works as a lawyer in a nearby town. 
Between 1948 and 1952 two Peasants started rice mills, and 
another started two bus services to Mysore. The bus-owner 
has bought a house in Mysore and has also built a few houses for 
renting in Bella. Some Peasants are engaged in trade: they keep 
teashops, sell groceries and cloth, and hire out cycles. A few 
Peasant youths show a keen awareness of the changed political 
situation and have ambitions of capturing political power. 

B. PRIESTLY CASTES 

Brahmans and Lingdyats are the traditional priestly castes of 
Rampura. This does not mean that every Brahman or every 
Lihgdyat in the village is actually a priest. In fact, the bulk of 
Brahmans and Lingdyats are engaged in secular occupations 
primarily, while even those who practice priesthood often also 
engage in subsidiary occupations such as agriculture and 
moneylending. 
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To say that Brahmans and Lingdyats are priestly castes means 
only that some individuals from these castes serve as domestic 
or temple priests. Brahman and Lihgdyat priesthoods are some¬ 
what distinct from one another. Lingdyats are temple priests 
only at temples where the god Siva in one of his numerous 
manifestations is worshiped. Brahmans do not in theory enter 
temples where Lingdyats are priests; Lingdyats do not enter 
temples where Brahmans are priests; but members of other 
Non-Brahman castes may enter temples where either Brahmans 
or Lingdyats are priests. There is a distinction also in domestic 
priesthood: Lihgdyat priests are called to officiate at births, 
weddings, or other ritual occasions only in the houses of other 
Lingdyats^ while Brahman domestic priests may be called by any 
of the other high Non-Brahman castes. 

In addition to Brahman and Lihgdyat priests, there are priests 
to be found in every other caste. Such priesthood tends to 
run in certain families, one of the sons being initiated into the 
priesthood on the death of the father or paternal uncle. Practi¬ 
cing the priesthood might mean conducting regular, i.e., daily 
or weekly, worship in a temple, or offering worship on certain 
special occasions. In Rampura,for instance, the biggest lineage 
among the Peasants has a small temple in which are housed 
two goodesses who were brought into the village by the founders 
of the lineage. Two men of the lineage are priests [gudda) and 
offer worship at the temple once a week, besides officiating at 
the periodical festivals held in the deities’ honor. This lineage 
also supplies a priest to the Mdri temple in the village. Mdri 
is the goddess presiding over plague, smallpox, and cholera, 
and her propitiation protects the village from the dreaded 
epidemics. The village as a whole is interested in warding off 
epidemics. Brahmans residing in the village make offerings to 
Mdri when someone in the house is suffering from plague or 
cholera, or when an epidemic is about. The Untouchables 
have another separate shrine to Mdri and have recently estab¬ 
lished a separate shrine for worshiping the deity Rdma. Only 
Untouchables worship at these shrines. In brief, it is wrong to 
assume that priests are always recruited from the Brahman and 
Lihgdyat castes and not from other castes. 

. Nor are Brahmans of Rampura by any means restricted to 
practicing some sort of priesthood to earn a living. At the 
beginning of 1948, one of the three Brahman families of Ram¬ 
pura was the immigrant Sri Vai^ava family of the village doctor* 
A second was the old native family of the village postmaster^ 
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who owned a little land and did contract work on the canal 
in summer for the government. The third family was that of 
the priest who had been called by the local elders over twenty- 
five years ago to come and officiate at the Rama temple. This 
temple priest gave part of his time to temple work and part 
to cultivating the lands with which the temple was endowed. 
The priest also occasionally officiated at a wedding or other 
ritual occasion in the village if he was invited to do so. But 
he was really not entitled to do this, as the right belonged to 
another Brahman who was residing in Hogur, a large village 
about five miles from Rampura. The joint family of this absent 
Brahman had the right to provide a priest at weddings or other 
ritual occasions among all high castes, barring Lingdyats, in the 
sixty-five villages forming part of Hogur Hobli. This right is 
enforceable. Any other Brahman acting in his place without 
his prior consent might be asked to explain his conduct before 
the village panchayat. The man employing him would also 
be liable. In such a case, the panchayat would fine the guilty 
parties. Such a right would be enforceable also before a govern¬ 
ment court of law. 

In 1948 this domestic priest was acting also as the accountant 
[idnabhog) of Rampura and of the adjacent village of Gudi in 
place of the true holder {bardbardar) of that accountantship. 
In 1949 a descendant of the joint family of the true holder was 
able to assert his claim to the office. His ancestors had lived in 
Rampura and had owned a considerable quantity of land there. 
But, like many Brahman families in this area, they had left the 
village for the city to secure Western education and urban jobs. 
The family had come down in the world, and the return of one 
of its members to Rampura to take up an extremely ill-paid 
accountantship was a measure of its fall. The family sold all 
its land, most of which was bought by rising Peasant families— 
a familiar sequence of events in the neighborhood. The post¬ 
master, too, had spent some time in Mysore in his youth, and 
later returned to Rampura only because he could not get a job 
in the city. 

Like the Brahmans, the Lingdyats of Rampura practice either 
priestly or secular occupations according to their circumstances. 
There are two priestly lineages among the local Lingdyats. One of 
them, which enjoys the lucrative priesthood of the MddeJvara 
temple at Gudi, which is about a nrile away from Rampura, is 
split into two joint families, each of which performs the tasks 
of priesthood in alternate years. One of the two joint families 
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further split up into four families during the latter half of 1948. 
Each of the four brothers now acts as priest once every eight 
years. A second Lihgdyat lineage furnishes a priest for the temple 
of Basava^ the bull on which the deity Siva rides. The priest 
cultivates the temple’s endowed lands. The other Lihgdyats in 
the village are engaged in agriculture and in trade. 

C. SERVING CASTES PAID AT THE HARVEST 

Five castes—the two Smith castes, Potter, Washerman, and 
Barber—serve the cultivators regularly and are paid a certain 
quantity of grain at harvest time by those whom they have 
served during the year. 

“Smith” is a blanket term which includes two castes and 
three groups of occupations in Rampura—working with wood 
and iron, building houses, and working with precious metals 
and stones. Generally speaking, the last-mentioned belongs 
to the Matdcdri subdivision, and the first two to the Kuldcdri 
subdivision. There is, however, one Matdcdri Smitli who works 
with wood and iron, and one Kuldcdri Smith who works with 
wood and iron as well as with precious stones. One Smith who 
works with wood and iron also occasionally helps a house¬ 
building Smith in his occupation. The Matdedris drink alco¬ 
holic beverages while the Kuldcdris do not. Each is a distinct 
endogamous group. 

The hereditary Potter of Rampura lives in Gudi. He makes 
pots and pans and supplies them to several families on 
occasions such as birth, marriage, and death. He does not 
seem, however, to make tiles for the inhabitants of Rampura. 
There are, in addition, a few Potter families resident in 
Rampura, only one of which (composed of a man, his wife, and 
an immigrant assistant) carries on the traditional occupation. 
The head of this house owns a little land which he personally 
cultivates, and during the nonagricultural season he makes 
pots, pans, and tiles. He makes them, however, not for grain 
payments but for cash. 

The Potters’ trade hangs on old tastes. Their traditional 
products are favored by the bulk of the villagers, who believe 
that food cooked in earthen pots is “cooling,” unlike food 
cooked in metal vessels, which is “hot.” Even in the rich head¬ 
man’s house rdgi flour is still cooked in huge earthen pots. But 
Brahmans and some of the richer persons in other castes now use 
metal vessels, usually of brass or copper, for the use of metal 
vessels is thought to confer more prestige on their owners than 
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the use of earthen ones. As the supply of cash in Rampura has 
increased in the last fifteen years or more, there seems to have 
been an increasing tendency among the poor to buy metal 
vessels. Similarly, houses roofed with the traditional Potters’ tiles 
are believed to be cooler in summer than those roofed with 
factory-made tiles, yet there is a tendency for the richer and 
more urbanized villagers to use factory-made tiles for prestige 
reasons. In 1948 three buildings in Rampura had been roofed 
with factory-made tiles. If this tendency increases, the Potters 
may be forced in course of time to give up their traditional 
calling. 

While Smiths and Potters serve everyone in the village irres¬ 
pective of caste, Barbers and Washermen serve only those castes 
which do not pollute them by contact. A Smith is not polluted 
by handling an Untouchable’s plow, nor is a Potter polluted 
by giving a pot or a few tiles to an Untouchable. But physical 
contact with the customer is implied in the services which are 
rendered by the Barber and Washerman. Swineherds and 
Untouchables are therefore excluded from the services of the 
Barber and Washerman castes: they have to provide these 
services for themselves from within their own respective castes. 

The Barber of Rampura shaves his customers once a week or 
once a fortnight, depending on the amount of grain paid. He 
does not shave his customers on certain inauspicious days, 
such as the days of the new and full moon. The Barber provides 
special services on ritual occasions, such as birth, death, and 
wedding, in return for extra pay. 

Two families of Washermen serve Rampura. One of them 
which is resident in the neighboring village of Bihalli washes 
the clothes of only a few Rampura families, notably those of the 
headman and Barbers. Between 1948 and 1952, however, the 
Bihalli Washerman lost the custom of the Rampura headman. 
The headman’s reversion to the local Washerman conforms 
with the common tendency for ties with servicing castes to be 
confined within the same village. The Barbers’ patronage of 
the Bihalli Washerman is due to a long-standing dispute 
between themselves and the Washermen of Rampura. 

The Washerman washes clothes, returning the clean garments 
to his customers once a fortnight. Between his visits, his custo¬ 
mers wash their own clothes, since it is only the better-off 
Peasants who own more than one change of clothes. The wash¬ 
ing of their customers’ menstrual clothes, which women of the 
Washerman caste do, is regarded as degrading and defiliflig. 
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Men of the Washerman caste wash only their male customers’ 
clothes. 

D. OTHER CASTES 

There are nine resident castes which do not provide regular 
^services or receive grain payments at the harvest: Shepherds^ 
Oilmen, Toddymen, Fishermen, Basketmakers, Swineherds, 
Traders, Untouchables, and Muslims. And there are several 
other nonresident castes which also enter into the economy of 
the village. 

None of the Shepherds now keeps sheep, but a few of them 
still make coarse blankets from wool. They obtain this wool 
cither from the few local Peasants who have kept small flocks 
or from neighboring villages. The wool is “paid for” in blan¬ 
kets, there being a recognized rate of exchange. There is very 
little pasture land in or around Rampura, and this is one of 
the reasons why local Shepherds have had to change to agri¬ 
cultural occupations. 

Two Oilman families, the heads of which are brothers, 
carry on the traditional calling by extracting oil from seeds. 
They also own some land, which they cultivate. In addition, 
they go periodically to the great temple of MddUvara in Kolegol 
Taluk in Madras State, where they sell torches made of oil- 
soaked rags tied to lengths of bamboo. Pilgrims go round the 
temple with torches in their hands. Selling torches is apparently 
a profitable business: the brothers have bought some riceland, 
and have saved some money in addition. The other Oilmen 
in Rampura are mere laborers, servants, or petty traders. 

One large joint family of Toddymen owns some riceland and a 
cloth shop. The head of this joint family also sews on a sewing 
machine in his shop. He seems, furthermore, to have an interest 
in a toddy shop in Hogur. A second Toddyman family in the 
village makes and sells mats made out of toddy palm leaves— 
a traditional occupation of women of the caste. But some mem¬ 
bers of this mat-making family also engage in odd coolie work. 
The toddy shop outside Rampura itself is run by a Toddyman 
widow. She is the only member of the local caste group who is 
entirely dependent on this traditional calling, a calling which is 
considered to be low. 

Three of the four Fisherman families in the village live by 
by coolie labor, while the head of the fourth operates a sewing 
machine. 

The Basketmakers are recent immigrants, and they make 
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baskets, screens of split bamboo, winnowing fans, hencoops, etc.> 
for sale either locally or in a nearby weekly market {sante). 
They buy the bamboos in Mysore. Their contact with towns is. 
greater than that of the other castes. They are not regarded as 
belonging to the village, as every few years one batch ofBasket- 
makers is replaced by another. 

The men of the Swineherd caste herd the swine which they 
own, and the oldest woman among them goes about villages* 
telling fortunes. Both are traditional occupations. The 
Swineherds speak among themselves a dialect of Telugu, and 
have a culture which is somewhat different from that of the 
other castes in the village. They live in huts on the outskirts 
of the village. From the beginning of the rainy season until 
the end of paddy harvest they live in the village headman’s 
mango grove to the north of the village; then they spend the 
summer in the headman’s paddy field to the southeast of the 
village. Their transhumance is due to the headman’s desire 
to have his fields fertilized with pig manure. 

There are three joint families of Traders, all of which are 
engaged in trade. Groceries and fried eatables are sold in their 
shops. One Trader has also kept a cloth store and a sewing 
machine which he operates himself. Two other Trader youths 
are able to sew, and one of them left Rampura some time ago 
to settle down in Harigolu, his wife’s village. It is interesting 
to note that none of the Traders owns land. 

Of thirty Untouchable families, fifteen arc cultivators, and 
fifteen live by coolie work. Some of the cultivators are cdkaraSy 
or hereditary village servants, whose duty it is to assist the 
headman and accountant in the collection of land tax. The men 
of the families which live by coolie work are either agricultural 
laborers or servants. Most Untouchable women do coolie work. 
They transplant paddy shoots, weed, help with harvest work^ 
trim the acacia trees during summer, clean grain, grind flour,, 
etc. 

In 1948 there were thirty-nine Muslim families in Rampur^^ 
of which thirteen owned or cultivated land, fifteen worked as 
laborers, and seven were engaged in petty trade. The occupa¬ 
tions of butcher, shoesmith, tinker, doctor of Unani (Muslim); 
medicine, and plasterer were each performed by a Muslim- 
There were, in addition, two Muslim tailors. Some show much 
enterprise in their commercial activities: though Hindus own? 
the mango groves in this area, the entire trade in mangoes is; 
in the hands of Muslims. The poorest Muslims act as middle- 
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men, borrowing money for short periods at high rates of interest 
and working on very small margins; it is not surprising that their 
enterprises collapse occasionally. The Muslims are therefore 
occupationally as well as spatially mobile. The bulk of the 
Muslims of Rampura are recent immigrants and are not yet 
regarded as fully belonging to the village. 

Several itinerant castes also visit Rampura and neighboring 
villages, commonly in the summer. Sawyers from the lowlands 
of the Tamil country come to saw timber for building. Tilers, 
Hunters {Bedas), Well-diggers, and a few castes of entertain¬ 
ers also come—Gdrudiga magicians, Muslim snake charmers^ 
Pipers who play pipes through their nostrils, etc. Shepherds 
from villages very near Mysore City come to Rampura if a 
long drought has burned up the grass in their area. They take 
their flocks along the banks of the Cauvery River. There is a 
customary arrangement by which the Shepherds stand their 
flocks so as to manure a man’s field at night and receive in 
return a meal or the raw materials of a meal. Most peripatetic 
castes wander about only after the agricultural season is over. 
During the agricultural season they stay at home to raise crops. 

II. THE TRADITIONAL ECONOMY OF LAND AND GRAIN 

In the traditional economy of this area, money seems to have 
played a minimal part. Even at the beginning of this century 
cash was scarce, and the buying power of a rupee was much 
greater than it is today. Barter still prevails in Rampura, and 
it was much more widespread in the past. Today, as long 
ago, a farmer’s wife barters paddy for dried fish, vegetables, 
and betel leaves. Fruit-sellers are frequently paid in paddy. 
Though the farmer grows paddy, his staple is rdgi (finger millet). 
Before World War II it was not uncommon for villagers of 
Rampura to drive carts of paddy to Hunsur in the west in 
order to exchange the paddy which they had grown for the rdgi 
which they would eat. 

Within the village of Rampura the usual way of paying for 
services was and is in grain, or in land, the source of grain. 
The various kinds of payment may be arranged in a hierarchy 
of prestige, with payment in land at the top. Land is the most 
permanent form of payment. A piece of land may be attached 
to an office, as, for example, to the office of a village servant or 
of a temple priest; or it may be given to someone for rendering 
a service, as it has occasionally been given to a servant who had 
faithfully served his master’s family for a long time. The implica- 
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tion of payment in land is that the land is to be held so long 
as the office is held or the service performed. Prestige is also 
attached to grain payments, though their prestige is less than 
the prestige which is attached to payments in land. The pres¬ 
tige of grain payments is understandable, for the ability to 
pay in grain is the result of rights in land, rights either of owner¬ 
ship or of tenancy. Grain payments also imply enduring 
relationships, and enduring relationships are valued. The 
payment of a crop growing on a piece of land is regarded as 
intermediate in prestige between payments in land and pay¬ 
ments in grain. Finally, at the bottom of the hierarchy of pres¬ 
tige are payments in cash. 

The principal temples in the village—the temples of Rdma^ 
Basavdy Haiti Mari and Kahbdla Durgada Mdri—are endowed 
with agricultural land. Excepting the lands of the Haiti Mdri 
temple, all the endowment lands are ricelands. The priests 
enjoy the fruits of these lands, and the priests of the Rdma^ 
Basava^ and Mddeivara temples claim, in addition, a headload 
of paddy with straw from everyone who grows enough to have 
some to spare. 

In the past, three Brahman families, including the hereditary 
domestic priest of the village, held grants of riceland. The 
reason for the grant to the priest is clear; the reasons for grants 
to the others are less clear, though any gift to poor Brahmans 
has always been regarded as a pious act. I have not made a study 
of these grants, but I would assume in all these cases that the 
state was the donor. Where the gift is attached to a temple, or 
to an office, such as that of a village domestic priest or servant, 
enjoyment of the land is conditional on performance of the 
duties of the office. But after the lapse of a generation or two 
such property tends to be treated as the private property 
of the donee. The village priest of Rampura, for instance, sold 
a portion of his land a few months before I started work in the 
village. And it is very common, if not universal, for such pro¬ 
perty to be divided, like any other property of a joint family, 
among the heirs of the deceased person. 

In this area it is common for the village servants, like the 
village priests, to be paid for their services in the form of land. 
In Rampura these village servants are Untouchables. They 
are required to assist the headman and the accountant in the 
discharge of their duties. The land of the village servants, too, 
has been divided, as if it were joint family property. 

There is, however, a difference in responsibility as between 
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priests, on the one hand, and village servants, on the other. 
Village servants, like the headman and the accountant, are 
servants of the state government. They are subject to the 
authority of the revenue officials and, in case of extreme in¬ 
competence or corruption, are liable to dismissal by the govern¬ 
ment. But the priests are responsible only to the village com¬ 
munity represented by the elders. If a priest enjoys the fruit of 
his lands without performing the duties of his office, he may 
be controlled only by public opinion and by religious sanctions. 

The village headman [patel) and accountant are paid in¬ 
directly from the land. They keep forthemselves a cash commis¬ 
sion figured as a percentage of the land taxes which they collect. 
This commission form of payment may have been instituted 
to encourage them to collect the full tax from the cultivators. 

Grain payments, which stand below land payments in point 
of prestige, are made for rent, for regular services, for charity, 
and for labor under certain circumstances. Tenants in Ram- 
pura universally pay rent {guttige) to the landowners in the 
form of grain. Such a grain payment may be either a fixed 
share of the harvest—one-half or one-third—or a fixed amount 
of paddy. Rents vary at present from four to six khandis of 
paddy per acre, one khandi being equal to 180 seers (about 
360 pounds). 

The Smith, Potter, Washerman, and Barber are paid a fixed 
quantity of grain called adade, during the paddy harvest of 
each of their more substantial customers. These four are en¬ 
titled to receive also small quantities of the pulses, which arc 
harvested in late summer, of the vegetables and chilies grown 
in the vegetable plot in the paddy land, and a few cubes of 
jaggery, if jaggery is being made. They are given additional 
gifts of grain, money, and food for their services on special ritual 
occasions. When a Washerman or Barber refers to a family as 
his *'adade kula,^^ i.e., “grain-paying family,” he implies, first, 
that the family is wealthy enough to pay annually in grain and, 
second, that the relationship between them is an enduring one. 
Such grain payments are made only by those farming families 
which grow a surplus of grain. Cash is paid for every act of 
service by those who do not grow a surplus. The quality of the 
service rendered by the Smith, Potter, Washerman, and Barber 
depends on whether the customer pays annually in grain or not, 
on the quantity of grain paid, and on the customer’s general 
social position. 

There are minute regulajtions governing the conditions of 
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service of these grain-paid castes. The quantity of grain paid to 
the Smith varies from family to family, but varies always at a 
fixed rate according to the number of plows owned. The Smith 
is not required to make the entire plow anew; he oxily beats 
into a plowshare and sharpens the piece of iron brought by 
the customer. The customer must first buy the piece of iron, 
either from a local trader, in a weekly market, or in a nearby 
town. He must take the iron along with a length of acacia 
wood to the Smith. The customer has in addition to contribute 
his own labor. The chips from the wood are the Smith’s 
perquisite. The Smith repairs all the agricultural implements 
as part of his retaining fee, but he has to be paid separately for 
reparing carts. 

While the amount of grain paid to the Smith depends on the 
number of plows, the Barber’s depends on the number of adult 
males in the houses he serves. The question as to when for 
purposes of grain payment a boy becomes an adult male is a 
matter which must be argued between the Barber and the head 
of a household. The amounts of grain paid to the Washerman 
and Barber depend upon the total number of adults in the 
household. Women mean more work for the Washerman, as a 
woman’s saree is a longer garment than a man’s lower cloth. 
Normally, the Washerman and Barbers would exchange their 
services without pay, but, since a dispute has arisen between 
them, the Barbers have been getting their clothes washed by the 
Bihalli Washerman, while the Rampura Washerman pays the 
Barber for his shave. 

Next in order of importance after the payments to the 
servicing castes are the payments of headloads of paddy with 
straw which are given to the priests of the principal temples 
in the village. These are said to be contributions toward the 
daily offerings of cooked rice which are made to the deities. 

Headloads of paddy with straw are also given to mendicants, 
agricultural servants, and the importunate poor. The giving 
of grain at harvest time to the poor and to mendicants is an act 
of piety. The performance of such a charitable act results in 
good, both materially and spiritually, here and hereafter. 

The richer landowners in Rampura sometimes pay their 
servants partly in cash and partly in grain. The servant is given 
the paddy crop growing in three or four plots. He is then re¬ 
quired to supply manure to these plots and to do the weeding 
and harvesting himself. A rich landowner adopts this mode of 
payment when he wants to be certain of the supply of labor. 
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Such payment is more highly valued than money, as the food¬ 
buying power of money varies. Paddy is preferred because it is 
food, although it may be converted into money if necessary. 

Labor is especially scarce during the paddy transplantation 
.season (July-August). At that time the labor of many people, 
men and women, has to be concentrated in a particular field for 
-a particular day, or two, or three. Villagers are fond of saying 
that transplantation [ndti) is like a wedding: by this they mean 
that it is a collective undertaking which has to be finished 
within a brief and specified period of time. 

Laborers who help at transplantation are usually paid in 
cash, since grain is scarce at transplantation time. Only when 
both the landowner and the laborer belong to the same village, 
and when the landowner is known to be a reliable man, does 
a laborer agree to be paid in grain at the harvest for the work 
which he has done at transplantation time. Wages for labor 
during the harvest are paid in paddy. 

Payments in the form of land and grain bring home to every¬ 
one in Rampura the interdependence of the castes. The Smith, 
Potter, Washerman, and Barber, the priests of the principal 
temples in the village, the laborers who helped during trans¬ 
plantation and harvest, other servants, poor friends, the village 
sweeper, the butcher—all these and many others may be given 
gifts of headloads of paddy with straw. In such a traditional 
economy the divisivencss of caste endogamy and the barriers 
against commensality and free contact only a part of the 
story. Division also implies interdependence. Each caste is 
aware that it is not self-sufficient. Payments in land and grain 
may be said to dramatize this fact. 

While the traditional economy of Rampura maybe described 
as one of land and grain, a land tax in the form of cash seems 
to have been paid at least since the time of Chikka Deva 
Raja Wodeyar (a.d. 1628-1704). The role of money has been 
increasing, however, in recent times. The prevalence of high 
prices for food grains during World War II brought large sums 
of money into Rampura and other villages, especially into the 
hands of the larger landowners. Some portion of this money 
was invested in new enterprises such as rice mills, buses, and 
urban houses for rent, rather than in older forms of investment 
«uch as land, usury, rural houses, and women’s jewelry. 

ni. SOURCES OF FLEXIBILITY 

Under the caste system the nonagricultural castes are 
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assured not only of a monopoly over their traditional callings 
but also of the freedom to choose among certain alternatives— 
especially agriculture and trade on the external market— 
alternatives which give flexibility to the traditional social system,, 
yet help to preserve its forms. 

The stability of caste monopolies is enforced by family 
inheritance. That is, the right to serve a particular family— 
the right of making plows for it, or of periodically shaving the 
heads of its male members, or of washing its clothes—is treated 
as a heritable and divisible right. Thus the partitioned brothers^ 
of a Barber family divide among themselves the families which 
they were all jointly serving before partition. On the other 
hand, all the partitioned sons or brothers of a patron family 
continue to patronize the same Barber, Smith, Potter, and 
Washerman who used to serve them before partition. A 
respect for enduring relationships is to be seen everywhere. 

But this tendency toward stability does not mean that conti¬ 
nued unsatisfactory behavior on either side will be tolerated. 
After protesting to the village elders, the aggrieved party will 
break off the old relationship and form a new relationship with 
another. Shifting relationships may ultimately make one Smith 
or Potter more popular and therefore richer than others.. 
Such shifting of relationships is also partly responsible for the 
rivalry which exists between members of the same nonagricul- 
tural caste in a village. Each Smith has one eye on the custo¬ 
mers of another Smith. Occasionally the elders of the village 
are called upon to settle a dispute between two Smiths, one 
of whom alleges that the other is trying to poach on his circle 
of customers. Such a dispute highlights a feature of the caste 
system that is normally in abeyance: while there are undoubtedly 
strong ties binding together the families of any nonagricultural 
caste in a local area, strong rivalry often also exists among 
them (cf. Gough 1952: 535). The kinship links, agnatic or 
affinal, which prevail among them act both as checks and as: 
stimulants to this rivalry. 

Rivalry within the caste tends also to encourage the formation 
of friendships outside the caste (cf. Marriott 1952: 873). Thus 
the division into castes brings together the various castes in a 
village or local area by means of two linked processes: first, the 
existence of occupational specialization brings the different 
castes together, and, second, the rivalry for customers splits 
the members of a caste and forces them to seek frienda 
outside. 
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Occupational specialization has its limits, however, since no 
single village or group of a few neighboring villages can support 
an indefinite number of Smiths, Barbers, Potters, Washermen, 
Oilmen, Fishermen, Shepherds, Traders, Basketmakers, 
Swineherds, or Priests. It is obvious that the bulk of the people 
of a village, who live by agriculture, have to “carry” as it were, 
the nonagricultural castes by their payments of grain and a 
grain-producing land. 

When there are too many persons in a nonagricultural caste 
group, the excess may migrate to a nearby town. They may 
stay there practicing their traditional occupation or a new 
one. Change of occupation is more likely if the town is a 
Western-type town rather than a traditional one. Movement 
to a town, if it is also followed by a change of occupation, may 
lead to the formation of a new caste, and eventually to change 
of caste rank. Migration to another village may also occur, 
especially when the migrant has there relatives or a patron 
who can sponsor him. It is, however, theoretically possible for 
a nonagricultural caste to live largely independent of the village 
economy by producing for a weekly market. Thus Basket- 
makers, Oilmen, Potters, and others might make a living largely 
outside the village economy. This is, however, infrequent, 
as a weekly market does not provide the same security of liveli¬ 
hood that grain payments do, unless the market is an excep¬ 
tionally big one. It is more usual for an artisan to trade at a 
weekly market simply to supplement his more certain income 
within the village. 

Another alternative for the surplus nonagriculturists is to 
abandon their traditional callings and to take up agriculture 
as tenants, as servants, or as laborers. 

The rule permitting all castes to take up the common occu¬ 
pation of agriculture keeps the caste system going by drawing 
off the surplus persons in the nonagricultural castes. If it had 
not been for the alternative of agriculture, the occupational 
aspect of the caste system, and with it perhaps the entire caste 
system, would have broken down under the great increase of 
population which has occurred during the last hundred years. 

Agriculture gives flexibility to the social system in yet another 
way. In the traditional rural economy, ownership of land is 
the most important source of wealth, and is the means by 
which individuals lift themselves up in the local prestige sys¬ 
tem. If a member of a low caste becomes rich, he invests a good 
part of his wealth in land. There is, in such a case, an inconsis- 

2 
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tency between his caste rank and his wealth. This is seen, for 
instance, in the case of one Toddyman of Rampura, who is 
better off than many members of higher castes. For purposes 
of contribution to common village festivals he is put in the 
second division along with some members of higher castes. The 
lower divisions also include some who belong to higher castes. 
Brahmans are in a sense removed from comparison with 
wealthy members of lower castes, for Brahmans do not contri* 
bute to festivals, nor do Muslims or Untouchables. 

I suggest that here again is a situation which makes possible 
both the formation of a new caste and the upward movement 
of a caste in the hierarchy. When a member of a low caste owns 
some land, there is a tendency on his part to Sanskritize his 
ways and customs (cf. Srinivas 1952: 30-31 and passim). In the 
past, a caste’s claim to high position went hand in hand with 
Sanskritization. Nowadays, members of low castes who hold 
official positions also show a tendency to Sanskritize their ways, 

IV. TRADITIONAL POLITIGAL ORGANIZATION*. THE 

DOMINANT CASTE 

The existence of caste courts has been interpreted as proof of 
the strength, if not of the autonomy, of a caste. But the sepa¬ 
rate political strength of the castes, like their occupational 
specialization, is only a part of the story. The settlement of 
disputes in the village occasionally brings out the importance 
of one caste which is locally dominant, and the dependence of 
the other castes on it. The concept of the dominant caste is 
important for understanding intercaste relations in any local 
area, and for understanding the unity of the village. 

A caste may be said to be “dominant” when it preponderates 
numerically over the other castes, and when it also wields pre¬ 
ponderant economic and political power. A large and powerful 
caste group can more easily be dominant if its position in the 
local caste hierarchy is not too low. 

The elders who govern Rampura owe their power not to 
legal rights derived from the state but to the dominant local 
position of their Peasant caste group. Their power is so great 
that it is not unknown for cases pending before the state’s official 
courts to be withdrawn in order to be submitted to their adju¬ 
dication. 

Justice can be swift and cheap in the village, besides also 
being a justice which is understood as such by the litigants. 
The litigants cither speak for themselves or ask a clever relative 
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or friend to speak on their behalf There are no hired lawyers 
arguing in a strange tongue, as in the awe-inspiring atmosphere 
of the urban state courts. I do not hold that the justice adminis¬ 
tered by the elders of the dominant caste in Rampura is always 
or even usually more just than the justice administered by the 
judges in urban law courts, but only that it is much better 
understood by the litigants. 

The elders of the dominant Peasant caste in Rampura admi¬ 
nister justice not only to members of their own caste group but 
also to all persons of other castes who seek their intervention. 
Even now, in the rural areas, taking disputes to the local elders 
is considered to be better than taking them to the urban law 
courts. Disapproval attaches to the man who goes to the city 
for justice. Such a man is thought to be flouting the authority 
of the elders and therefore acting against the solidarity of the 
village. The few men in Rampura who take disputes to the 
urban courts are not respected. 

The elders of the dominant caste are able to dispense justice 
to everyone because, where necessary, they apply the code which 
the disputants recognize and not the code of their own caste. 
They may regard their own caste code as superior, but they 
recognize that members of other castes have a right to be govern¬ 
ed by their own codes. 

The minority castes in Rampura, including the Muslims, 
seem only too ready to take their disputes to elders of the 
Peasant caste for settlement. The sentiment that disputes should 
be settled within the caste does not seem to be very strong. 
There is, on the other hand, a tendency for the poorer people 
to take their cases, even quarrels within the joint family, to 
their patrons, who are usually Peasants. Peasant elders may 
be called upon to decide cases in which all the litigants are 
Brahmans, or Untouchables, or Muslims. In one case which 
I collected from the village of Kere the Peasant elders on appeal 
set aside a decision given by the elders of the local Fisherman 
caste to some of their own castemen on the grounds that the 
decision was unjust and motivated by malice. 

Sometimes, however, the elders of the dominant caste either 
give permission, or actually suggest, that a case be referred 
to the caste court of the disputants’ own caste. They may do 
so when an intricate point of caste custom is at issue, or when 
the witnesses are spread over several different villages. Other 
considerations may also prevail, such as the question of juris- 
diction* A general rule is difficult to state, because there is 
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variation from village to village and from caste to caste. On 
the whole, the elders of the dominant caste show respect for the 
customs of each minority caste and for its elders, and vice 
versa. 

The elders of the dominant caste are spokesmen for the 
village. Trouble would ensue for a person who did not show 
them proper respect. They are able to supply or to withhold 
information about people living in the area. Their co¬ 
operation may be essential for rendering effective a sentence 
passed against an individual in a caste court. Their friendship 
may be needed in some future transaction in land or cattle, or 
in soliciting a loan from someone, or in finding a bride. 

By comparison with taking a dispute to the village elders, 
taking a dispute to the caste court is a procedure not unattended 
by an element of risk. A man can be certain of receiving con¬ 
sideration, if not kindness, at the hands of the elders of his 
own village; he cannot be as certain of it at the hands of his 
caste elders, some of whom belong to different villages and some 
of whom he does not know well. A caste court is not unlikely 
to decide a case entirely on a point of law—a thing which is less 
likely to happen in a court of village elders who are well 
acquainted both with the persons and with the circumstances 
of each case. 

V. THE CASTE HIERARCHY 

The essence of hierarchy is the absence of equality among the 
units which form the whole: in this sense, the various castes in 
Rampura do form a hierarchy. The caste units are separated 
by endogamy and commensality, and they arc associated with 
ranked differences of dietary and occupation. Yet it is difficult, 
if not impossible, to determine the exact, or even the approxi¬ 
mate, place of each caste in the hierarchical system. 

Before the castes can be ranked as unequal, they must, of 
course, exist as separate units. Separation of the castes is 
achieved, first, through endogamy. The effects of caste en¬ 
dogamy are, on the one hand, to deny a powerful potential 
means of forging solidarity among different castes and, on the 
other hand, to increase solidarity within each caste. 

Separation of the castes is achieved, second, through restric¬ 
tions on commensality. Complete commensality may be said 
to exist only when all persons, men as well as women, accept 
cooked food and drinlang water from each other. Thanks to 
the pervasive concept of pollution, each person accepts drink- 
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ing water and cooked food only from castes which he regards 
as equal or superior to his own. Acceptance from an inferior 
caste would pollute him and would entail his performing, 
among others things, a purificatory ceremony to regain his 
normal ritual status. The pollution conveyed by contact with 
lower castes is one of several kinds of pollution (cf. Srinivas 
1952, chaps, ii, iv). 

Women are more particular than men about commensal 
restrictions. For instance, while the men of equal castes may 
eat food cooked by each other, women do not do so. Thus the 
Peasant and Shepherd men eat food cooked by each other, but 
their women do not. Complete commensality prevails only 
within a single caste. 

There is a hierarchy in diet and occupation to which the caste 
hierarchy is related. Vegetable food is superior to meat, and 
there is again a hierarchy in meat. Beef is the lowest of all, 
while pork, chicken, and mutton follow in order of superiority. 
Cattle are sacred to all Hindus, and no one kills a live cow or 
bull for food. Only dead cattle are eaten by Untouchables. 
Thus beef-eaters are also eaters of carrion. The domesticated 
pig goes about the village eating, among other things, human 
ordure, and this is why eating the pig is considered a mark 
of very low castes. The same consideration applies in a less 
strict way to fowls which roam about the village lanes; some 
individuals who eat the flesh of sheep and goats avoid eating 
fowls. Some of those who avoid eating the domestic pig have 
no objection to eating wild, jungle pork. Eating flesh is a 
mark of the lower castes because the taking of life in any form 
is a sin. The drinking of alcoholic beverages is again a mark 
of the lower castes. The Brahmans, who occupy the highest 
position in the caste hierarchy, avoid nonvegetarian food, in¬ 
cluding eggs, and also abstain from alcoholic drinks. 

When a caste wants to rise in the hierarchy, it may adopt 
the Brahmanical dietary. A striking example of this is provided 
by the Lihgdyats. Some Smiths also have adopted the Brahmani¬ 
cal dietary, but others have not. The latter are consequently 
regarded as inferior to the former. 

There is a certain amount of surreptitious consumption of 
non-vegetarian food and alcoholic beverages, but this gets to 
be known eventually. For instance, one of my informants told 
me that the Traders in Rampura were vegetarians, but another 
cut in, ‘^So you think, but I once found a Trader woman throw¬ 
ing out domestic reftise in which there were bones.” Agalh, 
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those who eat mutton would indignantly deny eating Anim&ls 
such as the domestic pig, the field rat^ and water snake. It is 
alleged by some that the Peasants in neighboring villages eat 
the domestic pig, but any public statement to this effect before 
a Peasant would lead to unpleasantness. It is also well known 
that the poorer Peasants in Rampura and around cat the field 
rat and water snake, but this again would be denied. Only 
a few of those who drink alcoholic beverages would admit to it. 

Occupations also form a hierarchy. Butchery is a low occupa¬ 
tion because the butcher kills animals for a living. In this area, 
only Muslims are butchers. It is true that all the nonvegetarian 
castes occasionally kill animals, but not for a living. Fishing also 
involves killing living creatures. Working with leather is a low 
occupation, because handling hide is defiling; such defilement 
may be related to the taking of life, and to the messiness of 
skinning and tanning. Only Untouchables work with leather. 
Herding swine is a low occupation because swine defile. The 
tapping and sale of toddy are low occupations because only 
low castes drink toddy; Western alcoholic drinks, which are 
consumed only by the wealthy, are not considered low. 
Although agriculture is an occupation common to all, Manu 
(X. 84) forbids it for Brahmans because the plow injures the 
earth and destroys living things. Brahmans in this area do not 
usually engage personally in agriculture, and even the richer 
Non-Brahmans have the actual work on the field done by 
servants. 

The work of both the Barber and the Washerman involves 
handling dirt, and this makes the occupations of both unclean. 
Handling hair and nails after they are separated from the body 
defiles the man who handles them. The Barber’s touch con¬ 
sequently defiles a member of a higher caste. The Washerman 
handles soiled clothes, including menstrual clothes. It is inter¬ 
esting to note that both the Barber and the Washerman refuse 
to serve the Untouchables. On the other hand, the Brahman is 
extremely particular about purification after being shaved by 
the Barber. The spot where he and the Barber sat is washed 
with a solution of the purifying cowdung. Then a member 
of the Brahman’s family pours several vesselfuls of water over 
him, wetting him thoroughly. The Brahman himself may not 
touch a bathing vessel before this. But some of the lower Non- 
Brahmanical castes are not very particular about taking a bath 
after being shaved by the Barber. 

•The clean clothes brought by the Washerman arc purer than 
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soiled clothes, but they are not pure enough for the Brahman 
to wear during worship. For this, either a silk cloth, or a cloth 
washed by a member of the Brahman’s family, or a cloth washed 
by a Non-Brahman servant but subsequendy dipped in water 
by a Brahman, is necessary. 

Ideas of pollution do not attach themselves to working with 
iron, making pottery, basketmaking, shepherding, or trade, 
excepting trade in low articles such as toddy and meat. There 
is no inherent reason why these occupations should be regarded 
as low. But the fact remains that they are, and the castes practi¬ 
cing them are unequal. 

Castes in Rampura may claim higher,rank not only by refer¬ 
ence to the criteria of dietary and occupation but also by refer¬ 
ence to myths and to particular caste customs. Some identify 
themselves with positions in the order of varna, which sorts out 
castes into Brdhmana^ Ksatriya^ Vaiiya^ Sudra^ and Untouch¬ 
ables. Unfortunately, however, the sociologist can take little 
comfort in these identifications, for the hierarchical situation 
in any village or local area is quite unlike the varna view of the 
hierarchy. Nebulousness as to mutual position is one of the 
features of the caste system as it exists in fact, as distinct from 
the neat view which the traditional Brahmanical writers have 
put forth (see Srinivas n.d.). 

Any attempt to arrange the castes of a village or local area 
into a hierarchy is therefore both difficult and fraught with risk. 
Any hierarchical list is necessarily tentative and arguable. But 
these considerations should not prevent an attempt, for the 
existence of a hierarchy and the preoccupation of village people 
with it are beyond doubt. The list in Table 2 represents an 
attempt to arrange the castes of Rampura in a hierarchy based 
on mutual ritual rank. Table 2 omits Muslims entirely, because 
their membership in another religion raises excessive uncertain¬ 
ties as to their hierarchical position* 

Other ambiguities require that Smiths and Lihgdyats be 
placed in separate columns rather than in one column with the 
other castes. Thus the Smiths of Rampura claim, on the one 
hand, that they will accept cooked food only from Brahmans. 
Smith men accept cooked food also from Lihgdyats^ but their 
women do not. On the other hand, most, if not all, of the other 
Hindu castes say that Smiths are inferior to them and, in support 
of this contention, point out that other castes do not accept 
cooked food and drinking water from Smiths. Even the Un¬ 
touchables do not take food and water from Smiths. One 
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TABLE 2 
Hierarchical List of Castes in Rampura 

Bank 
Group Caste 

I 

(A) Hoysala 
Karndlka 

Brahman 
(B) Mddhva 

1 

Lifigdyat Smith 

II 

Peasant—Shepherd— 
Trader—Oilman—Potter— 

(A) Fisherman—Washerman— 
Barber—Basketmaker— 
Toddyman 

(B) Swineherd 

III Untouchable j 

reason for the Smiths’ strange position is that they are said to 
belong to the Left-hand {edagat) division, while the bulk of the 
Non-Brahmanical castes, including the Holeya Untouchables, 
belong to the Right-hand {balagai) division. The Brahmans, 
and probably the Lingayats as well, are in neither division. In 
those areas of peninsular India where Tamil, Kaimada, and 
Telugu are spoken, the Non-Brahmanical castes are commonly 
grouped into Right- and Left-hand divisions, which were for¬ 
merly bitter rivals (Thurston 1909, III: 117, 143; IV: 252). 
Castes belonging to the Left-hand division, such as the Smiths 
and the Mddiga Untouchables, were subjected to certain dis¬ 
abilities. For instance, Smiths in this area formerly could not 
perform their weddings within the village except in those 
villages where there was a temple to Kali. The wedding pro¬ 
cession of the Smiths was not allowed to pass through those 
areas where the high castes lived. No Smith was allowed to 
wear red slippers ( cadavu). The marriage canopy of the Smiths 
was required to have one pillar less than the canopies of the 
others. The Smith is even today said to have “one color less” 
{ondu banna kadime) than the Right-hand castes, and there are 
myths which try to account for this saying. 

Discrimination against the Smiths occurs everywhere in penin¬ 
sular India, possibly as a result of their attempts in the past to 
rise high in the caste hierarchy by means of a thorough Sanskri- 
tization of their customs. Of the Kammolans (Smiths) of the 
Tamil country, Thurston writes (1909, III: 118): 
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The Kamm^lans call themselves AchSri and Paththar, which are equivalent 
to the Brahman titles Acharya and Bhatta, and claim a knowledge of the 
Vedas. Their own priests officiate at marriages, funerals, and on other ceremonial 
•occasions. They wear the sacred thread... . Most of them claim to be vegetarians. 
Non-Brahmans do not treat them as Brahmans, and do not salute them with 
namaskaram (obeisance). 

The Madras Census of 1871 notes that the Kammdlans ‘have 
always maintained a struggle for a higher place in the social 
scale than that allowed to them by Brahmanical authority.... 
There is no doubt as to the fact that the members of this great 
caste dispute the supremacy of the Brahmans, and that they 
hold themselves to be equal in rank with them.’ John Fryer, 
who visited India in 1670, seems to refer to this attitude” (cited 
in Ghurye 1932:6). The Smiths’ attempt to rise to the top of 
the hierarchy in the Tamil country by Sanskritizing their 
•customs seems, as in Mysore, to have earned them only the 
combined hostility of most of the other castes. 

The Lihgdyats are another Non-Brahmanical caste of Ram- 
pur a who question the supremacy of the Brahmans. They 
worship the deity Siva in his several manifestations, are strict 
vegetarians, and abstain from alcoholic beverages. They have 
their own priests and do not call in the Brahman priest. Some 
of them refuse to eat food cooked by Brahmans. Most Non- 
Brahman castes eat food cooked by the Lihgdyats, The Brah¬ 
mans do not, however, accept cooked food or water at the 
hands of Lihgdyats, 

The othei; castes in the village may be put approximately 
into a hierarchy as is shown in Table 2, but I am convinced that 
such a ladder-like arrangement is not a perfect way of represent¬ 
ing the situation. For instance, in Table 2 the Holeya Untouch¬ 
able is shown as occupying the bottom of the hierarchy. But he 
would claim that he was not inferior to the Smith and to 
the Mdrka Brahman. In support of his claim he would 
point out that he belongs to the Right-hand division, while the 
Smith belongs to the Left-hand division, and that he does not 
accept cooked food and water either from the Smith or from the 
AfarAei Brahmans of neighboring villages (cf. Thurston 1909, I: 
367-68). 

Frequently the position claimed by a caste differs from the 
position conceded to it by others, and the sociologist has either 
to accept one of these claims or to construct his own picture of 
the hierarchy. The sociologist’s construction cannot claim 
'Complete objectivity, for it involves the evaluation of statements 
made by his informants. But it is less subjective than the claims 
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of any one of the castes themselves. The sociologist, for instance^ 
points out that, while the Holeya Untouchable claims to be 
superior to the Smith, the former has certain disabilities which 
the Smith docs not have. The Untouchable has to live apart 
from the other castes, and he may not bathe or take water in 
a river at a point higher than that utilized by a member of 
the other castes. Similarly, he may not take water from or 
bathe in the tank but must use the tiny canals on the other side 
of the road which take water away from the tank into the fields^ 
The Untouchable may not come into the temples of the higher 
castes, while the Smith may. And so on. But it must be noted 
here that the Smith too has, or had, certain other disabilities' 
which have already been mentioned. The sociologist evaluates 
these two kinds of disabilities and says that one kind puts a caste 
into a lower position than the other. Of course, he is not bound 
to make such an evaluation. 

The castes of the middle group 11(A) span a considerable 
structural distance without definite lines between any two of 
them. Some pollution is involved in the work of Washermen 
and Barbers, and also in the work of those Toddymen who- 
handle toddy or the leaves of the toddy palm. Washermen^ 
Barbers, and Toddymen are therefore placed near the bottom 
of the 11(A) group of castes. No such pollution is involved in 
the work of any of the other castes of this subdivision. 

Peasants and Shepherds in Rampura regard themselves as. 
standing higher than every other caste except Brahmans and 
LingdyatSy and they are accordingly placed at the top of the 
middle group of castes. Here we come across an important 
principle of caste hierarchy that is not sufficiently, if at all,, 
acknowledged—the presence of local factors which influence 
the structure of the hierarchy. In Rampura the Peasants are 
the dominant landed caste, and the Shepherds are only next 
to them in strength and importance. This local dominance 
gives the Peasants a high status among the castes in the middle 
division. The local numerical strength of a caste and the 
amount of land it owns are not the only factors, however. The 
actual occupation locally pursued and the extent of Sanskriti- 
zation are also important. Thus there is one Toddyman of 
Rampura who occupies a higher position by virtue of having 
given up the direct handling of toddy and having taken to new 
occupations. This underlines the fact that the hierarchy ia 
everywhere influenced by local factors: since local factors may 
change over a period of time, the hierarchy is also dyjtiamic* 
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Definitely beneath these castes, but above the Untolichables^ 
are the Swineherds, who are consequently put into a lower 
subdivision, 11(B). The Swineherds herd swine, eat pork, and 
drink toddy. Their touch defiles. The Peasant headman once 
refused to cut a mango fruit with a Swineherd’s knife because 
he feared that the kmfe might have been used to cut slices of 
pork. No one eats food cooked by the Swineherds, or drinks 
water from a vessel touched by them. 

There is one final and complex point. The hierarchy which 
is presented in Table 2 has ritual considerations as its basis. 
That is, the castes are arranged in a particular order on the 
basis of ideas regarding pollution. But there is, at least now¬ 
adays, a certain discrepancy between the hierarchy as it is con¬ 
ceptualized by the people and as it exists in behavior. Dis¬ 
crepancy is due to the fact that, in conceptualizing the hierarchy, 
ritual considerations are dominant, while in the day-to-day 
relationships between castes economic, political, and ^‘Western” 
factors also play an important part. Thus the relation between 
the poor Brahman priest and the rich Peasant headman of 
the village is a complicated one, the Brahman being aware of 
the secular power of the headman, and the headman showing 
deference to the Brahman’s ritual position. The local Untouch¬ 
able servant or tenant is treated as an inferior by a Peasant 
but, when the same Peasant meets an Untouchable official, 
he shows respect, although grudgingly. Thus there are ritual, 
economic, political, and “Western” axes of power, and any 
single point of contact between individuals belonging to differ¬ 
ent castes is governed by all these axes which are present in 
the point. All the axes may be said to be implicit in any single 
act of contact. 

VI. PATRONS AND CLIENTS 

No account of a village social system in this part of Mysore 
State can be complete without reference to certain institution- 

,alized vertical relationships between individuals and, through 
them, between families. These relationships include the rela¬ 
tionships of master and servant, landowner and tenant, and 
creditor and debtor; they may be viewed collectively as the rela¬ 
tionships of patrons and clients. Some of these relationships 
link persons of different castes, and others may link persons who 
are rich with persons who arc poor, but all these relationships 
are essentially unequal. 

One of these vertical relationships is now defunct, although 
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it was aA important part of Rampura’s social system before 
World War I. This is the relation of traditional servantship 
which prevailed between Untouchables and Peasants. The tradi¬ 
tional Untouchable servants was called the ^^old son” {halemaga) 
of the particular Peasant whom he served. This traditional 
servant had certain well-defined duties and rights in relation 
to the master and his family. For instance, when a wedding 
occurred in the master’s family, the men of the servant family 
were required to repair and whitewash the wedding house, 
put up the marriage canopy before it, chop wood to be used 
as fuel for cooking the wedding feasts, and do odd jobs. The 
servant was also required to present a pair of leather sandals 
(cammdlige) to the bridegroom. Women of the servant’s family 
were required to clean the grain, grind it into flour in the rotary 
quern, grind chilies and turmeric, and do several other jobs. In 
return for these services, the master made presents of money 
and of cooked food to the servant family. When an ox or a 
buffalo died in the master’s household, the servant took it home, 
skinned it, and ate the meat. He was required, however, to 
make out of the hide a pair of sandals and a length of plaited 
rope for presentation to the master. 

Many Untouchable families and Peasant families were 
bound together in enduring ways by the institution of traditional 
servantship, despite the wide separation of the two castes in the 
hierarchy. Since the Untouchables are and were very poor, it is 
likely that some of the traditional servant-master relationships 
were reinforced by tenancy, contractual servantship, debtorship, 
and other ties as well. 

Jita servantship may be termed ‘‘contractual” servantship, 
to mark it off from traditional servantship. Under it a poor 
man contracts to serve a wealthier man for one to three years. 
The terms of the service, including the wages to be paid by the 
master, are usually reduced to writing. The master advances, 
at the beginning of the service, a certain sum of money to the 
servant or his guardian, and this is worked off by the servant.. 
Usually no interest is charged on the advance unless the servant 
tries to run away or otherwise break the contract. The sum 
paid is exclusive of food and clothing, which it is the master’s 
duty to provide. Frequently, before the period of the service 
runs out, the servant or his guardian borrows another sum of 
money and thus prolongs the service. Formerly it was not un¬ 
known for a man to spend all his working life between ten 
and seventy years of age in the service of one master. In one 
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case a servant lived with his joint family, numbering over a 
dozen, in the house of his master, who was also an agnatic 
kinsman. On the death of the servant the corpse was accorded 
the honor of a burial in the master’s land, near the graves of 
the master’s ancestors. 

Some members of most castes in Rampura are involved in 
contractual servantship, either as servants or as masters. In 
1948 there were fifty-eight servants in Rampura. These servants 
came from every caste except the Brahman and Lihgdyat castes, 
and included fourteen Untouchables. Masters were found in 
every caste excepting in the Untouchable caste, which ranks at 
the bottom, and in the Smith castes, whose members are assisted 
at their work by relatives and customers. Hindus and Muslims 
are bound together by contractual servantship, for Muslim 
masters invariably employed Hindus as servants, while Muslim 
servants served only Hindu masters. 

The bond between master and servant is intimate. Contrac¬ 
tual servantship is often only one of the bonds prevailing between 
the two families. Sometimes a master employs a man as tenant 
on condition that he agrees to having his son or younger brother 
work as servant in the master’s house. Caste, kin, and other 
ties frequently strengthen the tie between master and servant. 
When a servant works for a master long enough, he tends 
to be treated as a member of the family. It is not unknown for 
even an Untouchable servant to fondle his Peasant master’s 
child, in spite of the theoretical ban against such contact. In 
fact, the conditions of service frequently require the violation 
of rules regarding pollution. 

The master is, in certain circumstances, regarded as respons¬ 
ible for the acts and omissions of the servant, though there is no 
clear and explicit formulation of the doctrine of vicarious res¬ 
ponsibility. An Untouchable servant of the headman was once 
accused of being abusive to a Peasant, The servant said in 
defense of his conduct that the Peasant had been diverting 
water which ought to have gone to the headman’s field. When 
the headman’s second son was called to arbitrate the case, it 
was clear that he secretly approved of what his servant had done. 
But he had to appear impartial, and the wrong of which his 
servant had been accused was a serious one. Had the Un¬ 
touchable been acting in his own right, it is likely that he would 
have been belabored by the Peasant. But, as things stood, the 
Feasant had to rest content with simply lodging a complaint. 

A rich man does not personally cultivate but has his young 
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sons or servants or tenants manage the agricultural work. In 
the few top families in the village, even the young sons do not 
personally handle the plow, though they regularly go to the 
fields to supervise the work of servants. Servants are cheaper 
than tenants, but they require close and regular supervision; 
tenants require no supervision and possess their own plows 
and oxen. Landowners who are resident in Rampura exact 
a day’s corvee from their tenants during the transplantation 
season. A landowner may also demand his tenants’ labor and 
support on other occasions. 

The landowner-tenant relationship occasionally cuts across 
caste barriers, and this is more common when the landowners 
are permanently absent from the village. The relationship 
between landowner and tenant is also an intimate one. Like 
all intimate relationships, it is frequently marked by conflict. 
Tenants are heard complaining against the exploitation of the 
resident landowners; they have begun to feel that absentee 
landowners have no right to receive income from the land. 
There is an acute shortage of riceland in this area, and where 
landowner and tenant, or competing tenants, belong to differ¬ 
ent castes, the struggle over land may be seen as a clash of 
castes. 

Seasonal fluctuations in the demand for labor in this rice¬ 
growing area contribute to the forging of other interpersonal 
ties which may ignore the barriers of caste. A man finds it 
difficult to obtain labor when he wants to, especially during 
transplantation and harvest. Time and numbers are both 
crucial factors on these occasions. Then the village puts into 
the field all its available labor force, including men and women. 
During the harvest, men and women come also from a few 
neighboring villages to cut the stalks, thresh the grain, rick the 
straw, and cart the grain away for storage. 

Servants, and even tenants, help a man in coping with the 
work of transplantation and harvest, but they are not enough. 
Extra labor has to be employed. This may be either paid for 
in cash or secured on the basis of a reciprocal arrangement with 
other cultivating families. But securing labor on the basis of 
reciprocity depends on the ties of kinship, caste, neighborliness, 
and friendship. A man must be friendly and ready to help 
another with his labor, time, resources, and money, if he want 
others to help him. 

A word that is constantly heard in the village is dSksifiya^ 
which may be translated as “obligation.” Because of “obli- 
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gation,” one is frequently called upon to do things one does not 
want to. Every relationship between two human beings or 
groups is productive of “obligation,” and gives each of them a 
claim, however vague, on the other. If A once refuses to do what 
B wants him to do, then B may sometime refuse to do what A 
wants him to do. A poor man can put others under his obliga¬ 
tion only by giving his personal labor and skill. But a rich man 
has many devices; he can oblige others by lending them money, 
by letting them land, by speaking to an official or big man on 
their behalf, or by performing acts of generosity. Thus a rich 
man is able to put many persons under his obligation. Every 
rich man tries to “invest in people,” so that he can on occasion 
turn his following to political or economic advantage. 

The several relationships between a master and his jita 
servants, a landowner and his tenants, a creditor and his debt¬ 
ors, and finally between a rich man and his dependents, may 
all be subsumed under a single relationship: patron and client. 
I use the term “patron” in its loose, dictionary sense to mean 
*‘one who countenances, or gives influential support to person, 
cause, art, etc.” Such a subsumption is legitimate, as, usually, 
it is a rich landowner who employs jita servants, lets some of 
his land to tenants, lends money, and otherwise helps people. 
Every important man gathers around him a number of people, 
who may be his relatives, caste-folk, tenants, servants, debtors or 
potential debtors, those who vaguely hope to receive some 
advantage from him, and those who just enjoy basking in the 
warmth of a patron’s power. The following of a patron crosses 
to some extent the barriers of caste. The relation between 
patrons is frequently one of rivalry, and such rivalry is expressed 
on various occasions, ritual as well as secular. 

During the summer of 1952 I tried to sort out the following 
of each major patron in Rampura. This was a delicate task 
and had to be conducted with a good deal of caution. Any open 
inquiry into the following of each patron was bound to be inter¬ 
preted as an attempt to expose the seamy side of village life. 
Not only would such an attempt have been resented, but the 
majority of people would have refused to label themselves as 
clients of any one patron, fearing that this would make enemies 
of other powerful people. I was forced to rely on my own 
Jknowledge, supplemented by questioning a few trusted infor¬ 
mants. The result is not wholly satisfactory, but I am presenting 
it here for what it is worth. 

My list accounts only for a part of the population of Rampura. 
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I was told that the Untouchables were all clients of the village 
headman, who may be called Patron 1. While they all da 
follow him in a general way, I am aware that a few Untouch¬ 
ables have also special relationships of dependence upon other 
patrons. Such other relationships are bound to affect adversely 
their clientship under Patron I. Multiple relationships of 
dependence also create one of the chief difficulties in ascertaining 
clientship. Only the hard core of a patron’s following is willing 
clearly to declare its allegiance to one patron, while many 
clients have a marginal affiliation to more than one patron. 
Marginal clients give fluidity to the followings of the various 
patrons as they shift their allegiance from one to another over a 
period of time. 

In the list which follows, only the most important patrons are 
mentioned. Minor patrons who are themselves the clients of 
greater patrons are ignored. 

In addition to his Untouchable clients, the headman 
(Patron I) has a following of fifty-eight families. These comprise 
twenty-one Peasants, eight Shepherds, ten Muslims, five Potters, 
three each from Trader, Smith, and Lingdyat castes, two Oilmen, 
and one each from Brahman, Washerman, and Toddyman 
castes. Patron II has a following of nineteen Peasants, five 
Shepherds, three Oilmen, two Muslims and one Smith. Patron 
III, who is a junior member of the same lineage as Patron II,, 
has sixteen Peasants, one Brahman, and one Muslim as clients. 
Patrons IV and V have followings of six and four Peasants,, 
respectively. 

There is a wide gulf between Patron I and the other patrons, 
a gulf which has increased since 1949 as a result of a split in the 
biggest Peasant lineage in Rampura. One part of this lineage 
is led by Patron II and the other by Patron III. PatronI,asthe 
official headman of the village, has some influence with govern¬ 
ment officials and Congress leaders. He is far wealthier than 
the other patrons, and his joint family has the tradition of leader¬ 
ship of the village since its founding. As a result of his dominance,, 
Rampura shows a measure of unity and harmony which does 
not prevail in neighboring villages. 

The word “party” has become a Kannada word. Every 
administrator and politician speaks of “party politics” in villages,, 
and even villagers are often heard saying, “There is too much 
‘party’ in such-and-such a village.” The coming of elections- 
has given fresh opportunities for the crystallization of parties; 
around patrons. Each patron may be said to have a “vote bank*** 
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which he can place at the disposal of a provincial or national 
party for a consideration which is nonetheless real because it is 
not mentioned. The secret ballot helps to preserve the marginal 
affiliation of the marginal clients. 

VII. STRUCTURAL UNITY OF THE VILLAGE 

Rampura is a well-defined structural entity which commands 
the loyalty of all who live there, irrespective of their affiliation 
to different castes. 

There are many bonds opposing the divisiveness of caste in 
Rampura. One is physical: like other villages in the plains of east¬ 
ern Mysore, Rampura is a close cluster of huts surrounded by 
fields. Each such village is cut off from other villages and from 
towns owing to the lack of roads. The degree of isolation was 
even greater in the past, when government was mainly a tax¬ 
collecting body. 

Each village is a tight little community in which everyone is 
known to everyone else and in which a great deal of experience 
is common to all. Agricultural activities in which the vast 
majority of the villagers are engaged impose the same activity 
upon all of them at any given period in the year. Hindu festi¬ 
vals are common to the bulk of the inhabitants. A drought or 
excess of rain is of common concern to all. Formerly, during 
an epidemic of plague, or cholera or smallpox, the village was 
evacuated, and temporary huts were put up at some distance. 
Everyone returned to the village only after the epidemic had 
died out. 

Patriotism for one’s village is common. Patriotism finds 
expression positively in the enumeration of Rampura’s virtues, 
and negatively in the criticism of neighboring villages. It also 
manifests itself occasionally in opposition to the government. 
During the summer of 1948 the agricultural department passed 
an order stating that fishing rights in village tanks would be 
auctioned thenceforth. This produced a protest at once from 
everyone, including the headman, and a petition was immedi¬ 
ately drawn up and dispatched to the government. The villagers 
felt that the government was encroaching on their rights to fish 
in the village tank when they wanted to. An auction was held 
a few days later, but no one bid. Care had been taken also to 
send word to neighboring villages not to bid. Thus a silent act 
of non-co-operation nullified a government order. 

The unity and solidarity of the village emerge most clearly 
in relation to the government. A criminal from the village is 

3 
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afforded protection as long as he operates outside the village, 
and as long as it is not too risky to hide him. There are occasion¬ 
ally fights between villages, but these are limited by the fact that 
individuals and families in the quarreling villages have numer¬ 
ous contacts with each other. A fight causes hardship to many. 

I'he unity of the village finds further expression in ritual 
contexts. The entrance to a village {rddu bdgila), usually un¬ 
marked, receives ritual attention on certain occasions. Every 
village has a temple to the goddess Man, who presides over 
epidemics, and she is propitiated in order to drive an epidemic 
out of the village. It is believed that if the corpse of a man or 
woman suffering from leucoderma is buried in the ground, a 
long drought will result. Such corpses are either floated down 
a river or exposed in stone structures {kallu seve) on hilltops. 
It is believed that the misconduct of a priest may result in the 
deity’s leaving the local temple and settling down in some other 
village. 

Every village has a hereditary headman, an accountant, 
serveints belonging to the Untouchable castes, and watchmen 
{kdvulu). These functionaries act for the whole village and not 
for any one section of it. 

The village may, then, be described as a vertical entity made 
up of several horizontal layers each of which is a caste. Yet I 
believe that the physical imagery involved in this description 
may be a handicap in thinking about intercaste relations. For 
testing the vertical unity of the village a crucial question is, 
“How far does the unity of the village really include polar 
groups like the Brahmans and Untouchables, and a peripheral 
group like the Muslims?” Much to my regret the importance 
of this question did not occur to me until 1 had started to write 
up my field data. 

In October, 1947, a fight occurred between Kcre and Bihalli 
at Gudi, at the annual festival of Mddesvara. I have an account 
of the fight, obtained about six months later, but it never 
occurred to me to ask to which castes the participants belonged. 
I know that the bulk of them were Peasants and members of 
other castes of the middle range. But I do not know if Brahmans, 
Lingdyats^ Untouchables, and Muslims were also involved in it. 
The question which is important to ask is, '^Would a Brahman, 
Untouchable, or Muslim from either village be attacked merely 
by virtue of his belonging to it ?” My own guess is that a Brahman 
would not be attacked, because of his position in the hierarchy. 
An Untouchable would be involved more because of his position 
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as client to a high-caste patron than by virtue of his membership 
in the village. A Muslim would be in a similar position. 

In the Non-Brahmanical village festivals, the Brahmans, 
Untouchables, and Muslims play at best an unimportant part. 
The co-operation of the Untouchables and Muslims is, however, 
sought in the work of the festival, and the Brahman is paid rice, 
lentils, salt, chilies, tamarinds, and vegetables—the ingredients 
of a meal. 

VIII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

I hope that I have given some idea of the nature of the ties that 
run across the lines of caste in a multicastc village. While the 
divisive features of caste have previously received notice, the 
links that bind together the members of different castes who 
inhabit a village, or a small local area, have not been adequately 
emphasized. Many features of village life tend to insulate castes 
from each other: endogamy, the ban on commensality, the 
existence of occupational specialization, distinctive cultural 
traditions, separate caste courts, and the concepts of pollution, 
karma and dharma. But there are counteracting tendencies too. 

Occupational specialization requires interdependence among 
the castes, a fact which is dramatized in the annual grain 
payments made to the serving castes. Yet the availability of 
agricultural occupations as alternatives for members of all 
castes at the same time serves to underwrite occupational special¬ 
ization. Along with migration and production for sale in weekly 
markets, the alternative of agriculture offers a means for absorb¬ 
ing excess persons from the nonagricultural castes. It makes 
possible the opening of new land by any caste group, and during 
times of increasing population it prevents widespread confusion 
by keeping the surplus population alive. Finally, acquisition 
of land, along with Sanskritization, makes mobility in the sys¬ 
tem possible. 

Occupational specialization is important in other ways too. 
It gives each group a vested interest in the system as a whole, 
because under it each group enjoys security in its monopoly. 
Monopolies arc jealously safeguarded by various means. But the 
families enjoying a monopoly are also competitors, which means 
that kinship tensions and economic rivalries may drive each 
family to seek friends outside the caste. 

There are vertical institutions which bring together families 
and individuals belonging to different castes. Such institutions 
are Jf/a service, tenantship, debtorship, and clientship. As land 
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was the principal form of wealth in the traditional economy, 
all these institutions eventually depend upon the private owner¬ 
ship of arable land. 

Local methods for settling disputes reveal the part played by 
the elders of the dominant caste. These elders, standing in an 
intermediate caste position, wield economic and political power 
over all the minor castes. These elders are the guardians of the 
social and ethical code of the entire village society. They re¬ 
present the vertical unity of the village against the separatism 
of caste. 

In sum, the village is a community which commands loyalty 
from all who live in it, irrespective of caste affiliation. Some are 
first-class members of the village community, and others are 
second-class members, but all are members. 
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THE SOCIAL STRUCTURE OF A 
TANJORE VILLAGE* 

E. KATHLEEN GOUGH 

!• TANJORE DISTRICT 

Tanjore District of Madras State lies on the southeastern tip 
of India. It is a green, fertile country, dead flat, the delta of the 
Cauvery. This river, rising in the Western Ghats in Coorg, 
flows southeast through Mysore, Salem, and Trichinopoly, to 
be dispersed throughout Tanjore in a network of small irriga¬ 
tion channels which finally reach the sea. In the northern half 
of the district most of these channels were built by the Tamil 
Chola kings, sometime before the eleventh century. British 
irrigation projects watered the southern half of the district, 
and culminated in the building in 1934 of the Mettur Dam in 
Salem District, about one hundred miles northwest of Tanjore. 
Tanjore’s water supply is now controlled from this dam. During 
March to May, after the second paddy harvest in February, 
the water is conserved at Mettur for the summer months; it is 
released again in late May for the sowing of the first crop, which 
is harvested in September. These irrigation devices have for 
the most part obviated the former evils of periodic drought and 
flooding. Tanj ore’s increased fertility over the last fifty years 
has attracted many immigrants from the neighboring deficit 
districts of Ramnad, Trichinopoly, and Madura. In fact, with 
an area of 3,600 square miles and a population of about three 
million, Tanjore is now one of the most densely populated parts 
of India. Wet paddy and coconuts are the chief crops, paddy 
being exported to neighboring areas. Though there are a 
number of large market towns, machine industry is almost 
entirely undeveloped. 

The Hindu population of Tanjore falls into three broad sets 
of castes: Brahman, Non-Brahman, and Adi Dravida. Their 
language is Tamil, though certain immigrant Telugu, Maratha, 
and Saurashtrian trading castes speak their own languages in 

1. This paper reports some re suits of field work in Tanj ore District from October, 
1951, to April, 1953, which was supported by a British Treasury Studentship in 
Foreigpi Languages and Cultures. The village of Kumbapettai was intensively 
studied from October, 1951, to August, 1952. The analysis presented here was 
undertaken on a Visting Research Fellowship at Radcliffe College, with assistance 
from the Wenner-Gren Foundation for Antnropological Research, Inc. 
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the home. The Brahmans, whose ancestors must have come to 
South India at least early in the Christian Era, number about 
200,000 in this district. They own the land and have adminis¬ 
trative rights in about 900 out of a total of 2,611 villages. These 
“Brahman villages” lie scattered mainly along the banks of 
the sacred Cauvery and its major tributary, the Coleroon, in 
the northern half of the district. 

The many Non-Brahman castes may be divided into higher 
castes, who traditionally own land and, like Brahmans, admi¬ 
nister villages, arid lower castes, who for the most part live as 
tenants, artisans, and specialized laborers under landlords of 
higher caste. In the former category come the Tamil Velldlans; 
several Telugu-speaking castes whose ancestors come with the 
conquering Nayak armies from Vijayanagar in the late four¬ 
teenth century, several castes of Marathas, descendants of the 
armies and royal family who took over Tanjore from the Nayaks 
in 1675; and the Tamil KaUans^ formerly highwaymen, most 
of whose ancestors swept up from Madura and Ramnad into 
the south of the district in the seventeenth century, and who now 
predominate in the southwest of the district. 

In the second category of tenant cultivators and laborers 
come Konans, traditionally Cowherds for the higher castes; 
Muppans^ tenant farmers who work mainly for Velldlans; Patai- 

ydteis^ believed to have been once foot soldiers but now tenant 
cultivators; Ahambatiyans^ who were perhaps once house servants 
of the Chola kings but are now also cultivators; JVdtdns, or 
Toddy-tappers; Antis, or low-caste Temple Priests; Kuiavasn, 
or Potters; Blacksmiths, Goldsmiths, Stonemasons, and Car¬ 
penters, all of whom intermarry and choose their trades at will; 
Washermen and Barbers; Amhalakkdrans and Cembatavans^ castes 
of inland Fishermen; and Kuravans or Gypsies. 

Adi Dravidas, or “original Dravidians,” are the lowest group, 
the so-called “exterior castes” of Taxijore. They include Pallans, 
Parayans, and Cakkiliyans, Pallans and Parayans were formerly 
the agricultural serfs of the landowning castes and still do the 
bulk of agricultural labor. Parayans rank below Pallans because 
they eat beef, have the task of removing dead cattle, beat tom¬ 
toms for Non-Brahman funerals, and tend cremation grounds. 
Cakkiliyans are a small caste of Leatherworkers, usually with 
one family to about six villages, who buy the cowhides from 
Parayans and make them into shoes. 

Tanjore was of interest to me because it is, for South India, 
one of the main centers of the Saivite religion and of orthodox 
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Brahmanical culture. Its magnificent temples, the best of which 
were built by Ghola kings in the tenth and eleventh centuries, 
are famous throughout India. The Cholas, who ruled in 
Tanjore from the eighth to the early fourteenth centuries, 
patronized the Brahmans, settled them as exclusive landlords 
in many villages, and encouraged the teaching of Sanskrit 
philosophy and vedic ritual in schools. The later, conquering 
Telugu and Maratha kings continued this patronage. Today, 
Brahman boys who wish to become household priests may still 
be taught to recite by heart one or more of the Vedas, in pri¬ 
vately endowed vedic schools or by a Sanskrit guru, Tdgas, or 
vedic sacrifices of goats, are still periodically carried out by 
Brahman sacrificial piiests on the banks of the Cauvery as 
offerings to the vedic gods on behalf of mankind at large. Public 
recitations of the Rdmdyana and the Alalidblidrata in Sanskrit 
and their explication in Tamil draw vast crowds in the summer 
season. In Kumbakonarn, the second town of the district, a 
richly endowed monastery is maintained fi^r Brahman ascetics. 
These, instructed by their guru who is believed descended by a 
direct line of disciples from the eighth-century philosopher, 
Sankaracarya, dedicate their lives to the worship of Siva and 
the understanding of the Advaita or monistic metaphysic to 
which South Indian Saivite Brahmans subscribe. Religious 
instrumental music and singing are much patronized: thou¬ 
sands flock annually to the musical festival in honor of Tyaga 
Raja Bhagavatar, a famous Brahman songster. The Tanjore 
Tevatiyam^ or temple dancers, until recently carried on a magni¬ 
ficent tradition ot Bhdrata Maty a dancing in the larger temples 
dedicated to Visnu or to Siva. Though public temple dancing 
was prohibited about fifteen years ago because of its association 
with prostitution, it is exhibited at private concerts, and several 
Tanjore dancing girls arc now film stars well known in the 
Tamil country. In some areas the land in whole groups of 
villages, comprising up to six thousand acres, is owned by 
important temples, dedicated chiefly to Siva and managed by 
Brahman trustees. Altogether the Brahmans, who number 
about one-fifteenth of the population, arc in this district more 
numerous, wealthy, and influential than elsewhere in the Tamil 
country. 

While Sanskrit learning has been conserved by the Brahmans, 
Tanjore shares with the neighboring district of Madura an 
illustrious heritage of Tamil religious literature extending back 
to the pre-Christian Era and developed by both Brahman and 
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Non-Brahman castes. The best-kxtown works are the Tirukkural^ 
or sacred utterances of Tiruvalluvar, probably pre-Christian; 
the epics, Cilappatikdram and Manimekalai, believed to have been 
written in the early Christian Era; the devotional hymns, or 
Tevaram^ of the Saivite saints, Appar, Sundarar, and Tirunana- 
sambandar, of the seventh to ninth centuries; the devotional 
poems to Siva^ or Tiruvdcakam, of Manikkavacakar, an eighth- 
century saint; and, most popular, the legendary life-histories 
of the sixty-three Mdyanmdrs^ or saints of Siva^ recorded in the 
Periya Purdnam, or great epic of Cekkilar, in the twelfth century. 
In the last twenty years much animosity has arisen between 
Brahman and higher-caste Non-Brahman scholars, professional 
men, politicians, and also landowners, so that an attempt is 
often made to divide into two traditions the literary and reli¬ 
gious heritage of the Tamil country. The higher Non-Brahmans 
and particularly the Velldlans claim honor for indigenous Tamil 
literature, ignoring its debt to Veddnta philosophy and the Sans¬ 
krit Saivite texts, or Agamas, These favor the §aiva Siddhdnta 
philosophy in which God and the soul are regarded as separate 
entities; the work of the soul is to escape bondage in the mate¬ 
rial world and approach God in positive, blissful communion. 
The Saivite Brahmans, by contrast, tend to emphasize their 
unique heritage of the Vedas and Veddnta philosophy, to some 
extent neglect those Tamil saints who were not Brahmans, 
and favor the monistic Advaita metaphysic. This proclaims that 
God and the soul are one, that the bondage of the material 
world is an illusion, and that the work of the individual, by 
asceticism, is to lose individual consciousness and to realize the 
union of his soul with the divine. 

While so famous in religious and literary history, Tanjore is 
today looked down on by the more ‘'progressive” Western- 
educated Tamils of neighboring districts. Having no machine 
industries, Tanjore town lacks the amenities of other more 
industrialized district capitals such as Trichinopoly, Coim¬ 
batore, and, of course, Madras. The old-fashioned religious 
orthodoxy of Tanjore Brahmans, their stranglehold on much 
of the land, their general opposition to land reform and welfare 
movements among the lowest castes, and their apparent arro¬ 
gance, cunning, and tortuousness in philosophical argument 
are mocked in other districts. The word “Kumbakonam,” 
the name of the second town of the district, where orthodox 
Brahmans are particularly influential, has come to mean 
“humbug’’ or “bunkum” among the educated in Madras. 
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The wealthier Velldlan^ Kalian, and immigrant Telugu Non- 
JBrahman landowners of the district have a similar reputation 
for backwardness in social reforms. Among these higher castes 
in general (though many, since independence, pay lip ser¬ 
vice to Congress ideology) it is probably true to say that very 
few are ardent in implementing its policies. The comparative 
lethargy of the higher castes with regard to economic develop¬ 
ment, coupled with a general increase in the population over 
the last hundred years and a particularly marked increase 
owing to immigration from the neighboring famine areas during 
the bad harvests of the last five, have recently created acute 
economic distress among landless laborers and small tenant 
farmers of the lower castes. The spectacular rise of the t:iom- 
munist party in the last five years issues partly from these 
circumstances. In response to angry rebellion among laborers, 
the Madras government passed an emergency ordinance in 
September, 1952, requiring security of tenure for share-cropping 
tenants, an increase in the tenant’s share of paddy crops from 
approximately one-fifth to two-fifths, and, for permanently em¬ 
ployed, tied laborers, an increase in wages which in some villages 
amounted to a doubling of the traditional rates of pay. This 
ordinance, while it appeared temporarily to appease the small 
tenant and the permanent laborer, did nothing to change 
conditions for the ever increasing number of Adi Dravidas and 
low-caste Non-Brahman landless coolies who are hired by the 
day. Labor relations were still exceedingly tense when I left 
the district in April, 1953, and the Communist party appeared 
by that date to have enrolled most of the Adi Dravidas as 
members. 

II. KUMBAPETTAI, A TANJORE VILLAGE 

Kumbapettai, the Brahman village studied, lies eight miles 
north of Tanjore town, about two hundred miles southwest 
of Madras, and three miles west of the Madras to Tanjore rail¬ 
way. In the center of the village is a single street containing 
thirty-six occupied and twelve unoccupied Brahman houses. 
The Brahmans living in the village are small landowners, apart 
from six families who have recently sold their lands. Holdings 
of wet paddy on the outskirts of the village range from three to 
thirty acres per family. Near the Brahman street arc three 
streets of Non-Brahman tenants and servant castes, comprising 
twenty houses of Kdnan tenants and cowherds; seven of Kalian 
paddy merchants and small cultivators; twelve of Toddy- 
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tappers, cultivators since prohibition; six of recently arrived 
Ahambatiyan ^nd Pataiydtci tenants; four of Temple Priests; 
three of Potters; one of Tevatiyan prostitutes and low-caste 
temple dancers; four of Ambalakkdran fishermen; two of 
Maratha coolies; one of Blacksmiths, one of Goldsmiths, and 
one of Carpenters; two of Barbers; one of Washermen; one of 
Muslim watchmen; and one of Gypsies, who are now employed 
by the government as road-sweepers. 

The bulk of agricultural labor is done by landless laborers, 
formerly serfs, of the Pallan caste, who five, in eighty-nine houses^ 
in five streets, beyond paddy fields, outside the village proper. 
Kumbapettai has no Parayans but employs two families^ 
from the next village to remove dead cattle and beat drums 
at funerals. 

In considering the structure of social relations within this 
village, we may take as our central problem: To what extent is 
Kumbapettai an isolable social unit? And to what extent is it 
changing in this respect ? 1 propose to discuss tliis problem briefly 
with reference to economic organization, local administration, 
ritual practices at the village level, intercaste relations of a social 
nature within the village, and some general relations of the 
village to the wider community. 

It is questionable whether the Tanjore village has ever been 
economically entirely self-sufficient within the period of written 
history. Certainly Brahman landowners and priests have for 
at least a century participated in a wider cash economy, selling 
their surplus paddy to urban traders and buying cloth from 
weavers in the towns. But within living memory, and I take 
as my date line the period between forty and fifty years ago, 
it is clear that Kumbapettai has been much more self-sufficient 
than it is today. Until about twenty years ago Brahman families 
living in the village owned all the village lands and held eco¬ 
nomic control over their tenants and Adi Dravida laborers. 
Forty years ago, all Non-Brahmans of Kumbapettai were either 
tenants of Brahmans or specialized village servants working for 
Brahmans and each other. Kdnans^ the dominant Non-Brahman 
caste of the village at that date, leased land on an annual share- 
cropping tenure from Brahmans, from which they retained 
roughly one-fifth of the crop for their maintenance and cultiva¬ 
tion expenses. In addition, some worked as cowherds and garden* 
ers for Brahmans and were paid monthly in paddy. Those fields 
not given over to tenants, that is to say, about two-thirds of the 
village land, were cultivated directly by Adi Dravidas, among 
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whom each man was attached as a tied laborer, or panndiyaly 
to a Brahman landlord. He was paid daily in paddy and, in 
addition, was perpetually in debt to the landlord for extra 
amounts granted at marriages, births, and funerals. Both ten-- 
ants and laborers received annual gifts of clothing, materials to 
rc-thatch their huts, built on sites owned by the landlords, and 
extra food in time of sickness or in the summer famine months. 
Part of the laborer’s paddy was exchanged for toddy, tapped 
by the Toddy-tappers, who leased their coconut gardens from 
Brahmans. The village servant castes of Barbers, Washermen, 
Goldsmiths, Blacksmiths, and Temple Priests, and the village 
watchmen appointed by the landlords, were paid in kind by 
both landlords and tenants twice annually after each harvest. 

Today, Kumbapettai has moved about halfway in the transi¬ 
tion from this relatively stationary feudal subsistence economy 
to a much wider-scale, expanding capitalist ec:onomy. First, 
one-third of the land has in the last twenty years been sold by 
impoverished Brahmans to more prosperous traders or pro¬ 
fessional men of Tanjore and neighboring towns. Some of 
these belong to a modern bourgeoisie of Muslim businessmen 
from the town three miles away, who originally acquired cash 
as coolies in Malaya. Others include a Brahman lawyer, a Non- 
Brahman cinema owner, and a wealthy Brahman landlord of 
a nearby village. Further, tw^clvc Brahman families who have 
houses and own lands in the village have temporarily emigrated 
to towns, sorhe to Madras, where they work as clerks in govern¬ 
ment offices, as teachers, or as vegetarian restaurant owners. 
Some of these absentee landowners come home twice annually 
at harvest to receive rent in kind from their tenants; others give 
their land on subtenurc to Brahman kinsmen within the village, 
who make a small profit on the rent they receive from tenants. 
Nine out of sixty-seven Non-Brahman men now lease land from 
landlords living outside the village and are no longer under the 
economic control of their traditional administrators. 

Other Non-Brahmans have become partly or totally emanci¬ 
pated from the feudal system in modern forms of work. Most of 
the seven Kalian households, descendants of one man who came 
fifty years ago, earn a living as paddy merchants, buying 
paddy from Brahmans and carting it to the mill three miles 
away. Two Kalians, two Toddy-tappers, one Potter, and five 
Komns—that is to say, ten out of sixty-seven Non-Brahman 
men—have managed to buy between one and four acres of 
land from Brahmans, which they cultivate themselves. Nine 
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out of sixty«seven men work in other ways independently of 
Brahmans: three have teashops, and two have small grocery 
shops in the village; one has a teashop in the town three miles 
away; one Muslim is the watchman of some coconut gardens 
in the village which have been bought by another Muslim of 
Tanjore; and two men are wage-earners in a cigar factory in 
the nearby town. Only eleven men lease land from owners 
within the village, while nine are tied laborers, and ten are 
daily coolies. Thus, altogether, only 63 percent of Non-Brah¬ 
man men arc now economically dependent on Brahman 
landowners within the village. 

Among Adi Dravidas, too, revolutionary changes have taken 
place. Oxily 22 per cent now work as tied laborers for pay¬ 
ment in kind. One family now owns one acre of land, 38 per 
cent have in the last ten years become share croppers on the 
same terms as the Non-Brahmans, while 39 per cent work as 
daily coolies for whoever—Brahman, Non-Brahman, or 
outsider—will employ them, and receive their wages in cash. 
Even tied laborers, since paddy rationing was instituted in the 
war and landlords were subject to procurement regulations, are 
obliged to receive part of their pay in cash. 

These economic changes within the village are accompanied 
by a great increase in economic transactions outside it. Mem¬ 
bers of all castes, when they can afford it, now patronize the 
cinema in Tanjore and in the nearby town; all travel on buses 
and trains to buy clothing or household goods, wliich have 
increased both in amount and in kind. Few families now 
receive clothing from their landlords; most are required to buy 
it from the town themselves. Most important, the village as a 
whole is now in debt to the town. All except eight Brahman 
landowners owe money, ranging from 1,000 to 10,000 rupees, 
to wealthier kinsmen or to moneylenders from the town; 
most, in turn, are creditors to their tenants and laborers. In 
short, the village is annually participating to an increasing ex¬ 
tent in the wider urban economy. This chahge, as everywhere 
in India, is part of the over-all change from a feudal to an ex¬ 
panding capitalist economic system, and is the fundamental 
prerequisite, in my view, for most other modern changes in the 
pattern of social relations within the village. 

Before British rule, the Tanjore village was to a large extent 
an administrative isolate: its allegiance to the kingdom appears 
to have been slight. In contrast to Malabar, there was, for 
example, no village headman appointed by and responsible to 
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government, nor was there a permanent military caste residing 
in villages. In 1816 the institution of village headman was 
created by the British government; today, his duties are to 
collect revenue from landowners, to record births, marriages, 
and deaths, and to settle cases of debt involving not more than 
fifty rupees. Though appointed by government, the headman 
of Kumbapettai is of necessity a Brahman landowner; heconld 
not otherwise assert authority in the village. Within his caste, 
he is not an authority hnt primus inter pares ; he could not, for ex¬ 
ample, try cases arising between his own kinsmen, who would 
not submit to his jurisdiction. By common consenthis function 
is in fact restricted to revenue collection, for the village has a 
traditional administrative system of its own in which a head¬ 
man’s role is superfluous. 

In this traditional system Brahmans have administrative 
rights over all the lower castes. Among themselves Brahmans 
have no elected leaders; as we shall sec later, such a system 
would be alien to their value orientations. Within each patri¬ 
lineal extended family all submit to the oldest man; between 
families, quarrels drag on in a desultory manner for months, 
sometimes years, until both parties are weary or kinship or 
ceremonial obligations draw them together again. In recent 
years a few suits against kinsmen, concerning land disputes, have 
been filed in Tanjore by Brahmans, but all of these were with¬ 
drawn because the parties felt that to go to court would involve 
loss of dignity in the eyes of their kin and their villagers. In 
general, fear of losing dignity before the lower castes, coupled 
with the belief in ahinsa, chiefly toward peers and ciders, prevents 
Brahman quarrels from ending in physical combat. 

Among their Non-Brahman and Adi Dravida servants. 
Brahmans have the power forcibly to interfere in disputes which 
threaten the peace of the village and to punish rebellion in any 
form against their own authority. In such cases the offenders 
or the disputants are summoned to the courtyard of the central 
village temple. The facts are then elicited by an assembly of 
Brahman elders, and punishments are meted out. These vary 
between fines, paid to the temple funds; beating with sticks, 
administered by Brahmans; in more serious cases, the penalty 
of forcing the culprit to drink a pint of cowdung or even human 
dung dissolved in water; and, in the most serious cases, eviction 
from the land. Sometimes whole streets or caste groups offend 
against village custom. Such an offense was committed at 
Pungal^ the annual harvest festival, two years ago. PallauSy 
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as the personal laborers of Brahmans in their own unleased 
fields, have in many ways a closer bond with them than have 
Non-Brahmans, and are as a caste jealous of Non-Brahman 
power in the village. Non-Brahmans, on the other hand, make 
efforts to crush Pallans, confine them to their own streets, and 
prevent them from gaining special favors from the landlords. 
At this Pufigal festival, on the second day when the Brahman 
cattle had been driven out in display, the Pallans^ without wait¬ 
ing for the Non-Brahman display as they should by custom have 
done, went home and drove out their own cattle through 
their streets. Approached by irate Non-Brahmans, the 
Brahmans were obliged to recall the recalcitrants, and fined 
each street one hundred rupees in the village temple yard. 

Among Non-Brahmans and Pallajis^ married men of each 
street periodically elect their own leaders to settle private dis¬ 
putes within the street. Non-Brahmans elect two equal head¬ 
men ; Pallans elect one headman, one treasurer, and one messen¬ 
ger to call ofi'enders to assemblies or to carry news of deaths, 
marriages, or assemblies to members of other streets: These 
leaders, in the company of all married men of the street, have 
the duty of hearing and adjudicating between private disputants 
concerning debts, adultery, small thefts, or assault. They are 
usually rnexi of above-average intelligence, often somewhat 
wealthier than the majority of their fellows. Their job is to 
settle quarrels according to traditional custom and to fine 
oft'enders. Among Non-Brahmans fines are paid to the village 
temple fund and retained by the headmen to help in financing 
a private annual Non-Brahman festival to the deity. Among 
Pallans fines are retained for the Pallans' own temple, dedicated 
to a goddess who is believed to be the younger sister of the village 
deity. 

In connection with the unity of the village, the important 
point is that Brahmans were until recently, by reason of their 
economic power, able to prevent disputes within their village 
from passing into the hands of the local police, or, alternatively, 
to negotiate with the police in such a way that their own autho¬ 
rity, and traditional custom, were upheld. An example of this 
took place one year before my arrival. When prohibition came 
under Congress rule in 1947, the tenor oiPallau life was gravely 
disrupted. All Pallan men had been heavy drinkers, often 
taking toddy instead of food at midday. Individual offenses 
of ilUcit tapping and distilling have been numerous. Brahmans 
often turn a blind eye, but sometimes, when the offense is too 
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blatant, they encourage the police to make arrests. About a 
year before I arrived, the Paflans could bear it no longer and 
broke out in unison. Large fires were built one night, and huge 
pots of water, French polish, tree bark, limefruits, and coconut 
flowers were boiled. All five streets were gloriously, hilariously 
drunk for the next three days, totally irresponsible and totally 
incapable of work. When the bout subsided, the Brahman 
village headman, after consulting his kinsmen, conducted the 
local police to the streets and made select arrests. The whole 
Fallan male population was then marched to the temple yard, 
harangued by Brahmans, and fined two hundred rupees. 

In the past the village has also acted as a political unit in 
battles with neighboring villages. Sometimes battles arose as a 
result of boundary disputes between landlords of adjacent 
villages; in that case, Brahmans themselves did not fight, but 
bands of Non-Brahman lessees and PaUan laborers of the two 
villages were assembled by their respective landlords and fought 
on the boundary. In other cases quarrels arose, sometimes con¬ 
cerning adultery, between individuals of different villages from 
the lower castes. Then Pallans and Non-Brahmans of each 
village again assembled to fight on behalf of their co-villagers. 
Four such intervillage battles were reported over the last twenty 
years, the last having taken place five years ago. 

But today Brahmans complain that with the gradual loss of 
their economic power over the lower castes the loyalty of tenants 
and laborers is no longer what it was, and the unity of the village 
is declining. During my stay a poor Brahman of the next 
village, with kiix in Kumbapettai, set up a “meals’ hotel” on 
the main roadside of the village. A Kalian of a third village ran 
up a bill there and was one day asked to pay. When he refused, 
promising to pay later, the Brahman slapped liis face. The 
Kalian at once cracked the Brahman’s head open with a staff 
and walked coolly out of the village. Streaming with blood, 
the Brahman was rushed by bullock-cart to the Tanjore hospital, 
and came home vowing to file a suit against his aggrcsssoi. He 
did not do so, however, for he was too poor to risk losing 
the costs. Asked why an intcrvillage fight did not ensue, 
Brahmans replied gloomily that there was no longer any unity 
in Kumbapettai. The offended Brahman, landless, had no 
tenants to fight on his behalf. If a fight were organised, a few 
cowherds and Pallans of the Brahman street might join, but the 
odds werethat the independent, icdidijx^Kalians of Kunibapettai 
and their own PaHan coolies might join the enemy side, glad 
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to defend their castefellows and score off their rivals, the 
Brahmans, 

In other ways, the breakdown of the feudal economic system, 
the emergence of lower-caste groups in economic rivalry rather 
than co-operation and the widening range of social relations 
beyond the village have endange^red the power of the Brahmans 
and the unity of Kumbapettai, In the past, though the headmen 
of each lower-caste street were elected by street members, 
Brahmans reserved the right to depose a low-caste headman if 
he displeased them in any way. Five years ago they had in 
fact deposed the headman of one of the PaUan streets, after a 
festival in which, while drunk, the headman had been heard to 
ask one of his kinsmen if he could tell him what use Brahmans 
were to the village. But in recent years it has been impos¬ 
sible for Brahmans to interfere in the street administration of 
the two newest Non-Brahman streets. In these two streets the 
Kalian, Konan, and Toddy-tapper households are almost all eco¬ 
nomically independent of Brahmans and conduct their street 
affairs without consulting Brahman opinion. During my stay„ 
when the aU-India elections took place, only members of these 
streets dared openly to admit that they had voted for the 
Communists, against the Congress-supporting Brahmans. Their 
own Non-Brahman tenants and Pajlan laborers were mar¬ 
shaled by the Brahmans on voting day and instructed to vote 
for Congress, though it was doubted whether all had complied. 
Shortly after I left the village, however, in September, 1952> 
the Tanjore Tenants’ and Laborers’ Ordinance increased the 
economic strength of tenants and Pallans and removed from 
them the fear of eviction by their landlords. At the next har¬ 
vest, in February, 1953, I heard, while working in a second 
village sixty miles away, that Kumbapettai jPa//an5 had emerged 
in a body against their landlords, hoisted the Communist flag 
in their street, and refused to thresh the village paddy until 
higher wages were promised for daily coolies as well as for tied 
laborers of the village to whom the act strictly applied. In the 
area where I was then working in the east of the district, the 
Adi Dravidas^of twelve neighboring villages had already three 
years ago formed a Communist-controlled union in open oppo¬ 
sition to their landlords, along the lines of their traditional street 
assemblies. 

The unity of the village was formerly dramatized in ritual 
at the annual temple festival to Uritaicciyamman, the mother- 
goddess of the village. This goddess, like all village deities, is a 
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Non-Brahman deity; though she is worshiped by Brahmans and 
is regarded by them as an aspect of Sakti^ the consort of Siva^ it 
is clear that she is not one of the Sanskrit pantheon. Her temple 
stands between two Non-Brahman streets in the center of the 
village, and she is worshiped daily by a Non-Brahman priest. 
She is believed to protect or to harm crops and cattle and to be 
responsbile for smallpox and cholera in the village and for 
barrenness among women. She is properly the traditional 
goddess of the Konan and throughout the year is worshiped 
mainly by Non-Brahmans. Brahmans for the most part wor¬ 
ship their own deities, Siva and Visnu^ in two temples, one at 
either end of their street. Pallans again have a separate deity, 
Kdliyamman^ whose shrine stands at the head of the Pallan 
streets. Annually, however, at the large temple festival, all 
castes combine in ritUals which are sponsored by the Brahmans 
and conducted by both Brahman and Non-Brahman temple 
priests. At the start of the festival, in April to May, the Non- 
Brahman priest walks round the village boundaries ringing a 
bell; the whole village is then believed to enter a state of ritual 
purity, and sexual intercourse within it is forbidden for seven¬ 
teen days. During this period nightly processions of the deity 
are conducted through all streets of the village, and offerings are 
made to her by the several castes—incense, food, and vegetables 
by the Brahmans, and goats by the lower castes. This festival 
dramatizes the unity of the village and also the separateness 
and ritual rank of each caste within it. 

But in the year of my stay this festival was for the first time 
not conducted. Brahmans, who are responsible for organizing 
and collecting funds from villagers, complained that their several 
families, many of whose more influential members have left 
the village, would not co-operate together and that the state of 
unrest among tenants and laborers made them fear disputes 
and possibly violence if they attempted to enforce the traditional 
ranked participation of all the castes. I heard that the festival 
was, however, conducted the following year, but that not all 
castes had taken part. It is clear that village festivals of this 
type arc dying out all over the district; in many villages in the 
eastern part of Tanjore District they were abatndoned five years 
ago. At the same time, the last twenty years have seen a growth 
in importance of the large temple festivals to Sanskrit deities, 
formerly managed by Brahmans, in the major towns of the 
district. To these festivals, where, since the Temple Entry Act 
of 1947, caste rank is no longer emphasized, thousands flock 
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by bus and train to witness the spectacle of the processions and 
the firework displays. Even these festivals, however, are now 
losing their appeal for the lower castes, among whom they 
are associated with the supremacy of Brahmans and with reli¬ 
gious doctrines in which they no longer have faith. Changes 
in ritual co-operation thus show a widening of social relations 
and a tendency toward new homogeneity in ritual practices 
of Brahmans and the higher Non-Brahman castes, yet at the 
same time the emergence of a new, low class of unbelievers who 
pin their faith rather to rebellious political action. Among 
organized Communist groups of Adi Dravidas in the east of the 
distiict the younger leaders pursue an active policy of anti- 
religious and anti-Brahman propaganda, and here ritual co¬ 
operation within the viUage is almost confined to the higher 
castes. 

The vertical unity of the village has always been counter¬ 
balanced by the horizontal unity of each endogamous subcaste. 
Traditionally, each caste group of the village appears to have 
belonged to an endogamous subcaste extending over some 
fifteen to thirty villages. For at least forty to fifty years, how¬ 
ever, with the vast increase in population and the influx of new¬ 
comers and movement of small Brahman and Non-Brahman 
groups over all parts of the district, whole streets or individual 
families of the endogamous subcaste have become very widely 
scattered. The Brahmans of Kumbapettai thus today belong 
to a subcaste of eighteen villages fairly widely scattered round 
the North Tanjore and Trichinopoly boundary. Many of their 
individual families are also now settled in towns up to one hun¬ 
dred miles away. Members of each of the several Non-Brahman 
caste groups have kin up to sixty miles away who are visited 
by bus or train at family ceremonies. The Pallau endogamous 
caste group is still confined largely to villages within a radius 
of twenty miles, but isolated families are scattered farther 
afield. In Kumbapettai no intercaste marriages have yet taken 
place, but in other respects accidental contiguity and similarity 
of economic status are replacing kinship ties as organizing 
principles within and between villages. Thus the three tradi¬ 
tional Non-Brahman streets, once occupied respectively by 
Cowherds, various servant castes j and Toddy-tappers, now each 
contains immigrant families of other castes who dine with the 
traditional occupants at ceremonies aud combine to elect the 
street headman. A fourth most modern street on the main 
roadside, sprung up in the last eighty years, contains families 
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of six Non-Brahman castes, about two-thirds of whom are 
independent of the traditional landowners, and most of whom 
dine together at each other’s ceremonies. Pallans and Brahmans 
at the two extremes, are still isolated in their streets, but each 
group contains two or three families of recent immigrants, of 
other endogamous subcastes within the same broad caste, to 
whom dining rights are extended. In each wider endogamous 
caste, by contrast, all but the closest kinship ties are gradually 
being weakened by the increasing heterogeneity of wealth, 
education, and occupation. 

All these changes in the broad pattern of village organization 
have their effect on everyday social relations between the 
several castes. In Kumbapettai the fact that two-thirds of the 
land is still owned by Brahmans and that about 75 per cent of 
the population is still employed in traditional ways accounts, 
in contrast to some other villages, for the comparatively ortho¬ 
dox etiquette still preserved in relations between members of 
different castes. Thus Non-Brahman and Adi Dravida laborers 
still come to the back door of a house to receive their wages, 
and Adi Dravidas still do not enter the Brahman street or,-of 
course, the Brahman temples. Brahmans and most Non-Brah¬ 
mans do not enter the Adi Dravida streets. Not only do they not 
wish to, because of ritual pollution; they also say that the 
Pallans would not permit them, since it is believed that if a 
Brahman entered an Adi Dravida street the whole street would 
fall prey to disease, famine, and sexual sterility. Adi Dravidas, 
though they may walk in the Non-Brahman streets, may not 
enter Non-Brahman houses. I myself was on my second day 
refused the use of the local well after I had received Pallans 
into my house and distributed betel and areca nuts among them. 
Brahmans may enter Non-Brahman houses and, in fact, rather 
frequently have sex relations with their Non-Brahman lessees’ 
wives, but they may not eat there and must bathe before re¬ 
entering their homes. A few Brahmans do, however, occasion¬ 
ally take tea or lemonade from one of. the five small Non- 
Brahman shops, and many Non-Brahmans eat vegetarian food 
from the new Brahman “meals’ hotel,” though they eat in a 
room separate from Brahmans. Similarly since the toddy shops 
were closed, Adi Dravida men now drink tea in Non-Brahman 
teashops, but they are served separately behind a wall at the 
back, with separate glasses. In other directions, in the last 
twexity years, a considerable relaxing of caste restrictions has 
taken place. Non^Brahmans were formerly forbidden to enter 
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Brahman houses; both men and women now work as house 
servants for their landlords, though they may not enter the 
kitchen. Non-Brahmans were formerly forbidden to wear shoes 
while walking in the Brahman street or standing before a Brah¬ 
man. But today two Non-Brahman boys whose fathers are in¬ 
dependent of the landlords walk deliberately in their shoes down 
the Brahman street to post letters in the mailbox. These boys, 
one Adi Dravida, and thirteen Brahman boys attend high school 
three miles away, where caste discrimination is forbidden. In 
particular, no group now has power to excommunicate serious 
offenders against caste law. In the past, though Brahman men 
were freed from the pollution of illicit sex relations with Non- 
Brahman women after taking a purifying bath, men who had 
intercourse with Adi Dravida women, or Brahman women who 
committed adultery at all, were driven from their caste. Even 
thirty years ago; one Brahman who had sexual relations with 
a Pallan woman was ostracized by his street and asked to leave 
the village, which he did after selling his lands. But, today, 
at least two men regularly have relations with Pallan servant 
women in empty houses of the Brahman street; they are con¬ 
demned but not ostracized. If excommunication were attempt¬ 
ed, the offending family would refuse to move, using the modern 
argument,derived from the modern secular law, that unless he is 
taken by the police no man can be forced to leave his property. 
Similarly, adultery on the part of Brahman women, even with 
lower-caste men, tends nowadays to be hidden by their hus¬ 
bands and kinsfolk, and only private vengeance is exacted. 

In the east of the district it is among Communist groups 
and particularly Adi Dravidas that caste restrictions have 
broken down most completely. Non-Brahman Communist 
leaders go freely into Adi Dravida streets, eat with them, and 
spend the night in their huts. In the second village where I 
worked, Pallass and Parayar^ of twelve villages had in the last 
five years completely a^ndoned their age-long dispute for 
precedence, ate freely together, assembled together at large areal 
Communist meetings, supported each other in strikes to gain 
higher wages from landlords, and, within each village, together 
settled their disputes concerning debt and adultery. In this 
district, in fact, so weak is the propagation of Congress policy 
regarding caste, and so strong the Communist, that any person 
who attempts to defy caste laws is promptly hailed as a Com¬ 
munist. Among some Adi Dravidas, the Communist party is 
regarded as ajtother foreign power, comparable to die British> 
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whose aim is to break the sway of highcaste landlords and to 
establish equal rights for all castes. A few I met, indeed, 
thought in a vague way that all the British, being foreigners 
and white men, were Communists; one old man actually asked 
me, “But is not Russia in London?” 

UI. CONCLUSION 

It is clear that, in general, the social structure of the Tanjore 
village is changing from a relatively close, stationary system, 
with a feudal economy and co-operation betweeen ranked 
castes in ways ordained by religious law, to a relatively “open,” 
changing system, governed by secular law, with an expanding 
capitalist economy and competition between castes which is 
sometimes reinforced and sometimes obscured by the new 
struggle between economic classes. In perhaps ten years, even 
if there is no Communist revolution in the meantime, it is 
questionable whether the village will any longer be a useful 
isolate for study. Certainly, it is difficult even now to speak mean¬ 
ingfully of modern economic relations within the village without 
reference to broader government policies—for example, of rice 
rationing, procurement of surplus paddy, admittance of 
students to high schools and colleges, communal representation 
in government employment, and government attempts to re¬ 
adjust the relations between landlords and tenants. It is equally 
difficult to speak of social and administrative relations between 
castes without reference to the rise of the Communist party since 
1947 or to the earlier development of anti-Brahman political 
movements. All the more need, therefore, to record what we can 
of the traditional structure of villages before this has quite 
decayed. 



THE CHANGING STATUS OF A 
DEPRESSED CASTE^ 

Based on Reports by Bernard s. cohn® 

This paper describes attempts by the members of one ‘^un¬ 
touchable*’ caste in one village to raise their social status. 
The caste is the Camdrs, traditionally Leatherworkers and agri¬ 
cultural laborers, who have long stood near the bottom of the 
regional society of Uttar Pradesh in wealth, power, and caste 
position. Attempts by the Camdrs of Madhopur {Mddhopur) 
village to achieve a higher status must be understood in rela¬ 
tion to changes both in the village and in the outside world 
as well as in relation to the Camdrs^ own internal social and 
religious organization. This paper offers a preliminary analysis 
of some of the complex processes which are involved. 

I. THE VILLAGE AND ITS ECONOMY 

Madhopur is a large, Rdjput’^o'wncd village of 1,047 acres on 
the level Ganges-Gomti plain. It is located in Kerakat Tahsil 
in the southeastern part of Jaunpur District, U.P. Like most 
of the eastern districts of U.P., Jaunpur is densely populated, 
overwhelmingly agricultural, and relatively poor as compared 
with the western districts of U.P. In Madhopur village the 
agricultural lands are about equally divided between the 
production of rice and the production of other grains such as 
barley and millets, with sugar cane as a leading cash crop. The 
village is two miles from an all-weather road and bus route which 
connects it with the cities of Banaras and Azamgarh, twenty- 
five and thirty-eight miles distant, respectively. It is four 
miles from the nearest railway, which provides transportation 
to Jaunpur, the ancient district center (Nevill 1908: 1-3). 

1. Field work in Madhopur from September, 1952, to August, 1953, was supported 
by an Area Research Training Fellowship of the Social Science Research Council and 
by a scholarship grant from the United States Educational Foundation under the 
Fulbright Act. The author would like to express his appreciation to Prof. Morris E. 
Opler and to Mr. Rudra Datt Singh for their direction and encouragement during 
the field study; to the Cornell University India Project for the use of its facilities in 
the field and at Cornell; and to Mr. James Michael Mahar for his comments. 

2. [This paper is based on materials drawn from two oral reports and from a pre- 
liminai^ manuscript by Dr, Bernard S. Cohn. Further material is incorporated from 
discussions of Cohn’s reports which occurred in the seminar mentioned in the 
Preface. Owing to Cohn’s occupation with military duties, all of these materials 
arc presented in the Editor’s summary.—Editor.] 
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Kerakat town, the subdivisional headquarters for Madhopur, 
having a population of about 5,000 persons, is four miles away. 
Descriptions of the traditional village of Madhopur and of 
recent changes there have been published previously by Opier 
and Singh (1948, 1952^2, 1952i). 

The Camdrs of Madhopur are the most numerous of the 
twenty-three principal caste groups which are resident there. 
Among the 1,852 persons enumerated by the village accountant 
in his census of 1948, five castes were represented by more than 
50 members each: Camdrs (636), Rajput "'Thdkursf or “Lords” 
(436), Noniyds (239), Ahirs (116), and Lohdrs (67), Eleven other 
local caste groups had less then 20 members each. 

The twenty-three local caste groups of Madhopur are distri¬ 
buted in one main settlement and in nine hamlets in a manner 
which approximately symbolizes their relative standings in 
Madhopur society. Twenty caste groups are represented in the 
main settlement together with one of its hamlets. The houses 
of the dominant Tkdkurs and other high castes tend to be located 
at the center, while others circle the peripheries. Two other 
hamlets are the residences mainly ofj^oniyds and Ahirs^ indepen¬ 
dent tenants who have settled near their tillage. No Camdrs 
are permitted to make their residences in any of these higher- 
caste settlements. Instead, their houses are found clustered in 
six outlying hamlets on all sides of the settlements of the other 
castes. 

Camdrs^ like all other castes of Madhopur, have long been 
subordinate in all economic and political affairs to the Thdkur 
landlords (zaminddrs) of the village. These Thdkurs^ Rdjputs 
of the RaghubanH clan, have held predominant economic and 
political power in Madhopur since the conquest of the village 
and the region by their ancestors in the sixteenth century. 
All Thdkurs of Madhopur today trace their descent to Ganesh 
Rai, who conquered a fourteen-square-mile area around Madho¬ 
pur which is now known as Dobhi Taluka. The two sons, and 
later the twelve grandsons, of Ganesh Rai divided this area 
among themselves into shares (mahdls). These twelve shares 
still constitute the largest landholding divisions of the taluka. 

The village which I have called Madhopur fell to the lot of 
Madhoram, the eldest grandson of Ganesh Rai. Within the 
village, his share was again divided for management among his 
six sons and their heirs into sections which are known as pattis 
or thoks. Each section of the village has its revenue headman 
(lambarddr)^ who is charged with the duty of depositing the 
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laad tax of his section twice each year at the Kerakat Tahsil 
.treasury. By 1934, the landlord holdings of Madhopur had 
been partitioned into twenty-eight smaller shares by ownership, 
although the original six pattis continued as tax-collection units 
up until the implementation of the U.P. Zamindari Abolition 
Act on July 1, 1952. Until that time, every non-J'hdkur family 
cultivating land in Madhopur did so only as the tenant or 
through the tenant of a family or a lineage (also 
called a patti). 

Zamindari Abolition in 1952 did little to affect the economic 
and political dominance of the Thdkurs either in Madhopur 
or in the immediate region, for it expropriated the landlords 
only from that part of their tenanted lands which had not 
previously been registered as being under their own personal 
cultivation. As long ago as 1906, half the lands of Chandwak 
Pargana, of which, Madhopur is part, had been recorded as 
being under the landlords’ own cultivation. In 1953, after land¬ 
lord abolition, Thdkur ex-landlords still owned and cultivated 
approximately 70 per cent of the lands of Madhopur. The few 
permanent tenants in the village were enabled to buy out their 
parts of the Thdkurs^ landlord holdings by payment to the state 
government of ten times the annual rent, but the landlords who 
lost land thereby are to be compensated by the government. 
Some ex-landlords, moreover, continue to receive rent from 
their now protected tenants-at-will. Although the old legal 
bases of tenancy under landlords ceased to exist in 1952, most 
non-families continue to gain access to land only as 
lessees under Thdkurs. 

The relationships which were traditional between landlord 
and tenant tend still to survive in Madhopur. These relation¬ 
ships involve much more than strictly economic considerations. 
The lessee of a Thdkur is called a ^^prajd,'^ literally a “subject,” 
“dependent,” or “child.” While a man may farm the lands 
of several Thdkurs, he has a primary and lasting socioeconomic 
tie with the Thdkur on whose land he had orginally built his 
house. The Thdkur considered to be responsible for the welfare 
of his tenants, and responsible for their care in need and ill 
health. Each tenants in turn owes allegiance and support to 
his Thdkur. The landlord-tenant tie is dramatized at life-cycle 
ceremonials, when the tenant performs ceremonial services 
and is fed in return by his Thdkur. At festivals, too, the tenant 
receives gifts of food from his Thdkur. The tenant^s tie with his 
Jhdkur is clear also in disputes: the tenants of each Thdkur 
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5»upport him, even to the extent of doing violence to his 
4aaversary. 

Much like the traditional relationship between a landlord 
and his tenant is the relationship between a Thdkur and his 
agricultural laborers. Permanent “plowmen” {jhalvdhds),vfhodo 
•every sort of agricultural work, are the most subordinate of 
the kinds of agricultural laborers. In Madhopur these laborers 
are usually Camdrs. Members of other caste groups in the village 
also do agricultural work, but, since the Camdrs are the most 
numerous of the impoverished lower castes, an employer talking 
about his “laborers” is most likely to be referring to his 
•Camdrs, 

Besides its tenants and laborers, every Thdkur family, acting 
as patron (jajmdn)^ also has traditional workers {parjunijyas), 
who provide specialized goods and services. Among the tradi¬ 
tional workers of each Thdkur family are the Kahdr (Water 
•Carrier), Hal (Barber), Brahman priest, Lohdr (Carpenter- 
Blacksmith), Kohdr (Potter), Camdr (Leatherworker and mid¬ 
wife), Bdri (Betel Leaf Distributor) and Dhobi (Washerman). 
In return for their services, the traditional workers arc given 
biannual payments in grain and are sometimes given the use of 
a piece of land. The patron-worker tie is a hereditary one: a 
patron cannot arbitrarily change a traditional worker, and 
no one other than the hereditary worker will perform the tradi¬ 
tional work for a patron, under threat of outcasting. Similarly, 
a traditional worker cannot change a patron without the per¬ 
mission of the patron and of his own caste. Members of castes 
other than the Thdkurs have their traditional worker families 
also, usually four: Barber, Carpenter-Blacksmith, Potter, and 
Camdr, Members of low castes usually employ the same tradi¬ 
tional worker families which are employed by their own 
respective Thdkurs, 

n. THE Camdrs themselves 

A. KINSHIP ORGANIZATION 

Within this complex village of Madhopur, with its elaborate 
intercaste connections, are found 122 joint households of 
Camdrs* Each joint household {ghar) is conceived as a group of 
related persons who eat from the same hearth and share all of 
their property and labor, Camdr joint households contain on the 
average a fraction over five persons each. The joint household 
gronp tends to be composed of a nuclear family, eighty of the 
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Camdr families being nuclear family groups with but a single 
living married couple, while only forty-two are extended family 
groups with two or more couples each. 

Beyond their families and households, Camdrs are organized 
into lineage groups composed of persons related through the 
male line, usually residing together in one part of a single 
hamlet. A lineage group usually has as its headman the oldest 
active male and is usually identified by his personl name. 
The headman of a lineage group advises members, arbitrates 
disputes among them, sets the dates for group activities, and 
intercedes for members with other groups in the village, ir 
there is a meeting of all the Camdrs oi a hamlet or of the village, 
these lineage headmen take the most active parts. 

Camdrs reside in six hamlets composed of six, eight, fifteen,, 
thirty, and forty-eight families, respectively. Non-C^m^r villagesr 
refer to each of these hamlets as a “place of the Camdrs"^ 
{Camarauti); they distinguish one Camdr hamlet from another 
either by its direction from the main village settlement or, as 
do the Camdrs themselves, by the name of one of its leading 
residents. In five of the six hamlets there is a single leading 
resident who is known as its “headman” {caudhari), 

Hamlet unity is strong. The Camdr men of one hamlet often 
work together in groups when they work for Tkdkurs. A gang 
of Camdrs may be recruited under one contract from a single 
hamlet to do jobs such as well-digging, brickmaking, or house 
construction. A Camdr uses kinship terms when addressing a. 
Camdr older than himself from his own hamlet, but he uses a. 
personal name when addressing a Camdr from another hamlet, 
whether older or younger. A Camdr will willingly lend his brass: 
water pot {lotd) within the hamlet, is leery of doing so in. 
other hamlets of Madhopur, and will not do so outside the- 
village. 

Eighty-five per cent of all Camdr men in Madhopur were born 
there and, in accordance with the preferred pattern of virilocal* 
residence, have brought their wives to live in Madhopur. 
Mothers’ and wives’ relative outside the village nevertheless, 
remain very important to every Camdr man, both socially and 
politically. Visits betweeen affinal relatives are frequent and 
may be long. Often a child spends two or three years with his 
mother on a visit to his mother’s father’s household in another 
village. Members of the mother’s family, the wife’s family^ 
and the sister’s husband’s family are invited to attend all major 
feasts and ceremonies such as those at the time of marriage andi 
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on the thirteenth day after death. Outside ties are annually 
renewed at the festival of Makar Sankrdnti, when men send 
presents to their daughter-in-law’s and sister’s husband’s 
families. 

Visiting and ceremonial participation with affinal relatives 
serve to maintain important political and economic channels 
forCamdrs, IfaCflmargetsintotrouble with a Thdkurinh\% ov^xi 
village, he may still take refuge with his mother’s, his wife’s, or 
his sister’s relatives in another village. He cannot so easily 
turn to his paternal relatives for help against a local Thdkury 
since they usually live in the same hamlet with him and are 
themselves subordinate to the same Thdkur, Partly due to such 
political circumstances, 15 per cent of the Camdr men living 
in Madhopur today are connected with the village through 
a wife or a mother rather than through a father. Over the years, 
migration among affinal relatives’ villages has continued to the 
point that one-half of the Camdr families of Madhopur are 
remembered to have come as ‘^outsiders” in past generations. 

B. RELIGIOUS CUSTOMS 

The traditional part of religion is typical of the religion 
of the low castes in that it is composed mainly of pre-Aryan 
and non-Brahmanical elements (cf. Crooke 1896, II: 184-85)* 
Two generations ago, Camdr rituals, both public and domestic, 
were sharply differentiated from those of the upper castes. 
Exorcists and mediums {ojhds) dealt dramatically with the spirit 
world. Among traditional ceremonies for propitiation of the 
village godlings, the most spectacular were the fire sacrifices 
[havans) conducted by the Camdrs of a whole hamlet at a time* 
These sacrifices were dedicated to Bhagautl and her followers, 
godlings thought to be responsible for epidemic diseases* 
They continue to be performed to the present day. 

Domestic ceremonies of the Camdrs also differed greatly from 
those of the upper castes. When a marriage was settled, for 
example, the father of the boy and the father of the girl jointly 
sacrificed a pig to Paramesari Devl^ the patron goddess of the 
Camdrs and of their marriages. After the sacrifice, the pig was 
cooked and eaten by the members of both households. In the 
marriage bargain, furthermore, unlike the upper castes, 
paid no dowry, not even in symbolic form. The wedding ritual 
itself was also simpler than that of the higher castes: the groom, 
accompanied by his father and a wedding party, went to the 
bride’s house for a single day. The father of the groom there 
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simply presented the father of the bride-to-be with ten seers 
(about twenty pounds) of flour, one saree, and five rupees. 
Brahman priests had no direct participation in any rituals of 
the Camar wedding but merely determined an auspicious day 
on which the ceremonies might be held. 

For several generations, however, while most of the Camdrs 
of Madhopur have followed their old, distinctive lower-caste 
religious customs, some others have attempted indirectly to 
“Sanskritize” (Srinivas 1952: 30-31, 212-27) their customs 
through adherence to the Siva JIdrdyati sect. This Vaisnava 
reform sect is less than two hundred years old, although its 
roots go back for five hundred years to the time of Ramananda. 
Ramananda was born about the beginning of the fifteenth cen¬ 
tury (Farquhar 1920: 323; Bhandarkar 1913; Macauliffe 1909, 
IV: 101), and himself became a member of the South Indian 
Ramanuja sect which worshiped Ram, hero of the Rdmqya^a. 
Ramananda lived in years of religious and intellectual fer¬ 
ment under Muslim rule (Tara Chand 1946: 130-42) when, 
much as during the m'neteenth and twentieth centuries, 
Hindu social institutions were suffering attack. Ramananda 
taught the doctrine that emancipation (moksa) could be attained 
through devotion ibhakti) to Ram by anyone, rather than only 
by men or by persons of high caste. Though he did not oppose 
caste as a social institution of attempt to overturn the priestly 
functions of the Brahmans (Farquhar 1920: 325), he did in¬ 
clude among his disciples a Camar, a Jdt, a Lohdr, a Muslim, 
and a woman. And the influential sects which sprang from 
among Ramananda’s followers emphasized the use of verna¬ 
culars rather than Sanskrit for religious purposes. 

The Camdrs of Madhopur nominally recognized and still 
recognize their spiritual descent from Raidas, the Camar shoe¬ 
maker disciple of Ramananda, by calling themselves “Raiddsis.” 
While the stories and sayings of Raidas were preserved in the 
seventeenth-century .fiAaA/a Mala (Farquhar 1920:317; Grierson 
1909: 607; 1910: 2l0) and in the Sikh holy book, the Granth 
Sdhab (Macauliffe 1909: 316-42), and while stories of his abili¬ 
ties and saintliness are widely current among Camdrs (Wilson 
1861,1:113-18; Grierson 1919:560; Macauliffe 1909:316-21), 
Raidas himself does not seem to have founded an organized 
and enduring sect (Briggs 1920: 210; cf. Grierson 1921: 579). 

Some Camdrs of Madhopur have for several generations been 
more directly and institutionally connected with the tradition' 
of Ramananda through the Siva Jldr^i/, sect. This sect was 
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founded by Siva Narayan, a Rajput follower of Ramananda who 
lived in Ghazipur, a district adjacent to Jaunpur, in the eight»- 
eenth century. Siva Narayan preached the worship of one God, 
who is truth; he preached temperance and mercy. He left 
sixteen volumes of his writings and sayings and establish¬ 
ed a sect with four monasteries {maths) (Grierson 1921: 579; 
Farquhar 1920: 345; Wilson 1861, I: 358-59). His sect was 
and is open to members of all castes, but in recent generations 
the majority of its adherents have been Camdrs and Dusadhs^ a 
low caste of menials and cultivators in Bihar and Bengal. In 
Jaunpur District the bulk of the adherents to the Siva Kdrdyan 
sect are Camdrs^ although in Azamgarh District some adherents 
are said to be found among Brahmans and Rdjputs. The Siva 
Mdrdyan sect is organized in small houses of worship. Each 
house has a leader {mahant), an assistant leader, a messenger, and 
a council of five. The leader is generally hereditary but is also 
educated in the sixteen holy books—especially in one of them, 
the Guru Nyds—and in the rituals of the Siva Ndrdyan sect. The 
leader of the Siva Ndrdyan sect for Madhopur is also the leader 
for six or seven other villages surrounding Madhopur. An 
individual who desires to become a full-fledged devotee comes 
to the leader and signifies his desire. On the festival of Krsnd's 
Birthday the intended devotee receives lectures from the leader 
on the tenets of the religion as well as a Sanskrit formula 
{mantra) to be learned by heart. He is then considered to be a 
devotee and a full member of the sect. 

The main local activity of the Siva Ndrdyan sect is the holding 
of public ceremonies {gddis)y with singing and ritual for the 
worship of Siva Narayan and his holy books. Such ceremonies 
must be held at least twice a year, on the festivals of Kf^na\ 
Birthday and Basant Pancamt. The forms of worship used in 
these public ceremonies are very much like Brahmanical 
forms of worship, althoughno Brahman priest actually officiates. 
Members of the Siva Ndrdyan sect, while making use of verna- 
cular language, have generally stood for the use of more 
Sanskritic forms of religious worship and for more Sanskritic 
ways in every sphere of life. 

Up until about fifty years ago, along with the traditional 
Camdr religion and the Sanskritized sect of Siva Ndrayati^ the 
CamSfs of Madhopur also included many adherents of a cult 
called the PdMcan Pir. This cult combined Hindu and Muslim 
elements and had the allegiance of members of many castes 
besides the Camdrs, The cult of PdMco% Ptr has since been fought 
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both by members of the l^iva Ndr&yarf, sect and by the higher- 
caste members of the Hindu reformist Arya Samaj movement* 

III. POSITION OF the Camdrs in madhopur 

Because of their low-caste status, Camdrs are in some senses 
less a part of the community of Madhopur than are most of the 
other, higher castes. But the community also incorporates them 
in certain central ways and could not do without them. 

A. CASTE AND SOCIAL STATUS 

The status of the Camdr caste has generally been described as 
^‘untouchable.” In eastern U.P. they are often dubbed with a 
vernacular term, “arAw/,” which means just that. Elsewhere, 
too, their status has been said to be actually untouchable; 
Bhattacharya says that being touched by a Camdr requires a 
good Hindu to bathe with his clothes on (1896: 267). Risley 
places the Camdrs of Bengal in the lowest grade of the Hindu 
social system, among those “whose touch pollutes, whom no 
Brahman, however degraded will serve, and for whom barber 
nor washerman will work” (1908: 117). In Madhopur at the 
present time, however, a Camaras touch does not ordinarily 
carry defilement to the body of another. When most high-caste 
persons refer to a Cameras “untouchable,” they mean only that 
they cannot take food or water from him, and that his touch 
will pollute food, water, and the utensils used for food and 
water. Camdrs are regarded as defiled especially because of their 
repugnant traditional occupations of skinning, tanning, and 
midwifery, and because of their reputation for eating carrion 
beef. 

Since the name “Cflmar” has accumulated abusive connota¬ 
tions, as in the phrases“dirty as a Camar,” “black as a Camdr, 
etc., the Camdrs of Madhopur prefer to designate themselves by 
other names. Some Camdrs call themselves ^"Raiddsij\^ taking the 
name of their mostfamous saint, Raidas. Other Camdrs, of whom 
there are many in the next district of Azamgarh, style them¬ 
selves ^'Harijan literally, “Childrenof God-” or “Un¬ 
touchable-Lords.” But the Camdrs of Madhopur prefer to be 
called by the name of their subcaste, ^'Jaisvdrd"' According to 
local reckoning Jaisvdrds are the highest subcaste of Xht Camdrs: 
they will not take water or food from or marry with any of the 
other subcastes, Odier subcastes oiCamdrs are looked down on 
by them for doing jobs which Jaisvdrds will not consider doing. 
For example, Jhusiyd Camdrs vnll carry palanquins and bear 
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heavy burdens on carrying poles, hny Jaisvdrd who did either 
of these jobs would be summarily outcasted. 

Towards members of higher castes and especially toward 
Thdkurs the behavior of Camdrs shows formal respect and de¬ 
ference. A Camdr lets a Thdkur precede him on a path. If he 
meets a Thdkur coming towards him on a path, a Camdr will 
step off the path, bow, and salute him by folding his hands 
together. A Camdr will let a Thdkur start the conversation even 
if he goes to a Thdkur's house with a specific request. The 
Camdr's inferior social position is shown also in the rules of 
seating arrangements by which the Camdr is required to sit on 
the ground while the Thdkur sits on a string cot [carpal). If a 
Camdr is seated on a string cot when a Thdkur passes by, the 
Camdr rises until the Thdkur passes. If the Thdkur stays to talk 
with the Camdr^ he is given the string cot, and the Camdr squats 
on the ground. 

Older Camdrs extend some kinship terminology and beha¬ 
vior to their Thdkurs. Some address Thdkurs even of their own 
age as “father’s father” [bdbd). Older Camdrs feel that a Thdkur 
should receive the same respect as a father or grandfather. One 
informant, when retelling an incident in which his Thdkur had 
beaten him, asked, “How could I have struck him back? He is 
my Thdkur^ and a Thdkur h respected like a father.” Older 
Thdkurs often address their Camdrs as their “children.” Thdkurs 
and members of other high castes also formerly used familiar 
forms of verbs and pronouns in addressing Camdrs—forms 
appropriate only for children. Now fewer persons use these 
forms, and their use is generally resented by Camdrs. 

Camdrs^ caste-status relations with Brahmans are much like 
their relations with Thdkurs. In the use of titles and other polite 
forms of speech, in differences of dress and in the handling 
of food, Camdrs' lower status is consUintly symbolized. Even 
in these matters, however, there are wide variations in the details 
of behavior depending on the individual Thdkurs^ Brahmans, 
and Camdrs who are involved. Thus some high-caste^ persons 
say that Camdrs are forbidden to use the wells from which high- 
caste persons draw their drinking water; actually Camdrs do 
use the drinking-water wells of the higher castes, and little 
objection is raised. 

With castes below the Brahmans and Thdkurs, Camdrs' rela¬ 
tionships are somewhat less clearly structured. Food, water, 
and vessels are still kept strictly separate, and ^ Camdr is never 
permitted to enter the kitchen of another caste. If a man of 
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Lohar or Kohdr caste is working at a Camith house, he will have 
his own drinking vessel and will draw his own water from the 
well. But the gaps are less severe among these castes than is 
the gap between Camdrs and Thdkurs: in ordinary day-to-day 
relations, respect behavior is determined less by caste than by 
individual identity. An elderly Camdr who is respected within 
his own caste may be treated with deference also by some 
persons of castes higher than the Camdrs. 

There is a potential bond among the Camdrs and all other 
low-caste people, no matter what their relative status. They 
are all low in caste in relation to the Thdkurs: all are tenants 
or are in other ways economically dependent upon the Thdkurs. 
Friendships exist between people of different low castes, so that 
occasionally a Camdr will count a Noniyd^ a Kohdr^ or a Kahdr 
as a close friend. In all but very formal situations they treat 
each other as equals. It would appear that, although castes: 
stand ill a graduated hierarchy, the difference of status between 
Thdkurs and all other castes of Madhopur is greater than any 
differences of status among the low castes themselves. 

For the last fifteen years Camdr children have attended the 
local primary school. There children of all castes study and 
play together. But, at the two school dramas which were per¬ 
formed while I was in Madhopur, no Camdr child was given an 
acting part. 

B. CEREMONIAL STATUS 

Camdrs occupy a subordinate and partly excluded position in 
the ceremonial life of Madhopur. They do follow the custom of 
members of all the higher castes and do separately worship the 
village gods at times of stress in their own households or hamlets. 
But they do not join simultaneously with members of the higher 
castes in all-village rituals such as those held for the propitiation 
of Kali at times of cholera epidemics. As traditional worker* 
of the families of Thdkurs and other high castes, the Catndrs^ 
receive food at sucfi festivals as HoU, Divdlt, Makar SaiArSnH^ 
and Kdg Pancami, but they do not celebrate these fesdvals on 
equal terms with members of the other castes. Their role in the 
annual pageant of the Rdm Lild is that of bystanders. 

O. EOONOinC STATUS 

Camdrs are economically tied to the village, especially 
to its Thdkurs, as tenants, as traditional woriters, and as 
laborers. 
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As the tenant of a Thdkur, the average Camdr family cultivates 
only a little more thcin one acre of land. (The average Thdkur 
family cultivates six times as much.) Out of the total of 107 
acres which the Carndrs cultivate as tenants, only 9 acres are 
lands on which tficy hold permanent tenancy rights; on the 
rest of their tenancy holdings in Madhopur they are temporary 
tenants-at-will. Carndrs of Madhopur therefore stood to gain 
ownership of ver y little land under the Zamindari Abolition Act 
effected in 1952. Their only gain was to increase the security of 
their tenure as tenants-at-will. The grain which the Carndrs 
grow by their own cultivation still lasts them on the average 
for only four months of the year. 

The average Camdr family attaches great subjective impor¬ 
tance to any lands which it holds as tenant but depends for a 
much larger part of its subsistence and for most of the year 
on the wages which its members receive as laborers. Since 
Thdkurs are prohibited by their own caste rules from plow¬ 
ing, every Thdkur family, no matter how poor, has to employ at 
least one permanent ‘^plowman,” usually a Camdr, Those Cdmdv 
laborers who are not permanent plowmen generally work as 
manual laborers by the day in local agriculture. The usual daily 
wage for agricultural labor in the village is two seers (about four 
pounds) of grain plus breakfast. 
The Carndrs^ traditional work is of less direct economic profit 

to them than is agricultural labor, but nevertheless it connects 
them broadly with other villagers. Skinning and tanning are 
no longer done in Madhopur. Carndrs arc, however, obliged 
still to cart off the dead animals of their patrons of several castes. 
Camdr women also serve as midwives for families of all other 
castes in the village. In turn, the local Carndrs arc served 
traditionally by Carpenter-Blacksmiths, Potters, Barbers, and 
Washermen. 

The Carndrs of Madhopur also function as part of a village 
economy which for at least two hundred years has been 
partially integrated with the wider economy of northern India. 
Outside employment is not a recent phenomenon among Carndrs 
of the area: some fought with Clive at Plassey; others have 
been noted as grooms and servantS^of British residents; and 
seventy or eighty years ago large numbers of Carndrs started to 
work in the cotton and jute mills, in the mines, and in the cities 
as coolies and rickshaw-pullcrs. 

The trend toward outside and urban employment has been 
further accelerated in recent years as land has become scarce 

5 
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in the village. While the village population has steadily risen, 
the rise of agricultural prices during and after World War II 
has induced the Thdkurs of Madhopur themselves to farm 
more and more of their landlord holdings. Some of the lands 
which are now being cultivated under personal direction of 
Thdkurs is waste land which has been brought only recently 
under cultivation, but the bulk of it is, land from which the land¬ 
lords have ejected tenants. The increase in population and 
the resumption of more land by the Thdkurs have created a 
steadily deteriorating economic position for the Camdrs within 
Madhopur. 

Outside employment has gradually increased until in Decem¬ 
ber, 1952, there were thirty-six Camara of Madhopur residing 
and working outside the village. With the exception of two or 
three families which have sufficient land, every Camdr household 
at one time or another sends members out to work in the cities. 
Although there is much temporary geographic mobility of 
Camdrs from the village to the city, over the last three genera¬ 
tions only one family of Camdrs from Madhopur is known to 
have settled permanently in a city. 

D. POLITICAL STATUS 

Until the middle of the nineteenth century the Thdkurs^ as 
landlords, were de facto rulers, judges, and arbitrators for the 
Camdrs, for the village of Madhopur, and for the whole taluka 
of Dobhi. Each of the twelve hereditary divisions of the taluka 
was led by a chief (sargand)—a man noted for his honesty and 
wisdom, who could influence people through these character¬ 
istics and through his economic and social power. The twelve 
chiefs met as a panchayat to discuss matters of interest to the 
Thdkurs themselves and to the taluka, and to arbitrate disputes 
of every nature that might arise within or between any of the 
HO villages of the taluka. The panchayat members, knowing 
the villages and the villagers intimately and priding themselves 
on their own integrity, could find the facts, make honest de¬ 
cisions, and enforce their decisions. Their penalties included 
fines, banishment, and—in the case of Thdkur offenders—out- 
casting. Decisions of thii^anchayat of chiefs were not subject 
to appeal before any higher authority. Up until 1906 not a 
single case went up to a British-established court from Dobhi 
Taluka, once a final decision had been given by this panchayat 
of chiefs. 

Beneath the taluka and within Madhopur itself, four or five 
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Thdkurs were usually recognized by all castes as informal head¬ 
men {caudharts) of the whole village. Occasionally these informal 
headmen sat together as a village panchayat. They tended to 
be selected from leading families in each of the six Thdkur 
lineages, which were simultaneously sections for land manage¬ 
ment. The actual selection of informal headmen shifted over 
the years along with changing economic fortunes and changing 
personalities in the several lineages. Behind each informal 
headman and his family was the physical power of those 
tenants and servants who could be depended upon to follow 
him, with quarter-staff in hand, if necessary. Either through 
fear, through satisfaction with the system, or through ignorance 
of alternative systems, Camdrs and other low-caste people were 
quiet and followed the political leadership of their Thdkur 
landlords. Through their respective caste panchayats, too, 
people of the lower castes handled some of their own crimes 
and disputes, aided by their control of the fearsome sanction 
of outcasting. 

The picture which I have described thus far of nineteenth- 
century political organization is a somewhat idealized one. 
The panchayat of chiefs and the government of informal head¬ 
men in the village did not always function well. There was no 
lack of rivalry, jealousy, and friction. The bane of Indian 
villages, factionalism, did exist in the nineteenth century, and 
there were fights, killings, and house burnings, usually involving 
land and arguments over land. Jonathan Duncan, British 
Resident in nearby Banaras from 1787 to 1795, reports that 
intravillage fights and bloodshed were common even in his day 
(Shakespear 1873,1: 47). Given the organization of the village 
and of the landholding system, fightsin the village overland were 
almost inevitable. Relatives held land jointly, so that divisions 
often fell between brothers, cousins, or other agnatic kin. 

From the early part of the nineteenth century there existed 
alongside this informal structure of power a formal, semiheredi- 
tary village administration of dual nature. There was, first, the 
land revenue administration contacting the village, as described 
above, through the revenue headman of each Thdkur lineage. 
Appointments of these revenue headmen were confirmed by 
the district magistrate. Imposed on top of this village revenue 
administration there was, second, the police administration of 
the village, answerable to the subinspector of police and operat¬ 
ing through an appointed police headman {mukhya)^ who was 
usually one of the revenue headmen. 
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An attempt was made in the twentieth century to introduce a 
formal system of local self-government through the appointment 
of official village panchayats by the district magistrate. In 
Madhopur this appointed panchayat consisted of three Thdkurs 
one Ahir, and one Noniyd, It was effectively dominated by the 
families of the Thdkurs, and thus failed to provide representative 
government for the village. It had little effect on the traditional 
structure of power. 

Not until after 1906 did that plague of lawsuits began in 
Dobhi Taluka which is so typical of modern Indian villages. 
As more and more Thdkurs learned the written law and learned 
how to manipulate the outside legal system, they turned more 
and more to the British-established courts to pursue their in¬ 
terests rather than compromising them through traditional 
means nearer home. When people learned that there were 
outside legal agencies to which they could turn and which 
could enforce decisions through the official revenue and police 
administration, the traditional panchayats of the village and 
of the taluka began to wither. 

Until recent years, however, most Camdrs have remained very 
much under the control of their Thdkurs, and most continue to 
identify their own interests closely with those of their Lords and 
of the of Madhopur in general. The 77mA:wrj of Madho¬ 
pur protect the Camdrs of Madhopur from the Thdkurs of other 
villages, from thepolice, and from any other outside interference. 
A Thdkur of Madhopur will become incensed if a Thdkur of 
another village comes to Madhopur and tries to hire or to dis¬ 
cipline a local Camdr. Even though a Camdr may feel that he is 
abused and exploited in Madhopur, still he feels deeply that 
Madhopur is his village, and that it will remain his home no 
matter where he goes. This feeling of identification with the 
village was exemplified by one Camdr whom I questioned about 
a despised form of marriage: “We arc the Camdrs of Madhopur 
and we wouldn’t do a thing like that,” he said. 

IV. RECENT CHANGE 

By the early part of the twentieth century the seeds of social 
change had been extensively sown: a railroad had been built 
near Madhopur, affording wider geographic mobility; boys had 
left the village to go to colleges and universities; the official 
courts settled more and more village disputes; the Arya Samaj 
movement of religious reform grew strong; elections brought 
political competition on a wider scale; and the; nationalist Strug- 
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gle became a reality for the villagers. Along with these outside 
influences, population in the village and surrounding area 
steadily rose. Because of strains on the village economy, more 
and more residents from all castes began to seek work in the 
cities. Family structure, political behavior, attitudes towards 
caste status, and religious customs have all undergone notable 
change. All these happenings are summed up by the remark 
often heard in the village, ‘'A new wind is blowing.” 

A. CHANGE IN FAMILY STRUCTURE 

The Thdkurs of Madhopur, and following them at some dis¬ 
tance the Camdrs, have been slowly reshaping their respective 
family structures. Among the Thdkurs^ family ties have grown 
looser and the importance of clan and village has declined. 
Thdkurs are tending to move in the direction of less formality 
and respect for the father, more freedom between husband and 
wife, and smaller household units. The stimuli of Western 
education and urban living have been strongly felt among them. 

The small changes in family structure that can be noted 
among the Camdrs^ especially among Camdrs who have attained 
some education, are not changes in the direction of a Western- 
influenced family but changes in the direction of a more ortho¬ 
dox “Hindu” family. Camdrs arc trying to tighten the authority 
of the father and place restrictions on the wife. While the 
Thdkur wife is coming out of seclusion, the Camdr wife is being 
put into seclusion. The Thdkur model for the family appears 
to be influenced by the urban, Western family, while the Camdr 
model is based on the family of the Thdkurs fifty years ago. A 
similar chronological sequence and typological discrepancy 
is evident between Thdkur and Camdr models for caste obser¬ 
vances, religion, food habits, and many other aspects of social 
life. 

B. POLITICAL CHANGES 

The twentieth century saw the breakup of the Thdkur pancha- 
yats which had once dominated both the village of Madhopur 
and the whole taluka of Dobhi. The decline of these pancha- 
yats may be related to changes throughout the whole social 
fabric, but may be attributed particularly to changes in the 
prestige system of the Thdkurs and in the formal superstructure 
of government. 

Since 1900 more and more Thdkurs had begun to derive in¬ 
comes and prestige from working outside the village as teachers, 
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police inspectors, printers,and businessmen rather thanfrom the 
traditional sources of landownership and from agnatic and affi¬ 
nal family ties. Such externally oriented persons were much less 
at the mercy of the sanctioning pressures which any rural pan- 
chayats could apply. Outcasting lost its sting for the Thdkursy 
for an outcaste Thdkur family could with increasing ease make 
marriage alliances with other outcaste families or with families 
in good standing whose desire to establish marriage ties with a 
Raghubanii family outweighed their scruples about the stigma 
of outcasting. The legal, economic, and prestige structures of 
the village and taluka were ceasing to exist as a closed and in¬ 
tegrated system, but the Thdkurs were at the same time learning 
how to exercise their power at new and higher levels. The higher 
administrators, if they are not Thdkurs themselves, tend to be 
of high caste and often of landowning backgrounds, so that 
theii sympathies generally lie with landlords rather than with 
tenants. 

While the authority of Thdkur panchayats began to grow 
weaker, caste organization among the Camdrs if anything grew 
stronger. As patron-client and landlord-tenant ties have weak¬ 
ened, Camdrs have come to depend more upon themselves for the 
settlement of their own disputes. Camdrs have also grown more 
sensitive about their collective good name. It was a common¬ 
place a generation ago for a Thdkur man to have sexual relations 
with a Camdr woman. This still occurs, but the caste is now 
trying to punish offenders. Eating and drinking restrictions for 
the Camdrs have been tightened and are strictly enforced. 
Although Camdrs formerly would eat with and take water from 
other untouchables, they now punish such acts by outcasting. 
As the Camdr caste has grown stronger, outcasting by the 
Camdr panchayat has actually become more frequent. 

The beginnings of elections, first for the District Board in the 
twenties, later for the legislative positions of the provincial and 
central governments in the thirties, helped further to weaken 
the Thdkurs" local and taluka panchayats, while they gave still 
further stimulus to action by Camdrs and other lower castes. 

District boards had been set up in India in the eighties to give 
the people some small measure of self-government. The initial 
electorates for these boards were very small, however, and many 
members of the boards were either officials or appointees of 
officials. Only in the twenties, when elective representation was 
increased, did there begin to be competition among some of the 
Dobhi Thdkurs for election to positions on the Jaunpur District 
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Board. To secure votes, candidates had to promise help and 
support to factions among the chiefs of the DobhiTaluka pan- 
chayat. Both the Thdkurs who were candidates and the chiefs of 
the panchayat who were allied with them lost their reputations 
for honesty and impartiality in these elections. Like outside 
employment and litigation, election to the District Board offered 
an extravillage and extrataluka source of power and prestige. 
Members had control of rural education, sanitation, and roads 
as well as access to higher government officials whom they could 
influence to the advantage of themselves and their friends and 
supporters. Village and taluka panchayats became small matters 
by comparison, and fell into desuetude. 

Provincial elections in 1937, which were won by the Congress 
party after an intensive political campaign, helped to stimulate 
subsequent political action by tenants against the Thdkurs of 
Madhopur. Although the electorate was closely limited by 
criteria of property and education, a few low-caste people were 
entitled to vote. One of these was a Noniyd^ who not only voted 
but also actively supported the Congress candidate. The Nonu 

was an exceptional individual. As a boy, he had struggled 
to get himself an education through the eighth grade. He 
put his education to use by learning and studying the land laws. 
He quickly realized that, even before the formation of a Cong¬ 
ress ministry, the permanent tenants had possessed guaranteed 
rights which the Thdkurs were ignoring. The tenants were so 
cowed and were kept in such a state of ignorance by the Thdkurs 
that the more powerful and clever Thdkurs could successfully 
evict even tenants who had legal right to permanency. The 
Noniyd first defended his own lands against seizure by the 
Thdkurs and then began to advise the other Xoniyds, as well as 
the Camdrs who lived near the Noniyd hamlet, as to their rights. 

Not long after the elections, in 1938 the Camdrs made their 
first large-scale attack upon the Thdkurs^ position of power. 
They did so by supporting some Noniyds rather than their own 
Thdkurs in a dispute over land. This alliance of Noniyds and 
Camdrs gave one of the first indications of the growing solidarity 
of the lower castes in opposition to the Thdkurs, To punish 
them for joining the Noniyds, the Thdkurs decided to prevent the 
rebellious Camdrs from sowing their winter crop. A gang of 
Thdkurs went to the fields where the Camdrs were working, 
drove off their cattle, beat the Camdrs^ and then went to the 
Camdrs^ hamlet where they ripped down the thatched roofs of 
the Camdrs^ houses. 
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The Camdrs held council with the Koniyd who was their ally* 
He advised them to complain directly to the district magistrate 
in Jaunpur, while he himself wrote letters on their behalf to 
various officials in Lucknow, the state capital. The Camdrs^ 
preparing for a difficult siege, took their cattle and all that they 
could carry of their belongings and went to Jaunpur. There the 
District Congress Committee fed and housed them. The 
Camdrs immediately hired a lawyer to prosecute the Thdkurs 
who had beaten them. 

The Thdkurs of Madhopur supposed that the beaten Camdrs 
had simply run off to another village. When word reached 
them of the Camdrs" legal and political action, they were 
thunderstruck. A few of the more influential Thdkurs went at 
once to Banaras, where they contacted a relative who was an 
employee in the courts. Through him they were able to reach 
the officials in Jaunpur who would deal directly with the case 
which the Camdrs wcu’C bringing against them. The Thdkurs 
were successful in having the case delayed and then in having 
it taken out of the courts in Jaunpur and sent to the more 
pliable subdistrict officer’s court in Kerakat. The Thdkurs 
next bribed the police subinspector of Kerakat to delay his 
report to that court for several months. Meanwhile, the court 
ordered that no one must cultivate the land in dispute in order 
to prevent further trouble. During all this time the Camdrs 
had to pay a lawyer, court fees, and other expenses, while they 
were deprived of income from their cultivation. After more 
than six months of postponements, the Camdrs agreed to a com¬ 
promise with Thdkurs, They dropped their case against the 
Thdkursj took back their lands, and obtained a written guarantee 
from the Thdkurs that the Thdkurs would not beat them. 
The Thdkurs had nevertheless caused the Camdrs great loss by 
attrition. 
The “Quit India” movement in 1942 and the independence 

agitation of 1946-47 reached the village of Madhopur and even 
touched the Camdrs, These political actions were but distrac¬ 
tions, however, from the Camdrs" own drive for power. 

The next principal episode in the Camdrs" struggle and their 
second major defeat came about after the passing of the U.P. 
Panchayat Raj Act of 1947. Under this act, which replaced 
the previous official, appointed panchayat, a village council 
(gaon sabha) and a rural court (panchayati adalat) were to be 
elected by universal adult suffrage. The village council, with 
thirty-six members, was to take over a large number of local 
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•government powers and responsibilities regarding land, sanita¬ 
tion, roadways, rationing, etc. The rural court was to try all 
minor cases from Madhopur and from several nearby villages. 

Elections for these new panchayats in 1948 provided the 
occasion for the first successful organization of all the lower 
castes of Madhopur against the Thdkurs. The party of the lower 
castes was called the “Tenant [Praja] party.” Its leadership 
was provided by an Ahir, a Brahman who had been a political 
thug, a Kandu who had lived many years in Bombay, a Teli who 
prided himself on his part in the independence movement, 
and the Noniyd who had stimulated previous legal action against 
.the Thdkurs, Several of the lower castes were brought into the 
Tenant party by their own caste headmen. Secret meetings 
were then held in the Camdr liamlcts. When pi'otection was 
promised them against possible reprisals by the Thdkurs^ the 
Camdrs joined the party wholeheartedly. Some Thdkurs even 
associated themselves with the Tenant party from the beginning, 
partly through friendship with its Brahman leader and partly 
through a desire to strike back at old enemies within their own 
caste. 

As the time for the panchayat elections drew near, the Thdkur 
who had been the traditional leaders of the village saw that the 
Tenant party controlled the bulk of the electorate. The influen¬ 
tial Thdkur who had been the chairman of the old appointed 
panchayat declined to stand at all in the election lest he be 
defeated. Other influential Thdkurs likewise withdrew from 
candidacy. In a final gesture of disassociation, the majority 
of the Thdkurs refused even to vote against the Tenant 
majority. 

The lower castes’ Tenant party thus succeeded in electing 
both a village council and a rural court made up wholly of its 
own candidates or sympathizers. Camdrs were elected to both 
bodies. The traditional village leadership of the Thdkurs had 
been completely routed from formal control of Madhopur. 
What was more, the Tenant party’s strength and its connec¬ 
tions with the district Congress party at first prevented the 
Thdkurs from moving directly against it. 

After its initial success in winning the panchayat elections, 
however, the Tenant party rapidly declined in power and 
organization. The village council whose offices had been won 
proved unwieldy. Ordinances which the council passed to pro¬ 
mote cleaning of the village paths, proper drainge, and removal 
of manure piles could not be made effective because of the 
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opposition of the traditional leaders who were T%&kurs and of 
persons of other high castes. An attempt by Camdrs to force 
compliance by court action proved too expensive. The village 
council found itself unable even to collect its own tax. Its meet¬ 
ings, scheduled to be held monthly, became less and less fre¬ 
quent. The Tenant party was disrupted through the bribing of 
some of its leaders, and through lawsuits brought against its 
members individually by certain Tkdkurs. The low castes, and 
particularly the Camdrs^ lacked the economic base for a long¬ 
term fight against the Thdkurs, on whom they were dependent 
for a livelihood. The final act in the dissolution of the Tenant 
party was the murder of one of its leaders by a Tkdkur. 

Thus, although the Camdrs found that with their allies they 
could elect a village government and for a short time could 
even coerce the upper castes, they found also that they could 
not sustain themselves in a position of effective dominance. 
Today, political solidarity among the lower castes of Madhopur 
has vanished, and there is much discouragement. 

C. EFFORTS TO RAISE SOCIAL STATUS 

For the last thirty years the Camdrs of Madhopur have strug¬ 
gled consciously to raise their status on another, related front 
—that of the caste hierarchy—but with scarcely greater out¬ 
ward success than they achieved on the political front. 

At least two gener2ktions ago Jaisvdrd Camdrs in the vicinity of 
Madhopur began to outlaw the eating of beef and the carting of 
manure in what proved a futile attempt to gain greater respect 
for the caste. Previously Camdrs had been thought degraded 
because of their eating of carrion beef; they often had been 
accused of poisoning cattle in order to obtain the meat. Some¬ 
what more than thirty years ago, beef eating was banned by 
the Camdrs. Although some Tkdkurs suspect that a few Cdmdr 
women still eat beef, Camdrs maintain the beef eaters would 
be outcasted immediately. Thirty years ago, in opposition to 
their own Tkdkurs^ some Camdrs of Madhopur declared also that 
they would no longer carry manure to the Tkdkurs' fields. They 
were compelled to leave the village to escape the Tkdkurs' wrath* 
When ultimately these Camdrs were permitted to return to 
the village and were excused from the manure work which they 
had perceived as degrading, Camdr women in general took a 
further step: they refused any loxigcr to make dung cakes for 
the Tkdkurs' household. Ultimately, they, too, secured a grudg<^ 
ing acquiescence from the Tkdkurs. As for inspiring greater 
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respect from the higher castes^ such changes of caste behavior 
receive at best passive recognition, certainly not approval. 
The gain to the Camdrs from these changes has been chiefly a 
gain in the vital dimension of self-respect. 

Camdrs are not alone in trying to elevate their caste status. 
Fifteen years ago representatives of most of the Bliars of Kerakat 
Tahsil met to plan ways to raise their status. Several educated 
Bhars who were government officials addressed the meeting 
and told them that they were lowly and despised because they 
raised pigs. The Bhars gave up pig-raising yet it is difficult to 
say that they have improved their status in the eyes of other 
castes. They are still regarded as ‘‘untouchable,” although they 
are held in better regard than are the Khatiks and Pasts of the 
area, who still herd swine. 

Other castes have made more extreme efforts to raise their 
status. Fifteen years ago the Noniyds of Madhopur went so far 
as to put on the sacred thread and call themselves by their 
long-claimed iitXeof^^CauhdnRdjputsy Their action was met with 
violence by the Lords of the village, who beat the Moniyds, broke 
their threads, and threatened further violence if the act was 
repeated. Five years ago the Noniyds again put on their sacred 
threads, this time without overt reaction on the part of the 
Lords. Now the Ahirs and the Lohdrs of Madhopur also wear 
the thread of the twice-bord, the Ahirs calling themselves 
^^Tddav Rdjuts^^ and the claiming to be ‘^ViivakarmdBrdh- 
mansN Camdrs in nearby villages of Jaunpur District and also 
in Azamgarh District have started wearing sacred threads, 
calling themselves ^^Harijan Thdkurs,'^ but so far the Camdrs of 
Madhopur have not joined them. 

Such attempts by Camdrs to raise their caste status are not 
individual in character or effect, nor are they necessarily legisla¬ 
ted by large, formal gatherings. Rather, a leader or group of 
leaders in the caste in one village may feel that some traditional 
behavior should be changed, and the change is talked over in 
the village. Relatives and others who are visiting hear about 
the proposed change and carry the news to their home villages. 
If a local group of Camdrs decides to initiate the change, it 
decrees that any Camdr who fails to conform to the new pattern 
will be outcasted. Active propagandizing follows from the 
initiating village or villages. Ultimately, the initiating Camdrs 
determine that they will no longer give daughters to or accept 
daughters-in-law from Camdrs who do not conform to the 
change* 
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While the Camdrs are becoming stricter about their habits of 
•diet, dress, and occupation, the higher castes are becoming 
less strict. Camdrs have become veiy sensitive about such 
matters as accepting food from castes whom they consider to 
be their inferiors, while at the same time some of the Thdkurs 
are relaxing their conformity to commensal prohibitions. 
Younger Camdrs are less prone to give outward signs of respect 
to Thdkurs^ and the younger Thdkurs seem to expect such signs 
less. 

Quite apart from changes in traditional symbols of caste 
status, modern secular education is playing a central role in 
Camdrs' efforts to improve their position. Camdrs constantly 
verbalize a desire for more education, and many attribute their 
low position to a lack of education. But those two Camdrs who 
have achieved the most education—the two school teach¬ 
ers—have not been accorded the full degree of respect which is 
granted to teachers of liigher caste. Teachers of higher caste 
are called '‘Master” (lAIdstar), while these Camdr teachers are 
merely called "Writer” [Munji)- Teachers of higher caste are 
given a string cot or chair to sit on when they visit a Thdkuf% 
house, while these Camdr teachers are given instead a stool or an 
overturned basket only—a better scat, however, than the floor, 
which is the only place for an uneducated Camdr. One of these 
schoolteachers is among the leaders who are most actively 
attempting to make Camdr behavior accord more with the 
traditional behavior of the higher castes. Education is an in¬ 
dividual achievement, but even educated Camdrs cannot escape 
an awareness that mobility for them, too, must be a group 
phenomenon. 

D. RELIGIOUS CHANGES 

Consistent with efforts to raise their caste status and to gain 
power, the Camdrs of Madhopur have in recent years also made 
conscious efforts to suppress their distinctive traditional religion, 
to Sanskritize their rituals still further, and to emulate the 
specific religious forms of the higher castes. Although they con¬ 
tinue to propitiate the goddess Bhagauti jointly in cerernonies 
of the whole hamlet, and although they continue to worship 
the other village deities as do members of higher castes, yet they 
have made many changes in the rest of their religious practice. 
Camdr schoolteachers, leading families, and especially members 
of the Siva Ndrdyan sect, rather than the traditional Camdr 
panchayat, have been the principal agents of these changes. 
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At the same time that the Camdrs are becoming more concerned 
with the forms of their religion, however, many persons of the 
upper castes, most notably the Thdkurs, are being drawn into a 
more secular culture. 

Domestic ceremonies of the Camdrs have been modeled increas* 
ingly upon domestic ceremonies of the ThCikurs and Brahmans, 
especially under the influence of leaders and devotees of the 
Siva Ndrdyan sect. The sacrifice of a pig which formerly began 
the Carndr wedding ceremony has now been given up and 
replaced by the cutting of a nutmeg. The practice of giving 
dowry has been introduced, although the boy’s father still gives 
a token payment to the girl's father: here the transition between 
bride price and dowry can be seen in progress. Carndr weddings 
have now been lengthened from one day to three days, so as to 
resemble Brahman weddings. A Brahman priest now conducts 
every ceremony of the wedding except the final rites. While 
Thdkurs now marry at higher ages, Camdrs are marrying at 
lower ages: Camdrs of Madhopur now marry at from five to 
seven years of age, whereas they had previously married at from 
twelve to sixteen years of age. Horoscopes arc now cast by 
Brahmans for Carndr babies at the ceremony of naming, and 
death rituals have been altered in several ways so as to conform 
more closely with the practices of the higher castes. Adherence 
to the cult of Pdneon Pir has been eliminated. A new emphasis 
on pilgrimages has helped to Sanskritize Carndr religion even 
more fully. If the older cult o{Siva Ndrdyan may be said to have 
paralleled Sanskritic religion, recent changes have moved Carndr 
religion directly towards the main stream of the great tradition 
of orthodox Hinduism. 

Parts of the religious ideology of the Siva Ndrdyan sect recently 
have been fused with the social and political aspirations of the 
Camdrs in annual celebrations of the birthday of the Carndr saint, 
Raidas, in the month of Mdgh (January-February). Educated 
Camdrs have played an important part in the revival and trans¬ 
formation of these birthday celebrations. In 1953 the procession 
and meeting were organized by a Carndr member of the Legis¬ 
lative Assembly, by several of the Cflmar schoolteachers in the 
area of Madhopur, and by Carndr students from Ganesh Rai 
Intermediate College and from the Banaras Hindu University. 
Camdrs from all of Dobhi Taluka attended the celebration. The 
speakers, who included a Thdkur schoolteacher, spoke of Raidas 
as a saint and pointed out the Camdrs' contribution to the culture 
and religion of India, Several of the speakers used Raidas 
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as an example of a Camdr who, through leading a “good life,” 
gained the respect of the rest of the community. Other speakers 
used the opportunity to preach political action to the Camdrs. 
Saints and devOwCes such as Raidas are important to the Camars 
because they reaffirm the Camars^ belief that members of their 
caste at one time were the equals or in some senses the superiors 
of the Brahmans and other high castes. The stories reaffirm the 
belief that it is not a person’s caste status but his devotion that 
counts. 

V. SUMMARY 

The Camars of Madhopur, like many other peoples of the 
Indian subcontinent, are in the midst of processes of change. 
These processes of change are complex and even contradictory. 
While the Camars are organizing and fighting for social, political, 
and economic equality with the higher castes, they arc also trying 
to borrow and to revive for themselves elements of a culture that 
the higher castes are shedding. As the higher castes of Madho¬ 
pur become secularized and are increasingly drawn into an 
urban economy and culture, the Camars seem to be trying not 
only to benefit by the loosening of some old restrictions but also 
to buttress their own position by adapting these old restrictions 
to new uses. 
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INTERPLAY AMONG FAGTORS OF CHANGE 

IN A MYSORE VILLAGE* 

ALAN R. BEALS 

Bangalore, the largest city in Mysore State, is a major center of 
foreign and urban influence in southern India. The city's streets 
are crowded by nearly 800,000 people speaking many different 
languages. In its motion-picture theaters epics written in 
Kannada, the regional language, compete with Tamil, Sanskrit, 
and Hindi epics, and with stories drawn from Muslim and 
Christian holy books. A candy store run by Sindhis may be 
found between a Chinese restaurant and an American-style 
milk bar. On the sidewalks tribesmen carrying bows and arrows, 
are jostled by pedigreed Guernsey and Holstein cows. In one 
corner of the city a statue of Queen Victoria gazes uncompre- 
hendingly down Mahatma Gandhi Road. 

Bangalore City is a changing confusion of cultures with an 
influence radiating over many miles of rural Mysore. Acts and 
regulations of the state government in Bangalore iiffect the 
economic and social life of villagers 150 miles away. The city’s 
insatiable demand for firewood brings a livelihood to villagers 
in distant forests. Buses, motor trucks, and railroads carry 
thousands of villagers to Bangalore every day. Many of them 
leave with urban gimcracks in their shopping bags and new ideas^ 
in their heads. Millions regard Bangalore as the cultural,, 
economic, and political center of their world. It is the place 
where all roads lead. 

An hour’s bus ride from the shops and factories of Bangalore 
is a rural village which I shall call J^dmhal[i (cf. Beals 1953, 
1954a, b). Although most people who live inNamhalli continue 
to work in agriculture or in a related occupation, growing ex¬ 
ternal and urban influences over the last one hundred and 
fifty years have been sufficient to change almost every aspect 
of Namhalli’s way of life. This paper attempts to describe and 

1. This paper is based on field work in Namhalli from May, 1952, to January, 1953,, 
and from March to August, 1953. Field work was supported by the Social Science 
Research Council. Writing was undertaken in association with the India Village 
Studies Project of the Institute of East Asiatic Studies, University of California, 
Berkeley. Grateful acknowledgment is made to the Department of Anthropology^ 
University of California, Berkeley, for assistance during writing, and to Prof. David 
G. Mandelbaum and Dr. McKim Marriott for their comments, 
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to explain the interplay of these influences upon the social and 
economic life of one village. 

One of the problems encountered in attempting to explain 
what has happened in Namhalli is that of relating external in¬ 
fluences to internal changes. Typically, a wide variety of changes 
in Namhalli has been paralleled by an equally wide variety of 
changes in the external situation. Changes in the caste system 
of Namhalli, for example, have occurred congruently with 
many aspects of urban development, including changes in the 
school curriculum, the introduction of motion pictures, and 
improvements in transportation. Specific changes in the village 
are usually the result of complex external pressures; it is rarely 
possible to infer that a particular external influence has stimu¬ 
lated a particular internal change. 

A more fruitful approach is to examine the changing inter¬ 
relationships of the external factors over a period of time. Study 
of the interplay of external factors reveals the development of 
external stresses or crises which are followed by comparatively 
rapid changes within the village. 

The problem of relating changes in Namhalli to the influence 
of external factors is further complicated by the paucity of 
reliable data concerning Namhalli’s history. Documents con¬ 
cerning Namhalli itself are limited to a few censuses and land 
records made at intervals over the last fifty years. Moreover, 
most of these documents were prepared by untrained village 
ofiicials and cannot be accepted at their face value. I obtained 
further information from accounts given by elderly villagers 
in 1953. This material ranges from mythological, for the period 
between 1800 and 1876, to half-remembered, for the period 
between 1876 and World War I, and to reasonably wcll-remem- 
bered for the period following World War I. Less specific 
materials dealing with changes in the political and social life 
of Mysore State as a whole are to be found in a few histories, 
autobiographical accounts, and government records. 

I. CHANGE-PRODUCING FACTORS 

Although the British conquered Mysore in 1799, rapid 
changes do not appear to have begun until after the inauguration 
of the “regulation” system of government in 1860. Before 1860, 
administrators had regarded themselves as caretakers and had 
avoided altering local customs. After I860, administrators 
sought to introduce sweeping social reforms (Shama Rao 
1936, I: 513-14). The regulation system had as its goals the 
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introduction of ‘‘modern” techniques of law enforcement and 
civil government. It sought to increase the revenues of the 
government by reorganizing administrative systems and by 
stimulating economic production. 

The regulation system, together with other Western influen¬ 
ces, induced a pattern of consistent changes in Mysore State. 
These changes included (1) continued expansion of the autho¬ 
rity of the state government at the expense of local and tradi¬ 
tional systems of authority; (2) expansion and improvement of 
systems of transportation, communication, and trade; (3) deve¬ 
lopment of urban manufacturing, trading, and political cen¬ 
ters; (4) diffusion of Turopean-style systems of education, public 
health and welfare; (5) rapid increase of population, continuing 
a pattern established in 1800; and (6) increasing emphasis on 
a cash economy. 

These external changes include many of the factors of change 
within Namhalli. The first four factors listed are what might 
be called “developmental” or “growth” factors. The city and 
the government have grown larger and more complicated over 
the years. At times their growth has slowed and at times their 
influence upon the village has decreased, but their positive 
Westernizing or modernizing aspects have always been present. 
With only minor exceptions in the years following 1860, the 
government has grown increasingly complicated and has 
employed an increasing number of people; transportation has 
consistently improved; and Bangalore has steadily increased 
in size. 

To some extent population growth has paralleled these other 
developmental factors, but with less consistency. Widespread 
depopulation occurred in Mysore shortly before 1800, and 
again in 1876-78 and in 1918-19. The effects of fluctuating 
population will be considered later. 

The sixth factor listed above, increasing emphasis on a cash 
economy, is intended to include factors of deflation and in¬ 
flation which influence the ability of the villager to purchase 
urban goods and services. This factor does not vary consistently 
with population growth or with the first four factors. There is 
an over-all pattern of increase in the cash value of agricultural 
produce relative to the cash value of urban goods and services, 
but this increase is by no means steady. From time to time the 
villager has found himself partially excluded from the urban 
cash economy and compelled to purchase locally made goods 
by means of barter. The interplay among population growth. 
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inflation, and the first four factors mentioned has an interesting 
relationship to the rate, periodicity, and direction of culture 
change in Namhalli. 

n. namhalli: 1800-1876 

Between 1800 and 1876 Namhalli was comparatively un¬ 
affected by the external influences described above. The village 
appears to have been founded shortly after 1800 by o. Jahgama 
(a member of the priestly caste of the Lihgdyat sect) who had 
come from a neighboring village. Although the recent origin 
of Namhalli should be taken into account in any comparisons 
made between it and other villages, such recency of origin is 
probably not exceptional in Mysore. The wars between Mysore 
and JEngland, which ended in 1799, had produced widespread 
disorder and depopulation in the state, and the estimated popu¬ 
lation of two million in 1800 may have represented a reduction 
of onc-half (Rice 1897,1: 218). Villages in the path ofinvading 
or defending armies had been destroyed and large areas vir¬ 
tually deserted (Buchanan 1807, I: 271). A ruined settlement 
at the site of modern Namhalli indicates that the same area 
had been occupied before the wars. 

The reoccupation of Namhalli can be explained in terms of 
the government land-revenue policy of the period. Until 1830 
Mysore was governed by a puppet government composed of 
Mysoreans. The government was required to pay an annual 
"‘subsidy” to the British and was therefore under pressure to 
expand the acreage of cultivated lands. To accomplish this, 
the government introduced the iarat^ or auction system of reve¬ 
nue collection (Shama Rao 1936,1: 409-11). Under this system 
the revenue to be paid on portions of land ranging in size from 
villages to districts was determined annually by competitive 
bidding. It can be assumed that the Jangama who found¬ 
ed Namhalli had made a successful bid for the privilege of 
collecting revenue from what had previously been waste lands. 
As the local collector of revenue, he would have been given 
the position of village headman {patel) and a commission on 
the revenue he collected. 

When the auctioning of village revenues was abandoned in 
1830 in favor of a return to the traditional system of revenue 
collection (Shama Rao 1936, I: 478), it is probable that the 
Jangama retained his position as headman. Under the tradi¬ 
tional system of revenue collection, the position of headman 
was hereditary. Each year the headman, the accountant 
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{idnabhdg)y and a government representative from outside the 
village negotiated with the farmers and determined the total 
acreage of land to be cultivated. Harvested grain was piled in a 
heap and divided amoxigthe farmer, various village officials and 
servants, and the state government. Usually, the share of the 
state government amounted to one-third of the harvest less 
portions of grain given to village and provincial officials. The 
farmer usually netted one-third of the harvested grain. Some¬ 
times grain was sold by the headman, and cash, rather than 
grain, was paid into the government treasury. Under such con¬ 
ditions the cash tax paid by the headman was dependent upon 
the quantity of grain collected. 

Under both the auction system and the traditional system of 
collecting land revenue, the headman was important as a 
mediator between the villager and the state government. The 
headman’s position did not depend upon landownership per 
se, although British officials sometimes referred to the headman 
as a “landlord.” For at least one hundred years after the British 
conquest, land was available to almost anyone who wanted it. 
Hence landownership was far less important than was the 
ability to procure farmers to plow the land and capital to pur¬ 
chase bullocks and grain. The role of the headman was to bring 
together capital and labor. The headman purchased protec¬ 
tion from bandits and from rapacious government officials and 
offered financial credit for the maintenance of resident agri¬ 
culturalists and for the attraction of immigrants. 

For example, suppose that Basappa, a young man of good 
caste, finds the dry climate and the many bandits of Kolar 
District oppressive and comes to live with his brother-in-law 
in Namhalli. Basappa would receive support and assistance 
from his brother-in-law, but his brother-in-law would be un¬ 
able to supply him with plow bullocks and seed. If the head¬ 
man were favorably impressed with Basappa’s character, 
Basappa might obtain a gift of grain and sufficient cash to pur¬ 
chase a pair of bullocks. In April or May, when arrangements 
were being made to cultivate the village lands, Basappa would 
offer to cultivate and pay revenue upon a “plow” (about five 
acres) of land. Before cultivating his own land, Basappa and 
other villagers would cultivate certain lands for the benefit of the 
headman. And after the harvest, if it can be assumed that con¬ 
ditions in Namhalli paralleled those in certain mountain villages 
which I observed in 1952, Basappa and other villagers would 
deposit all surplus grain with the headman. He would use this 
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grain to pay the revenue assessment of the village, and also to 
contribute to the costs of marriages, festivals, bribes, and the 
support of his own family. 

An immigrant of poor social standing, who had no relatives 
or belonged to a low-ranking caste, might not obtain credit or 
undertake cultivation with such ease. Immigrants of this sort 
would probably become jita servants. Under the jita system, 
a servant was given a certain sum of money, clothing, and food. 
In exchange the servant farmed land for the headman. After 
a period of service, the headman was expected to arrange a 
marriage for the servant and, if the servant belonged to an 
agricultural caste and had made a favorable impression in the 
village, to permit him to farm lands of his own. Most jita 
servants appear to have belonged to the Mddiga caste (tradi¬ 
tionally laborers and serfs), and few were permitted to become 
landowners. 

The history of Namhalli between 1800 and 1876 would 
appear to have been one of gradual development along essen¬ 
tially traditional lines. The village probably started as a one- 
household settlement consisting of the headman and his family 
and servants. Members of cultivating castes and of various 
servant and artisan castes gradually moved in until the village 
had a full complement of cultivators, Blacksmiths, Washermen, 
Barbers, Shepherds, Weavers, and other servants. At that 
point, the village could have been regarded as an extension 
of a single family—that of the headman. Nearly all the families 
in the village were economically dependent upon the headman, 
and nearly all regarded him as their benefactor, “the mother 
of the village.” 

III. EARLY GRISES AND ALTERED INFLUENCES: 1876-1900 

The famine of 1876-78 marks the beginning of a period of 
shifting external influences upon the village. The famine com¬ 
pounded the chronic labor shortage in Mysore. Population 
fell from 5,055,412 in 1871 to 4,186,000 in 1881 (Rice 1897, 
1:218). To counteract the effects of the famine, the government 
built railroads and irrigation works, but these projects had the 
effect of intensifying the labor shortage., Irrigation works in 
Namhalli provided twenty acres of riceland adjoining the village. 
The land surplus and labor shortage created by the famine and 
consequent government projects left large acreages of unculti¬ 
vated land in Namhalli. Although the addition of ricelands 
might have been expected to have a great impact on the village, 
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the new lands were farmed only reluctantly for a number of 
years after they had been made available. In the beginning the 
villagers appear to have experienced difficulty in producing 
sufficient rice to do much more than pay the high taxes on the 
new land. 

The famine also had the effect of reducing the capital avail¬ 
able to the headman and at the same time of increasing the 
villagers’ need for capital. Mortality among plow bullocks, one 
of the most important items of capital investment, was high, 
and this must have raised the value of plow bullocks to a point 
where neither the headman nor the villagers could readily 
purchase additional stock. Scarcity of capital made it difficult 
for the headman to play his traditional role as “mother of the 
village.This role was assumed by the state government, 
which bypassed the headman and distributed food, clothing, 
and bullocks directly to the villagers. This had the effect of 
weakening the bonds of social and economic indebtedness which 
once had validated the position of the headman in the village. 

A further blow to the power and prestige of the headman 
came in 1886 with the introduction of the rayatvdrl land settle¬ 
ment. The goal of this land settlement, which was one of the 
changes made under the “regulation” system of government, 
was to establish a tax system based upon the acreage of land 
owned, not upon the quantity of grain harvested. Taxes were 
to be collected directly from the owners of the land, and all 
middlemen were to be eliminated. The headman was regarded 
as such a middleman. By the terms of this land settlement the 
headman seems to have been allowed to claim only those lands 
on which he was capable of paying cash taxes. All other lands 
were regarded as belonging to those who actually farmed them. 

The effects of rayatvdrl land tenure and cash taxation are 
described by Bell (1885: 127): 

Our first act in a newly acquired district was to decree that the land revenue 
should henceforth be paid in coin, without having previously ascertained if there 
was sufficient coin in circulation to allow such a sudden and drastic change. There 
was not, and the consequence of our ill-judged and precipitate action was a ruinous 
derangement of values. A pressing demand for specie glutted the markets with an 
immense quantity of produce which had to be sold for whatever it would bring. 

The effect of the land settlement, then, was to reduce the cash 
value of grain drastically and at the same time to compel far¬ 
mers to pay a fixed annual cash tax instead of a fixed proportion 
of the grain harvested. As most farmers could not pay cash 
taxes, their land automatically became the property of the 
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government. Theoretically, the government should then have 
auctioned the land to the highest bidder. Actually, such land 
was rarely auctioned off. Instead, because of lack of purchasers, 
it had to be given away or given out for cultivation on a crop¬ 
sharing basis. Under most of these sharecropping arrangements, 
the government took half the crop and the cultivator kept half. 

Under the traditional system of revenue collection the state 
government had taken one-third of the crop, while the farmer 
had used one-third of the crop to pay his expenses and retained 
a net profit of one-third. A considerable percentage of the crop, 
including part of the government’s share and part of the farmer’s 
share, went to village servants and to intermediate government 
officials such as the headman and the accountant. Under the 
new land settlement, the headman and the accountant remain¬ 
ed as government officials, but their share of the village harvest 
was taken by the government, and they received, instead, a 
small annual salary. In this way the headman became a 
minor government pensioner where previously he had been the 
social and economic leader of the village. 

Other village officials also suffered a loss of prestige and in¬ 
come during the latter part of the nineteenth century. Most of 
the lands which had been given to them rent-free by the 
villagers were either taken away entirely or made taxable, 
which amounted to the same thing. In Namhalli, the only 
holders of indm or tax-exempt, non-transferable lands, in 1953 
were temple priests, the accountant, and members of the Mddiga 
caste who served as village watchmen and menials. The 
barber and washerman now own no lands, and the blacksmith 
and other artisans must pay taxes on their holdings. The 
aftermath of the famine and the subsequent land settlement 
thus effected a moderate decentralization of authority and 
economic power in the village. 

Construction of a railroad near Namhalli is another external 
event which occurred at about this time, but it had less effect 
upon village life than might have been anticipated. Villagers 
were afraid of the railroads. They looked on them as objects 
worthy of worship and made offerings to the locomotive at 
each stop. Anglo-Indian engineers acted as the high priests 
of the locomotives and waxed fat upon offerings of bananas 
and betel leaves. Furthermore, there were few passenger cars 
on the trains, and the average citizen of Namhalli, if he had to 
go to Bangalore, continued to travel on foot, carrying his mer¬ 
chandise upon his head. 
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It might have been expected that the need for cash with 
which to pay taxes would compel the villagers to participate 
increasingly in the urban market. In one sense this was true. 
The villagers sold more and more products for cash, but, as a 
rule, they did not enter the city. Usually, tradesmen came to 
the village, purchased grain, and carried the grain to the city. 
When villagers did go to Bangalore, they were afraid to enter 
the modern portions of the city. Muslims there used to cut the 
villagers’ waist cords with knives, tear ofl' their loincloths, 
and shout insults at them. Because most of the villagers’ cash 
earnings went to pay taxes, most of their needs continued to be 
filled by local people who provided goods and services in ex¬ 
change for grain. 

The efrectivcncss of the external influences connected with the 
famine and the land settlement was apparently limited, not by 
internal factors such as the ‘himatc conscrvatism”of the villager, 
but by contradictions inherent in the external influences them- 
selves. For example, the famine reduced the population of 
Mysore and thereby reduced the cash value of land. The 
rayaivdrl system of land tenure, on the other hand, was based 
upon the typically European assumption that the land possess¬ 
ed a high cash value. Actually, few farmers had either the 
desire or the ability to pay high cash taxes on land which 
had a low cash value. Under these circumstances, the revolu¬ 
tionary efTects of a system of taxation based upon landowner- 
shipand high land value could not be felt until an actual .shortage 
of land produced an increase in land value. As things stood in 
the years following the famine, there was little that the govern¬ 
ment could do beyond assuming ownership of land and then 
redistributing it on a share-cropping basis. There was a ten¬ 
dency, despite the land settlement, for taxes to continue to 
be collected in a manner closely paralleling the traditional 
system. 

Another contradiction among the external factors influencing 
the village was the low cash value of grain. The railroad, 
the land settlement, and other factors could be expected to 
increase the involvement of Namhalli with urban and European 
culture, but lack of cash made it difficult for the villger to make 
sweeping changes in his traditional culture. Without money, 
the villager could not patronize law courts, purchase bicycles, 
or send his children to school. Without money, the economic 
interests of the villager continued to be focused in the village* 
Most of his other interests remained there as well. 
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IV. THE YEARS OF STABILITY: 1900-1914 

In the early years of the twentieth century, urban influences 
became increasingly important in the external environment 
of the village. But, having little cash, low population, and 
surplus land, the people of Namhalli lacked both means and 
incentives for carrying out extensive innovations. There is little 
evidence that potentially modernizing and urbanizing influ¬ 
ences were effective in the village during these years. 

The social and economic role of the headman had been filled 
by a group of six large families. Some of these large families 
were single commensal groups composed of male descendants 
of a common ancestor and their wives and children; others 
may have had a more diffuse organization. Thus the propriety 
of referring to these groups as “large families” or “joint 
families” is open to question. The main point, however, is that 
each of these groups consisted of more than thirty members, 
each formed an economic unit, and each was under the 
leadership of a single headman. The functions of family leader¬ 
ship were, to some extent, shared by the brothers of the family 
head. The family head was in charge of finances. He sat on 
the village panchayat, or council, and represented the family 
in dealings with consanguineal and affinal relatives living out¬ 
side the village. Of the brothers of the family head, one was 
usually in charge of dry-land agriculture; another managed 
the garden lands, the cattle, or the family industry. Such a 
division of labor persisted in large families even in 1953, 
although the largest families of 1953 could count only twelve 
to fifteen members. 

Allied with each of the six large families in 1900 were a 
number of small housesholds composed of distant relatives and 
dependents, such as widows and impoverished brothers-in-law, 
as well as servants and debtors of other castes. In this manner, 
the six large families included many other families within their 
respective spheres of influence. Competition was minimal 
among the six families, for they were reciprocally related by 
differences of caste and united by a common political organi¬ 
zation, the village panchayat. 

In 1900 about 15 per cent of the population belonged to the 
MMiga caste. Mddigas were excluded from many forms of 
social participation. They lived separately, owned a negligible 
quantity of land, and performed various menial services for 
other villagers. Most of the Mddigas were jita servants. They 
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were punished severely if they attempted to run away. If they 
obtained money, they were relieved of it in one way or another. 
The Madigas also enjoyed certain privileges. A Mddigah rela¬ 
tionship with his high-caste master was frequently familial 
in nature, and he worked side by side with his master in the 
fields. Masters were required by tradition and public opinion to 
reward faithful servants by arranging their marriages. Madigas 
had monopolies on a number of important occupations. They 
made sandals; they were charged with removing dead animals 
from the village streets and were permitted to use or sell the 
flesh and hides. Madigas were given lands and grain in return 
for their services as village watchmen and village menials. 
One of the village menials, the toti^ was important in the 
collection of land revenue and was a member of the village 
panchayat. 

With the exception of a few individuals like the toti^ members 
of the Mddiga caste can be placed at the bottom of the cere¬ 
monial, social, economic, and political hierarchy of the village. 
Other castes cannot so easily be placed in a hierarchical rela¬ 
tionship. 

In general, the important differences among the “middle- 
class’’ castes, which made up 70 per cent of the village popu¬ 
lation, would appear to be occupational. The “middle-class’^ 
castes observed few forms of segregation in relation to one 
another, and informal relationships often crossed caste lines. 
Differences of rank among these castes appear to have been 
important only on specified ceremonial occasions. On other 
occasions, such as meetings of the panchayat, co-operation in 
village labor, dramatic performances, and gymnastic trainings 
there is little evidence that importance was attached to caste 
membership. For example, lists of the actors performing in 
village dramas during this period reveal no connection between 
caste rank and casting. Likewise, leading roles on the village 
panchayat have been played by individuals whose caste occupies 
a low place in the hierarchy of “middle-class” castes. 

The monopoly of the headman and accountant positions, 
held by members of the Jangama and Brahman castes, respec¬ 
tively, was an exception to this, but these positions had lost 
many of their advantages by 1900. In the formation of friend¬ 
ship groups among the “middle-class” castes, age ranking 
appears to have been more important than caste ranking; that 
is, people often chose as their friends persons of the same age 
regardless of caste. In stories which old men in Namhalli in 
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1953 told concerning the “good old days,” a “friend” from 
another caste figures frequently as an ally in time of trouble, 
as a companion on expeditions to other villages, or as a fellow- 
planner who assisted in the execution of a scheme or project. 

Economic interdependency of the different castes was connec¬ 
ted with the differentiation of occupations inherent in the caste 
system. While all the castes in Namhalli follow various pastoral 
or agricultural pursuits, each of the principal castes has a 
number of special occupations and ritual prerogatives which 
are usually performed by members of that caste only. The 
distribution of families in 1900 was such that only one caste 
contained two large families. There were two large families of 
Lihgdyat cultivators, one family of Weavers, one of Blacksmiths, 
one of Shepherds, and one of Madigas^ 

If the head of a Lihgdyat family in Namhalli did not want to do 
business with the Blacksmith family in his own village, he could 
not easily go elsewhere. If he went to a neighboring village, 
the blacksmith there would almost certainly be a relative, and 
therefore not a willing competitor, of the blacksmith in Namhalli- 
This is a result of exogamy from the partilineage and of endo¬ 
gamy within the caste. Local caste groups tended to be com¬ 
posed of members of a single patrilineage, so that most marriages 
had to be made outside the village. But the endogamous groups 
within castes tended also to be rather narrowly localized in 
nearby villages of a small region. Repeated marriages among 
nearby villages thus tended to reduce inter-village competition. 
Even beyond the fact of real or imaginary relationship within 
a regional caste group, it was neither customary nor practical 
to patronize artisans living outside one’s own village. 

The interdependency of the different castes in Namhalli 
was confirmed and reinforced by ceremonial relationships. 
The goldsmith, who belonged to the same caste as the black¬ 
smith and the carpenter, made the jewelry for weddings. His 
prediction as to the success of the marriage—based upon the 
difficulties he encountered while making the jewelry—was 
indispensable. Members of the vegetarian castes, particularly 
Brahmans and Jahgamas, performed important priestly func¬ 
tions. Equally, Mddigas, who played drums for religious pro¬ 
cessions, were indispensable. 

The village panchayat, composed of representatives from 
every important caste, was the principal administrative, exe¬ 
cutive, and judicial institution in the village. Nearly all the 
Organized activities of the village were based upon the unani- 
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mous agreement of the panchayat members. This is another 
reflection of the strong village unity required by the mutual 
indispensability of the different castes to each other. The 
panchayat maintained smooth relationships among the differ¬ 
ent castes in the village and arbitrated disputes between castes, 
families, and individuals. 

The relationship of the panchayat to sources of authority 
outside the village has varied considerably in Namhalli over 
the years. Until the introduction of the “regulation” system of 
government in 1860, the village panchayat had been an im¬ 
portant part of the government machinery. The traditional role 
of the panchayat in village affairs appears to have been that 
of dealing with nearly all legal cases and problems which arose 
in the village. The ability of the headman to collect revenue 
and to insure the cultivation of village lands was based upon 
his leadership of the panchayat. When a problem could not be 
settled to everybody’s satisfaction, it was referred to external 
authority. The indigenous governments and the early British 
governments had not been particularly interested in technical 
legal aspects of village affairs and had rarely interfered unless 
they were called upon to do so. Thus, the traditional system of 
authority appears to have allowed the panchayat wide latitude 
in its handling of village affairs. Later, the government 
became increasingly interested in the internal problems of 
villages and attempted to regulate the panchayat and to limit 
its authority (Buchanan 1807, I : 81; Shama Rao 1936, I: 
398-99; Rice 1897, I : 611). 

Between 1900 and 1914, Namhalli’s panchayat functioned, 
for the most part, in the traditional manner. Occasionally police 
officials from outside the village intervened when there were 
major crimes in the village, but the effects of such intervention 
appear to have been slight. On several occasions the village 
elders paid off the police and thus maintained their authority. A 
man who committed murder was rescued from the police and 
was punished by means thought appropriate by the panchayat 
members. According to the technicalities of the “regulation” 
system the village panchayat’s legal authority had been greatly 
reduced, but, so long as the village kept its private life to itself, 
the panchayat remained comparatively undisturbed by external 
governmental agencies. 

V. MODERNIZATION AND urbanization: 1914-53 

Changes in the relationship of the village to the world outside 
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became increasingly significant following World War I. The 
chronic shortage of cash which previously had made the adop¬ 
tion of new ways of life difficult was alleviated by the war¬ 
time inflation. The cash price of rdgi^ the principal food grain, 
increased to four times ihe prewar price. The price of labour 
tripled, and the price of land doubled. The cash price of 
gold and the land tax remained relatively constant. Trade 
between village and city increased greatly. And in the cities 
there appeared many small hotels and coffee shops where 
members of many castes and villages mingled. 

A form of “modern” prose drama became common during 
this period and influenced the dress and manners of villagers. 
The public school system and other government services were 
considerably expanded. During 1918 and 1919 there was an 
influenza epidemic, known locally as the “plague-coming- 
out-of-black-gunpowder,” which wiped out seventy persons 
in the village, including all but one of the village panchayat 
members. 

Although the influenza epidemic created a (temporary shortage 
of manpower, the value of land does not appear to have declin¬ 
ed consistently with the temporary decline in population. Pro¬ 
bably this reflects a change in patterns of land use. Formerly, 
land was valuable in so far as it supported the family and pro¬ 
vided sufficient additional income to piiy the land tax. In the 
period following the war, many families felt an increased 
need for urban products such as machine-made cloth and fac¬ 
tory-made roofing tiles. Some of the cash earnings of villagers 
went to support urban coffee shops, theatrical performances^ 
and, later, cinemas. The village lands had to provide not only 
for the support of villagers and the government but for the 
burgeoning urban population as well. More land, more in¬ 
tensively cultivated, was required to support the farmer. 
During the war and for a few years after it, cash crops such as 
bananas, potatoes, and peanuts received greater emphasis. 

As land increased in value, some of the economic aspects of 
political power in the village shifted. Instead of demanding free 
labor, village moneylenders began charging interest on loans. 
Many of the appurtenances of a European-style financial system 
began to make their appearance. Stockpiles of grain and hoards 
of jewelry began to give way to cast-iron safes stuffed with title 
deeds, promissory notes, apd mortgages. 

For the first time, villagers began to make use of urban law 
courts to settle disputes among themselves. Some villagers had 
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been involved in legal cases before 1920, but, in the two cases 
described by villagers, the government figured as the plaintiff 
and the villagers as defendants. After 1920, a number of in¬ 
dividuals in Namhalli used the law courts to acquire land or to 
bring about the economic ruin of their enemies. Some of the 
factors which encouraged increased use of the law courts were 
better education (middle-school fees were abolished in 1919), 
increased ability to imitate urban people in dress and manner¬ 
isms and thus avoid ridicule anddiscriminatory treatment, and 
the necessity for expressing landownership in terms of the 
British Indian legal system. 

The law courts had been in existence for nearly one hundred 
years, but, as long as they were avoided by villagers, their capa¬ 
city for influencing the village was comparatively small. As 
soon as even a few villagers resorted to the devices of the law 
court, the authority of the panchayat was likely to be reduced. 
This eventuality might have been postponed for several years 
if most of the members of Namhalli’s village panchayat had 
not died in the influenza epidemic and left control of the village 
in the hands of younger men who were less oriented to tradition 
and more aware of the possibilities of urban law. 

As external governmental authority expanded and the police 
and the law courts became inreasingly concerned with happen¬ 
ings in the village, one of the bases of the family structure, 
namely, rules concerning the inheritance of property within 
the family, was altered. Dominance of a few elders in the tradi¬ 
tional family was maintained by refusing to make any division 
of the property on the demands of younger male members or 
of any female members. The family group was “joint” in the 
sense that every member of the family held a theoretical share 
of the property, but actual division and separate maintenance 
was another matter. The village panchayat was composed of 
elders. It was concerned not with the law as written but with 
the law as it suited the village and the panchayat. Separate 
inheritance was a matter of privy politics and intrigue, and this 
was a field of action which had been reserved for family heads— 
the class of persons least favorably disposed toward the partition 
of families. 

The law courts recognized the right of any adult, married 
or not, to an equal share of the family property. For example, 
a bill formulated in 1928 and enforced in 1934 gave women 
the right to separate their property from that of the joint 
family and to adopt children. According to the law, women 
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could not be excluded from inheritance on ^he grounds of sex 
or on the authority of religious texts. Any member of a joint 
family was given the right to bring about a division of the family 
on the basis of a unilateral declaration ofintent to divide (Shama 
Rao 1936, II: 432). Judging by reports from Namhalli, the 
principles embodied in this bill had been in force at least as 
early as 1925. This change in the legal position of the joint 
family, combined with increased reliance by villagers upon the 
law courts, explains why all but one of the large families divi¬ 
ded after 1920. By 1953 it had become almost customary for 
families to divide as soon as the children reached maturity. 

Before World War I the large joint family had played a 
crucial role in the economic and social organization of the 
village. The castes had been interdependent and had been 
politically related to each other through family headmen sit¬ 
ting on the village panchayat. When all that was required for 
consensus was the agreement of five or six men, the panchayat 
had been comparatively elfective. But the size of family 
groups dwindled until in 1953 only a few families contained as 
many as ten members. The population had increased from 
300 in 1881, to 413 in 1901, and to 615 in 1953. The number 
of separate households reached one hundred in 1953. Because 
every family had its headman who considered himself a mem¬ 
ber of the panchayat, agreement became more and more diffi¬ 
cult to obtain. “In the old days,” people say, “a few men used 
to run the entire village. Now, there is a king in every house.” 
This drift toward the decentralization of authority in the 
village might, in an earlier period, have been counteracted by 
the application of economic and social pressures such as out- 
casting and boycotting, which were the stock-in-trade of tradi¬ 
tional village authorities. Between 1914 and 1953, however, 
these mechanisms had been rendered largely ineffective by law 
courts which forbade their use and by urban markets which 
provided goods and services regardless of boycotts. 

Decrease in family size led to changes in agricultural methods 
as well. Most families, being small, could no longer afford to 
hire full-time agricultural laborers and began hiring day labor¬ 
ers instead. This began in 1915. As day laborers possessed no job 
security and were often transients, they could not be intrusted 
with responsibilities such as caring for gardens or livestock. 
At the same time, the average small family could not spare a 
family member for these tasks. This meant that garden and 
orchard produce was thoroughly consumed either by monkeys 
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or by the hired help long before it could be harvested by the 
landowner. Toward the end of the twenties, the acreage devot¬ 
ed to valuable orchard and garden crops decreased progres¬ 
sively, while the area devoted to grain crops, which require 
less care and are harder to steal, increased. 

Increasing population stimulated more intensive land use. 
Between 1934 and 1953 the acreage of pasture land in the 
village was reduced by more than fifty acres, the land being 
converted to raising grain crops. This required a reduction 
in the number of cattle in the village and resulted in a decrease 
in the quantity of fertilizer available. To some extent, then, 
decreasing family size and increasing population have reduced 
agriculture efficiency, although the net loss has been somewhat 
offset by the use of chemical manures on village ricelands after 
1930. 

Shrinking family size has led to the disappearance from the 
village of any unit of organization large enough to contain all 
essential economic operations within itself. The large family had 
a surplus accumulation of grain, capital, and labor sufficient 
to permit investment on the improvement of land. When this 
surplus must be distributed among six small families, there is. 
little left over for emergencies or for investment. 

Changing circumstances have produced numerous alterations 
in the social and economic position of different castes. The 
effect of the land settlement and the famine upon the position 
of the headman, who belonged to the Jahgama caste, has been 
mentioned. Increased trade between the village and the city 
had adverse effects upon several of the occupationally spe¬ 
cialized castes. In 1900 the Weavers were a comparatively 
wealthy caste. As a^i old woman said in 1953, "‘The Weavers 
once had basketfuls of jewels. Now they have less than the 
Mddigay Certain members of the weaving caste were the only 
people in Namhalli in 1953 who appeared to be on the verge 
of starvation. 

Other artisan castes have fared somewhat better than the 
Weavers. The Blacksmith caste has been more helped than 
hindered by the introduction of urban products. Mold-board 
plows, for example, were introduced by a group of American 
missionaries in the twenties, and they are now made by the 
village blacksmith and sold for a profit. On the whole, urban 
manufactured goods appear destined to replace goods manu¬ 
factured in the village. Village artisans are not masters of com¬ 
plicated arts. There is little made in the village which caxmot 
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be made better and more cheaply by machines. Increasing 
population and the loss of such specialized industries as weav¬ 
ing compelled an increasing proportion of village people to find 
employment in agriculture. 

Another source of new occupations was the school system. 
Namhalli, like most village in Mysore, has probably always had 
a ‘‘folk schoor’ which was supported entirely by the villagers. 
After 1910 the government began paying part of the teachers^ 
salaries. For some time after this, the school continued to pro¬ 
vide instruction along traditional lines. After 1919, however,, 
many schoolteachers were middle- and high-school graduates,, 
and instruction deviated increasingly from the traditional pattern. 
In the years following 1920, the government began paying the 
total salary of schoolteachers and forbade them to accept con¬ 
tributions from villagers. As in other branches of the government 
service, there appears to have been a deliberate policy of trans¬ 
ferring teachers as often as possible. School teachers became 
less and less subject to traditional influences, and the content 
of their teaching became more and more subject to urbanized 
state policy. 

In 1953, Namhalli had slightly more than thirty persons who 
were qualified as schoolteachers. Of these, about twelve were 
employed as teachers and four held other government jobs. 
Even when emigrants and village officials are omitted from the 
total,about one person in every six Namhalli families is agovern- 
ment employee. Other occupations which have increased in 
importance in the village include those of “blackmarketeer,” 
storekeeper, betel-leaf and vegetable grower, tailor, and bus 
conductor. 

These new occupations and the traditional one offagriculture 
may be followed by members of nearly all castes. Hence, 
occupational specialization by different castes has become 
progressively less capable of providing a basis for an economic 
and social hierarchy in Namhalli. From the time of the land 
settlement of the eighties, which divided most of the land in the 
village into small parcels, the economic hierarchy in Namhalli 
has become increasingly simplified. In terms of individual 
families, there are no families in the village in 1953 which could 
be considered to be exceptionally wealthy. More than sixty out 
of one hundred families own land, while 6nly one family—a 
family of fifteen members, which includes five middle-aged 
brothers—owns as much as thirty acres of dry land. The major 
economic division in the village is between the 25 per cent of 
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the population which barely supports itself on the subsistence 
level by performing agricultural labor and the 73 per cent of 
the population which possesses some land and can afibrd a few 
luxuries. 

Changes in the over-all economic situation, the lessening 
of occupational specialization, the declining authority of the 
village panchayat and headman, and reductions in family size 
have occurred concurrently with a reduction of co-operative 
effort in the village. Namhalli has become more and more an 
aggregation of small and comparatively noninterdependent 
families. 

Village-wide ceremonials continue to be performed, but on a 
reduced scale. Few wedding ceremonies last longer than a day 
or two, and, although members of most families in the village 
continue to participate in wedding ceremonies, the village elders 
no longer assist in selecting the bride. Dramas continue to be 
performed by groups of villagers, but they are no longer 
occasions for village-wide participation. Customary economic 
relationships with the blacksmith, the washerman, and a few 
other village artisans and servants continue, but a few families 
have ceased to maintain these relationships, and many of the 
artisans and servants were complaining in 1953 that it was 
difficult to collect their traditional dues. 

Between 1914 and 1953, few additions were made to the 
social groupings in Namhalli, but there was a slow vitiation of 
traditional forms of organization. The only successful innovation 
appears to have been the introduction of a volleyball team in 
1951. A government-organized co-operative and a govern¬ 
ment-sponsored village improvement society have had little 
influence despite their potential stability to fill the economic 
roles left vacant by the impoverishment of the headman and 
the disappearance of large joint families. 

VI. SHIFTING RATES OF CHANGE: 1930-53 

Described above are some of the changes in family structure 
and social and economic relationships which occurred in 
Namhalli in the years following World War I. Although these 
changes have been described as if they occurred consistently 
over three or four decades, there was considerable variation 
in the rate of change during the decades beginning in 1930 
and in 1940. 

In the thirties, the village was affected by the world-wide 
depression. Grain became plentiful and money became increas- 
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ingly scarce. The educational system suddenly ceased to be as 
rewarding as it had been in the past. Graduates from the 
middle school found themselves unemployed. They formed a 
gang and pillaged gardens belonging to neighboring villages. 
On several occasions they attended dramatic performances and 
started minor riots with gangs from other villages. 

The restless behavior of Namhalli’s young men was not a 
result of any lack of what old people in the village would have 
considered necessities of life. In the terms of traditional culture, 
there was no overpopulation in the village; there was plenty of 
food. The younger generation appears to have felt differently 
about this. They had gone to school in the hope of obtaining 
lucrative government positions; the depression years offered 
them nothing but a return to the land. The young people, 
bursting with new-felt needs, expressed their dissatisfaction by 
taking aggressive action against neighboring villages. 

Except for this rowdyism, the thirties appear to have been an 
uneventful decade. There was little change in the membership 
of the village panchayat between 1920 and 1940, and it appears 
likely that the depression years enabled the aging panchayat 
members to reassert their traditional authority. Certainly, there 
was less ready resort to urban law courts than there had been 
in the twenties. In Namhalli time almost seemed to stand still 
during the thirties; in fact, the hands of the clock might almost 
have been seen moving backward. Against this background 
of peaceful immobility, population continued to increase, the 
middle school continued to turn out graduates who could not 
obtain jobs, and the felt needs of the younger generation of 
villagers continued to increase under the stimulation of motor- 
bus transportation and visits to the cinema. 

The crisis which was presumably in the making at this point 
was resolved by another crisis—World War II. The depression 
period of the thirties was characterized by a fall in the price of 
rdgi. In 1914 the price of rdgi had been four times the 1900 
price; in the thirties it had been only double the 1900 price. 
With the beginning of World War II, the cash value of rdgi 
rose again to four times the 1900 price, and by 1953 it had risen 
to twenty times the 1900 price. Labor increased greatly in 
value during the war, with many men earning ten times the 
1900 wage. After the war, the price of labor dropped, but the 
price of rdgi continued to rise. Land increased in value to more 
than four times the 1900 rate. The land tax remained virtually 
constant. The price of a gold sovereign in rupees doubled 
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during the depression and more than doubled again following 
World Word 11. 

The war period was a time of great prosperity in Namhalli. 
The environs of Bangalore were crowded with British, American 
and Indian soldiers. Many villagers, both male and female, 
found jobs in military camps. For Namhalli’s middle-school 
graduates there were highly paid jobs as clerks and factory 
laborers. There were opportunities for windfall profits from 
smuggling grain, misappropriating military property, or enga¬ 
ging in prostitution. The farmer also prospered. Officers in 
charge of procuring food for military establishments toured 
Mysore State in trucks offering high prices for ‘English” vege¬ 
tables. Farmers began growing carrots, tomatoes, beets, cauli¬ 
flower, and cabbages. Iron plows and improved livestock were 
purchased. New houses were built. Children were sent to high 
school riding on newly purchased bicycles. European-style 
haircuts became universal among the menfolk, and everyone 
who considered himself educated purchased a cotton, or in 
extreme cases a woolen, suit which could be worn on trips to 
Bangalore. 

With the end of the war, wartime prosperity also came to an 
end. The familiar problems of ever increasing population and 
increasing numbers of educated, but unemployed, young men 
returned. By 1953, these problems had become more complica¬ 
ted than they were in the thirties. In the thirties, rdgi was cheap, 
and a laborer received sufficient money after one day’s labour 
to purchase a supply of grain sufficient for several weeks. In 
1953 a laborer received one meal and only enough money to 
cover the cost of a second meal. Partly this was the result of a 
series of poor harvests which forced food prices up and wages 
down, but it was also an expression of a change of attitude 
among Namhalli’s landowning class. 

As a result of wartime prosperity, the large landowning 
group in Namhalli, which includes most of the group previously 
referred to as the “middle-class” castes plus a few members of 
such “depressed” castes as the Mddigas and the Hunters, had 
become accustomed to urban luxuries. An ever increasing 
percentage of the grain, milk, and vegetables produced in 
Namhalli was sold in Bangalore. The money obtained in this 
way was used for new purposes such as paying doctor bills, 
betting on horse races, buying tailored clothing, paying electric 
bills, and attending motion pictures. Because the landowners 
outnumbered the landless laborers in Namhalli by roughly three 
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to one and because there continued to be a labor surplus in the 
village, the wages of laborers did not increase. 

Despite their success in keeping the ages of agricultural 
laborers at a low level, the members of the landowning group 
in Namhalli did not succeed in maintaining their own wartime 
level of living. Thus both of the principal economic classes in 
Namhalli appeared, in 1953, to be facing a peculiarly bleak 
future. Landless laborers, caught between rising food prices 
and inadequate employment, might attempt to solve their 
economic problems by emigrating to Bangalore, but the 
chances of finding urban employment would be no better than 
those of finding rural employment. In 1952, when harvests were 
particularly poor, many of Namhalli’s landless laborers stole 
food and money from their wealthier neighbors. But robbery 
is a hazardous occupation in a region where the really poor are 
greatly outnumbered by the slightly less poor. 

Namhalli’s landowning group, while not threatened with 
starvation, has been faced, in recent years, with the problem of 
dividing a limited quantity of land among an ever increasing 
population. Within the village many solutions to this problem, 
ranging from abortion to the adoption of iron plows, have been 
tried. In almost every family in Namhalli at least one child 
has been groomed for urban employment. With the compara¬ 
tive absence of opportunities for employment as schoolteachers, 
factory laborers, or tradesmen, many a prospective emigrant has 
been forced to return to the crowded land. 

Another possible solution to Namhalli’s population problems 
would be the further modification of traditional agricultural 
techniques: fertilizer could be purchased for the rdgi crop, or 
electric irrigation pumps, already common in Mysore, could 
be installed. The major problem, here, is lack of capital. With 
the village divided into small family units which are often in 
conflict with each other and often in internal conflict as well, 
the co-operative efforts necessary for the accumulation of 
capital and the making of major changes in the agricultural 
technology of the village have not been forthcoming. 

In 1953 the villagers of Namhalli had not sucessfully resolved 
the problem posed by increasing population, rising living costs, 
and a limited acreage of arable lands, but in this year, as in 
others, the course of change would appear to depend as much 
upon the interplay of external change-producing factors as 
upon any decisions which could be made by the villagers them¬ 
selves. 
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VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

After the famine of 1876-78, the impact of external urban and 
governmental influences upon Namhalli was powerful enough to 
induce comparatively rapid cultural change. At the same time, 
the interplay of these external influences was such that many 
of the changes which might have been anticipated did not 
occur. After the famine the state government stimulated a 
situation in which arable land and marketable grain became sur¬ 
plus commo4ities. At the same time it attempted to introduce 
a European-style system of land tenure based on an assumption 
of high land values. Because of the contradiction between a 
land-tenure system based on high land values and an economic 
situation in which land values were low, many of the effects 
which might have been anticipated from the new system of 
land tenure did not occur until after 1914, when land values 
increased. 

After 1914 many potential factors of change pressed strongly 
upon the village. Of these, the increasing cash value of land 
and of agricultural produce appears to have played a catalytic 
role. In the period following the famine of 1876-78, a fall in 
population appears to have been responsible for a reduction in 
the cash value of land and of agricultural produce. But when 
population again fell—although not quite as much—in the 
influenza epidemic of 1918-19, agricultural prices continued to 
be high. Evidently, agricultural prices had been freed from 
local limitations and had grown responsive to the rising de¬ 
mands of a world-wide market. The spurt of cultural change 
which occurred during the twenties may, to a considerable 
extent, be attributed to a superficially anomalous situation in 
which prices remained high while population declined. Popu¬ 
lation and prices, crucial variables in their effects upon cultural 
change, have had no consistent relationship to each other 
through the years. They have fluctuated almost independently, 
now reinforcing, now counteracting each other in their effect 
upon other potential factors of cultural change. 

Namhalli’s economic situation in the forties bore many resem¬ 
blances to its situation during World War I; that is, after the 
doldrums of the thirties, the villagers once again were in a posi¬ 
tion to earn and spend cash. During World War I, however, 
the villagers earned cash through agriculture. In the forties, 
increasing population made this difficult. Unusual profits and 
opportunities for change came to villagers n ot so much from 
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higher prices paid for grain as from temporary employment 
in factories and military camps. The village became almost a 
part of the city. Its inhabitants mingled with inhabitants of 
the city and adopted many forms of urban behavior. Suddenly, 
the war was over, and Namhalli became an agricultural village 
once more. Now, in the fifties, the interplay of external factors 
presents a set of problems quite different from those that faced 
the village previously. The wages of agricultural laborers have 
returned to prewar levels, while population and agricultural 
prices have continued to rise. 

Although Namhalli has many unique or individual attri¬ 
butes, an examination of Namhalli’s relationships with the 
outside world over a number of years leaves the impression that 
many of the changes which took place in Namhalli were dictated 
by happenings outside the village. Further, it would appear 
that the mere presence of urban influence has not been suffi¬ 
cient stimulus to guarantee change in Namhalli. It is rather in 
the interrelationships among external factors of change that 
the explanation for variations in the rate and direction of change 
in Namhalli is to be found. Change was thrust upon Namhalli 
by the interplay of change-producing factors in the external 
environment of the village. 

This being the case, it is likely that other villages have been 
similarly influenced by the interplay of external factors of 
change, that they too have alternated between periods of com¬ 
paratively rapid and comparatively slow change, and that 
they too have changed largely as a result of external pressures. 
Namhalli and other villages in the vicinity of Bangalore have 
changed far more rapidly and far more significantly than have 
other villages in India. This brings to mind the possibility that, 
as more remote villages are drawn increasingly under the 
influence of urban factors of change, they too may begin to follow 
a course of change resembling the one followed by Namhalli 
in the past. 
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NOTES ON AN APPROACH TO A STUDY OF 
PERSONALITY FORMATION IN A 

HINDU VILLAGE IN GUJARAT* 

GITEL P. STEED 

In this paper I attempt to illustrate an approach to a study of 
personality formation in Kasandra, a Hindu village in Gujarat. 
I first state the approach theoretically, and then document it 
with evidence accumulated at two levels of field inquiry, socio¬ 
logical and ontogenetic. Part II describes those institutions that 
appear to have exerted pervasive socializing influences on the 
residents of Kasandra—especially on the Rajput residents— 
variously affecting individual behavior and roles in commu¬ 
nity life, and having consequences for the history' of human 
relations in that village. Part III focuses on the personality, 
behavior, and rolts of one of Kasandra’s 850 residents, the 
Vdgheld Rajput landlord Indrasingh. It follows along his path¬ 
ways of experience in the setting of Kasandra’s social system, 
briefly exploring the possible effects of some idiosyncratic 
aspects of his personal development not disclosed by the dis¬ 
cussion of general institutional factors in Part II. 

Both the discussion of social structure in Part II and the 
portrait of Indrasingh in Part III aim principally to delineate 
sociological horizons in personality formation. They stop at an 
arbitrary point where psychological analysis becomes more 
appropriate. 

I. SOME conceptual AND METHODOLOGICAL HURDLES 

A. THE APPROACH 

At the beginning of the field undertaking, I wrote a commu¬ 
nication to colleagues in cognate disciplines who would be 
collaborating with me later on levels of research analysis not 

1. The data on which this paper is based were gathered during twelve months of 
research in the village of Kasandra (a pseudonym) between November, 1949, and 
January, 1951. Research in Kasandra was part of a two-year inquiry on aspects of 
personality formation conducted in three villages of northern India (in this Hindu 
village in Gujarat, in a Hindu hamlet in Rajputana and in a Muslim village in Uttar 
Pradesh) by members of the Columbia University Research in Contemporary India 
Field Project. The project was directed by Gitcl P. Steed and was assisted for the 
entire period in Kasandra by James Silvcrbcrg, Bhagvati Masher, Kantilal Mehta, 
and Robert Steed. Assisting for briefer periods were Nandlal Dosajh, Cecil Massey, 
and Donna Crothers Silverberg. 
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my own, especially psycho-analytic psychology (Steed 1949). 
In that communication I outlined a social anthropological 
approach to the study of personality in any society. This^ 
approach, while presupposing a universal human nature, in¬ 
corporates the view that a functional and historical analysis^ 
of a particular people requires observing individuals in groups 
and discerning what happens to them under given social con¬ 
ditions. In the India village research, I would consequently 
be disposed to look into the social causes of the phenomena of 
individual personality and also into the more complex personal 
phenomena of individual differences which, by outward or mani¬ 
fest sign, appeared to be affecting the social order of the group. 
The field inquiry would thus be exploratory, aiming very broadly 
at discovering meani ngful variables or determinants of ‘‘private’^ 
and “social” personality in the matrix of peasant society. 

Two salient methods were planned to find the appropriate 
data: (1) clues to personality formation would be sought 
through aspects of village social structure, through its institu¬ 
tions in the context of village history, in the events and trends 
both local and national w^hich help shape the villager’s personal 
and social life, against the landscape of village demography,, 
and in the basic conditions for settlement patterns and social 
organization; (2) to complement this broadly sociological 
approach, further clues would be sought at the deeper level of 
individual inquiry where unique, covert, and projective aspects 
of individual behavior are disclosed more readily, and where 
idiosyncratic as well as social factors of personality formation 
are to be apprehended. The villager’s own views of his role in 
village affairs, his interpretations of his motivations and needs,, 
his reflections upon his cycle of growth from infancy to adult¬ 
hood, upon his relations to others, and upon his life-goals in 
general—these would provide insights concerning the private 
thoughts and feelings behind his public behavior and roles in 
village life (Steed 1949). 

In accordance with the first of these methods, sociological 
documents were to be collected and, with the second, augmen¬ 
ted life-history documents.'* Data to be obtained from these 

2. Althoupfh almost every person in Kasandra was interviewed for salient data 
about himself or others in the community, thirty persons, among whom Indrasingh 
was one, were selected for intensive individual inquiries. To elicit appropriate 
information about these individuals, a composite method designated as the “aug¬ 
mented life-hislory“ was developed. The augmented life-history contains the follow¬ 
ing six elements, all of which were applied whenver feasible: (1) the individual’s own 
narrative of his life as given in unstructured interviews up to a maximum of twiJnty- 
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documents were expected to help ascertain the villager’s world 
views, his values and his way of dealing with drives, especially 
as conflicts arise between outer demands and the compelling 
demands of inner impulses and desires. These data would 
bring to light such individual acts and manifestations of per¬ 
sonality traits as displacement, rationalization, projection to the 
outer world, identification, substitution or compensation—the 
constructs of Freud, as applied in contemporary psychoanalytic 
studies—and other inferences about processes of behavior 
which form a large part of what psychologists deal with as 
“personality.” 

B. THE CONCEPT “PERSONALITY^ 

Since connotations of “personality” are variable, and since 
this research was to focus on individual-society relationships, 
I was confronted inevitably with certain methodological hurdles 
concerning the concept “personality.” 

A given personality reflects a persistent pattern of behavior 
which is dictated by inner interests accommodating to institu¬ 
tional experiences. This pattern of behavior is frequently ex¬ 
pressed through a number of “personality traits” which are 
presumed to represent an individual’s persistent responses to 
inner interests. 

But how are traits of behavior which reflect responses to inner 
interests to be distinguished from “traits” of behavior which 
reflect persistent responses to outer demands? “Traits” of the 
latter sort are not, strictly speaking, traits of personality at all, 
but are rather “modes of individual adaptation” (Merton 1949: 
133) to pressures of social structure and cultural forms. When 
a person, for example, conforms to or retreats from certain roles 
or other functions in response to outer demands, he is manifest¬ 
ing “types of more or less enduring responses” (p. 133) which 
are not necessarily contingent upon his personality traits. The 
underlying assumption here is that social structure and cultural 
forms operate to exert pressure upon individuals, evoking one 
or another alternative mode of behavior. Such modes of indivi¬ 
dual adaptation are often ambiguously identified as personality 

five sessions; (2) the individual’s ideology, valuations and interpretations of insti¬ 
tutional affairs obtained in structure and unstructured interviews with him; (3) 
biographical data—facts and opinions about the individual gathered in interviews 
with other persons; (4) observations of the individual’s roles and behavior; (5) a 
battery of five projective tests—Rorschach, Thematic Apperception Test, Horn- 
Hclkrsbcrg, Color-Association, Draw-a-Man, Woman and Child; (6) spontaneous 
free drawings and water colors. 
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traits; personality traits are often distinguishable from modes 
of adaptation. 

Now I expected this conceptual distinction about individual 
behavior to emerge in my reconstructions of the formation 
ol‘ given personalities in the changing society of Kasandra 
village, for I assumed that a person’s modes of individual adap¬ 
tation are largely contingent on the viability and durability of 
institutions. If village institutions are altered, modes of indivi¬ 
dual adaptation shift accordingly at varying rates, often with 
little effect on personality traits. Personality traits are not as 
flexible in response to external demands; they arc more depend¬ 
ent on compelling inner interests and drives. 

The years 1949-51, as it happened, were years of intense 
change in the social institutions of Kasandra. I hoped to use 
this situation of change, not only to distinguish personality 
traits from modes of individual adaptation, but also to make 
some tentative predictions concerning trends in the behavior 
of individual villagers. Predictions might be made either from 
knowledge of personality traits or from a knowledge of indivi¬ 
dual modes of adaptation, or both. Predictions would depend 
on the disclosures of informants and on their life-histories, 
which spanned beyond the years of intense change, as well as 
on their behavior which could be observed during 1949-51. 

C. THE PROBLEM OF GROUP PERSONALITY 

If the distinction between personality traits and modes of 
adaptation could be made within the behavior of individuals, 
could it also be extended to all of the individual members of a 
cultural or subcultural group ? Could one expect to find mem¬ 
bers of the same group sharing enough traits so that the modal 
personality structure (DuBois 1944: 2-5) of that group could 
be adduced? In other words, would the data enable one to 
draw up a typology of shared personality traits representing 
the personality or character of a family, lineage, caste, or village, 
and, by logical extension, a regional or national character? 

Or, on the other hand, are the characteristics shared by 
members of cultural groups and subgroups really common 
modes of adaptation to the exigencies of the same institutions in 
the same society ? Would a typology of shared modes of adapta¬ 
tion provide a more revealing interpretation of the data on 
shared group behavior? 

Or would the attempt to draw up either kindiS of group typo¬ 
logy—one of group personality traits or one of group modes of 
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adaptation—have to give way to a negative finding that the 
group data are too difficult to comprehend within general 
types? 

Although this paper does not attempt to provide a complete 
answer to these problems of group personality, the data which it 
presents do illustrate some conclusions which seem to be sup¬ 
ported by a larger sampling of personal histories from Kasandra. 
The data of Part II describe subcultural groups within the lar¬ 
ger, heterogeneous village community which possess relatively 
homogeneous traditions and institutions; members of these 
subcultural groups generally share certain roles, functions, and 
modes of individual adaptation with each other. 

But a complex of shared personality traits does not appear to 
characterize the members of any one of these groups. Similar 
personality types rather appear to be distributed across many 
groups, and to be found no more frequently in one group than 
in another. Furtherrnore, where a certain personality trait has 
been found in several members of a group, I have not been 
able to trace its origin solely to that group’s shared institutional 
practices. 

As illustrated by the examples of the landlord Indrasingh 
(Partlll), one can find within each subcommunity of Kasandra 
a heterogeneity of personalities. Like Indrasingh, all respond to 
subcultural standardizations of social tradition through modes 
of adaptation which are discernibly patterned, but which are 
by no means uniform. Indrasingh’s career reminds us that, even 
in a strongly conformist society, each person varies greatly in 
the order of his institutional experience: the total experience of 
any individual, and therefore his unique personality, is a sum 
of many variables, the order of which can rarely match the 
order of the same variables in the total experience of any other 
individual. 

D. THE VILLAGE AS AN AREA OF INQUIRY 

The village appeared to me at the outset to be the most appro¬ 
priate unit for an exploratory study of personality formation in 
peasant India, both because it would permit a preliminary 
delineation of the sociological horizons of personality formation 
and because it would represent much of the complexity of the 
region and nation. 

Among those concerned with depth studies of individual 
character formation, the opinion is widely held that the family, 
and not the larger community, is the most fruitful area for 
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inquiry. Such an opinion has been attributed to Freud (Bateson 
1944: 726). But there were in 1949 no community studies in 
India against which this opinion or any other methodological 
hypothesis as to individual society relationship could be tested. 
I therefore selected the village of Kasandra as one in which I 
might begin to delimit the sociological horizons of personality 
formation, in which 1 might try to ascertain the widest range or 
circumference of an individual's experiences (Steed 1950: viii). 
I soon learned that a measure of personal experience reaches 
out even “beyond the physical village” (Marriott 1954: 3) 
to extravillage associations of kin and caste, to markets, to reli¬ 
gious centers, and to a greater cultural tradition (Redfield and 
Singer 1954: 63-68). But I soon found also that, while indivi¬ 
duals move through several realms of interpersonal associa¬ 
tions, each individual’s personal history remains moored 
firmly within Kasandra’s society of caste, kinship, and 
family. 

Kasandra village was selected as representing caste, religion, 
systems of land tenure, and other institutions which are common 
in the region of Gujarat and in all of India. Such institutions 
were presumed and were found in fact to function in this one 
village as isolable determinants of social relationships and of 
individual behavior. But, in selecting one village rather than 
another, I could not avoid selecting a complex of interacting 
institutional variables which characterize and identify that 
particular village as distinct from all others. One village 
community may have a Muslim population attached to a 
feudatory system of land tenure with an enclave of Hindus 
working the land; another village nearby may have a population 
of Hindus cultivating the land under a system of freehold tenure 
with the aid of Muslims. The complex of institutional variables 
shifts in each village community, altering the order of individual 
social experiences and affecting the personal history of each 
individual (Steed 1949: 1-35). 

Some villages possess a combination of widespread institutions 
which not only is unique but also is capable of insulating local 
social relations and of virtually closing the community against 
unwanted encroachments from the outside. Such insular villages 
have narrow traditions. They are more orthodox and conser¬ 
vative. In spite of existing channels of communication with the 
outside, the residents turn their interests, sentiments, and values 
inward, toward the inside community. Kasandra is such a 
village, in transition. 
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II. SOCIOLOGICAL HORIZONS OF PERSONALITY FORMATION 

Kasandra village stands on the westernmost frontier of historic 
Gujarat in the Sanand Taluka of Ahmadabad District, Bombay 
State. Across the frontier lies Lakhtar, a tiny principality in 
the former native states territory of Kathiawar (now Saurashtra). 
Historically and culturally, Kasandra’s affinities lie westward 
with the honeycomb of petty kingdoms and chieftainates 
across the frontier, but politically and economically the ties 
of the village at present lie eastward with Ahmadabad City, 
thirty-five miles distant. Ahmadabad City has a long history of 
British-urban penetration. It is India’s second largest textile 
center and is the birthplace of Gandhi’s political reforms. 

Kasandra is one of thousands of villages which spread across 
the 34,000 square miles of Gujarat plain. Kasandra’s 850 peo¬ 
ple give its village area an average density of 264 persons per 
square mile, which is about equal to the average densities of 
settlement in the region of Gujarat and in Bombay State as 
wholes. Anyone leaving Kasandra and crossing the plain in 
any direction will come upon a village every two or three miles. 
Kasandra itself can be spotted from a distance by the sudden 
appearance of a gently sloping elevation or ridge, shaded by a 
grove of trees. The trees appear to draw a curtain across a tightly 
packed cluster of mud houses and walled-in compounds. 

Geographic isolation is not a feature of rural settlement in the 
region around Kasandra. Both the clustering of houses on the 
village site and the closeness of this site to the sites of other 
villages generate and sustain numerous arteries of communica¬ 
tion across the plain. These arteries of communication are 
blocked only within the villages by barriers of ritualized social 
distance and by attitudes concerning proximity and privacy. 

Kasandra village stands on rich alluvial soil at the southwest 
corner of the most productive part of Ahmadabad District. 
This productive area has until recent times drawn into itself a 
;SUCcession of population movements from the surrounding, 
more impoverished provinces on the north and west. Tribes¬ 
men from the outlying hills and Koli cultivators from the coast 
and from the desert plain have intersected the countryside 
around Kasandra. They have become part of the village caste 
complex, blending into the lower agrarian strata. High-caste 
Rajputs^ their ancestors having entered the area from Kathiawar, 
Kutch, and Rajputana as conquerors, are settled in these farm¬ 
ing villages as self-styled ^'Ksatriyas.'' 
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The present ethnic composition of Kasandra village reflects: 
the diversity of these past drifts of population, now stabilized 
by the agrarian structure of the village. The flow of population 
to and from the village is now limited for the most part to 
migrations of kinsmen and of affinal relatives. 

Of great pertinence to the whole structure of social relation¬ 
ships in Kasandra is the influence of its Rajput rulers. Rajputs 
are known for their secular, military ways, their practice of 
freebooting and dacoity, and their conservative family tradi¬ 
tions. The inordinate control which Rajputs exercise over 
other villagers in Kasandra is consolidated by their possession 
of overlord tenure estates. These estates were first acquired by 
their ancestors either through direct military seizure or through 
agreements with later governing powers. Kasandra and other 
villages of western Gujarat in which Rajputs are numerous and 
powerful have thus come to be known as "‘Rajput villages.” 

A. OVERLORD TENURE IN TRADITION AND TRANSITION 

1. The legal system and its insular effects.—Until they were 
liquidated in 1950 by national fiat and provincial legislation,, 
eight or nine varieties of overlord land tenures flourished in 
nine-hundred-odd villages of Gujarat. The most widespread 
and ancient type of overlord tenure was talukdari^ the type that 
prevailed in Kasandra. Two of the administrative districts 
of British Gujarat contained 557 tdlukddri villages. Within 
Ahmadabad District alone there were 393 tdlukddri villages, 
so that the district was officially recognized as the principal 
tdlukddri tract in Gujarat. In five administrative subdivisions 
of Ahmadabad District, tdlukddri villages encompassed more 
than half of all landholdings. 

In Kasandra overlord tenure operated to insulate the social 
structure of the village and to inclose the lives of villagers. 
Kasandra’s Rajput overlords were a class of absolute hereditary 
proprietors, owning their several estates and subject only to 
payment of government revenues. Until 1950, overlords rarely 
cultivated their own lands. They had the power to rent their 
lands and to mortgage them, but not the power to transfer 
their shares without government sanction. Overlords took rent 
from their tenants most frequently by a share-cropping levy 
{bhdbatdi) of 50 or 60 per cent; less frequently they took a levy 
on cash crops {vigothi) at a rate fixed by the acre. Kasandra’s. 
overlords used their control of the land to press tenants into^ 
whatever economic and political activities they desired. With 
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most persons bound tightly to the land and to its overlords, 
orthodox Hindu traditions were emphasized in Kasandra, and 
barriers were erected against any penetration by British urban 
ways. 

An impression of Kasandra’s insularity under its overlords 
is reflected in rural stereotypes for all such villages of overlord 
tenure in the area. Both villagers and townspeople variously 
described Kasandra as “backward,” “jungly,” “unreformed,” 
“orthodox,” “traditional,” “conservative,” “inferior,” and 
“thieving” {dakait)^ as well as calling the village or its people 
“royal” {darbdri) and“landhoIders” [gardsiyos]—as if villagers’ 
personalities were congruent with the village’s social structure 
or land-tenure system. Outsiders made frequent allusions to 
Kasandra and its*inhabitants as “free” or “wild,” referring in 
part to the fact that Rajput overlords with their Koli followers 
were subject to but slight restraint, politically and administra¬ 
tively, by the district and provincial governments. 

Government officials, too, looked upon the inhabitants of all 
overlord villages as intractable and upon their village institutions 
as impenetrable. These villages were therefore scheduled 
as the last to be affected by land-reform legislation in Bombay 
State, The official point of view seemed to reflect local public 
opinion charged with prejudice, sentimentality, or pride, for 
it tended, like the opinions of laymen, to identify the mentality, 
outlook, and type of personality of certain villages with a parti¬ 
cular caste, power group, system of land tenure, and place of 
origin. 

Evaluating such opinions and other peripheral facts about the 
community, I inferred that the villagers of Kasandra were not 
readily accessible to change; I did not infer that as individuals 
or as a group they necessarily resisted change. The existence 
there of a land-tenure system which could bind the residents 
and bar political or economic encroachments from the outside 
gave sufficient presumptive evidence for the interpretation of 
inaccssibility to change. Opinions as to villagers’ personal 
intractability and innate orthodoxy needed further inquiry for 
evaluation, however. Further inquiry was needed not only 
into villagers’ public behavior but also into the less easily appre¬ 
hended facts of their private careers. Villagers did, however, 
allude to themselves as “unreformed” and to the^ city people 
as “reformed” (sudharel). 

2. The impact of land reform.—The year 1950, when field re¬ 
search was under way in Kasandra, was a period of radical 

8 
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transition for the village and its inhabitants. This period of 
radical transition had begun with independence in 1947, when 
the British transferred power to a government formed by the 
Indian National Congress party. Among major reforms con¬ 
templated by the Congress party was reform of the agrarian 
structure. The Congress program called for liquidation of a 
great variety of ancient and feudatory land tenures, including 
tdlukddri. 

Kasandra villagers in 1950 were being exposed, therefore, to 
an abrupt shift of standards in interpersonal relations. The 
traditional subordinate status of all other castes under the 
authoritarian rule of a single landlord caste was now in flux. 
New GesellschaftAi\i^ ideas of social reform, which heretofore 
had scarcely found expression, now came suddenly into aware¬ 
ness of villagers. These ideas were being introduced from 
outside along with principles of social action by religious 
reformers, especially of Jain persuasion, by Congress members 
and by Gandhian uplift workers based in the strong Gandhian 
center of Ahmadabad C ity. As close as the residents of Kasan¬ 
dra had been to Ahmadabad through the years, they scarcely 
mentioned the names of Ciandhi or Nehru—another demons¬ 
tration of the village’s previous insularity. 

Tensions over agrarian relationships mounted during the 
course of 1950. Outright fractures of relationships between over- 
lords and tenants occurred where they had rarely occurred before. 
These disturbances appeared to have their origins in a shift of 
individual goals. Litigation, which heretofore had been virtu¬ 
ally nonexistent in Kasandra, now became an established device 
by which one villager could obtain redress against another vil¬ 
lager. Disputes which previously would have been taken to the 
resident overlord elders, or to an intermediary selected by 
them, were now more frequently taken to the courts at Sanand 
and at Ahmadabad CJity. Taking any problem outside the 
village was a new and difficult experience for Kasandra’s 
villagers. 

During this year when plans for tdlukddri abolition were 
under way, shifts were discernible in economic relationships, in 
caste statuses, and in individual roles—in some of the village’s 
so-called bedrock institutions. Actually for some time prior to 
the outright liquidation of tdlukddri^ Kasandra’s system of agra¬ 
rian relations had been unable to preserve the full extent 
of its former insularity. The new market-place economy of 
the cities and the government’s recent demands for greater 
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food production had both made inroads. The new aim of in¬ 
creasing exportable crops was slowly breaking through old 
barriers set up by overlord tenure, was altering the patterns of 
land use, and was forcing a change in share-cropping labor 
relations. But the Rajput overlords of Kasandra rarely relaxed 
their absolute controls over the land. Their consistent indiffer¬ 
ence to the new demands, especially where farmers’ interests 
were concerned, had the effect of checking individual initiative 
and incentive at almost every level of economic production. 

Individual incentive and individual initiative were decidedly 
new approaches to self-preservation. They exemplify the new 
sentiments and values, the new goals for individual well-being 
which were being brought into the village by outsiders. 

The force of these new ideas and the possible influence of the 
emergent institutional reforms required appraisal. Could they 
shape and perhaps even deeply take hold of individual thought 
and action in the village ? Could they also affect the thought 
and behavior of groups in regular ways? 

To appraise the influence of these new ideas and institutions, 
I attempted to record instances in which recent innovations 
had affected both individuals and groups. Although group 
regularities in the form and content of these new influences did 
not appear, I was able to note how new ideas and values were 
articulated in individual autobiographies, in dreams, and even 
in the materials resulting from projective tests (c.g., Steed 
1950A: 10-15). Villagers themselves drew an imaginary line 
between the eras of “before” and “after” the abolition of over- 
lordship, and I did not rule out the possibility that the dramatic 
attendant changes in institutional forms and thought might 
influence the direction of personality development and even 
alter established personality traits. The problem of judging 
this possibility was the problem of evaluating the strength and 
viability of recent innovations against lifetimes of exposure to 
traditional institutional situations. The personal history of 
Indrasingh given in Part III will illustrate the way in which 
many villagers absorbed into their personal worlds various 
social horizons in a time of historic change. 

3. Rulers and subjects-—Although the foregoing changes were 
under way in 1950, Kasandra’s villagers were still intricately 
linked with agrarian institutions of feudatory type under over- 
lord rule, and among numerous hybrid traditions in the 
village, with RajpUt traditions. Overlord rule locked the entire 
village population into an authoritarian and quasipolitical 
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system of subject-ruler allegiances. The Vdghela Rajput overlords, 
a minority of some 110 persons in the village, were the royal 
“rulers” (darbars) under this old system. The remaining seven- 
eighths of the village population were known to the rulers and 
themselves as the “subjects” (prqjd) of the overlords. 

Members of the subject population of Kasandra were tradi¬ 
tionally attached to particular lineages and branches of the 
ruling overlord group according to the rulers’ genealogically 
determined shares in the village lands. Shares in the land, 
concomitantly shares in the subject population, were reckoned 
symbolically by the sixteen-anna parts of a rupee coin {infray 
Fig. 1). But the number of “subjects” attached to respective 
“rulers” was approximate only, since the hereditary units of 
attachment were whole family and subcaste groups. Attach¬ 
ments of “subjects” to “rulers’” were originally formed under 
various circumstances in Kasandra’s long history of settlement. 
Until early 1950, the whole KolUPagi subcaste group of Kasan¬ 
dra was attached, for example, to the junior Vdgheld lineage. 
Such inherited and lifelong attachments have affected the 
development of the villager’s self-image as a subject, as well as 
his attitudes and behavior toward the rulers and toward other 
subjects in the village population. 

The subject population of Kasandra village had traditionally 
been governed by its rulerswith interference from subdivisional 
and district authorities only in matters affecting government 
revenues or in cases of homicide. Unlike some neighboring 
“government” (khdlsd) villages, Kasandra had no elected 
village panchayat. It had, in fact, no permanent council 
capable of arbitrating disputes. Panchayats sprouted only as 
cases came up, and then disappeared. Rulers served as arbi¬ 
trators in cases of disputes between subjects, and intermediaries, 
generally “big farmers” selected by the overlords, served in cases 
of disputes between overlords. The official village headman 
{mukhfjy who was responsible in theory to the subdivisional 
administration, was an overlord and a ruler selected by his 
ruling peers. 

Caste panchayats in Kasandra, though they were parts of 
larger intervillage caste associations, had never been strongly 
vocal under the dominant local rulers. In other nearby villages 
under the freer political administration fostered by direct 
individual land tenure (rayatvdri) caste panchayats were more 
effective; they could make decisions, and could serve as potential 
and actual interest groups for the local groups of caste members. 
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No caste panchayats met in Kasandra during the year of field 
research. There were numerous reports, however, of efforts 
by these panchayats in the recent past to challenge, support, 
deflect, or cushion the political and economic power of Kasan- 
dra’s rulers. 

The quasipolitical statuses of rulers and subjects had never 
had legal value beyond the boundaries of the village, and after 
1947 the relations of rulers and subjects became legally subject 
to checks by the subdivisional administration even within the 
village. As late as 1950, officials of Sanand Taluka still relied on 
Kasandra’s overlord rulers for reports concerning the village’s 
internal administration. Ultimately encouraged by Congress 
party backing in 1950, the subject population of Kasandra 
displayed an increased interest in pulling away from the autho¬ 
rity of their Rajput rulers. The traditional extralegal government 
by the local overlords then acted as a stubborn, counterassertive 
force. The rulers continued to push their extralegal powers as 
far as they dared. 

4. The greater Rajput tradition,—Kasandra’s Rajputs could be 
identified at once by an insistent, self-styled physical appearance 
and dress symbolically denoting strength—by the long mousta¬ 
ches most of them wore, by the nine-foot-long turbans which 
they wrapped around their heads, and by the swords or five- 
to six-foot-long spears which they carried with them every¬ 
where. ‘‘Stoutness” was the desired physical build, though few 
achieved it. 

Overlord rulers in Kasandra were members of a smgle sub¬ 
caste (jdti), that of the Vdgheld Rajputs, Reared and educated 
in the greater Rajput tradition, these Vdghelds of Kasandra 
were dedicated to goals of power and rule and to military 
standards of bravery. They held themselves to be descendants 
of the goddess Vdghehari^ a tigress manifestation of herself 
a goddess of immense powers. 

These rulers of Kasandra claimed earthly identity with recent¬ 
ly deposed rulers of Kathiawar and Rajputana. They traced 
close ties of lineal kinship with younger sons of the former 
Vdgheld-Solanki rulers of Gujarat. Younger sons of this dynasty 
had migrated into Gujarat to claim lands granted to them by 
their ruling senior kinsmen, to seize lands by military force, 
or to flee from fraternal disputes over the partitioning of joint- 
family territories elsewhere. Such disputes over the partition¬ 
ing of joint-family holdings, called “brother separations,” conti¬ 
nue prominently, especially among Vdghelds^ in Kasandra today. 
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The landlord rulers of Kasandra had formal supralocal ad¬ 
ministrative ties with the subdivi^ional authorities at Sanand^ 
and, through them, with the district collector of revenue at 
Ahmadabad. But the political, military, and emotional alle¬ 
giances of the rulers of Kasandra were to a nominal liege, one 
of their Vdgheld Rajput kinsmen, the Thdkor Sdkeb of Sanand. 
In him, one ruler of Kasandra told me, “We believe as in our 
God. He in Sanand is our King. If he calls ten thousand 
Rajputs^ we will go and give our heads to him.” 

Power, allegiance,sacrifice, and bravery were interchangeable 
and related ideals of a dominant Rajput theme. These same 
ideals were tangibly rooted in the long history of political, 
economic, and military power of the Vdgheld Rajputs. Their 
Rajput heritage was felt and understood by Kasandra’s village 
rulers. It was symbolized for them in a simple origin myth 
which they quoted frequently out of their subcaste history, the 
Vrttdnt (Anonymous 1914): 

Brahma created the universe. The universe, surfeited with nonreligious persons, 
went to Brahma. At Brahma s wish a Kfatriya^ or brave man, was created with orna¬ 
ments, dress, and weapons. Brahmajl ordered the K^ahiya to destroy the nonre- 
ligious persons in the univ^ersc, and then as a reward gave the Kfatriya a kingdom. 

Again quoting the Vrttdnt^ Vdgkelds drew their favorite portrait 
of Rajputs^ boasting of their ancestors as “proud, sinful people 
addicted to drinking who harassed other people and hated 
Brahmans and gods.” And out of this much-valued Vrttdnt they 
also quoted a favorite stereotype of Rajput^ ^ destiny: 

• hRajput who bears an insult commits a thousand sins. He goes to a hell from 
which nobody can save him. It is the fate of a Rajput to complete his birth and 
rebirth by the help of his sword only. 

Backed by these lively traditions, Vdghelds in the village were 
dedicated to the achievement of power with all of its attendant 
attributes. There were few individuals who, even though they 
possessed personality traits which appeared to go against this 
goal of power seeking, could dissociate themselves from the 
social practices originating in this goal. Those Vdghelds in the 
village who could not live up to Rajput aspirations were carried 
along by other “strong” Vdghelds., by authoritarian pesonalities, 
by leaders of their lineages who were theoretically but not 
always the eldest males. 

A Vdgheld Rajput's authority in his kinship group and in the 
village depended in part on his age status as a mature elder, 
on his genealogical position in the lineage, on his landed 
wealth and on his prestige with superiors. Personal verbal skills 
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and, above all, an ability to take action were also essential to 
individual authority. 

An individual could achieve some of the role requirements for 
authority, as Rajputs themselves admitted, by exercise of force 
and fraud. He could apply coercive “control” (rfaA) or manipulate 
legal rights; he could employ guilt- and shamc-producing 
mechanisms resembling Chinese “face,” impelling others 
to respond appropriately through their own efforts to save face; 
he could manipulate village-wide aspirations forprestige {ijat); 
he could demonstrate the personal skills noted above, as well 
as the generally esteemed skills of foresight, judgment, and 
capacity for self-control; and, last but not least, he could 
achieve some of the requirements for authority by manipulat¬ 
ing alliances among rulers and allegiances of subjects to rulers 
in the overlord system. 

5. Seniority and authority among the rulers.—Like members of a 
royal house, the Vdgheld rulers of Kasandra attempted to 
perpetuate their group’s domination of the village through a 
system of hereditary chieftainship and through systematic stress 
on the authority of senior genealogical positions. The eldest 
son of the eldest branch of the senior lineage in the local 
Vdgheld group inherited through senior preference both the 
office of chief of the entire group {tildyaty “he whose forehead is 
marked”) and the largest share of the overlord lands and of 
the subject population in Kasandra village. Inheritance by 
senior preference in their chiefly lineages is a part of the caste 
\?esNo{Vdghelds as among other r\x\\u% Rajputs, althoughitis not 
sanctioned by the normal Hindu law of inheritance. 

The divi^on of land shares and subjects among the rulers of 
Kasandra was reckoned according to the sixteen-anna parts of 
a rupee coin. The origin of this traditional reckoning was ex¬ 
plained as follows by Partapsingh, a Jhdld Rajput “second-class” 
landlord of Kasandra:^ 

This sixteen-anna system comes [down] from the past. According to our Hindu 
[calendric] system it is about five thousand years old, and it is found in the Mahd- 
bhdrat also. The rupee was a coin even at that time. But that rupee was pure. This 
rupee today is not pure. Still the sixteen-annas-in-a-rupee system existed then. 
Shall I tell you where it is found in the Mahdhharat't (Yes.)4 

When there was a quarrel—I am talking about Delhi, which is our tapital— 
between Karva [Kauravd] and Pandar {Pdridavd] brothers. At that time Karva told 
Pandar: **Wc won’t give you anything.” At that time, Dvarka’s Sri Krrna was in 

3. Throughout this paper all direct quotes from named informants, excepting 
those given in the opinion poll, are taken from the sections pertaining to those 
informants in Steed (19506). 

4. Words in parentheses arc those of the interviewer, Gitcl P, Steed. 
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the panchayat....[He explains panchayat as ‘*whcn there is a dispute between two 
parties and the third person is between.”] Pandarwasthc son of the older brother. 
Karva was the son of the younger brother. And the panchayat, through divi¬ 
ded the whole thing into ten annas and six annas. This thing of the past five 
thousand years still exists. The same thing is still happening!... 

The senior patrilineage, known as the “elder seat of power’* 
(mofi deli), owned a ten-anna portion of the Kasandra village 
estate. This portion was subsequently divided into three shares 
among three branches of the lineage in the proportion 6:2:2, 
the share of the eldest branch again being largest by the rule 
of senior preference. The junior Vdgheld patrilineage, the 
“younger seat of power” {ndni deli), owned a six-anna portion 
of the estate. Its portion was in turn divided equally into two 
three-anna shares between two branches, the rule of senior 
preference not applying among brothers of a junior lineage, 
in two hamlets nearby, the entire agnatic group of the rulers 
of Kasandra owned lands in common without subdivision, 
and managed these lands through a committee comprising 
the chief along with other representatives of each lineage. 

Six-Anna 
Portion 
Junior 
Lineage 

Figure 1. Traditional Division of Lands and 

Subjects in Kasandra Village, 1950 

Reckoned by the sixteen-anna parts of a rupee coin 

Ten-Anna 
Portion 
Senior 
Lineage 

An emphasis on seniority ran through the entire society of 
Kasandra’s rulers, from the largest lineage grouping down to the 
single family. The chief, with his family, branch and lineage, 
maintained paramount authority at the top. Beneath him, the 
eldest member of each subgrouping inherited an established Eosition of authority over his juniors—parents over children, 

rothers over younger brothers, mothers-in-law over wives, and 
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:so on. This authoritarian structuring of social relationships 
among Kasandra’s rulers was much in evidence in 1950-51. 

Just as the Vdgheld rulers’ authority over their subjects was 
governed by certain impersonal, Gesellschaft-Yi]s!t interests, so 
all Vdghelds among themselves were governed as much by imper¬ 
sonal interests as by more personal, intimate Gemeinschaft~likc 
considerations. An authoritarian regime emerged among the 
Vdghelds from generations of attachments to landholdings and 
from their formal emphasis on seniority and oligarchic rule. 
The perpetuity of each family’s position in this formal system of 
authority and the continuity of its economic interests in the 
future were insured by the group’s genealogy, records of which 
were protected by a professional caste genealogist. 

B. ECONOMIC STRATIFICATION 

The population of Kasandra fell into four large and highly 
differentiated agrarian classes which reflected the vicissitudes 
of a landtenure system in transition. 

1. Landlords and their pensioners,—At the top stood an elite class 
of landlords and their immediate dependents, comprising 
nearly a third of the village population. The landlord class 
was further stratified into two grades which were described 
by the villagers as “first-class” and “second-class” landlords. 
The “first-class landlords” were the 110 Vdgheld Rajput overlords. 
These were the landed gentry of greatest wealth, power, and 
social position. The “second-class landlords” were the Jhdld 
Rajputs, a group of peasant proprietors who had owned all of 
Kasandra village in 1607 but who possessed only one quarter 
(vdtto) of it in 1950 under “gift” (indmt) tenure. These “second- 
class” Jhdld landlords therefore owed traditional allegiances 
to the “first-class” Vdgheld rulers, yet they carried into the 
present an ancient enmity against the Vdghelds against whom 
they had not very long ago brought a legal suit for possession 
of Kasandra. The economic and political aspirations of the 
Jhdlds had been severely thwarted, yet as Rajputs they required 
power and status. “I care for my reputation twenty-four hours 
a day,” was one Jhdld Rajput'^ description of his reaction to his 
-Status of “second-class landlord.” 

Along with the landlords in the highest economic class must be 
placed the Brahmans of Kasandra who served and mingled 
with the landlords in return for high compensation, including 
charity landholdings. 

2. Middle class,—A middle class of merchants, farmers, and 
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artisans stood directly below the landlords in economic rank^ 
Its members, like many other people of the village, held statuses 
which were partly inherited through the traditional agrarian 
system described above and partly acquired in the external 
market economy. The three divisions of this middle class may 
best be described separately. 

a) The shopkeepers and land-management contractors 
{kdmddrs) were largely of Merchants {Vdniyd) caste. Villagers 
sometimes inconsistently placed Merchants as equals of the 
landlord elite, but the Merchants looked upon themselves 
as “subjects” of the rulers. Merchants held no land themselves 
and were not as wealthy or as powerful as the landlords. They 
acquired tics to the land as middlemen through exporting and 
marketing the village’s agricultural products. 

b) Cultivators {kheduts)^ members of seven different Rajput 
subcastes, stood next in rank to the Merchants within the 
middle class. All villagers considered these cultivators to be in¬ 
dispensable to agriculture. Cultivators in general formed an 
intermediate class between the landlords and the landless popu¬ 
lation. They enjoyed more independence than did other classes, 
although they were encumbered by their many bonds with the 
overlords. 

Cultivators were of two sorts, permanent and temporary. 
The permanent cultivators, reared to customary rights over the 
use of their lands, had been secure economically even before 
the recent legal fortification of their rights. They were attach¬ 
ed to overlords both through the share-cropping system and 
through the requirements of feudatory service {saldmiyo). As 
feudatory servants they could be pulled away from their fields 
at any time to serve as “protectors” and escorts of the rulers 
or rulers’ wives on travels to or from the village, on pilgrimages, 
on visits to relatives, fairs, and on any other excursions. The 
hereditary standing of these permanent cultivators and their 
attachments to the Vdgheld overlords were both consequences 
of conquest. As Rajputs under old allegiances they could be 
summoned to offer ritualized forms of consolation on demand,, 
to bring “joy” {dnand) whenever their overlords were in mourn¬ 
ing or were experiencing other sadness. Similarly, their wives 
could be pressed into service as singers of hymns (bhajans) for the 
overlords’ wives. 

In recent years, permanent cultivators opposed their land¬ 
lords openly. Anticipating the liquidation of overlordship and 
their own rise to the status of peasant proprietorship, they re- 
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pudiated their Rajput allegiances, refused to perform their 
traditional feudatory service, and forfeited the land grants and 
maintenance which they had once received in return for their 
services. 

Temporary cultivators were a category of persons whose 
status shifted precariously from that of tenants to that of land¬ 
less laborers, depending on the whim of the landlords. In 1950 
they displayed confusion and insecurity. Lacking clear goals, 
they, like the untouchable farmers, were most easily intimidated 
by the rulers. 

c) A dwindling enclave of artisans formed the third division 
of this agrarian middle class. These artisans—Goldsmith, Car- 

• penter, Blacksmith, Potter, and Barber—often combined the 
functions of craftsmen, entrepreneurs, and farmers. Some who 
also occupied lower agrarian statuses were grouped ambiguously 
by villagers as members of the class of compulsory laborers 
described below. 

3. Landless laborers.—Dependent on the overlords as subsis¬ 
tence workers and bound to them also as debtors were the 
landless laborers [ubhardhis). With more than three hundred 
members drawn from six lower subcastes, this class was the most 
numerous and most indigent economic class in the village. Its 
numbers were growing in 1950-51 in response to the recent 
increasing trend toward cash wages. 

4. Compulsory laborers.—Less free than landless laborers, com¬ 
pulsory laborers {vasvdyoSy vethiyos) were a serflike class of here¬ 
ditary retainers and servants, members of many low subcastes, 
who had “belonged to” Kasandra’s overlords under the old 
regime. Under the system of direct individual land tenure 
prevailing in most other villages of Gujarat, a similar class of 
indentured laborers was to be found. But under overlord 
tenure, as in Kasandra, such laborers also served as hereditary 
retainers and performed forced labor. 

The class of compulsory laborers was decreasing almost in 
direct proportion to the increase of the class of landless laboreis. 
Before 1947, when their status was legally abolished, they had 
been a large class in Kasandra. After 1947, overlords relinquish¬ 
ed their traditional claims, butonly when compulsory laborers 
became aware of their rights to freedom and began to resist 
those claims. Despite the laws against compulsory labor, there 
were in 1951 still twenty families in this class of compulsory 
laborers in Kasandra who had not yet thrown off the lifelong 
pressures of their overlords. 
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a. CASTE AND KINSHIP: THE MOST INSULAR TRADITIONS 

1. Hierarchy and segregation of the subcastes-—The population of 
Kasandra, divisible first into ‘^rulers’* and “subjects’* under 
the overlord tenure system, and divisible again economically 
into a number of interdependent classes, was still further 
differentiated into twenty-six corporate subcaste groups [jdtis). 
Subcaste groups were the largest hereditary kinship divisions of 
village society, and through their kinship interests were deeply 
intrenched in the social structure of the village. 

Its scope extended by the usual practice of village exogamy, 
each whole subcaste encompassed ties of consanguinity in 
many localities beyond Kasandra. The geographical frontiers 
of each subcaste were various and were not confined to any one • 
set of territorial boundaries. For the smaller subcaste groups 
within Kasandra, the more extensive, supralocal subcaste groups 
functioned in effect both as kinship groups and as political 
associations. 

The subcastes of Kasandra held to a traditional pattern of 
rank by which each was placed above or below every other 
subcaste in an order of economic, social, and ritual precedence. 
Each subcastc was also placed symbolically by villagers in one 
of the five ranks of the varna scale. The resulting social hierarchy 
of the subcastes was inconsistent, but was nonetheless a 
positive and self-conscious system. 

The hierarchy of subcastes in Kasandra had two opposing 
tendencies. On the one hand, it tended to draw the entire 
population of the village into an intersubcaste network of 
ritually ranked economic exchanges, mutual obligations, festi¬ 
vals, and ceremonies. Virtually everyone in the village was 
bound by this network throughout his life. Thus Jhdld Rajputs 
were bound as inferior landlords to their Vdgheld superiors. 
Brahmans were bound to perform religious services {jajmdni) 
for their customers in many subcastes, customers whom they 
either inherited or acquired through the grant of an overlord; 
Brahmans also received some of the most satisfying social and 
economic rewards (charity lands, food for maintenance, etc.). 
Below the Brahmans, some Merchants were bound to perform 
the services of land-management contracting {kdmddri) for 
their hereditary overlords. Members of seven cultivating Raj^ 
put subcastes were required to perform feudatory service for 
their landlords; feudatory service was generally considered to 
be less respectable than contracting, but more respectable than 
compulsory labor {vefh). Members of many lower subcastes 
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(three Koli subcastes, Koli-Pagi^ Potter, Barber, Herdsman, 
Vdghrt^ Rdval) and untouchable subcastes (Dhed^ Senmd^ 
Bhangi) were bound to perform compulsory labor for their 
hereditary patrons. One effect of this strong local network of 
relationships among the subcastes was to insulate from the 
outside the social structure of the village as a whole. 

On the other hand, and at the same time, the subcaste 
hierarchy gave ritual and economic sanction to a structure of 
social distance among the subcastes. Since subcastes were al¬ 
ready familistic in nature, the effect of hierarchy was still fur¬ 
ther to segregate subcaste groups off from one another as islands 
within the village community. Each subcaste group preserved 
its partial segregation by inclosing itself within large com¬ 
pound walls, or by gathering its dwelling in rows on secluded 
streets. 

But in 1950, as the freer economic classes of peasant pro¬ 
prietors and hired laborers grew in numbers, some of the old 
insularity of the subcaste groups showed signs of giving way. 
Subcaste groups remained important as holders of occupational 
monopolies, and sometimes continued to carry out managerial 
functions within themselves. But their members were tending 
to form new economic associations more often with members 
of other subcastes. Compulsory laborers of the lowest subcastes 
joined with free laborers of higher subcastes. Whole groups of 
members of the superior subcastes broke through some of their 
old barriers of ritual distance to form new and closer ties with 
members of three subcastes of Kolis and even, as never before, 
with certain untouchable Senmds and Dheds, 

2. Consanguineal and affinal ties.—^Within his respective sub- 
caste, each man and woman of Kasandra stood at the junction 
of three realms of lifelong familial attachments: paternal, 
maternal, and affinal. Each individual was reared and educated 
to a place in the adult world through his experiences in these 
three realms. 

With varying degrees of emphasis, every man born in 
Kasandra was reared to have concern for the continuity of his 
patrilineal, patrilocal family line and to abhor the possibility of 
its extinction. More than others, every Vdgheld Rajput man was 
pulled into a nexus of involvements, especially those of property 
interests. Even a man who was enmeshed in such impersonal 
affairs still formed his most intimate, affectionate associations 
in his natal, paternal village. 

Every woman born and generally reared in Kasandra, her 
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paternal village, was educated with varying degrees of em¬ 
phasis for the time when she would move out of her fathers 
village {piyar) and into her father-in-law’s village {sasrd). This 
conjugal village was a new and alien realm of family relation¬ 
ships which would form the bulk of her adult experiences. 
Her husband’s kinsmen were an almost lifelong concern for 
every woman married into Kasandra, especially for a Vdgheld 
Rajput woman, even during the years before her co ming to 
Kasandra, usually at about the age of fourteen. 

Men did not share these concerns about their relatives in 
their father-in-law’s village. Vdgheld Rajput men, as a rule, took 
wives from inferior Rajput subcastes in other villages, although 
they might marry a cross-cousin of such a subcaste within 
Kasandra. C^onsistent with the practice of female hypergamy, 
Vdgheld men commanded high dowries. Theirs was a position 
of superordination over their wives’ relatives. 

For both men and women, relatives in the mother’s natal 
village (mosdl) were benevolent relatives. Just as a woman’s 
paternal kinsmen continued to act as her surrogates and pro¬ 
tectors after her marriage into Kasandra, so they acted as 
buffers or placators for the children whom she later bore. 

3. Stages of life : areas oj individual achievement.—Founded on 
ubiquitous Hindu ideals was a village-wide structuring of 
individual status according to age. As each individual grew 
older, he had the right to a shift of place in his family and 
subcaste. 

Defining the four stages of life as most villagers defined them— 
childhood up to eighteen or twenty, youth from twenty to forty, 
maturity from forty to sixty, and old age as the later years of 
dependency and inability to work—Kasandra village could 
be called an abode of the young: in 1951 there were more than 
seven times as many children as old people (391 to 51) in the 
total village population. In the local Vdgheld subcaste group, 
there were twenty-nine children as against one old man. 

One influential Vdgheld Rajput elder, Ravubha, interpreted the 
passage of age in the following way, stressing Rajput tempera¬ 
ment along with the physical facts of age and along with the 
more general social values of Hindu tradition: 

There are ideally four different phases of life, having to do with physical age, 
temperament, and social affairs. In order of growing up there are the stages of 
the child {bal)<, the youth (juv&n), the mature [vrddath) man, and old age (jhara). 
The body undergoes physical changes, and the mind undergoes changes of intelli¬ 
gence. Ideas change. 

In childhood, the child is small. As to physical matters, he knows everything 
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about eating. But he knows less about social affairs. His thoughts are child’s 
thoughts—all innocent thoughts; no cunningness, no deccitfulness, no shrewdness; 
absolutely pure. Playing, eating, drinking, joking and teasing arc his activities.... 

Youth [is the period of years from] fifteen to forty, sometimes forty-five: a man’s 
body grows bigger, and he gains more strength. He slowly gets knowledge of worldly 
affairs. He has a feeling of ambition about earning, and he is ambitious about 
•studying... . 

Little by little a man finds all social matters and responsibilities resting upon him. 
He may have to flatter others to get wealth. He may have to serve others to get 
wealth. Thus he obtains knowledge about everything. If he has to acquire money 
through business, he obtains knowledge about that. 

Anxiety about acquiring wealth predominates during youth. If a youth meets 
an obstacle in acquiring wealth, he may fall victim to anger. During childhood, his 
temperament is jolly, but during youth it clianges to anger. The temperament is 
full of anger. In youth, if there is any instance of selfishness, then quarrels, fights, 
, . . cases, complaints in the courts—everything comes up. A child knows nothing 
about all this. During youth the body has tremendous strength. 

During maturity, this anger and angry temperament change into a peaceful 
nature, A man has enough intelligence at this age to instruct two youths in fighting 
and in showing their anger. At this period, a man is able intelligently to coach his 
•children and other youngsters. And physical strength has diminished a bit at this 
age. Social responsiljilities also diminish a little now. The person’s main attention is 
turned toward God—'slightly. He engages in fights and mischief very much less.... 

During . . . old age all the senses are less .strong. Teeth are lost from the mouth 
and discharges pass through the nose, because there isn’t much control of the senses. 
There is less strength to control urination and defecation as well. The ears hear 
less. Some men lose their eyesight during old age, and the body diminishes slowly. 

And the temperament again changes to anger—quite hot. An old man doesn’t like 
anybody else’s speaking. Intelligence g<Us faster and faster. 

He always has some disease, so the old man is full of disgust. He instructs people 
in the house and feels more disgust because no one listens. Old age is absolutely 
painful. Only a charitable soul can have peace during old age. . . . 

My point of view is that individuals may differ—some may begin earlier, some 
later—but age is the main division. 

4. Summary.—Up to this point, I have tried to delineate the 
principal horizons which frame the orbit of social relations 
for most residents of Kasandra village. Many of the social 
relations outlined are tho.se of a feudatory structure in transi¬ 
tion. In keeping with the major emphasis of the field approach, 
I have begun from the widest circumference of social relations 
within which villagers moved, and gradually narrowed the 
focus of observations upon the society of siibcaste and family. 
Within these latter horizons of social relations are to be found 
the proximal and the deeper levels of socialization in given 
persons. 

m. THE PRIVATE AND SOCIAL WORLD OF INDRASINGH 

To illustrate this approach to personality formation at the 
individual level, I now enter upon the private and social world 
of a single villager in Kasandra, Indrasingh, a twenty-six-year- 
old resident overlord and person of local influence (Fig. 4). I 
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explore his career through the familial society of his Vdghela 
Rajput subcaste. Here I shift the axis of inquiry from that of 
the changing organization of the village society of Kasandra 
to that of a changing organization in the growing personality 
of one individual.'^ While illustration of the approach up to 
this point has been sociological and general, it is now ontogene¬ 
tic and particular. 

The psychological observations which are made in the 
following analysis are limited for the most part to those which 
can be made at cognitive, conscious levels of personal behavior. 
I make use of Indrasingh’s fragmentary, screen memories of 
his part—his so-called anamnesic picture (Bateson 1944: 725) 
•—and of his interpretations of his childhood self. But I use 
such materials solely in order to examine his modes of adap¬ 
tation to the contingencies of community life-—his values, his 
world views, his ethos, his externalized wishes and drives. 

Little of the following data is interpreted here through the 
inferences and constructs of psychoanalysis, for these, as I have 
noted above, will be applied to the data by my colleagues of 
that discipline. I allude, however, to certain external points 
of reference—to certain ostensible, objective factors—which 
seem to invite probing of their implications for the formation 
of Indrasingh’s personality, I assume that all the traits and 
complexes of Indrasingh’s personality, even those fantasies 
and feelings which he holds back in the inner recesses of his. 
private thought, are also linked to external points of reference. 
This is true, I assume, even if, by no contradiction at all, those 
points of reference have been deeply internalized. 

The following is a picture, therefore, of the adult Indrasingh 
of 1950 placed against a background of family, kinship, and 
village. The picture is drawn from Indrasingh’s earlier ex¬ 
periences, based on indirect evidence called up from the past, 
as interpreted by him in the present. It is a fusion of his earlier 
and of his later, more recent experiences. 

A. IKDRASTNOH IN THE GONTBMPOltARY SETTING 

1, Subcaste: the power ^Rajput numbers.—As one of the domi- 

5. Cf. Rcdficld: **How do human individual personalities persist? The question 
of social change becomes one of the formation of human personality in a bein^ ♦be¬ 
coming human..,. Instead of looking for a frontier between two entities of soaeties. 
or of cultures, we look at people with organized personalities entering into situations 
in which these organizations undergo some alterations. We find ourselves studying 
the same thing, but from an enriching viewpoint” {in Tax it al, 1953; 127). 
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nant subcaste group of Vdgheld Rajputs in the ^^Rajput Village” 
of Kasandra, Indrasingh was reared in an aura of power. The 
power of the 110 Vdghelds was the power of numbers as well as 
the power of formal overlordship. In the Rajput tradition, 
numbers could win victories. Numbers of Rajputs might sacri¬ 
fice themselves for gods, for kings, or for profitable exploits. 
They might join armies or bands of outlaws, or might oppose 
one another in factions, or might upon urgent summons imme¬ 
diately close ranks against the outside. A Rajput derived a 
sense of safety and strength in numbers. The best Rajput was 
not the one who stood alone. 

Indrasingh acknowledged that he found security in the tradi¬ 
tional Rajput faith in the power and safety of numbers. For the 
ends they could achieve, he was willing to accept the premises 
of group manipulation and group exploitation. But he was 
unwilling to act upon these premises in a Rajput way. He shared 
neither Rajput aspiration for militant acquisition, nor the 
Rajput passion for consolidation of gains. Nor did he share 
Rajput zeal for physical prowess and for physical self-sacrifice. 
He valued nonviolent means for achieving desirable ends. He 
acceded, however, to the tradition of aggressive group action 
in a manner of ritual conformity. 

Indrasingh’s tendency to dissociate his private from his public 
attitudes appears in his responses during the interview repro¬ 
duced below. The question of the interview was the form of 
group action which Vdgheld Rajputs should take against the 
impending abolition of their overlordship. 

(Yesterday you said you’d be happy to give up the management of your lands.) 
I am glad internally, but still I feel the other way. We feel that to give up a little 

thing of ours is not easy to do, while this is our lifelong maintenance that we arc 
losing. Suppose somebody comes and takes away this chair by force and we cannot 
do anything about it. We feel that [it must have happened] because wc aren’t 
strong enough, or because we haven’t got enough power to prevent the other man 
from taking our chair away. 

(And yet you are glad internally.) 
I have two feelings. One way I feel is that we are surely going to be happy if we 

lose everything of ours. We’ll be able to do something by ourselves. And the second 
way I feel is that not every man will become happy as soon as he loses everything. 
So both these ideas are always together in my mind. 

(Arc you trying to tell me that you prersonally will feel better but the others 
may not?) 

Yes, something like that. .. . When the government takes away our land and 
properties in the land, we’ll have to stand somewhere. Now we cannot stand in 
opposition and take our weapons out—that wc cannot do. (Why not?) We don’t 
have that much power. So simply to make our voice reach, we’ll have to stand 
without weapons, with truth-seeking (satyagraha), that is, with passive resis- 
tance^ 
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([Since this is virtually heresy for a RajpUt, I ask him] Is that everyone’s view or 
your view?) 

No, it is my point of view. You see, they arc taking Kasandra management in 
their hands as they said in the newspaper. Now we cannot oppose them with 
weapons. Passive resistance is the only method. We’ll say, “Please don’t do this. 
This is our life, our maintenance.’* Or if somebody comes to take our yield from the 
management, we can say “Yes” or “No” to that. And anyone who does anything 
against the government rules will be taken immediately to jail. . . . 

(What will you do when you all meet [at an impending Vdgheld Rajput caste 
meeting] ?) 

At such times, the feeling of the crowd is always important. Naturally at that 
moment, I would not feel like telling them to give up everything of theirs. (So?) 
So in the meeting, every Rajput should have one and the same feeling—the feeling 
that we should try to hold down as much as we can. I personally should do the 
same thing. This is a matter di Rajput duty (dharma). (Should?) Ye-c-s. Yes. This 
second thought arises in my mind because the feeling of the mass arises in my 
mind.... 

In Spite of his personal attitudes and feelings to the contrary, 
Indrasingh’s general mode of adaptation during 1950-51 was, 
as in this instance, one of conformity to Rajput standards. 

2. Kinship status: his place in the Vaghela Rajput family cult,— 
As a Vdgheld Raj put ^ Indrasingh inherited not only a general 
membership in a Rajput subcaste but also a particular place 
in a Rajput kinship group. Indrasingh’s place in the Vdgheld 
Rajput kinship system affected both his inherited and acquired 
roles of power and responsibility in the family society. As a 
member of a particular family of a particular branch [sdkh) of 
a particular lineage of the local Vdgheld subcaste, Indrasingh’s 
destiny was anchored within one of twenty segregated kinship 
colonies of the village (Fig. 2). His private and social worlds, 
like those of most villagers, were centered within a seclusive 
colony whose members shared the same dwelling place for a 
lifetime. Traditionally the only members of these colonies 
who moved permanently out or in were women on the occasions 
of their marriages. Given the permanence and small size of 
each colony, its particular human composition could exert great 
influence on the career and personal development of each 
different member, as Indrasingh’s did on him {infra). 

As a male descendant of the eldest branch of the senior 
Vdgheld lineage, Indrasingh furthermore occupied a kinship 
place of special privilege in the scheme of senior preference. 
The lands controlled by his branch were the most extensive, 
and the number of subjects traditionally commanded by his 
branch was the greatest among all branches of the local Vdgheld 
ruling group. While Indrasingh^s inherited place in the elder 
branch was a place of great potentiality, his own family was 
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the third, or most junior, family of that branch. His attain¬ 
ment to the roles of “elder” and his effective leadership there¬ 
fore depended importantly also upon the personal attributes 
which he acquired. 

3. Age status and leadership*—^By his absolute age, Indrasingh 
belongedto the class of “youths”—the twenty-to forty-year-olds. 
In his subcaste and lineage, however, as in the village as a whole, 
the classes of children and youths were large, while the class of 
elders was small. Of fifty-three males in the Vdgheld subcaste, 
thirty were children and seventeen were youths, while only six 
were elders of more than forty years of age. In Indrasingh’s 
senior lineage group, there were eight youths, but only one 
man over forty. 

The dearth of males over the age of forty in Indrasingh’s 
kinship group meant that men of presumably suitable tempera¬ 
ment and experience were not available to fill the roles of elders. 
Almost none were qualified by age to act as the authoritarian 
leaders and decision-makers who should form the core of Kasan- 
dra’s ruling hierarchy. The existence in Indrasingh’s lineage 
of only one man qualified by age as a potential elder exacerbated 
relationships between that one man and the eight youths of the 
lineage. The unity of the lineage group was fractured by their 
intralineage struggle for supremacy. 

The younger men of the senior Vdgheld lineage fell pre¬ 
maturely into roles of authority, and were faced with new and 
intricate lineage responsibilites. As it happened, these responsi¬ 
bilities burgeoned most heavily upon the twenty-six-year-old 
Indrasingh himself, as he tells us, for example, in the following 
interview: 

[At sixteen years of age,] because of my father’s elder brother’s presence, I didn’t 
have to take part in any social affairs. After his death, I started taking interest, 
little by little. 

For two or three years it was difficult for me to manage, but slowly it became all 
right. I had never done anything before. How to work? Howto maintain social 
relations ? How to manage ?—I didn’t know .... The first thing was to understand 
how do we stay so that our social relations arc . . . how do we handle people ? 

(How do we “stay” ?) When we are childish, we don’t know anything about these 
affairs. Suddenly it comes to us how to manage giving and taking in this society, 
with n$ inttmal filing about it. In the society, one always has to deal with many 
people, one has to give and take. . . . One has to learn how to behave and [in] what 
{way] to behave with whom.. . . 

For some time, because I was new [to responsibilities], I had some difficulties. . . . 
I was aware of the social customs a bit. But I didn’t nave any knowledge of this: 
how to manage the land and how to manage to take the portions from the farmers.[ ?] 
I was eighteen years old then. (You were young.) [He smiles.] I was married at six¬ 
teen. After marriage I was separated [referring to the practice of joint family 
partition], and at the age of eighteen I had all the management in my hands.... 
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At this point, Indrasingh gives an account of his dispute with 
Jambha, the sole elder male of the middle branch of the 
Vdgheld senior lineage group. He reveals his own role in the 
guarded rivalry between youths and elders within the lineage 
group. 

Problems can arise—many. I could manage the work here in this village with 
anyone’s help, but I didn’t work outside [on the Vdgheld properties in other vil¬ 
lages]. All outside work would be done by Jambha. So there used to be problems 
at times. ... 

When my father’s elder brother died, Jambha felt as if he were the elderly person. 
No one was cleverer than he was, and no one could tell him anything. Because of 
that, slowly, slowly our relations were cut off. . . . (How did you feel about this 
break with Jambha ?) I felt it wasn’t very nice to keep close relations with him when 
he felt very proud that he was the eldest and very clever. 

(What did he want actually?) He wanted to use power. (How?) He wouldn’t 
consider anyone else. (Wliat did he do to you?)Nothing to me personally, but even 
from his talk, 1 felt that he had power in it. 

(Did it worry you?) In worries there wasn’t much, but Ifclt that he considered 
all of us to be children, and he himself the eldest, so that he could behav^c any way 
he liked or do whatever he pleased. So the worries were how to manage. 

(How did you manage him?) In the outside villages I engaged contractors [to 
assist in the management of the lands] for me, and in this village I slowly took the 
management into my hands. (Did you have trouble about that?) No. What can he 
do afterwards? But whenever he went out to other villages, he raised objections of 
one sort or another. 

(Is he the eldest in the whole extended family group ?) Yes, at present he is. Until 
now my father’s elder brother was the eldest, and that’s why he had managed 
affairs for the whole group. . . . After his death, Jambha felt, “I’m the eldest, so 
I’ll do as he did.” One year he did and never showed anything to anyone. 

Not only was there a dearth of older men in the Vdgheld 
subcaste group, but there was also a relative preponderance of 
females (sixty-three females to fifty-three males) and a great 
number of widows. Most of these widows were in Indrasingh’s 
own lineage group. Since each widow held a lifetime lien on 
her husband’s property, the many widows together held an edge 
of economic power over the men in this lineage. The power of 
the widows in Indrasingh’s group was abetted by the traditional 
prerogatives held'by widows, as respected elders, over younger 
persons in matters of discipline. The statistical accident of a pre¬ 
ponderance of widows in Indrasingh’s kinship group, like the fact 
of a death ofoldermales, was not without effect on Indrasingh’s 
unusual passage through the age statuses established in tradition. 

When I encountered him in 1950, Indrasingh, though only 
twenty-six was no fledgling youth but a ritually inducted, 
married householder who had achieved the status of a respected 
‘‘elder” and leader both in his subcaste and in the greater 
community. Though lacking the absolute physical age expected 
in an elder, Indrasingh wore the ritual and social paraphernalia 
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and the outward behavior of a man beyond his years. He asso¬ 
ciated as an equal mainly with more responsible leaders and 
elders of much greater age than himself, except on occasions 
when strong sanctions compelled him to give strict regard to 
the conventions of formal respect and subordination to those 
who were his superiors by age. 

Not meeting the criterion of absolute age for his role as 
‘‘elder,” Indrasingh lacked as well the qualities of physical 
strength and stamina that were expected in a Rajput youth. 
Indrasingh was “delicate, didn’t even have the strength to 
work a plow.” Instead of going about armed, wearing an 
enormous turban and long moustaches, as was customary for 
young RajputSy Indrasingh cultivated a quiet, sophisticated 
appearance. He smoked English cigarettes rather than 
the pipe (calam) or the cheroots of the countryside. In 
keeping with his princely Rajput connections, he affected a 
green sherwanicoat, worn over white jodhpurs or pajamas, 
with black oxfords of urban cut. He went about turbanless, 
except on ceremonial occasions when he donned the white 
turban of an elder rather than the brilliant turban of a youth. 
He wore a barely perceptible moustache, and carried no sword 
or spear as did the others. 

4. Public opinion of Indrasingh.—Never wearing an aggressive 
Rajput manner and lacking the much-esteemedzeal for the 
wielding of brute force or threat, Indrasingh nonetheless appear¬ 
ed to fit other categories of eminence and influence which served 
Vdgheld Rajput ends, and appealed to other villagers as well. 
He manifested wisdom and moral prestige, qualities described 
by others as his “temperament.” 

The following opinions were expressed in a private poll of 
public opinion about Indrasingh (Steed 1950^): 

Kantilal (a Brahman): If farmers do anything against the rulers’ wishes, they 
get a beating.. . . [The rulers] beat a farmer properly with a stick, with anything, 
even with a sword. ... (Who beats?) Mulrajsingh and Bhavusingh—any one of 
the rulers will beat. (Indrasingh?) No, he won’tl... He would tell them to $topy 
not to beat, 

Dbvohar (the sexton of Sahkar's temple, Bdvd caste): Little Brother [Indrasingh] 
is the best one when it comes to paying in king for compulsory service [pasSytoj.... 
I have trouble these days getting ghee. Jambha promised fifteen rupees, but he 
hasn’t paid. When I went to him for [payment]—I went two times—he said, ** Why 
don’t you let me have my opium drink first?” Little Brother is the only 
one who gives.. .. 

Shan^bbn (a housewife of Merchant caste); Out of all the rtilers, only Baby 
Brother is a nic^erson. But his mother is a very difficult woman. 

Manilas (a Carpenter): Of all the rulers, Little Brother and Babulal arc the 
sweetest. They give royal food, fudge, etc. Babulal’s father was a sweet, fine man 
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and so was Little Brother’s. These days they are having trouble, so they may not 
be as sweet. But they are the sweetest of them all. 

Meoha (a farmer of Kolf-Pafel caste): Elder Brother [Indrasingh] is a person 
who might help anyone. 

Partapsingh (a JhMd Rajput second-class landlord): Little Brother [Indrasingh] 
... a very nice, innocent, simple man. 

Ravubiia (an elder of the Vdgheld Rajput junior lineage): Little Brother has no 
strength to work the plow. Addict Delicate. 

Nanghubiia ^an elder of the same lineage); (Why did you offer the opium drink 
to Indrasingh first?) The one who is lovable gets it first. 

Natiba (a Dhed untouchable woman): Gentleman. 
Mapabuai {Qhed man): Gogalal and Little Brother are very nice people. . . . 

Very gentle. . . . But this one Jambha is the one who tried to fight for everyone 
else. . . . He’s the wildest of all. He is very brave. He can kill the whole village. 

When I asked Nanaba, Indrasingh’s mother, what he was 
like as a child, she described him as 

cold [meaning reticent, silent] and quiet from his childhood. Not very quarrelsome. 
. . .As he grew older, he became very mischievous. . .. When I went somewhere, 
he would never go with me. He was very nice—very wise—as a child. Vie would 
ask my mother, “Where is Ma?” and she would say, “She has gone out.” Then he 
would keep quiet. He wouldn’t follow me. 

Indrasingh himself, discussing individual differences in 
behavior, judged his own behavior at my request as follows: 

. . .1 have never gotten work out of anybody by using my position as a Rajput, 
Any time I get my work done, I get it done by explanation. 

Everyone’s mind is different. An individual behave.s according to his own [mind]. 
. . . According to custom, farmers get up from a cot when they see a ruler coming. 
If one [farmer] doesn’t get up then those [rulers] who believe in power show it 
[then and] there. But if that has happened to me any time, I have never questioned 
anyone as to why he keeps sitting there. 

(Why is that?) Because I don’t have any objection. . . . (And why is that?) That 
is natural. Everyone has a different temperament. (How would you estimate 
yours?) Maybe as a slightly cold nature. (Cold?) Quiet. (In our country, “cold” 
means “indifferent.”) I don’t mean “cold” in that way, but [I mean that] I don’t 
have the temperament to get angry if the opposite person does. I’m quiet. 

(Are you ever inwardly angry ?) Yes, sometimes I do become angry inside. I 
have anger in my mind because I have a particular reason for the other person to 
feel so, but I do not. (Why not?) I do not know how to. 

[Smiles.] Some people can scold other people so well. I have to think how to 
scold a person; I don’t know how to. (It’s easy for some.) It is easier when it suits 
[an individual’s]temperament; without that [temperament],even seeing one person 
scold another is difficult. It astonishes me—how can a person learn all this? (You 
had the tradition which should have given you the self-confidence.) That’s true, but 
I don’t know how. . . . 

(Have you ever scolded anyone?) Seldom, but not nicely. I don’t know how to. 
I may scold when I am angry, but instead of saying one thing, I say something else. 
(You think of the right thing to say too late?) [Laughs.] Ah! Yes. 

5. Public and private roles.—In spite of his seeming personal 
disposition to the contrary, Indrasingh inherited a place in an 
authoritarian family world and a responsibility for aggressive 
“leadership” in the larger community. He also acquired social 
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roles of responsibility and authority which began in the house¬ 
hold of his small immediate family, ramified into a tangle of 
GesellschaftAih^ involvements with kinsmen of his lineage group 
and subcaste, and ultimately through the greater Vdghela Rajput 
caste association took him out beyond the village into the area 
of caste-controlled but class-oriented political action. 

During the crisis of tdlukdari abolition, a crisis wliich formed 
one of the chief concerns of his kinsmen in 1950-51, Indrasingh 
was to be found in the following social roles, many of these 
roles reflecting a fusion of feudatory and recent urban activities. 

At twenty-six, he was the head of a household and a husband. 
He lived with his mother, a forty-five-year-old widow, and his 
two wives. A third wife had died in childbirth. His first 
marriage had been at the age of sixteen. With the assistance 
of these women, he managed a household with an independent 
purse and kitchen. 

He was the leading member of his elder branch of the senior 
Vdghela lineage, and the manager of all the joint estates of that 
branch. These were the estates of his owm family and of his 
father’s two elder brothers’ families. His role as manager re¬ 
quired him to handle all farm-labor relations, share-cropping 
apportionments, tenancy agreements, and land-revenue pay¬ 
ments. Indrasingh served further as a disciplinarian, though a 
mild one, of his father’s older brother’s sons, who were younger 
than he. He arranged rites of passage for members of all three 
families of his branch. 

Indrasingh served in addition as acting chief of the Vdghela 
Rajput corporation of Kasandra because his nephew, who was 
the proper heir to the chieftainship, though of age, was too imma¬ 
ture for the role. As acting chief, Indrasingh helped to manage 
land revenues and share-cropping on the group’s joint estates 
in two hamlets outside Kasandra. In the same capacity, he was 
consulted by the Thdkor Sdheb of Sanand, the paraniount chief 
of all Vdghelds^ on local affairs. Also as chief he frequently re¬ 
presented the views of Kasandra’s Vdghela leaders to government 
officials. Indrasingh did not participate, however, in Vdghela 
subcaste councils, but deferred instead to elders of the 
prescribed absolute age. In Kasandra village he was one of two 
captains of the Vdghdd Volunteer Corps, a secret, supravillage 
military society of his subcaste set up to oppose the tdlukddri 
abolition program of the Congress government. 

Socially in his local subcaste group Indrasingh also partici¬ 
pated daily in gatherings for opium-drinking at the men’s club- 
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house, a place frequented principally by males of the senior 
lineage. He was one of the most devoted local worshipers of 
Vdghes'vari, the Vdgheldclan-goddess. He was active with several 
others in arranging rituals and ceremonies of worship both for 
the local Vdgheld group and for other local Rajput subcaste 
groups. 

Partly through his status and powers as an overlord and ruler 
and his prestige as chief, but also through villagers’ deference 
to his fairmindedness and ability, Indrasingh further acquired 
tlie chairmanship of the village co-operative society. This 
society was a farmers’ organization which was open also to culti¬ 
vating landlords. Because of his influence, Indrasingh was also 
chosen one of seventy-five members of a Congress party elec¬ 
tion committee in the area of Kasandra. He was prominent as 
one of two arrangers of village-wide ceremonies for the worship 
of Sankar^ of the goddess Mdtrimd, and of other deities. In this 
work he arranged for collection of religious taxes {dharrnddd) 
to pay for libations, temple maintenance, etc. 

Many of Indrasingh’s social roles which have been mentioned 
so far appear to be reflexes of his structural positions—inevitable 
responses to the contingencies of Vdgheld Rajput life in a changing 
environment. But, even in the highly structured and conformist 
society into which Indrasingh was born, there is room for in¬ 
dividual plasticity in modes of adaptation. 1 have already indi¬ 
cated how Indrasingh’s public roles demonstrated his personal 
capacity for ritual conformity to Rajput standards and conven¬ 
tions and how, when certain practical ends were in view, he was 
capable of assertive, but not militant or aggressive, behavior. 

A full review of data concerning him (Steed 1950J, I) demon¬ 
strates that Indrasingh tended to move between two extremes of 
behavior. He moved toward one extreme of public participation 
and even of public leadership; he moved also toward another 
extreme of intractable and almost oppositional private retreat. 
The private preferences and goals which he expressed disclose 
his predilection for isolation, for creative activity through cog¬ 
nitive pursuits, and for religious ideological thinking. Such 
predilections were essentially non-Rajput, if not Sintx-Rajput, in 
nature. 

Indrasingh partially succeeded in reconciling his public and 
private natures. He internalized some of his private strivings 
in fantasy, or else consciously repressed them. Or, when he 
could achieve such a solution, he expressed his private predilec¬ 
tions through public institutional practices—those of public 
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religion, for examples, or those of the characteristic VdghelS 
opium addiction. When thwarted too painfully, however, 
Indrasingh responded with certain somatic symptoms—with 
vomiting and hysterical fits (in/m). In the course of his conversa- 
tions with me he recognized these symptoms as acts of rage, 
as ^‘attacks against himself,” and as mechanisms of self-punish- 
ment. 

One alternative institutional role which Indrasingh did not 
attempt, but which he extolled in conversations with me and 
dreamed about (Steed 1950i, I :93-102), was the practice of 
religious bachelorhood {brahmacarya). Ravubha, a Vdgheld of 
the junior lineage, had already chosen such bachelorhood as 
his way of life. Indrasingh esteemed this role for several reasons 
of which two were important for him. First, it permitted 
withdrawal from domestic affairs; second, it offered access to 
powers which Indrasingh found himself incapable of acquiring 
through following Rajput norms. Indrasingh believed that 
sexual continence practised as a technique of religious bachelor¬ 
hood gives inordinate strength and success. According to 
Indrasingh, the monkey deity Hammdnjl, by containing his 
semen, gained the strength to overcome otherwise insuperable 
obstacles. Rama's brother Laksman^ he also believed, practised 
religious bachelorhood for twelve years and was therefore able 
to kill the demon Rdvan who was invulnerable to attack by any 
other god. In spite of his esteem for the role of the religious 
bachelor, and in spite of his conceding that it was a role which 
suited his private “nature” best, Indrasingh when I knew him 
had not as yet considered making an actual choice of that role. 
His tendency to withdraw from domestic life into religious 
activities put him rather well on the way toward religious 
bachelorhood, however. 

B. SOME EFFECTS OF A RADICALLY DIFFERENT UPBRINGING 

Until now, through his various structural positions in Kasan- 
dra village society, we have glanced at those features of Indra* 
singh’s role behavior which principally served Gesellschaft-like 
ends. But for insights intoindrasingh’s polarity of behavior and 
for understanding the seeming incongruence between his public 
and private practices, we need to glance also at his socialization 
history, as interpreted in the present. 

1. Childhood residence in the maternal village,—While the men 
in his local subcaste group were traditionally reared in 
Kasandra, their paternal village, Indrasingh in the opening 
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lines of the first paragraph of his personal narrative began: 
“When I was a child my father was dead. So after [he died] 
I used to stay in my mother’s father’s place in Jhalia [a village 
and capital of a state in Kathiawar].” 

From these immediate recollections, we learn at once about 
two radical differences between Indrasingh’s childhood and the 
expected experiences of a Vdgheld Rajput boy: his loss of his father 
and his upbringing in his maternal village. The death of his father 
when Indrasingh was fifteen months old deprived him of the 
potentially most significant figure in his native village. Symboli¬ 
cally the fatheris the paramount chief of the family; he is “the 
lord [thdkorY'^ of controlling power and prestige for the son; 
he is “my father, the ruler”; he is the person before whom the 
son has learned to show the greatest formal respect and obe¬ 
dience, and with whom the son has the strictest ties of religious 
duty; he is the man who, until he dies, controls the son’s eco¬ 
nomic, social, and political rights, claims, and privileges; 
he is the person whom the son is destined to replace in the patri¬ 
lineal family line. 

The death of his father resulted in a second radical difference 
in Indrasingh’s upbringing: a shift in his status during his 
childhood from that of a son in his father’s village to that of a 
sister’s son (bhdnej) in his mother’s village. While Indrasingh’s 
mother had economic liens on her husband’s patrilineal holdings 
in Kasandra, she was nonetheless regarded as a stranger and an 
alien in her deceased husband’s compound. Two years of 
marriage, nine months of these spent bearing her child in her 
own village, were not sufficient firmly to establish her social 
position in her husband’s village. She returned to her own 
community. Indrasingh’s maternal village, to be supported by 
her own patrilineal kinsmen. For Indrasingh this meant an 
upbringing as a sister’s son until he was fifteen years of age. 

Indrasingh’s early years as a sister’s son in his mother’s 
village gave him comparative freedom from the kinds of social 
restraints experienced by his patrilineal cousins in his father’s 
village. Traditionally a sister’s son is loved and indulged by 
members of his mother’s group. The position of “beloved sister’s 
son” was especially bestowed upon Indrasingh because he made 
no claims against the vested interests of the sons of Jhalia village. 
He did not threaten their economic or political status, or the 
continuity of their family line, although he was a potential 
emotional rival. 

Indrasingh’s memories were replete with episodes concerning 
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the freedom he enjoyed at his mother’s village, but in his notion 
-of this freedom he emphasized the chances it gave him for anti¬ 
authoritarian, rebellious activities—what he called his “mis¬ 
chief.” 

In Indrasingh’s narrative of his childhood his mother emerged 
as the most significant disciplinarian among the beloved 
maternal relatives who surrounded him. 

Because I was an only son, my mother loved me very much. . . . [But she] kept a 
little control alongside her love so that her child might not get spoiled. . .. 

If I made any mischief or tried to struggle unnecessarily, she scolded. [But] if 
she went to sit at somebody’s place, or to sec someone, even then she carried me 
along with her. For that much love only, she nursed me for five years. 

Hi.s mother, acting as his “paternal village” conscience, 
knowingly attempted to prepare Indrasingh for his future roles 
in Kasandra as a ruling overlord. But her cflbrts were conti¬ 
nually curtailed by her indulgent kinsmen, who admonished her, 
according to Indrasingh, whenever she disciplined him. Thus 
in the first episode of his life-history narrative, Indrasingh 

* recalled what happened when he had wanted to fast and rest 
on the eleventh day of the fortnight {agiydras), a traditional 
day of worship. 

My mother said, “You can’t.’’...Then I said, “Noj^ I do want to observe the 
•eleventh day.” Then she scolded me a lot. She told me, “Go to school.” 

Instead of going to school, I went straight to the railway road. I told my mother’s 
brother’s daughter,... “I am going to run away to Kasandra.” 

Then my mother’s brother and my mother’s father went to look for me. They 
eame towards the station thinking that I might be waiting there to catch a train to 
go to Kasandra. There I was, walking on the road....They brought me home...and 
«aid, “Never run away from home like this. If you want to observe the eleventh 
day you do it.” 

Indrasingh looked upon these maternal relatives as indulgent 
parental surrogates, which they were. 

While Indrasingh’s maternal relatives were those who said, 
“You can,” his paternal kinsmen were those who said, “You 
•can’t.” On one occasion when he visited Kasandra, Indra¬ 
singh recalled: 

Once I and the other boys went to bathe in the lake,... My father’s mother heard 
that the lake was full and that all the boys had gone to bathe there. Thinking we 
might be drowned, she sent my father’s cider brother after us. He scolded me, got 
hold of me by my arm and brought me to the [main] porch. There was a.. .tree near 
the porch. He said, “Today I’m going to tic your hands and feet [smiles] and bang 
you on this . . . tree so that no bathing in the lake is possible.” 

There was another father’s elder brother [the chief at that time] who said to this 
•one, “I’m his bail. He won’t go to bathe in the la,ke from now on. If he goes, I’ll 
be responsible for bringing him back to you.” [Then he said to me,] ‘‘Now you can 
go and do what you like,” and I was released. 
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2. Interference with education as a ruler,—Indrasingh’s up¬ 
bringing in his mother’s village varied considerably from the 
traditional education of a Rajput ruler. While Jhalia, like 
Kasandra, was a village of resident Rajput rulers, Indrasingh’s 
status as a sister’s son placed him in a passive role as a young 
ruler. He was not drawn into the kinds of superordinate- 
subordinate roles which he was later expected to fill in his 
father’s place. 

At the mother’s village, Indrasingh was the passive recipient 
of privileges and favors. His recollection of his infancy and 
early childhood at his mother’s village was virtually a catalogue 
of excessive feedings and sweetmeat indulgences given by the 
‘'beloved maternal” relatives to their “beloved sister’s son.” 
These indulgences went beyond the institutional pattern of 
feeding children upon demand which prevailed generally 
in these villages. 

Since he was a sister’s son rather than a son in Jhalia, Indra* 
singh participated with relative pcissivity in matters that 
required Rajput action. He was not trained as sons are to main¬ 
tain and achieve power. His own conception of Rajput power 
did not stress domination over others. 

From the beginning, my mind was quite different about power. I didiiH feel the 
same way as the others. I did not behave in the manner in which other people who- 
arc fond of power behave. ... For example, 1 did not think that everybody should 
do what we told them to do. If anybody refused to do something for me, I always 
accepted it. I behaved this way as soon as I started to understand. . . . 

Even now when we [Vagheld Rajputs] arc together I may express my opinion 
that this is the way to work such and such a thing. But if there is any other person, 
or elderly person, who says, “No, we don’t want to,” then I immediately forget my 
opinion and say, “All right, do as you please.” 

This description of his own behavior by Indrasingh seems 
fairly accurate, but I asked him if his attitude was noticed by 
others in his group. He replied: 

Yes, many of those who are in touch with me should know [of my attitude]. All 
those who arc fond of power show [their fondness]. . . , Everybody else reacts 
according to his mind, and I do what I myself believe. They [other Vdghelds] act 
according to their own minds. They have never said anything to me about [my 
attitude], . . . That hasn’t happened yet. 

Indrasingh was educated to lofty ideas concerning rank and 
wealth through his royal connections at his mother’s village. 
In recalling the power of his mother’s group, he emphasized 
their landed wealth, elegant houses, automobiles, visits to 
Bombay, hunting parties, and their high status as princely 
junior kinsmen of the Jhalia State ruler. In his contemporary 
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self-image as a ruler, Indrasingh emulated the ideal rulers of 
his maternal village. He perceived himself as a landed 
gentleman of elegance and wealth rather than as a man of 
power. His opinions concerning the impending loss of his 
status as a ruling overlord reflected these associations: 

(Gaa you recall your immediate reaction to the news concerning ialukdari 
abolition?) 

It was painful, naturally, because we will not be able to live in the saiAe manner as 
we have been living so far. So the feelings are hurt. . . . (To what extent?) These 
feelings arc such that a man can never forget. (Can you describe them?) Ah! 
For example, if Kasandra management goes into the hands of others, we cannot have 
the same power over farmers and others which we had before. And also, the whole 
group will be unable to maintain the kind of living which we have had so far because 
of the decrease, the reducton in income. So I feel two things; loss of power and loss of 
income. . , . 

(which feeling is stronger?) 
Income, because one doesn’t care for power. [One doesn’t care] if one has it or not, 

. . , [Power] is not important if you have the same income which you had before. 
The difference is only this much: the man over whom we had power before does not 
work for us in the same fashion as before. 

In this opinion, Indrasingh differed greatly from most other 
Vdgheld overlords, who felt loss of power more acutely than they 
felt loss of income. 

A factor, therefore, in Indrasingh’s deviation from Rajput 
standards of behavior was his upbringing in his maternal village, 
away from his future patrilineal, GesellschaftAxk^ responsi- 
bilites. 

3. The factor of discontinuity: troubles at Kasandra,—At fifteen, 
Indrasingh experienced a sharp break from his relatively free 
life at his mother’s village. At that age he was recalled to 
Kasandra to participate in the arrangements for his marriage. 
His troubles began at once when he was introduced to his res¬ 
ponsibilities in his patrilineal compound. These responsibilites 
pulled him immediately into factional disputes concerning the 
management of the estates owned by his branch of the senior 
Vdgheld lineage, and concerning his own marriage, perhaps his 
deepest personal crisis. 

Arrangements for all three of Indrasingh’s marriages were 
linked to the competitive interests of the three families which 
comprised his own branch of the Vdgheld group. Each family of 
the branch desired to retain economic and political control 
for itself. F urther friction was generated by the pressures of their 
respective matrilateral relatives upon each of the families of 
Indrasingh’s branch. The three local families were in bitter 
conflict over an issue which had begim twenty years ago: from 
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which of the diree sets of matrilaterial relatives should a 
daughter be selected for marriage to Indrasingh? 

When Indrasingh was ten years old, the former chief, who was 
childless, arranged Indrasingh’s first betrothal to a daughter 
of his (the chief’s) mother’s brother’s son. The chief’s selection 
was frowned upon by both Indrasingh and his mother because 
of their stronger sympathies with the wishes of their relatives 
in Jhalia rather than with those of their kinsmen in Kasandra 
village. But they yielded to the chief’s wishes because of the 
control {dab) which he exercised over them, according to 
Indrasingh’s mother. 

(We arranged the marriage?) This Gangaba's husband [the chief]. Nobody had 
selected [the girl]. ... Is there anything like selection there? Because he said he 
wanted to do [it], we had to say, “Yes.’' Has anyone seen her or selected her? He 
was the eldest in our house, and we had to do as he wanted. (Why did he want that ?) 
That [place] is after all his mother’s place, and he didn’t have any children. So he 
thought if he brought a girl from his mother’s place it would be nice. Nobody could 
-deny his wish. He left an obstacle for the whole of our life! 

According to Indrasingh, the chief obliged him to yield by 
evoking guilt and shame {saram): 

Just at that time [when the marriage arrangement was being completed] I had 
informed my father’s elder brother [the chief] not to make [arrangements] for me 
through other people. (How should he have made the arrangements?) Although 
they knew that an arrangement in father’s elder brother’s mother’s place wasn’t 
^ood for me, he made this [arrangement] in order to make them feel better. He 
didn’t have children himself, and if w'e hand’t done as he suggested, he would have 
felt bad about it. . . . I was against this betrothal. My father’s second elder 
brother, Gogalal’s father, was also against it. . . . It was all [done so as] to please 
him [the chid']. 

Indrasingh married his first wife, the chief’s choice, at six¬ 
teen, and not long after that his mother accused her of sorcery. 
Twelve months after the marriage, Indrasingh developed con^ 
vulsions and fits of loss of consciousness, symptoms diagnosed 
by a German doctor at Jamnagar as hysterical epilepsy. Indra¬ 
singh connected this behavior with his marital difficulties. 
His doctor recommended a second marriage. 

The second marriage, this time to a girl of his own mother’s 
village, was arranged by his father’s second elder brother when 
Indrasingh was eighteen. Following two unsuccessful deliveries, 
liowever, the second wife died, and the first wife was again 
accused of sorcery by Indrasingh’s mother. 

4. Lack of heirs: the ancestral cult,—Both wives had failed to 
bear Indrasingh a child. If the reason was not sorcery, accord¬ 
ing to his mother, it was harassment by the spirits of restless 
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ancestors {pitruiis) unable to achieve final release {moksd). 
These spirits might be aflecting Indrasingh’s potency powers 
and thus interfering with the perpetuity of the family line. 
There was also the curse of an ancestral Vdgheld woman which 
promised the ultimate extinction of all Vdghelds^ The threat of 
extinction of his line created a series of domestic crises. 

Both Indrasingh and his mother developed an obsessive 
interest in the cult of the restless ancestors. They believed that 
these ancestors needed to be placated through ceremonial 
offerings. They therefore hired JVdgar Brahmans from Ahma- 
dabad, members of the highest Brahman subcaste in Gujarat, 
to conduct readings of the Bhagavad Gitd, Exalted and costly 
religious ceremonies were held, some lasting for seven days,, 
and the entire local Vdgheld group as well as members of other 
local Rajput clans were invited. The goal was forcefully to- 
placate the ancestors and the cursing Vdgheld woman so that 
Indrasingh could have an heir. 

Accompanying these ceremonies, Indrasingh adhered to the 
strictest ordinances of fasting during certain months and days, 
while also worshiping Vdghesvari^ his clan-goddess. His mother 
augmented these efforts of his by engaging in ceremonies of 
propitiation said to be effective even though they were proper to 
low and even untouchable castes. She kept vows [badhas) to god¬ 
dess, although she was formally an adherent of Visnu^ and her¬ 
self resorted to sorcery {muth-cuth) to fight the threat of sorcery. 

Indrasingh’s mother’s accusations of sorcery against the first 
wife appeared to stimulate Indrasingh’s admitted fears of im- 
potency and sterility. Further aggravations were created by 
her persistant pressures upon him, generated by tensions of her 
own, to father children and thus to secure lineage posterity. 
Her demands upon him increased when, following the death 
of his second wife, and again by arrangement with his maternal 
relatives, he took a third wife who was too old to bear 
children. 

5. Reaction formation: withdrawing behavior,—Indrasingh’s first, 
signs of negative withdrawal were shown in the succession 
of hysterical epileptic fits which enveloped his first three years, 
of domestic relations in his patrilineal compound. ^^Though 
other people were there, I felt as if I were alone. My attention 
wouldn’t be on other people. I used to sleep. . . .” 

Members of his family and others linked Indrasingh’s hys¬ 
terical behavior with the difficulties he was having with the 
women in his household. His third wife, Umiadevi, explained! 
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She [the first wife] didn’t get along with Mother or with Sdheb. After two years of 
his first marriage, he married another wife, but she died in fifteen months. The 
doctor advised [him] to marry again since he wasn’t keeping well because of his 
first wife. She wouldn’t behave according to his wishes. This would annoy him 
and make him unconscious. Thus he spoilt his health thoroughly. He used to vomit 
a lot, day and night, without stopping. 

During his initial years of facing domestic dilemmas in his 
paternal compound, Indrasingh’s mode of reaction thus took 
an idiosyncratic form: he withdrew through these somatic 
symptoms of hysterical epilepsy. 

After three years, Indrasingh succeeded in abandoning these 
symptoms in favor of an institutionalized mode of retreating 
from domestic crises. He took instead to the Rajput overlorda’ 
collective habit of opium-drinking: 

My father’s elder brother and others said, “Start taking opium little by little 
and let’s sec.” I started taking it, and in four months everything [convulsions and 
vomiting] stopped. Since then I have never had any troubles. 

In 1950-51 Indrasingh was showing a disposition to turn away 
from participation in opium-drinking with other Vdgheld over- 
lords. Since he was not a ‘'full addict,’’ he said, he was giving 
up opium in order to devote himself to those practices of god- 
dQS%-{Sakti) worship which “will change a man’s past, present, 
and future.” When he was not absorbed in the affairs of the 
estate, in the duties of chieftainship, or in other pursuits, as his 
mother alternately complained and boasted, Indrasingh sought 
isolation “in the upper story with his worshiping.” 

Indrasingh principally worshiped three godciesses who accor¬ 
ding to him, could be compared with human beings of three 
different temperaments: the hot-natured Mahdkdliy the medi- 
um-natured Vdgheivari^ and the quiet, peaceful-natured Sara- 
svatu He first worshiped and appeased that goddess in whom 
he believed most—Mahdkdliy the hot-natured one. With her 
he attempted intricate religious “experiments” which, he said, 
“helped to solve troubles,” Indrasingh acknowledged that he 
altered his choice of religious practices according to his cir¬ 
cumstances : when he was interested in learning, he gave most 
worship to Sarasvati; during the recent upheavals over the 
liquidation of overlord tenure he worshiped Laksmi to help 
overcome the danger of losing his landed wealth. In Indra¬ 
singh’s choice of religious practices, psychological elements 
were not inconsistent with sociological ones (cf. Robert Redfield 
in Cohn 1954: 3). 

6. Summary.—For Indrasingh, his ten years as a married 
10 
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householder in his patrilineal family and village emerge as the 
most difficult period in his personal history. These years were 
marked by severe socialization anxiety with which he struggled 
valiantly. He underwent transformations from one pattern of 
retreating behavior to another in an effort to accommodate 
his inner demands and interests to an authoritarian and power 
structured society for which, by earlier training, he was not fully 
prepared. Indrasingh first discovered a ‘‘cure"’ for his hysterical 
symptoms through opium addiction, and then discovered an 
ostensible “cure” for his opium addiction through religious 
ideational practices. And, throughout these processes of trans¬ 
formation, his retreating behavior appears never to have 
drawn him out of his public roles. 

By othermembers of Kasandra’s village society Indrasingh’s 
reactions were not regarded as socially deviant. The commu¬ 
nity’s tolcr ance for his behavior may have been a factor helping 
him toward a new accommodation. His hysterical symptoms 
were deplored as harmful and painful, but to himself only. 
His opium addiction was looked upon as a collective affliction 
of Rajput overlords and not especially as his individual affliction; 
few other persons alluded to Indrasingh as an addict. His 
recent preoccupation with religious practices was also well 
within a pattern of alternative choices that was common to the 
larger Hindu society. His preference for isolation did not offend 
his fellow Vdghelds in spite of his resulting nonconformity with 
an incomplete participation in their aggressive group action. 
His disposition seems in fact to have helped to take him out 
of a youthful status and place him among the ciders of his 
Vdgheldgroup, as well as giving him a role of “welfare” leader¬ 
ship in the village. 

Indrasingh’s ostensible accommodation to group ends was 
not without consequence. His more positive goals, sentiments, 
interests, and values were not congruent either with his concilia¬ 
tory and submissive public behavior or with his private retreats. 
Pressed irresistibly to conform, Indrasingh yielded at the ex¬ 
pense of his Own educated “nature,” altering, as we have seen, 
the total integration of his personality. 

Anonymous 

1914 
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PEASANT CULTURE IN INDIA AND MEXICO 

A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS* 

OSCAR LEWIS 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Although peasantry still constitutes almost three-fourths of the 
world’s people and makes up the bulk of the population in the 
underdeveloped countries, it has been relatively neglected by 
social scientists as a special field of study: anthropologists have 
specialized in primitive or tribal societies; sociologists, in urban 
societies; and rural sociologists, in modern rural societies. 
Thus, the great majority of mankind has had no discipline to 
claim it as its own. A comparative science of peasantry is only 
now beginning to take form. 

In recent years, following the establishment of the Point 
Four program and other action programs dedicated to raising 
the standards of living in the underdeveloped countries, there 
has been an increasing recognition of the need for a better 
understanding of peasant societies. Anthropologists, in parti* 
cular, have been giving more attention to peasant societies in 
contrast to their earlier almost exclusive concern with tribal 
societies. This new interest has been on both the practical 
and the theoretical level. Anthropologists have participated 
directly in action programs as administrators, consultants, and 
research workers, and have helped train specialized technical 
personnel for foreign assignments. At the same time they have 
begun to re-examine the concept “peasant society” and the 
typologies in which it appears, such as the folk-urban 
typology, in the light of more recent research experience. 
A series of articles on the nature of the folk and peasant 
society has appeared in professional journals within the past 
few years (Miner 1952; Foster 1953; Mintz 1953; Redfield 
]953i; Lewis 1954). 

In this paper I want to compare, briefly but systematically^ 

1. The study of Rani Khcra village in Delhi District was done between October^ 
1952, and June, 1953, under the auspices of the Evaluation Organization, National 
Planning Commission, Government of India, while I was acting as Consulting Anthro¬ 
pologist for the Ford Foundation. I am indebted to the Behavioral Sciences Division 
of the Ford Foundation, New York, for a grant-in-aid in 1952 which helped with 
the field work in India and with the preparation of this paper. 
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some of the similarities and differences between the North 
Indian village of Rani Kherd and the Mexican village of Tepozt- 
lan. The major purpose of this comparison is to contribute 
toward our general understanding of peasantry. It is recognized 
that there is something about being a peasant which makes 
peasantry seem so similar all over the world, even in the most 
different historical and cultural settings. On the other hand, 
it is also true that the cultural setting and the general nature of 
the larger society of which peasantry is a part must undoubtedly 
influence the forms of peasant life and the very nature of the 
people. 

Since most discussions of peasantry have emphasized the 
common elements, I have chosenin this paper to elaborate more 
fully upon the differences in order to illustrate the wide range 
of cultural forms possible under the rubric of peasant society 
and thereby indicate the need for a typology of peasantry. At the 
same time, I recognize the crucial importance, especially for 
theoretical purposes, of discerning and documenting the simi¬ 
larity within diversity. Moreover, I suspect that this similarity 
will probably be greatest in the field of values, a field only touch¬ 
ed upon in this report.® 

Two additional and secondary aspects of this paper, bearing 
primarily upon methodological considerations, may now be 
mentioned. This study represents one of the relatively few 
examples of firsthand comparative field research by the same 
investigator in peasant society in the different parts of the world. 
It seems to me that this kind of research enables one to make 
more detailed and refined comparisons than is generally possi¬ 
ble by the traditional library methods, since the investigator 
carries with him a common frame of reference, similar methods 
of work, and a similar sense of problem. From a more personal 
point of view this kind of research pays double dividends. Not 
only did it provide me with firsthand knowledge of a new 
culture but it also sharpened and somewhat altered my earlier 
understanding of Tepoztlan and of Mexico. 

Second, this paper raises the question of the degree to which a 
single village, selected more or less at random in terms of our 
problem, can tell us something about the nation of which it is a 
part. It is my own belief that almost any village in a predomi- 

2- I am grateful to Robert Redfield for his kind and stimulating discussion of this 
and other points in this paper. His paper “The Peasant*s View of the Good Life** 
(mimeographed version of a lecture delivered at the University College, University 
of Chicago,May 14,1954) is a pioneer effort toward getting at some of the common 
elements in peasant value systems. 
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xiantly agricultural nation reflects some distinctive aspects of 
the nation, its culture, and its problems. It is my hope that this 
paper will convey to the reader some feeling for the differences 
not only between Rani Khera and Tepoztlan but also between 
India and Mexico. 

At the outset, I would like to point to a few difficulties in 
making comparisons between the two villages. In dealing with 
two villages in distant and contrasting culture areas of the world 
the question arises whether the village is a meaningful and 
proper unit for comparison, especially since the Indian village 
differs so markedly in its structure and functions from the 
Mexican village. Despite these differences, I believe that the 
two villages are sufficiently similar, isolablc, and well-defined 
units for comparative study. However, to acknowledge that 
the village is an isolable unit does not mean that we should 
treat it as an isolate. To do so could lead only to a limited 
understanding. Neither Tepoztlan nor Rani Khera is an isolated 
entity. Each, in its own distinctive way, is part of a larger socio¬ 
cultural system, a larger whole—the region and the nation— 
through which it must be undersood.* 

Comparison between a Mexican and an Indian village 
presents problems over and above those encountered in compar¬ 
ing villages within a single country or a single great tradition. 
Items which exist in one and not in the other are simply not 
comparable. For example, Tepoztlan has no caste system, 
and Rani Khera has no compadre system. In Tepoztlan the muni’- 
cipio is the landholding unit (for communal lands); in Rani 
Khera the village is the landholding unit. How are we to 
weight the influence of such items on the total culture pattern 
of the community? Both the caste system and the compadre 

3. The discussion of this point in my study of Tepoztlan applies with double force to 
the study of peasant villages in India: . . anthropological stiidu s in Mexico . . . 
have been characterized by what might be called an ideological localism whereby 
each little community is treated as self-sufficient and isolated. Undoubtedly, this 
is a carry-over from an older anthropological tradition which was concerned with 
salvaging cultural data from rapidly disappearing primitive peoples. While such an 
approach might still have some justification in dealing with an isolated tribe in the 
jungles of New Guinea, it has little justification in studies of modern Mexico. 

“In studying communities in Mexico {or India] it is important that the anthropo¬ 
logist become a student not merely of the single community but of the region and the 
nation as well. The anthropologist must be sufficiently versed in the more important 
historical, geographical, economic, and cultural characteristics of the region and 
nation to be able to place his community in relation to each of them, and to indicate 
just what the community is representative of in the larger scene. . . . the anthropolo¬ 
gist must know what is unique to his community and what it shares with broadef 
areas, what is new and what is old, what is primitive and what is modem” (Lewis 
1951: XX, xxi). 
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system are cohesive forces in social life, but can we equate 
them? The answer is probably “No,” but the matter of weight¬ 
ing is not so easy. 

The difference in size of communities may also be important. 
Tepoztlan is over three times as large as Rani Khera, and it 
may be that some of the matters to be discussed are related to 
size of population. Then there is the difference in topography 
and climate. Tepoztlan is in a hilly, mountainous area, while 
Rani Khera is on a level, almost treeless plain. However, this 
difference reflects national differences and to this extent our 
choice may inadvertently have been advantageous. We gener¬ 
ally think of Mexico as a mountainous country and of India in 
terms of its vast plains. 

In regard to climate, both are relatively dry areas. But the 
average annual rainfall in Tepoztlan is approximately sixty 
inches, while that of Rani Khera is less than thirty. This differ¬ 
ence is less important than it seems, because in both cases the 
rains come within the four-month rainy season, and there is 
practically no rain for seven or eight months of the year. In 
both communities the greatest felt need is more water for 
irrigation. 

Finally, there is the difference in the intensity with which each 
community was studied. I spent about two and a half 
years in five separate visits in Tepoztlan. I spent only seven 
months in Rani Khera and only a portion of this on a full¬ 
time basis, relying much more heavily upon my Indian research 
assistants. In short, I know Tepoztlan much better than Rani 
Khera, and what follows is subject to this limitation. 

II. TEPOZTLAN AND RANI KHERA COMPARED 

Tepoztlan is a Catholic village of about thirty-five hundred 
people, fifteen miles from Cuernavaca, the state capital, and 
sixty miles south of Mexico City. It is an ancient highland village 
which has been continuously inhabited since the Archaic period 
or at least two thousand years. Two languages are spoken in 
Tepoztlan: Spanish and the indigenous Nahuatl. About half 
the population is bilingual, the other half speak only Spanish. 

Rani Khera is a Hindu village of eleven hundred people, 
about fifteen miles from New Delhi, the national capital. It is 
only two miles from a major highway which runs to Delhi. It is 
an old village which was conquered about seven hundred and 
fifty years ago by the Jdts, an ethnic group which is now the 
dominant caste in the village. The language, spoken is a local 
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dialect of Hindi mixed with a sprinkling of Punjabi. Only a 
few people speak English. 

Both villages may be designated as peasant societies in the 
sense that both are old and stable populations with a great love 
of the land, both depend upon agriculture, both are integrated 
into larger political units such as the state and the nation and 
are subject to their laws, both exist side by side with cities and 
have been exposed to urban influences for long periods of time, 
and both have borrowed from other rural areas as well as from 
urban centers but have managed to integrate the new traits into 
a relatively stable culture pattern. Moreover, both communities 
exist by a relatively primitive technology and depend upon hoe 
culture as well as plow and oxen in agriculture; both produce 
primarily for subsistence but also participate in a money eco¬ 
nomy and use of barter; both arc relatively poor, have a high 
incidence of illiteracy, a high birth rate and a high death rate; 
and, finally, both communities have lived under foreign domi¬ 
nation for long periods in their history and have developed that 
peculiar combinationof dependence and hostility toward govern¬ 
ment which is so characteristic of colonial peoples. 

A. SETTLEMENT PATTERN 

So much for the broad similarities. Now let us examine some 
differences. One of the first things that impressed me about 
village Rani Khera and other Indian villages, as compared to 
Tepoztlan, was the village settlement pattern—or rather the 
absence of pattern—the greater density of population, the 
greater crowding, the housing shortage, the shortage of space 
for animals, and, in general, an atmosphere of much greater 
poverty. 

Unlike Tepoztlan (and other Mexican highland villages), 
with its relatively well-ordered grid pattern of streets at right 
angles, its plaza and market place, its palacio^ or government 
building, and its central church, in Rani Khera there is no 
orderly arrangement of streets, many of which are narrow dead¬ 
end alleys, there is no village center, no government or public 
building for the village as a whole.The patvdrl^ or keeper of 
village land records, who is an official of the Revenue Depart- 

4. That some of the elements here described may apply to India as a whole Is 
suggested by the description by Spate, who writes of the settlement pattern aa 
follows: “There is in general very little that looks like a ‘plan,* other than that dic¬ 
tated by such site factors as alignment along bluffs or levees, grouping around a fort 
or a tank; but within the seemingly chaotic agglomeration there is, as a rule, a strong 
internal differentiation, that of the separate quarters for various castes** (1954: 172). 
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ment, lives with one of the better-to-do families and has no 
official residence as such. Were a new patvdrl installed, he 
^ould have to make his own lodging arrangements. 

InTepoztlan the houses are spread out, and most house sites 
have their own patio, corral, and orchard; in Rani Khera the 
houses are crowded together, and, unlike Tepoztlan, which 
has many vacant houses, there was not a single available house 
for our field workers in Rani Khera. With the increasing popu¬ 
lation and the scarcity of land the villagers are beginning to 
build two- and three-storey houses, for the traditional village 
house-side area has been used up. 

Another thing which stood out in Rani Khera because of its 
contrast with Tepoztlan was the much greater separation of the 
sexes. The preferred arrangement for family living is to have 
two residences, one for the women and children, another for the 
men and the cattle. There are also two caupdls^ or men’s houses, 
one for each division of the village, which are used for male 
smoking groups and other social gatherings. 

B. LAND AND ECONOMY 

I have said that agriculture is important in both villages. 
But here the similarity ends. In Rani Khera agriculture is 
much more intensive than in Tepoztlan. Of the 784 acres of 
Rani Khera, 721, or well over 90 per cent of the toal area, is 
under cultivation, as compared with only 15 per cent in Tepozt¬ 
lan. Moreover, Tepoztlan depends almost entirely on a single 
crop, namely, corn, with beans and squash of minor importance, 
whereas Rani Khera has a diversity of crops which include, 
in order of importance, wheat, millets [judr and bdjrd), gram, 
sugar cane, and hemp. Unlike Tepoztlan, which has no irriga¬ 
tion and produces only one crop a year. Rani Khera grows two 
crops a year on about one-fifth of its lands which are under 
canal and well irrigation. 

The apparently greater agricultural resources of Rani Khera 
are tempered by serious limiting factors. Rani Khera has prac¬ 
tically no grazing lands and no forest resources. Indeed, the 
scarcity of trees was brought home to me by the fact that each 
of the thirty-seven trees in the village is listed in the village 
patvdri records. This makes for a crucial fuel shortage so that 
the valuable cowdung has to be used for fuel instead of fertilizer, 
and the cattle have to be stall-fed rather than pastured. By 
contrast, Tepoztlan has very rich forest resources (almost 50 
per cent of the total area), and these provide ample fire- 
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wood and charcoal both for domestic consumption and 
for sale. 

Still other differences in the village economy need to be 
mentioned. In Tepoztlan over 90 per cent of the 853 families 
engage directly in agriculture as cultivators, and until recently 
even the shopkeepers and artisans would close shop to plant 
corn when the rains came. In Rani Khera only 53 per cent of 
its 150 families engage directly in agriculture, i.e., are culti¬ 
vators, and most of these belong to a single caste, the Jdts. 

The importance of this difference goes beyond the matter 
of the relative proportion in the community of what in the 
United States would be called the ‘‘farm” and “nonfarm” 
populations. It is related to a fundamental difference in the 
social and economic structure of the two villages. In Tepoztlan 
the family is much more of a self-suflicient unit, free to engage 
in a variety of activities and occupations, and it cherishes this 
self-sufficiency and independence from others. In Rani Khera 
the specialization of occupations along caste lines makes for a 
greater dependence of the villagers upon each other. But it is a 
dependence organized along hierarchical lines^ institutionalized 
in the traditional, semifcudal jajmdni system of reciprocal obli¬ 
gations in economic and ceremonial affairs among the various 
castes. In the past the potential contradictions between the 
interests of the farm and nonfarm populations in the village 
were held in check by the power of the landholders and 
by the lack of alternatives for the untouchables and other low- 
caste people. Now that the system is weakening, primarily 
because of the increased opportunities for employment in 
munitions factories, the nonfarm population in the village is 
beginning to take on aspects of a rural proletariat with its own 
special problems and its own sense of growing power. 

If, on the basis of other studies, one could generalize these 
differences on a national level, it would be possible to say that 
in India there is a much greater landless rural proletariat than 
in Mexico and that this may well have important implications 
in the respective political developments in the two countries. 
And I might add that the Five Year Plan of the Government of 
India, with its emphasis upon increased agricultural production,, 
has relatively little to offer to the rural nonagricultural portions, 
of the population. 

Returning again to the agricultural economy, we find that 
in both villages there are privately owned and communally 
owned lands. The communal lands of Tepoztlan are truly 
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communal in the sense that any member of the municipio of 
Tepoztlan has equal rights to their use. However, the communal 
lands of Rani Khera are held by the Jdts on a share basis, and 
the rights of the Jdt families in the communal, or sdmildty lands 
are proportionate to the size of their holdings of private land. 

In Tepoztlan about 80 per cent of all the land is communally 
held either as municipal lands or, since the Mexican Revolution, 
as ejidal lands. In Rani Khera about 7 per cent of the lands are 
communally owned, and most of these consist of the village 
house sites, the village pond, roads, and some uncultivable 
areas. Traditionally, the communal lands in North India were 
intended to serve as pasture and woodland. In both Rani 
Khera and Tepoztlan the communal lands have been a source 
of constant strife, but for different reasons. In the former it 
was between families within the village who attempted to 
appropriate communal lands for themselves. In the latter it 
was between villages, concerning the rights of villages to the 
communal lands. It is important to note that in both cases the 
communal lands are not subject to taxation. In the case of 
Tepoztlan this means that about 80 per cent of its total area 
is tax-free. 

Population pressure on the land is considerable in both 
communities. But whereas Tepoztlan has 1.5 acres of cultivable 
land per capita, Rani Khera has only three-quarters of an acre. 
The advantage for Tepoztlan is even greater than is indicated 
by these figures, for, whereas Rani Khera has practically no 
other land, Tepoztlan has an additional 8 acres per capita 
of forest and grazing lands, and about 10 per cent of this area 
can be used for growing corn by the primitive method of cutting 
and burning the forest to make temporary clearings. 

In Tepoztlan only about 36 per cent of the families had 
private landholdings, as compared to 52 per cent of the families 
in Rani Khera.’ But, while the landless families of Tepoztlan 
have access to the rich resources of the communal lands, the 
landless of Rani Khera have to depend primarily upon non- 
agricultural occupations. It maybe noted that in both commu¬ 
nities hoe culture is looked down upon as a last resort of the 
poor. In Rani Khera about fifteen low-caste families raise 

5. Again the difference is somewhat offset because almost 20 per cent of Tepoz- 
tecan families have ejido holdings. During the course of the Spanish Conquest and 
domination of Mexico, from 1519 to 1810, Tepoztlan lost a portion of its best lands, 
which were converted into sugar plantations. After the Mexican Revolution of 1910- 
20 and as part of the national ejido program Tepoztlan recovered much of its lost 
lands, and these were divided among the landless villagers into small holdings. 
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vegetables as a part-time occupation on land rented from the Jdts. 
The size of private landholdings shows fundamental similar¬ 

ities in both communities. Holdings are very small. In both 
cases 50 per cent of the holdings are less than 5 acres, 70 per 
cent are less than 10 acres, and 90 per cent are less than 20 
acres. The range in size of holdings is also remarkably similar, 
i.e., from less than a half-acre, of which there are many, to 
50 acres, of which there was one in each community. It is 
noteworthy that in both Tepoztlan and Rani Khera the peasants 
independently suggested the same figure of about 10 acres 
as a desirable minimum-size holding for a “decent” standard 
of living for a family of five. This figure is apparently based 
upon the acreage that can be worked economically with a 
single team of oxen. 

As might be expected, there is a striking difference between 
the two communities in regard to the respective role of live¬ 
stock in the economy and the attitude toward livestock. In 
India there is an ancient cattle complex, and most people are 
vegetarians. In Mexico domesticated caftle arc relatively 
recent, dating back to the Spanish Conquest. The cattle in¬ 
dustry was never very important and never became well in¬ 
tegrated with the economy. In Tepoztlan there is relatively 
little livestock, and most of it is of poor quality. Investment in 
cattle is viewed as precarious. By contrast, the little village 
of Rani Khera supports a remarkably large number of livestock 
and this with practically no grazing resources. Whereas 85 
per cent of the cultivators in plow agriculture owned at least 
one ox in Rani Khera, only 45 percent owned oxen in Tepozt¬ 
lan. The 78 Jdt landholding families in Rani Khera owned 
103 oxen and bulls, 38 cows, 94 she-buffaloes, 270 calves, 
7 goats, and 16 donkeys. 

C. SOCIAL ORGANIZATION 

It is in the field of social organization that we find the most 
remarkable differences between these two peasant societies. 
Indeed, they seem like separate worlds, and I might add that, 
by comparison with Rani Khera, Tepoztlan, in retrospect, 
seems much less complicated and much more familiar, very 
Western-like, and almost North American. Undoubtedly one 
of the reasons for this is the fact that the Spanish Conquest left 
its indelible mark on Mexican culture. Spain, for all its cul¬ 
tural idiosyncrasies in sixteenth-century Europe, was part of 
the Western European culture pattern. 
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The distinctive aspects of the social organization of village 
Rani Khcra as compared to Tcpoztlan can be discussed in 
ti?rms of (1) the more pervasive role of kinship; (2) the presence 
of a caste system; (3) the existence of multiple factions based 
on kinship; and (4) the differences in the role of the village as 
a community. 

1. The role of kinship.—In Rani Khera kinship plays a major 
role in the ordering of human relations and is the basis of most 
social and political groupings such as the tolas and pannds^ the 
smoking groups, the factions, the castes, the panchayats, or 
councils, and the intervillage networks. The extended family 
is strong and forms a basic unit for individual identification. 
The caste system acts as an integrating and cohesive factor in 
village life, primarily within the castes and to some extent 
between castes. Caste members are bound by kinship, by com¬ 
mon traditions, interests, and social interaction. The castes in 
turn are bound by economic interdependence resulting from 
the specialization of occupations, and this is formalized by the 
jajmdni system of reciprocal obligations. 

In Tepoztlan kinship is a much less pervasive force: the 
nuclear family predominates, the extended family is weak (the 
elaborate compadre system seems designed to make up for this), 
and social relations and social solidarity are organized around 
religious, political, and other nonkinship bases. The independ¬ 
ence and individualism of the nuclear or biological family in 
Tepoztlan make for an atomistic quality in social relations. 
And while these discrete family units are organized into larger 
units such as the barrio, the village, and the municipio, these 
organizational forms are relatively impersonal and do not 
impinge as directly upon the lives of the individuals as does the 
extended family, the faction, and the caste in Rani Khera. In 
Rani Khera the extended family, the faction, and the caste 
are the units which demand one’s loyalties and channelize most 
of one’s life-activities. But by the same token they provide the 
individual with a much greater degree of psychological security 
than is present in Tepoztlan, and this in turn affects the quality 
of community life. 

The role of kinship organization on the political level is also 
markedly different in the two villages. In Tepoztlan the connec¬ 
tion between the village and the state and federal government 
is in terms of elected officials who vote as members of their 
demarcacidny an arbitary division of the village for secular pur¬ 
poses, The officials do not represent kinship units nor even 
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the barrios. But in Rani Khera the political organization and 
the kinship organization are more closely intertwined. Each 
of the two headmen {lambarddrs) of the village represents a 
pannd, which is essentially a kinship unit consisting of related 
patrilineal lineages. 

Rani Khera, like other villages in North India, is fundament¬ 
ally a part of a larger intervillage network based upon kinship 
ties. Other villagers are very often relatives, and entire villages 
are classified by the kinship terminology as mother’s brother’s 
village, grandfather villages, grandmother villages, etc. Vil¬ 
lage Rani Khera is a member of a four-village unit known 
as a ^'caugdma*' and of a twenty-village unit known as a '^bisa- 
gdma,'' These are known as ^^Dabas"'" villages, that is, they are 
descended from a common ancestor, Dabas. These tw^enty- 
village units in turn arc members of larger intervillage net¬ 
works which culminate in a 360-village unit, all of whose 
ancestors were related in the distant past. Within the four- 
village and twenty-village units there is a traditional division of 
labor for ceremonial and panchayat purposes. Some are known 
as "'caudhaTy' or leader villages, some are known as ^^dddd^"' or 
grandfather villages, or grandmother villages, and 
some as or minister villages. Each of these villages 
performs special functions at panchayat meetings. 

These four- and twenty-village units are still active and 
functional in this area, though less so than in the past when 
they were strong enough to exile families and administer 
punishment and jail sentences. It is less than ten years since 
over a hundred thousand rupees was collected for the construc¬ 
tion of the higher secondary school through the channels of 
these large intervillage organizations. 

2. The caste system,—In Rani Khera the caste system orga¬ 
nizes life in terms of hierarchical principles and plays up the 
status differences between groups. In Tepoztlan there is no 
caste system, and the society is much more democratically 
organized. In Rani Khera there are 150 households repre¬ 
senting twelve castes as follows: seventy-eight Jdt families, 
fifteen Brahman, twenty Camdr (Leatherworker), ten Bhangi 
(Sweeper), seven Kumhdr (Potter), fivtjhlnvar (Water Carrier), 
four Dhobi (Washerman), four Khdti (Carpenter), three Nat 
(Barber), two Chtpi (Calico Printer), one Lohdr (Blacksmith), 
and one Baniyd (Merchant). 

The are by tradition agriculturalists and own all the land 
of the village, including the house sites, i.c., the land upon 
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which the houses of the other castes are built. In a sense, then, 
the other castes, even the Brahmans, are in the village at the 
sufferance of the Jdts. The village is officially known as a 
Jdt village, and clearly the Jdts dominate village life. Even 
the formal organization of the village into two pannds^ each 
with its lambarddr, or headman, is solely in terms of the Jdts. 
The lower castes tend to live on the outskirts of the village and 
are not part of this formal organization despite the fact that 
some of the lower-caste families are ancient inhabitants. 

In Tepoztlan the picture is very different. No one group 
•dominates the life of the village. Each family, whether rich 
or poor, owns its house site and house, has recognized status, 
and can proudly say, “This is my village.” The quality of 
interpersonal relations among Tepoztecans is comparable with 
what exists within the single caste oi Jdts, that is, status differ¬ 
ences are played down at least on a verbal level, and wealthy 
individuals are careful not to “pull rank.” 

In Rani Khera the caste system divides the village and 
weakens the sense of village solidarity. The caste generally 
represents a distinct ethnic group with its own history, tradi¬ 
tions, and identifications, and each caste lives in more or less 
separate quarters of the village. There are separate wells for 
the Harijans, or untouchables; dining and smoking between 
higher and lower castes are still taboo; low-caste persons (this 
does not include Baniyd, Khdii, or Ndi) will not sit together on 
the same cdrpdi, or cot, with a Jdt or Brahman; and when 
government officials come to the village and call meetings to 
explain the new community development projects, the Hari-‘ 

Jans may attend, but they stay off to one side in the audience 
and “know their place.” In a sense, then, each caste, or at least 
those with larger representation in the village, forms a sepa¬ 
rate little community. The social structure of the village 
therefore has somewhat the quality of our urban communities 
with their variety of ethnic and minority groups and a high 
degree of division of labor. 

In Tepoztlan the population and the tradition are much 
more homogeneous, and there is nothing comparable to the 
divisive effects of the caste system. Perhaps the nearest approx¬ 
imation to segmentation in the village results from the organi- 
:zation of separate barrios, each with its own chapel, patron 
saint, and esprit de corps. The barrios, like the castes, can be 
thought of as subcommunities within the village. This was 
truer thirty years ago, when barrio localism in Tepoztlan was 
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stronger than it is today. But, of course, the barrio and the 
caste are very different in nature. The bai'rio is primarily a 
religious and social unit rather than a kinship unit. It does 
not control marriage, and there is no tradition that barrio 
members are of a common origin. And while the physical 
limits of the barrios have remained remarkably stable over the 
past few hundred years, barrio membership is changeable, 
and one can belong to two barrios at the same time, provided 
the barrio house-site tax is paid. Moreover, the barrio organi¬ 
zation is strictly within the village and is unified on a village¬ 
wide basis by the central village church.^ But the castes cut 
across villages and have their cross-village organizations. 

The caste system in Rani Khera is undergoing changes and 
in some ways may even be said to be breaking down. The 
proximity to Delhi, the Gandhian movement against un- 
touchability, the preaching of the Arya Samaj (a reformed 
Hinduism movement), and increased off-farm employment 
opportunities as a result of the past two world wars have all 
had some effect. 

Perhaps the greatest change in the caste system has occurred 
in relation to the occupational structure, i.e., caste and occu¬ 
pation are now less synonymous than formerly. Some of the 
Jdt families no longer cultivate their land, and their children 
have become schoolteachers or taken miscellaneous jobs in 
Delhi. The Brahmans no longer carry on their priestly functions. 
Most of them are occupancy tenants of the Jdts^ but only four 
are cultivators; one family sells milk, another does tailoring, 
and the remainder are employed in jobs outside the village. 
Though the Camdrs are Leatherworkers by caste, only two are 
now shoemakers, and they no longer skin the dead cattle. 
The substitution of Persian Wheels for the earlier system of 
drawing water with leather buckets threw some of the Camdrs 
out of work; three families are weavers, four rent land from 
the Jdts for vegetable gardening, four are employed outside 

6. For a detailed comparison of the role of religion and the ceremonial cycle in the 
life and oerganization of our two villages, the reader must await a later publication. 
It seems clear, however, that Catholicism and the Church, embracing the principle 
of hierarchy and centralization, play a much more decisive role in the formal organi¬ 
zation of Tepoztlan and other Mexican villages than docs Hinduism in Rani Khera 
and other North Indian villages. That the Mexican pattern applies over even wito 
areas is shown by Redficld and Tax (1953: 31), who ■svrite of Mcsoamcrican Indiaa 
society as follows: “The community consists of a village, a group of hamlets or a 
rural region, but in any case its residents look toward a common civic and religious- 
c^tcr, where is housed the image of a saint that is patron to them all. The commu¬ 
nity tends to be endogamous. .. .** 
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the village, and the remainder earn a living in the village by 
combining part-time agricultural labor with cattle raising. 
Of all the castes, the Bhangls^ or Sweepers, seem to have shown 
the least change in occupation. 

There have been other changes. Children of all castes now 
attend the village school, and there is no discrimination or 
segregation in the seating arrangements. And since 1949 a 
Camdr has been elected to the newly constituted intervillage 
council consisting of four villages. 

However, despite all these trends, the caste system is still very 
strong in the village. 

3. Factions,—In both villages there are factions, but their 
structure, functions, and role in village life differ greatly. We 
will first consider factions in Rani Khera and then in Tepozt- 
Ian (for a fuller discussion see Lewis 1951, 1954). 

In Rani KLhera factions are an old, ingrained pattern in 
village life and must be considered as a basic structural aspect 
of traditional village organization along with castes, tolas^ 
pannds^ gotras^ and other groupings. Factions are locally known 
as ""dhafy" which means literally “the upper part of the body.” 
The use of this term for groups of people carries out the idea 
of physical unity, i.e., members of the same dhar are part of one 
body. The factions are generally referred to by the name of their 
leaders or by 'vnickname of the leading lineage represented in 
it. 

Factions follow caste lines. However, factions from different 
castes may and do form blocs or alliances. In 1953 we found 
twelve factions in five of the twelve castes of the village. The 
distribution was as follows: six among the twenty-one Camdr 
families; two among the ten Bhangi families; and one for the 
seven Kumhdr families. The Jdt factions were by far the most 
powerful and dominated village life. 

The factions are relatively small and cohesive kinship 
groupings which act as units in defense of family interests. 
The major issues which lead to court litigations between 
factions and sometimes result in the development of new 
factions are quarrels over the inheritance of land and the adop¬ 
tion of sons, quarrels over house sites and irrigation rights^ 
sexual offenses, murders, and quarrels between castes. The 
villagers sum it up by saying that factions quarrel over wealthy 
women, and land. 

But factions also have positive, co-operative functions. AH 
Actions operate as more or less cohesive units on ceremonial 

11 
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occasions, particularly births, betrothals, and marriages; in 
the operation of caste panchayat; and in recent years in district 
board, state, and national elections. Moreover, all factions 
have one or more of their own hookah-smoking groups, which 
serve as informal social groups in which there is almost daily 
face-to-face contact. 

Jdt factions have a few additional functions. They act as 
units in co-operative economic undertakings such as money* 
lending and the renting of land. In principle no faction will 
rent land to members of other factions if there is anyone in 
its own ranks that needs l^nd. In the case of mortgaging, 
faction solidarity is even more striking, for there has not been 
a single case within the last five years of land mortgaged out¬ 
side one’s own faction. 

Members of hostile factions will not attend each others’ 
ceremonial celebrations, will not visit each others’homes, and, 
as a rule, will not smoke hookah together, except at the home 
of a member of a neutral faction. In panchayat meetings the 
representatives of hostile factions can be counted upon to 
marshal vicious gossip about rivals. However, direct attack 
in public is rare; indirection is developed to a fine art. Because 
members of hostile factions do not cease talking . to each 
other and continue to be polite in formal greeting, there is 
always the. possibility of improving relations or of joining 
temporarily with one hostile group against another. 

There are some occasions when members of hostile factions 
unite for some common action. The major occasions are 
funerals, building of village wells, cleaning the village pond, 
repairing subcanals for irrigation, and participation in a few 
festivals such as, Tlj and Holt, There is also a tradition of pre¬ 
senting an appearance of village unity to the outside. For ex¬ 
ample, if two men of hostile factions have married daughters in 
the same village, each, wheneverhevisits that village, must visit 
the daughter of the other and pay the customary rupee to sym¬ 
bolize the fact that she, like his own daughter, is a daughter 
of the village.. 

. In Tepoztlan factions arc political groupings rather than 
kinship groupings and reflect diverse social and economic 
interests. The factions are fewer in number, only two as a 
rule, and are larger and more loosely organized. Faction 
membership is less stable and faction loyalty more tenuous. 
In Tepoztlan, unlike JR.ani Khera, .brothers may be members 
bf hostile and opposed factions. In Rani Khera, first, second, 
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and even third cousins are generally members of the same 
faction. 

One of the major cleavages in Tepoztlan was between the 
Bolsheviki and the Centrales, These groups became clearly de¬ 
lineated in the early twenties when two socialistically oriented 
Tepoztecans from Mexico City, who were members of the 
Confederaci6n Regional de Obreros Mexicanos, returned to 
the village to organize the peasants in defense of the communal 
lands against the sons of the cx-caciques who controlled the 
local government and allegedly were exploiting the forest 
resources of the municipio in their own interests. The Bolsheviki 
had their greatest strength in the smaller and poorer barrios of 
the upper part of the village, while the Centrales were strongest 
in the larger central barrios. To some extent this grouping 
corresponded to class distinctions, since, in the days before 
Mexican Revolution of 1910-20, most of the caciques and 
well-to-do merchants lived in the center of the village. 

In contrast to the predominantly private familial objectives 
of factions in Rani Khera, the objectives of the factions in 
Tepoztlan were broadly social and political. The aim was to 
dominate the local government and to appeal to the voters in 
terms of broad public issues. In the twenties the slogan was 

Conserve the Communal Forests,’’ and in the thirties the 
new organization known as the Fraternales had the slogan 
^‘Union, Justice and Civilization.” 

Since the middle thirties the factional groupings have more 
and more become political groupings which align themselves 
for or against the government in power. The establishment by 
Tepoztecans of two competing bus lines from Tepoztlan to 
Cuernavaca has led to bitter quarrels and violence and has 
again split the village into hostile groupings. 

4. The village as a community,—The comparative consideration 
of the question, ‘Ts the village a community?” is more com¬ 
plex than it seems, for there are numerous dimensions of 
‘'community,” such as the ecological, physical, social, economic, 
political, religious, and psychological. To what extent do the 
physical limits of the village define the limits for these dimen¬ 
sions? Or to what extent do these aspects of community 
spill over into other villages so that the community might 
better be defined in terms of units larger than the single village? 
As we might expect, not all aspects of community ha,ve t)ie same 
spatial distribution, so that a village may be a clearly self- 
contained unit for some purposes and not for others. 
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There is yet another aspect of the problem, namely, what is 
the quality of social relations, of mutual interdependence of 
persons or social groups within each village? We must be 
ready to deal with the possibility that, although Village A 
does not define the physical area of social, economic, and other 
relations as clearly as does Village B, yet the quality of such 
relations in A or subgroups within it may be so much more 
cohesive as to justify our saying that there is more community 
within A (as well as the villages into which this spills over) 
than there is in B. With these observations in mind, let us first 
consider those aspects of community which Rani Khera and 
Tepoztlan share and then go on to consider some of the more 
important differences. 

Both Tepoztlan and Rani Khera are corporate bodies which 
enjoy legal status and can take suits to law courts. Both are 
units of taxation for the respective revenue departments. 
In both cases the greater part of the social, economic, and 
religious activities takes place within the village. The village 
is home and there is relatively little out-migration, but more 
in Tepoztlan than in Rani Khera. Of Tepoztlan it can be said 
that most villagers are born there, live and work there, and 
die there. This cannot be said of Rani Khera, for the .married 
women were not born there, and the daughters of the village 
will not die there. Yet the very designation “daughter of the 
village^’ speaks eloquently for the sense of village consciousness. 

In both villages, despite the existence of schisms and factions, 
there are occasions when the villagers act together as a unit 
for some common goal such as the building of a road or a school, 
drainage of a pond, or the defense of the village against attack 
from the outside. In the case of Tepoztlan the defense of the 
village last occurred in the twenties, when it was attacked by 
the Cristeros. In the case of Rani Khera one must go back 
almost a hundred years for a comparable occasion. ' 

One of the important differences between our two villages is 
related to the contrast in settlement pattern between highland 
Mexico and the Indo-Gangetic Plain. The Mexican pattern 
is that of relatively self-contained nuclear groupings or pockets 
of a small number of villages centrally located within munu 
cipios^ so that the density of population decreases almost to 
zero as one moves from the center or seat of the community 
to the periphery. In North India, on the other hand, there is 
an almost even and continuous scatter of large numbers 
of villages, so that no distinct pattern of groupings emerges* 
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Thus in Mexico the physical groupings of villages practically 
define and encornpass the social and political groupings, where¬ 
as in India the physical pattern gives much less of a clue, and 
one must trace out the specific kinship and other alignments 
which organize villages into units. This contrast between the 
centripetal settlement pattern of Mexican villages and the 
amorphous pattern of India applies also to the internal settle¬ 
ment pattern of the villages, so that the Mexican village stands 
out more clearly as a centrally organized unit. 

From an economic point of view, the village of Rani Khera 
is a more clearly isolable and self-contained community 
than the village of Tepoztlan. Village boundaries are clearly 
fixed and contain within them the land resources upon which 
the villagers depend for their livelihood. In Tepoztlan the 
larger municipio is the functional resource unit. Village boun¬ 
daries are ill-defined and are essentially moral boundaries, 
whereas the municipal boundaries are clearly demarcated. 
It is within the bounds of the municipio that the everyday 
world of the Tepoztecan exists. Here the farmers work the 
communal lands, cut and burn communal forests, graze their 
cattle, and hunt for medicinal herbs. 

From the point of view of village government Tepoztlan 
stands out as a more clearly organized and centralized commu¬ 
nity. When I first studied Tepoztlan, local government seemed 
very weak indeed, but by comparison with Rani Khera and 
North India in general, it now seems extremely well developed, 
what with elected village presidents, councils, judges, the 
collection of taxes for public works, police powers, and the 
obligations of villagers to give twelve days a year for co¬ 
operative village works. The traditional local government 
in Rani Khera is much more informal and consists of caste 
panchayats which cut across village lines. Only recently has the 
government established a new statutory local panchayat with 
taxation powers, which, however, has not been effective so 
far. 

Village-wide leadership in Tepoztlan is formally expressed 
by the local government. In Rani Khera it does not yet exist 
and the idea of positive constructive leadership in the public 
interest is only now beginning, particularly in connection with 
the establishment of public schools. As yet, there are no village 
heroes or outstanding citizens who are popular for their con¬ 
tribution to village welfare as a whole. 

In Rani Khera leadership is limited to faction leadership and 
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is primarily of a protective and defensive nature in which 
each faction or combination of factions defends its family 
interests. The “leader’’ is essentially a spokesman for a family 
or a group of related families and has little authority to 
make independent decisions or to exercise power over the 
group. 

^ In Tepoztlan there is more verbalization about village 
community spirit. Candidates for political office always Speak 
in terms of ^'rni pueblo"" and promise to improve their village. 
The fact that officials may in fact do very little and may even 
steal public funds is another matter. Hut at least the sense of 
village identification and loyalty exists as a potential ideological 
force. Village solidarity is also reflected, albeit in a negative 
sense, by Tepoztecan characterizations of the surrounding 
villages of the rnunicipio as “assassins,” “dullheads,” “primitive,” 
and “backward,” Moreover, the bogeyman used to frighten 
children is often a man from a neighboring village. In Rani 
Khera there were no comparable designations of neighboring 
villages, most of which contain related lineages. 

The difference in the role of the village as a community can 
also be appreciated if we examine marriage in both cases. In 
Tepoztlan over 90 per cent of the marriages take place within 
the village, and, lest this be thought a function of the larger 
size of the village, we can point out that 42 per cent of the 
marriages were within the same barrio within the village. The 
single important rule in marriage is not to marry close relatives, 
and this generally means eliminating first, second, and third 
cousins. 

In Rani Khera the question of whom one can marry is much 
more complicated. Marriage is controlled by a combination 
of factors, namely, caste endogamy, village exogamy, limited 
territorial exogamy, and gotra^ or sib, exogamy. Translated, 
this means: (1) you must marry a member of your own caste, 
i.e., a Jdt must marry a Jdt^ a Brahman, a Brahman, etc.; (2) 
you must marry out of your village; (3) you must not marry 
into any village whose lands touch upon the lands of your own 
village; (4) if you are a Jdt, you cannot marry into any village 
known as a Dabas village, the Dahas being the predominant 
gotra in the village (this automatically eliminates twenty villages 
from marriage, for there are twenty villages which form a 
Dabas panchayat unit); (5) finally, you cannot marry into 
your father’s gotra, your mother’s gotra^ your father’s mother’s 
gotra, or your mother’s mother’s gotra (this again eliminates a 
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whole series of villages). As a result of all these prohibi¬ 
tions fathers or go-betweens must go long distances to find 
eligible mates for their daughters, and for months before the 
marriage season they literally scour the countryside for 
husbands. Remember that residence is of course patrilocal for 
males. 

Our study of Rani Khera showed that the 266 married 
women living in the village came from about 200 separate 
villages at distances up to forty miles. We found also that the 
average distance between spouses’ villages varied considerably 
by caste, with the lower castes, who arc less numerous, having 
to go much longer distances. If we now examine the other side 
of the picture, that is, the daughters who marry out of the village, 
we find that over 220 daughters of Rani Khera married out into 
about 200 villages. Thus, this relatively small village of 150 
households bccorries the locus of affinal kinship ties with 
over 400 other villages. This makes for a kind of rural cosmo¬ 
politanism which is in sharpest contrast to the village isola¬ 
tionism in Mexico. 

D. THE PEOPLE 

Finally we come to a brief comparison of the people in both 
villages. I have noted elsewhere that Tcpoztecans are a reserv¬ 
ed, constricted people who tend to view other human beings 
as dangerous and the world in general as hostile. Children 
are required to be obedient, quiet, and unobtrusive, and parents 
play upon children’s fears to maintain control. There is a certain 
pervading air of tension and fearfulness among Tcpoztecans; 
the individual and the small biological family seem to stand 
alone against the world. 

Despite the much smaller size of village Rani Khera, one 
has the impression that there are more people there. Crowds 
gather easily around the visitor and follow him down the narrow 
streets and in and out of houses. One rarely sees a solitary- 
figure. Children play boisterously in large groups; men chat 
and smoke hookahs ingroups. Women go to the well or collect 
cowdung together. The low value placed upon privacy in 
Rani Khera is in marked contrast with Tepoztlan, where 
privacy is so valued that one gets the feeling of an apartment- 
house psychology in this ancient village. 

Faces are different in the two villages. In Tepoztlan, outside 
the home, faces are generally unsmiling, unrevealing masks. 
In Rani Khera faces seem more secure. Children are more 
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open-faced and laughing, old men are bland and peaceful, 
young men restless but unrebellious, women straight and proud. 
Here too there is individual reserve and formalized behavior, 
but it does not seem to mask so much of an undercurrent of 
hostility and fear as in Tepoztlan. 

The women of Rani Khera work even harder than the women 
of Tepoztlan, but they appear less drab and bemeaned. They 
seem strong, bold, gay, and sharp-tongued. Their skirts and 
head scarves are brilliantly colored and spangled with rhine¬ 
stones and mirrors. Heavy silver jewelry pn their ankles, wrists, 
and necks seems to validate their worth as women. Even with 
their faces modestly covered, the women of Rani Khera seem 
more independent than Tepoztecan women and have less of 
a martyr complex. 

It must be remembered that these observations on the people 
of Rani Khera are highly impressionistic and deserve more 
careful study. 

III. CONCLUSIONS 

In conclusion, I believe our comparative data from these 
two villages demonstrate the wide range of culture that can 
exist in peasant societies. When I left for India in 1952, I 
expected to find many similarities between Indian and Mexican 
peasant communities, this despite my earlier critique of the 
folk-society concept. I did find similarities, but on the whole 
I was more impressed by the differences. The similarities 
are greatest in material culture, level of technology, and 
economics, and the differences are greatest in social organi¬ 
zation, value systems, and personality. In terms of raising 
the standard of living the problems seem much the same, for 
the bulk of the population in both villages is poor, illiterate, 
landless, and lives so close to the survival margin that it 
cannot afford to experiment with new things and ideas. 
However, the poverty of the Indian people seems so much 
greater and the agrarian problems so overwhelming and 
complex as to defy any easy solution even on the theoretical 
level. 

In making comparisons between Mexico and India, we must 
remember that they are in different stages of evolution in 
terms of nationhood. Mexico has had its political independence 
for almost one hundred and fifty years and has lived through 
the great Revolution of 1910-20, while India has only recently 
gained its freedom and has not had the equivalent of the Meadcan 
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agrarian revolution. These broad differences are reflected in 
many ways in our two villages. 

In stressing the range of variation possible under the rubric 
of peasant society, I do not intend to suggest that the concept 
^‘peasant society” is not meaningful or useful as a classification 
for comparative research. However, it is not sufficiently pre¬ 
dictive in regard to cultural content and structure to take the 
place of knowledge of concrete reality situations, especially in 
planning programs of culture change. For both applied and 
theoretical anthropology we need typologies of peasantry for 
the major culture areas of the world, such as Latin America, 
India, Africa, etc. Moreover, within each area wc need more 
refined subclassifications. Only after such studies are available 
will we be in a position to formulate board generalizations 
about the dynamics of peasant culture as a whole. The diffi¬ 
culties encountered in this paper suggest that a typology of 
peasant societies for Mexico or Latin America would hardly 
serve for North India. However, once we had adequate 
typologies for both areas, meaningful comparisons could more 
readily be made. 

One of the most striking findings in our study of Rani Khera, 
especially when compared with the report of Beals (1953) 
on a South Indian village, is the remarkable stability of local 
village life and institutions, despite the proximity of Rani Khera 
to Delhi and the many urban influences to which it has been 
subject, such as Arya Samaj, the Congress and other political 
movements, and increased opportunities for education and 
jobs. The stability is particularly evident in the agricultural 
economy. The Jdts still love the land; in the last fifty years 
there have been only two families who sold their land and left 
the village. The land-tenure system continues as of old, with 
the Jdts still in control. The caste system still remains strong 
and dominates the thinking of the villagers, despite the many 
reformist movements and the coming of independence. But the 
jajmdni system has weakened, and this has increased intercaste 
tensions, particularly in the case of the Camdrs, 

Rani Khera and Tepoztlan face many common problems. 
In both villages population has increased rapidly in the last 
thirty years, means of communication have been improved, there 
is greater dependence upon a cash economy, education is 
increasingly valued, and the general aspiration level of the 
people is going up. But there have been no comparable changes 
in the agricultural production. 
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We have seen that both villages are meaningful units for 
comparative study. However, our analysis has shown the coni-^ 
plexities involved in evaluating tlpie extent to which each 
village is a community. From some points of view it would 
seem that Tepoztlan is more of an organized and centralized 
village community, that is, in terms of the internal settlement 
pattern, the greater ethnic homogeneity of the population^ 
the formal organization of village government with elected 
and paid village officials, the religious organization with a 
central church, the village market and plaza, and the absence 
of multiple intervillagc networks based on kinship. 

From the point of view of ecology Rani Khera is a more 
clearly defined and self-contained community than Tepoztlan. 
Moreover, if we define community in terms of the degree and 
intensity of interaction and interdependence of people, then 
we might conclude that, despite the divisive effects of castes, 
and multiple factions within castes, there is more community 
within Rani Khera than within Tepoztlan. Villagers in Rani 
Khera seem psychologically more secure and relate better 
to each other. There is a greater readiness to engage in co¬ 
operative activities within kinship and caste. The villager 
spends a greater proportion of his time in some group, activity,, 
in smoking groups, in the extended family, in co-operative 
economic undertakings, and in the caste councils. There is. 
more frequent visiting and more sociability. It is tempting 
to view the greater verbalization about village identification 
and solidarity in Tepoztlan as a psychological compensation 
for the actual atomistic nature of social relations. And by the 
same token the absence of such verbalization in Rani Khera 
may reflect the greater cohesiveness of social relations. 

Our data on social organization from North India call 
attention to aspects of village organization, both in its internal 
and in its extcrnail relations, which either have been neglected 
or have not been given sufficient weight in earlier considera¬ 
tions of peasantry and in the formulations of models for the 
peasant society. It will be recalled that in Redfield’s model 
the peasant society is intermediate between the folk society 
and civilization. It differs from the folk society in that it has 
developed economic and political relations with the city, but in 
its relations with other villages it still retains a good deal of the 
folk quality of isolation and “looking in” (Redfield 1953^; 33). 

This formulation applies better to Tepoztlan and other 
Mexican villages than to Rani Khera and North Indian 
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villages. It does not adequately provide for situations like Rani 
Khera, where the village is part of multiple intcrvillage net¬ 
works and where a single village is related by affinal and lineage 
ties with over four hundred other villages, thereby making for a 
kind of rural cosmopolitanism. 

The widespread affinal and lineage relationships of village 
Rani Khera find their closest parallel* in reports of tribal 
societies rather than of peasant societies. And indeed there is a 
tribal flavor in Jdt social organization which recalls the des¬ 
cription by Evans-Pritchard of the Nucr, a people of the Anglo- 
Egyptian Sudan numbering over 200,000 and consisting of 
many tribes, some of which have populations over 40,000. 
In both cases we find patrilineal clans, maximal and minimal 
lineages, the dominance of a single lineage within villages, 
and local exogamy (Evans-Pritchard 1947:123-24; 1951: 1-48). 
Evans-Pritchard writes: 

. . .Nuer people sec themselves as a unique community and their culture as a 
unique culture. . . . All Nuer live in a continuous stretch of country. There are no 
isolated sections. However, their feeling of community goes deeper than recognition 
of cultural identity. Between Nuer, wherever they hail from, and though tlicy be 
strangers to one another, friendly relations are at once established when they rrieet 
outside their country, for a Nuer is never a foreigner to another as he is to a Dinka 
or Shilluk [1947: 123]. 

Their members, individuals and families, move often and freely. . . . Wherever 
they go they are easily incorporated into the new c<<mmunity through one or more 
kinship links .... Nuer frequently visit all the villages in their neighborhood, and 
in all of them they have kinsfolk. , . . the different local communities of a whole 
tribe could be presented on a single genealogical chart. Given unlimited time and 
patience, the entire population of Nuerland could be so presented. There are na 
closed communities [Evans-Pritchard 1951: 29]. [My italics.] 

The contrast is striking between the above and the picture 
of small localized hamlets of the mountainous areas of the 
Philippines in which groups in the next valley are fair game 
for headhunting. “ 

Our data suggest that it may be helpful to re-examine a 
good deal of the literature on the social structure of folk and 
peasant societies in terms of our well-known and traditional 
concepts of endogamy and exogamy, but from a somewhat 
different point of view than in the past. I believe most dis¬ 
cussions of exogamy and endogamy have been in terms of 
rules applying to some unit, generally a clan or lineage within 
a local community. But when the entire local group is exogamous 
or endogamous very important consequences follow—^indeed 
so important that it might be useful to add endogamy and 
exogamy as crucial universal variables in our models of the 
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folk society and peasant society. Moreover, these two variables 
5eem to be quite independent of some of the other variables, such 
as size and homogeneity. The world view of a small, homo¬ 
geneous, and endogamous village or local group will necessarily 
be more “isolationist” and “inward-looking” than that of a 
small, homogeneous,, but exogamous village or local group. 
Furthermore, the difference between exogamy and endogamy 
sets up processes which in themselves accentuate localism or 
play it down. When half the total adult population (i.e., the 
women of the patrilocal exogamous village) goes out of the 
village generation after generation, and new women from other 
villages come in, there is the basis for a type of intervillage 
relations which differs considerably from that of endogamous 
villages or communities. In the former case there is a natural 
development of a “one-world” concept in terms of a region 
whose limits are determined by kinship bonds. Also, in the 
case of exogamic villages the children are reared by parents 
from different villages, so that in a sense village differences 
are bred out over the generations. Murdock has recently de¬ 
monstrated this last point with American Indian data. 

The difference between the “inward-looking” and the “out- 
ward-looking” peasant village is of course a relative matter. 
All tribal and peasant societies have some relations with the 
outside. It might therefore be more profitable to compare the 
nature, occasions, and quality of these relations. In the case 
of Tepoztlan and Rani Khera the differences are striking. 
In the former, trade is the primary bond between Tepoztlan 
and the outlying villages, with religious pilgrimages ranking 
second, and kinship ties a very low third. By contrast, in 
Rani Khera, intervillage relations result primarily from affinal 
and consanguineal ties, with religious pilgrimages rank¬ 
ing a low second, and trade a very low third. The type of 
impersonality in intervillage relations based on trade, reported 
by Redfield (1939: 53) for Guatemala and applicable also to 
Tepoztlan, would be unthinkable in the case of North 
Indian villages where relations are more intimate and personal 
because they are primarily familial relations and not trade 
relations. 

While the distinction between relatively inward-looking 
and outward-looking communities may be one of the differen¬ 
tiating characteristics between a tribal society and a peasant 
society, the distinction also has meaning both within the tribal 
level and within the peasant level. It may be argued that 
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kinship ties, no matter how farflung, still represent an inward- 
looking orientation. Wc believe, however, that there is a signi¬ 
ficant social and psychological difference between relations 
confined within a small area and to relatively few people as 
over against relations which, though still based on kinship, 
are spread out over vast areas and encompass thousands of 
people who are personally unknown, yet are potentially 
accessible and part of the in-group. 

A typology of peasant societies must also include as a variable 
the role of kinship, that is, the extent to which the society is^ 
organized on a kinship basis. Where the kinship basis is 
pervasive, as in Rani Khera, we can say that the society is 
more primitive or tribal. As Kroeber writes: 

It is generally accepted that among primitive peoples society is structured pri¬ 
marily on the basis of kinship and in more civilized nations largely in terms of 
economic and political factors. The function of kinship is relatively less in higher 
civilization, and may be absolutely less. But kinship considerations always persist 
. . . [1952: 219]. 

On the basis of our comparative findings and in line with 
the generally accepted position as stated by Kroeber, we might 
go on to classify modern nations with predominantly peasant 
populations in terms of the role of kinship in the social organi¬ 
zation of village life and intervillage relations. If our findings 
for Tepoztlan and Rani Khera could be generalized for Mexico 
and India as nations, and this is an empirical question, then 
wc would have to conclude that, in so far as the role of kinship 
is concerned, India is much more ‘‘primitive” than Mexico 
and represents a different stage of socio-cultural evolution."^ 
However, in terms of other variables, such as ethnic composition 
of the population, we have seen that Tepoztlan is more 
homogeneous than Rani Khera. Similarly, the communal 
land system of Tepoztlan seems to be more primitive than that 
of Rani Khera. 

One conclusion to be drawn from these facts is that separate 
institutions or aspects of culture develop at different rates, 
within limits, in accord with particular historical circumstance. 
It is this factor which creates serious difficulties in the con¬ 
struction of societal or cultural typologies which are not his¬ 
torically and regionally defined. This would also help explain 
how Tepoztlan and Rani Khera can be so similar in terms of 
economics and so different in terms of social organization. 

7. The maziifold implicitttons of such a finding cannot be treated here. However,, 
this finding suggests that the introductions of a modem Western democratic process,. 
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LITTLE COMMUNITIES IN AN INDIGENOUS 

CIVILIZATION* 

MCKIM MARRIOT 

If we would describe the small world of a village within the 
universe of Indian civilization, we must at some time consider 
two related questions of method: (1) can such a village be 
satisfactorily comprehended and conceived as a whole in itself, 
and (2) can understanding of one such village contribute to 
understanding of the greater culture and society in which the 
village is imbedded (Rcdficld and Singer 1954a) ? In this paper 
I undertake to answer both questions of method by describing 
some ways in which the village of Kishan Garhi [Kisan Garhi) 
in Uttar Pradesh is articulated with the Indian universe: 
first, through certain aspects of its social structure; and, second, 
through parts of its religious culture. 

I. THE ISSUE OF THE ISOLATED WHOLE 

The two questions are inversely related: if we say ‘AVs’* to 
the first question, then we must say '‘No” to the second. Their 
inverse relationship is most apparent if wc attempt to answer 
them, not for a village in India, but for urbanized little com¬ 
munities in an extreme situation—in the modern Western 
world. Here in the West we may answer, as sociologists often 
have done, with a strong “No” to the first cjucstion, but with a 
strong “Yes” to the second. Little comifiunities of the modern 
West, having become increasingly parts and products of an 
urban civilization which is located mostly beyond themselves, 
eannot hope to be understood as wholes in separation from it. 
Not being conceivable in separation from that greater civi¬ 
lization, a single little community in the modern West can 
well serve to illuminate some of what is standard throughout 

1. This paper is based on field work in Aligarh District, U.P., from December, 
1950, to April, 1952, and in the village here called “Kishan Garhi” from March, 
1951, to April, 1952. Field work was supported through an Area Research Training 
Fellowship granted by the Social Science Research Council. Writing was made 
possible by the Indian Village Studies Project, Institute of East Asiatic Studies, 
Lfniver&ity of California, Berkeley. 

For their useful comments on this paper I am grateful to Dr. Alan R. Beals, Dr. E. 
Kathleen Gough, Prof. Oscar Lewis, Prof. David G. Mandelbaum, Mr. Jack M. 
Planalp, Prof. Robert Redfield, and Mrs. Gitel P. Steed. 
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its scope. “To study Joncsville is to study America . . 
(Warner 1949: xv). 

An inverse relationship between the same two questions is 
equally apparent if we attempt to answer them for little commu- 
nities in an opposite extreme situation^—in the most primitive 
world. If we say “Yes,” as many anthropologists have done, 
“the most primitive little communities can be appropriately 
conceived as whole worlds in themselves,” then we must re¬ 
cognize also that such primitive communities are too remote 
and distinct from any greater civilization for them to be able 
to contribute much to understanding of its particulars. 

In India we are on middle ground. The relations there exist¬ 
ing between little communities and civilization may be likened 
with some justification either to the primitive or to the modern 
Western extreme. Many anthropological students of social 
structure have insisted that traditional Indian villages, despite 
the great heterogeneity of their populations, may best be con¬ 
ceived by an extension of our models for conceiving primitive 
communities, as worlds in themselves. They have argued con¬ 
vincingly that up until the foreign or urban influences of thirty 
or fifty or one hundred and fifty years ago, little communities 
in Mysore, Kerala, Tanjore, and upland Orissa actually 
possessed clear structural definition, a high degree of economic 
self-sufficiency, political solidarity as against the outside world,, 
and a sense of ritual integrity (Srinivas 1951: 1051-55; Miller 
1952: 160, 163; Gough 1952: 534; Bailey 1953: 327-28). 
Beals tells us from Bangalore District that, “Until 1880 there 
was very little question as to the government’s effect on the 
village...” (1954: 4^3). Srinivas characterizes the villages 
of pre-British India as having generally existed in a state of 
“isolation” from the rest of the world: each was a stable, self- 
subsistent whole, controlling its own affairs and yielding to 
the outside world only a land tax through cautious intermedia¬ 
ries (Srinivas 1951: 1051). Such a characterization is not 
without applicability to the village of Kishan Garhi, which I 
shall discuss below (cf. Marriott 1955). 

If we accept such social structural characterizations of Indian 
villages as unified, though complex, wholes in themselves, then 
we may in answer to the second question logically emphasize 
the gulf between the life of the village, on the one hand, and the 
great tradition of Indian civilization, on the other hand^ 
Newell expresses a feeling which is widespread among students; 
of little communities when he writes that “small differences 
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of [peasant] custom may reveal a new sociological theory much 
more clearly'than a lifelong poring over the Vedas” (1952: 
208). If each peasant community may best be conceived as a 
whole thing in itself, then it and the great literary tradition 
of Indian civilization are likely to have but little relevance 
for each other. 

Opposite characterizations are also possible, depending in 
part upon the region of India in which little communities are 
studied. Holistic and isolated conceptions of Indian village 
communities have thus far seemed most appropriate to students 
of social life in southern India, where the ties of marriage and 
kinship are traditionally confined to the village and to a small 
surrounding area. But from northern India, where marriagp 
and kinship generally reach to greater distances, there come 
evidences of different import. Thus from Delhi State in far 
northern India Lewis shows how the village of Rani Khera is 
vitally connected with the outside world by marriage, descent, 
and political alliances, while it is rent inside itself by factional 
divisions which recognize no more than a minimal common 
focus (Lewis 1954; cf. Marriott 1952). An attempt to conceive 
even the traditional village of Rani Khera as a whole in sepa¬ 
ration from the supralocal patterns which enmesh it evidently 
would require a strenuous mental effort. Marian Smith, writing 
of North Indian villages in Punjab, takes further note of ways 
in which traditional economic and religious organization run 
far beyond the village. She suggests that some structural unit 
larger than the single village might more appropriately be 
taken as a microcosm for holistic study (1953 : 1298). Even 
in southern India, one devoted student of peasant life who has 
turned away for a moment from social structure to consider 
the content of religion finds that he cannot interpret the rituals 
and beliefs of C'oorg villagers without tracing the same rituals 
and beliefs to literary levels in the much larger units of region 
and nation (Srinivas 1952, chap. VII). These facts brought 
forward by Lewis, Smith, and Srinivas take us far from any 
conception of the Indian little community as a world in itself. 
We return with difficulty to the view of Kishan Garhi as an 
isolated whole. 

But now we seem to have contradicted ourselves. We cannot 
say both that an Indian village is comparable with a primitive 
isolate and also that it is dependent upon and part of a system 
that is outside itself. We cannot claim simultaneously that 
the great tradition of Indian civilization is relevant and that 

12 
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it is irrelevant to understanding of peasant life. To attempt 
to resolve these plausible but contradictory claims, I turn 
here to reconsider the social structure and the religion of one 
village, keeping the initial pair of ^estions in mind. 

II. SOCIAL STRUCTURE 

Kishan Garhi is an old Hindu village in an old cradle of 
Hindu civilization. Its ancient mound rises above the western 
plains of Uttar Pradesh in Aligarh District, between the Ganges 
and Jumna rivers, one hundred miles southeast of Delhi. 
Landlords ofjdt caste live in the crumbling mud fortress which 
tops the village mound, while the houses of farmers and specia¬ 
lists of twenty-three other castes huddle on the slopes below. 
Brahmans are the most numerous in the population of 857 
persons. As tenants, farmers of Brahman caste in 1952 possessed 
about onc-half of the village lands. Kishan Garhi is off the 
beaten track and far enough from newer urban influences 
for its people to feel conservative about much of their old 
culture. 

A. KISHAN GARHI AS NOT AN ISOLATED WHOLE 

First I consider how Kishan Garhi is not a world in itself by 
examining the outlines of its economy, its patterns of kinship 
and marriage, the social organization of its religion, and its 
political structure. In each of these aspects Kishan Garhi’s 
society is cut deeply by internal divisions, and in each it also 
reaches out to form part of a wider system of relationships. 

In Kishan Garhi there are internal divisions of economic 
interest among groups of landlords, tenants, share croppers, 
laborers, artisans, domestic servants, and shopkeepers. There 
are many external economic relationships, too. About one- 
third of the village crops, measuring them by their cash value, 
are sold every year outside the village. Approximately three- 
quarters of the three-hundred-odd animals now in Kishan 
Garhi were brought there from outside, just as were many 
other essentials, such as clothing. One-third of the credit which 
finances agriculture in the village was obtained from outside 
sources. The Brahman priests. Barbers, Potters, Carpenters, 
Watermen, and Sweepers who live in Kishan Garhi go out to 
serve hereditary patrons in some fifteen other villages and 
derive about one-half of their income from those outside patrons. 
Traders who live in Kishan Garhi regularly range over many 
miles of the countryside on their trading trips. Wage workers 
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who maintain homes in Kishan Garhi during the present 
generation have gone out to work in at least twenty-five other 
places, including ten cities. During one period of three months 
I counted forty-four different specialists coming into Kishan 
Garhi from outside to provide goods and services; probably 
there were many more whom I did not count. 

Internal divisions are apparent within Kishan Garhi’s 
society also in matters of marriage and kinship. At least 
twenty-four caste groups are represented locally; each caste is 
perfectly exclusive in marriage. There are forty-six local 
lineage groups in Kishan Garhi, each wholly separate from 
every other in descent. There is no marriage inside the village 
within or among any of these groups. Daughters of the village 
move out and wives of the village move in at marriage, moving 
to and from more than three hundred other villages. Fifty-seven 
marriages currently connect Kishan Garhi with sixteen towns 
and cities. Half of the marriage ties of groups in Kishan 
Garhi connect them with places more than fourteen miles 
away, while 5 per cent connect them with places more than 
forty miles distant. 

Social relationships concerned with religion in Kishan 
Garhi are fragmented to an extreme point. There is no temple 
of the whole village, no one cremation ground, no sacred tank 
or well. Instead, dozens of different trees and stones and tiny 
shrines are made objects of worship separately by members 
of the many caste and lineage groups. Four different priests 
divide the eligible families among them for domestic services; 
no priest serves families of the eight low and lowest castes. 
Most festivals are observed.separately by each family, when 
particular family tradition does not forbid observance. 
Different families and sometimes even different individuals of 
the same family give their allegiance to many different religious 
preceptors and shrines outside the village. In the course of 
a few weeks of conversations, I found that I had recorded 
the names of more than fifty distant places to which villagers of 
Kishan Garhi had gone on pilgrimage. 

Politically, also, Kishan Garhi is noncommunal and dis- 
unified in some obvious ways. Within the village there are 
factions whose members fight on the average a new court 
case each month. Usually there are three cases in progress 
at any one time, and many people become involved. Persons 
of other villages are frequently interested and involved in local 
disputes. And the organs of government—the bureaucracies of 
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the police, the revenue system, etc.—are intimately intrusive 
within the village of Kishan Garhi. 

These structural facts make Kishan Garhi seem very much 
less than an isolated whole in the primitive sense. Viewed as a 
society, as an economy, as a church, or as a polity, this little 
community has no close coherence or well-bounded physical 
locus. The very things which I must identify as parts of the 
little community reach beyond the physical village, while many 
parts of other communities and of the great community 
reach inside the village. This little community of Kishan 
Garhi cannot be very satisfactorily conceived of as an isolated 
structure or system. 

B. KISHAN GARHI AS ISOLABLE 

But Still I am compelled to go on to say that the village of 
Kishan Garhi is like a living thing, has a definable structure, 
is conceptually a vivid entity, is a system—even if it is one of 
many subsystems within the larger socio-politico-religio-econo- 
mic system in which it exists. Especially am I so compelled if 
I look at the concerns and emphases that the people of the 
village express, and if I try to evaluate the structural aspects 
of their lives as they evaluate them. 

Economically, for instance, the village constitutes a vital 
nucleus of activity through its lands. Nine out of ten persons, 
despite their nominal caste specializations, depend in part 
directly upon the land for a living. Ninety-five per cent of the 
land on which they depend is contained within the village area. 

Socially, the village of Kishan Garhi is a nexus of much 
informal activity among nonkinsmep and noncastemcn. People 
come together casually, and sometimes convivially, because they 
are neighbors in their fields or houses, or because they use the 
same wells or adjacent threshing places. People of Kishan 
Garhi visit separately outside the village with their own res¬ 
pective relatives by marriage whenever they are called to a 
feast of birth, marriage, or death. But people of Kishan Garhi 
attend four times as many ceremonies and feasts inside the 
village, often with nonkinsmen, as they attend outside the 
village with relatives. Domestic ceremonies in all families 
above those of the lowest castes require that representatives 
of many other local caste groups and lineage groups participate. 

Marriage ties outside the village are strong and compelling. 
But the quality of social relations that obtain among relatives 
by marriage is rarely one of much friendliness, or even recipro- 
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city. Marital relationships are formally one-sided, and unbal¬ 
anced : the boy’s side is the high and demanding side while the 
girl’s side is the low and giving side. At the wedding ceremony 
the groom proceeds to the bride’s distant village in a procession 
of military style with as many guns and horses as he can muster. 
The groom’s men demand and receive formal hospitality as 
their due by formal contract. When they ultimately carry off 
the bride to their own village, she weeps, clutches her brothers, 
and screams that she is dead. 

To illustrate the quality of relations between marital relatives 
after the wedding, an anecdote which I heard told for entertain¬ 
ment at one wedding will serve. Villagers thought that this 
story was terribly funny, and it did touch on some sensitive 
points in their extralocal social organization. 

A man comes to a village one evening and asks to be directed 
to the house from which a girl has been married out to a boy 
of Rampur village, a place twelve miles away. He is directed 
to that house, and there he demands the hookah to smoke. The 
girl’s father, who of course cannot visit his daughter in her 
village of marriage, says to himself, ‘‘This must be someone 
from my daughter’s father-in-law’s house.” He gives his hookah 
to the stranger and asks solicitously, “How is Ram Lai, my 
son-in-law?” 

But the stranger just smokes and says, “Bring food !” He 
washes and sits on a cot. The girl’s mother prepares a fine 
meal, and the girl’s father brings it to the stranger on a brass 
tray. After the stranger has eaten, they ask him again, “Now , 
tell us about our relatives. How are Ram Lai and his brothers ?” 

But the stranger just says, “I’ll sleep now,” and he goes to 
sleep. In the morning, as the stranger is ready to leave, the 
girl’s father presses him hard, begging for news. “Say! How 
is everyone there in Rampur in your house?” 

“My house in Rampur?” asks the stranger as he leaves. 
“How should I know? I’m from another village!” 

This story makes two points about the supralocal organiza¬ 
tion of marriage. (1) A stranger may pass himself off as a 
relative by marriage. Relations between marital relatives are 
generally formal and distant, are sometimes even hostile, and 
may remain so throughout life. (2) To persons of the outside 
world a villager’s primary identification must be with his 
own village. Hence the absurd twist of the story depends on 
the fact that the stranger had not been properly identified as a 
man of Rampur village before he was granted hospitality. 
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The first inquiry which is customarily made of anyone who is 
away from his home is, ‘‘What is your village, sir?”—not 
“What is your caste, clan, name, etc.?” A person’s village 
must be known before anything else about him can become 
significant, before any other claim can be validated. Village 
identifications are not mere subjective matters; they are essen¬ 
tial to the inclusive fictional kinship system by which everyone 
is placed in society. 

Each village in the countryside around Kishan Garhi is 
regarded as a fictional agnatic group. People use agnatic 
terms for each other systematically, taking note of fictional 
generational standing throughout the village, ignoring all 
actual differences of caste and lineage. All villagers in Kishan 
Garhi tend accordingly to observe the same rules of inter¬ 
village hypergamy. They tend to classify the affinal villages of 
fellow-villagers consistently as high or low, thus recognizing 
the fiction of common local descent which binds the residents 
of each of those other affinal villages, as well. In the country¬ 
side around Kishan Garhi, village is as important a fact for 
identifying a person as is clan in aboriginal Australia. A man 
must be identified with his own natal village before his place 
can be established in the intcrvillage web of marriages. The 
wide range of exogamy, which seems to deny the local commu¬ 
nity and to diffuse social relations over a wide area beyond the 
village, serves in fact also to define what the village is and who 
its members are, and to give each village a distinctive position 
in rural society. 

Politically, too, there is in some senses an isolable whole 
community in Kishan Garhi in spite of internal conflict and in 
spite of the weakness of formal local government. Factional 
groupings not only divide people but also unite people who 
would otherwise act together but rarely. In a sample of thirty- 
six groups of persons engaged in litigation, half the groups cut 
across caste lines and joined diverse persons together by 
allying them in common hostilities. The fact of intense factional 
struggle raises another question: If there were no compelling 
awareness of the village as a distinguishable world, then why 
would people fight inside one village so intensely as they do 
through litigation and through ceremonies? Indeed, there is 
a local stage on which relative dominance and relative prestige 
must be fought out in the village. Few fights within castes but 
outside the village can compare in intensity with these many 
local fights* 
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C. WAYS OF CONCEPTUALIZING THE SITUATION 

Thus far I have admitted that a North Indian village society 
such as Kishan Garhi’s is much less than an isolated whole. 
It has no neatly definable boundaries that are coextensive 
with its physical self. The social system of the village reaches 
beyond its central locus far into the outside world, while 
the outside world in turn reaches into the most central core of 
village society. In attempting to characterize Kislian Garhi 
as an isolable whole, I have had to call it a '‘stage,” a "nexus 
of activity,” a focal point of reference for individual prestige 
and identification. Although Kishan Garhi is a conservative 
and a relatively traditional village, I cannot say that it is a 
self-contained, complete little community comparable with 
primitive little communities. Nor, on the other hand, can I 
doubt that it is a community, and a very clearly isolable 
community for its residents. So how am I to conceive it within 
its larger universe ?“ 

Steward and Manners, faced with the problem of charac¬ 
terizing contemporary Puerto Rico, report that they find the 
traditional holistic approach to community study inadequate 
(1953: 123). Steward (1951) invites me to sort out my obser¬ 
vations instead into "levels of sociocultural integration.” 
But in Kishan Garhi I have difficulty in distinguishing where 
the three general categories of "levels” begin and end socially 
and culturally—where, for instance, the national governmental 
level begins and ends in relation to the little community, so 
intimately does it penetrate into the village of Kishan Garhi 
itself {injra), I find difficulty also in deciding where to divide 
off the "horizontal segments” within the culture which 
Steward invites me to divide off. But in northern India just 
as in Puerto Rico there are surely "factors which have origi¬ 
nated outside, yet strongly affected the way of life within each 
community and which have helped to create the sociocultural 
differences found within and among the communities” 
(Steward and Manners 1953: 124). Not only do such factors 
exist also in Kishan Garhi, but they seem to have existed there 
for a very long time. Outside factors have been there so pro¬ 
minently and for so long that they can hardly be characterized 
as "segments” or as "levels” in the present. 

Hanssen (1953) invites me to view Kishan Garhi in another 

2. Some of these alternative ways of conceptualizing peasant communities were 
suggested to me by a reading of the manuscript of The Little Community (Rcdfield 
1955). 
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way as a collection of ‘'activity fields” linking partsof town and 
village society, the fields overlapping with each other in varied 
ways. His invitation is attractive, since it permits direct state¬ 
ment of the incongruence of the multiple extracommunity 
and intracommunity relationships which exist. But the deli¬ 
neation of activity fields is a technique rather than a conception 
of the whole. While Hanssen’s techniques of mapping might 
satisfactorily depict the structural and some of the systematic 
aspects of Kishan Garin’s position in relation to the outside 
world, the results of the mapping would be very complex, and 
the problems of interpretation from such maps would be 
immense. I am still in need of a positive and constructive way 
of conceptualizing Kishan Garhi’s intermediate position in 
its universe. 

The folk-urban continuum offers one constructive way of 
conceiving intermediate states of society. Betty Starr (1954), 
building on the concepts of that continuum, invites me to view 
Kishan Garhi as a step in a series of “levels of communal 
relations” like those which intervene between little communi¬ 
ties and great cities of Western type in modern Mexico. Struc¬ 
turally, Starr’s levels of communal relations comprise a hier¬ 
archy of inclosing greater communities, each community having 
its discrete nucleus. At the level of each successively wider 
community, social relations tend to become less frequent, 
less personal, and more affected by the principle of super¬ 
ordination and subordination. 

But the concept of levels of communal relations contrasts with 
much that is most characteristic of Kishan Garhi. A series of 
inclosing, nucleated greater communities is not evident; instead, 
social relations of each different kind spread out in widely 
different patterns. Thus Kishan Garhi’s most frequently exer¬ 
cised ties—its ties with its principal market—^place it within 
the sphere of one small town five miles to the east, while its 
administrative ties join it with a center of government seven 
miles to the west. Its hundreds of marital ties recognize no 
inclosing boundary, but are dispersed over tens of thousands 
of square miles of the countryside. The village’s dozens of ties 
with places of pilgrimage are limited only by the boundaries 
of the whole nation, one of the most popular pilgrimages 
requiring a round trip of six hundred miles. The spatial 
patterns of Kishan Garhi’s livestock trade may be taken as 
another illustration of the complexity of that village’s situation: 
cows are bred and obtained mainly in the village or from 
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low affinal relatives in the south, following the web of marriage; 
bulls and bullocks are obtained largely by purchase at markets 
or from travelling traders, often frorn the far north and west. 
Inside the village, neighborhoods are indistinct and lack 
discrete nuclei; families are inclosed within lineage groups, 
and lineage groups are inclosed within caste groups, but, 
because of the small size of each of these groupings, social 
relations are almost inevitably more frequent outside than 
inside them. Finally, social relations within the village of 
Kishan Garhi are already maximally affected by the principle 
of superordination-subordination; further movement toward 
the urban pole cannot increase but can only decrease the 
effects of that principle. 

The concept of levels of communal relations traces the 
passage of the folk community toward a type of civilization which 
is its opposite—the type of civilization which is familiar to us 
in the urbanism of the modern West. To distinguish it from 
an older, indigenous kind of civilization, Redffeld designates 
this newer type of civilization as ‘‘secondary” (1953: 41-42 
and chap. III). Urban communities and urban culture in 
such secondary civilizations are necessarily different from the 
society and culture of the indigenous folk. Secondary civiliza¬ 
tions are hcterogenetic in origin and in manner of growth; in 
content they continue to include much that is foreign and to 
recognize it as such. Urban ways in secondary civilizations 
are often seen as foreign to folk ways, and are also often regard¬ 
ed as superior to folk ways in authority. The same urban ways, 
since they oppose folk ways, may simultaneously be regarded 
by the folk as morally corrupt. 

Differing from the concept of secondary civilization and em¬ 
phasizing continuity rather than discontinuity is the type of 
“primary civilization,” illustrated with Indie urban materials 
by Redfield and Singer (1954i). This concept of a primary 
civilizational type and process is one of the most inviting of 
available models for conceptualizing Kishan Garhi’s relations 
with its universe. A primary or “indigenous” civilization is 
one which grows out of its own folk culture by an orthogenetic 
process—by a straight line of indigenous development. The 
“great tradition” which is characteristically developed by such 
a primary civilization is a carrying-forward of cultural materials, 
norms, and values that were already contained in local little 
traditions. If the great tradition absorbs foreign materials, 
it subjects them to syncretism. An indigenous great tradition 
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remains in constant communication with its own little traditions 
through a sacred literature, a class of literati, a sacred geography^ 
and the rites and ceremonies associated with each of these. 
One effect of the development of an indigenous great tradition 
is to universalize the cultural consciousness of persons within it 
as they become aware of a greater sphere of common culture. 

Given such a primary cpntinuity of culture and society^ 
little communities would almost seem to cease to exist as isolated 
distinctive wholes. Redfield and Singer have described the 
development of an urban community in a primary civilization 
as ‘^one of a scries of concentrations and nucleations within a 
common field” (1954i; 71). The same description would appear 
also to suit the little communities of a primary civilization. 
It seems to fit the facts of Kishan Garhi most aptly. 

The remainder of this paper is an attempt to extend the 
concept of an indigenous or primary civilization by examining 
its implications for one little community. I have outlined 
ahove the general situation of the village of Kishan Garhi in its 
larger context. I turn now to a more detailed examination of 
village data on two aspects of social structure which particularly 
relate the village to the outside—governmental land adminis- 
tration and the organization of caste^—and then to an exa¬ 
mination of data on village religion. 

D. LITTLE COMMUNITIES AND THE STATE 

‘Tn government and administration,” write Redfield and 
Singer in describing the indigenous type, “the orthogenesis 
of urban civilization is represented by chiefs, rulers and laws 
that express and are closely controlled by the norms of the 
local culture . . (19546: 63). Such orthogenesis was evident 
in the administration of many villages around Kishan Garhi 
in 1951-52. The revenue-collecting headmen {nambarddrs)^ 
appointees of the state government, are descendants of the same 
Jdt chieftains who seized control of the region some three 
hundred years ago. They are the heads of the leading families 
of their localized lineages, the principal proprietors of the 
village lands, and, by the same token, quasi-officials of the 
state. Ancestors of the present Jdt headmen, being in de facta 
control of hundreds of villages, had secured rights of revenue 
collection under provincial officials of Shah Jehan and Aurang- 
zeb (Nevill 1909; 92-93). Before the Jdts^ chieftains of a Rajput 
clan had held the same villages and lived in the same mud for¬ 
tresses in much the same manner, according to local tradition* 
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Such an orthogenetic relationship, by which government 
grows upward, as it were, from village to state, is evident in 
North India generally (Baden-Powell 1892,11). Studies of other 
single villages convey detailed views of the indigenous adminis¬ 
trative forms. In Senapur village in Jaunpur District, U.P., a 
division of the village lands and administration first into halves, 
then of each half into thirds, reflects a genealogical division 
within the local rulingfamily (Opler and Singh 1948: 468- 
69). In village Rani Khera in Delhi State, the two paniids^ sub¬ 
divided into four tolds^ are both segments of the lineage group of 
the Jdt proprietors and basic units of state land administration 
(Lewis 1954: 424). Land administration representing three 
or more levels of kinship segmentation is not uncommon 
elsewhere: thus one village next to Kishan Garhi was held in 
1952 by local proprietors under the superior proprietorship of a 
Raja who is the living heir of the senior lineage of their own 
Jdt clan. Tlie clan corporation of these proprietors had grown 
to be in effect a part of the state government. All these villages 
of northern India have in common a kind of administrative 
connection with the state by which parts of local kinship organi¬ 
zation and parts of state government mutually interpenetrate 
one another to the point of becoming indistinguishable. 

Village land administration in other parts of modern India, 
especially in southern India, presents a contrast with the highly 
orthogenetic structures of the north (Baden-Powell 1892, II: 
1-320). The headman of village Kodagahalli in Mysore District, 
for example, is regarded in his official capacity as a salaried 
agent of the state, not as the commissioned agent of a local cor- 
por a tipn of owning kinsmen (Srinivas 1952: 1052). In another 
village near Bangalore, state intervention in the village through 
direct individual taxation played an important part in disrup¬ 
ting traditional family organization and indigenous leadership. 
Such disruptive intervention by the state appears to have been 
stimulated in part by heterogenetic, specifically British ad¬ 
ministrative conceptions (Beals 1953; 1954: 403). Recent 
land reform in northern India, too—reform which has affected 
such villages as Kishan Garhi deeply (Marriott 1952)—has 
substituted direct, individual land administration through 
state officials for feudal land administration through landlords 
and dominant local groups of kinsmen. 

The contrasts and changes that are evident in the rela¬ 
tions of village and state in modern India raise the suspicion 
that even older “orthogenetic” land administration in northern. 
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India may have been a result of deliberate governmental policy 
•coming down from the top as much as it was a result of in¬ 
digenous growth upward from little communities. Statements 
of early British administrators in northern India confirm this 
suspicion for the nineteenth century. Lieutenant-Governor 
James Thomason’s Directions for Revenue Officers in what is now 
Uttar Pradesh and a part of Punjab, a manual first published 
between 1844 and 1848, crystallized an orthogenetic British 
policy toward village social organization (Thomason 1858; 
cf Misra 1942: 75-77). Previously, during the first two or three 
decades of the nineteenth century, British administrators had 
tried a variety of devices for collecting the land revenue. They 
had made settlements for the revenue sometimes directly with 
cultivating proprietors, sometimes with the highest bidder at 
auction regardless of the absence of previous right, and some¬ 
times with existing petty rulers, among whom some had arisen 
only during the time of troubles immediately preceding British 
entry. The early rates of taxation were often so high as to drive 
out many of the most ancient proprietors along with those 
of most recent origin (Hutchinson 1856: 28-42; Nevill 1909: 
125-28; Misra 1942: 54-60). 

By the 1820’s, however, a different policy had begun to 
evolve—that of the mahdlvdri system of land tenure. Many 
elements of this different policy were in fact traditional, and 
those elements that were in fact new Were justified as being 
traditional, “The system,” writes Thomason, . . professes 
to alter nothing, but only to place on record what it finds to exist” 
(1858: 9). A first and somewhat novel requirement of the system 
was to divide up the whole countryside into village units for 
administration (p. 2); previous Mughal policy had often been 
to recognize estates as units, even when they cut across several 
villages. Thomason directed further that, wherever possible, 
the whole body of proprietors in each village should be made 
individually and collectively responsible for paying the land 
tax. Where the proprietors were in fact members of several 
different lineage groups, their lands were to be divided only 
into the largest possible lineage group units within the village; 
where they were members of one lineage group, their propor¬ 
tional rights in the corporate estate were to be measured 
according to ancestral shares (pp. 2, 7-9, 49-54). Every effort 
was to be made to preserve the collective financial responsibility 
and legal solidarity of these lineage groups where they existed 
among the proprietors, as they did very generally (pp. 8-9, 
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195-96). Tax rates were to be lowered so as to give these 
lineage groups a common proprietary interest that would 
be worth maintaining and worth improving (pp. 3-4, 40-41). 
In general, this system for the handling of land revenue by 
lineage group units may be characterized sociologically as the 
disposition to treat each village as if it were a great family. 

Beyond these principles of revenue settlement summarized 
by Thomason, other regulations and laws concerning record¬ 
keeping, maintenance of local police, and transfer of holdings 
were enacted by British administrators with the same purpose 
in mind—to preserve strong authority in the dominant pro¬ 
prietary lineage or lineages of each village. Within the village,, 
then, the British began and continued during most of the nine¬ 
teenth century in northern India to pursue a land-revenue 
policy which was orthogenetic in conception. They did so 
for reasons of efficiency, just as previous rulers had pursued 
similar policies before them, in spite of their being themselves 
aliens to India. 

Beyond the village, however, certain British innovations 
were contradictory in effect, being heterogenetic in conception. 
The new courts of law to which anyone was entitled to appeal 
tended to undermine traditional norms and traditional forms 
of dominance p. 184 and submission, as Thomason himself notic¬ 
ed as early as 1837 (1838:115). Also, the very fact that each 
holding—indeed, each field—was now written down itself 
became a disruptive fact: absentee proprietorship was thei'eby 
protected and increased, while fractional shares too small to 
maintain themselves in a less formal system were multiplied. 
In spite of minute recording, in spite of the possibility of appeal 
to outside courts, and in spite of other opposing, secondary 
civilizational factors, the general trend of British land policy 
favored the maintenance of lineage properties in many villages. 
In the village of Kishan Garhi, over the first sixty-eight years 
of British rule, only one-fifth of the village lands had passed out 
of the hands of the original Jdt landlord lineage; between 
1871 and 1952 a further change of only 9 per cent occurred. 

The broader effects of the mahdlvdri system of land tenure on 
village social organization seem to have been great. At least 
three effects may be listed. 

1. Lineage groups of proprietors were encouraged to keep 
together. Their lands were recorded as parts of one estate 
(mahdl) or village unit, under one formal revenue headman,, 
who was chosen from among their* own ranks. This headman 
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was externally appointed, but often he became strong as a 
result, if he was not already the first power among his kinsmen. 
Petty dynasties of much local power thereby arose, or were 
maintained, in Senapur (Opler and Singh 1948), in Rani 
Khcra (Lewis 1954), and in Kishan Garhi, as quite generally 
in North Indian areas under mahdlvdri administration. In 
Kishan Garhi the lineage group of the JJ/ proprietors possesses 
a genealogy known to be seven generations deep from base to 
apex—a known depth greater than that of any other lineage * 
group of the village and twice as great as the average known 
depth of lineage groups. The existence of a single lineage group 
estate through many years also acted as a deterrent to the immi¬ 
gration of nonlineal relatives: the Jdt landlord lineage group, 
although it now includes nine separate commensal families, 
is still perfectly agnatic in composition. At the same time 
tenant and landless lineage groups of the village, lacking 
corporate legal definition, have absorbed large numbers of 
immigrant affinal families. 

2. A second eflect of mahdlvdri land-tenure administration is 
evident in the residential patterns of many North Indian villages. 
The major quarters of Rani Khera (Lewis 1954: 424-25) 
and the six wards of the village of Senapur reflect governmental 
recognition of kinship segmentation among the village owners. 

3. Finally, political opposition and conflict within villages 
under mahdlvdri tenure tends characteristically to occur at 
points of cleavage within and among proprietary lineages 
(Badcn-Powell 1908: 142-43; cf, Thomason 1838: 102, 1.04-5, 
107-8). The ‘‘moieties” of Senapur once served to give a 
peaceable channeling to competition among large kinship 
segments of the proprietors, each with their followings, it 
seems (Opler and Singh 1948). The “factions” of Rani Khera 
are composed basically of large lineage groups of landed Ja/5; 
Lewis tells us that such factions require for their existence a 
long corporate history, agnatic homogeneity, and economic 
power (1954: 445-50)—precisely the requir<?ments whose ful¬ 
filment is encouraged by mahdlvdri tenure. In Kishan Garhi 
similarly, all major court cases and many other quarrels which 
came to my attention involved persons on opposite sides of 
cleavages or incipient cleavages within the landlord lineage 
group. Sharers, ex-sharers, and would-be sharers in a mahdl* 
vdri estate have ample reason for rivalry over the allegiance of 
tenants, or over legal and genealogical inequities in their 
shares of the corporate lands. 
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What I wish to suggest about these little communities of 
northern India is that much of what seems most typically 
^‘little” about them—^certain features of their kinship structure, 
of their village layout, and of typical modes of conflict—turn 
out to be not merely isolated indigenous developments but 
also reflexes of general state policy. Little communities even 
in their “traditional” forms here cannot be imagined as existing 
in isolation from intimate effects of the state. While village 
structures grow upward toward the state, state policy may 
determine what village structure shall be. 

Up to this point I have indicated only some very recent evi¬ 
dences for the interaction of village structure and state govern¬ 
ment, evidences drawn entirely from the nineteenth and 
twentieth centuries. Yet if such interaction is evident in 1952, 
in 1882, or in 1822, it may also have been occurring for 
centuries, even for millenniums, in the past. Redfield and 
Singer (1954/!>; 53-54) point out that a “middle-run perspec¬ 
tive” of history somewhat longer than the “short-run pers¬ 
pective” that typically comes within the anthropologist’s view 
must be attempted in order to comprehend the workings of 
large civilizations. Short-runperspeclivesof thirty or fifty or one 
hundred and fifty years can be appropriately used to examine 
recent external influences on the social structures of little 
communities, as they often have been used in village India 
(Srinivas 1951; Miller 1952; Gough 1952; Marriott 1952; 
Carstairs 1952; Mandelbaum 1952; Bailey 1953; Beals 1953, 
1954). But exclusive use of such short-run perspectives is 
likely to carry with it the misleading implication that before 
the heterogenetic influences of recent times villages were some¬ 
how isolated and free from the effects of state policy. 

We have only to put this implication as a question in order 
to realize that the answer is otherwise. As far back as we are 
able to look, the social structures of little communities in the 
area of Indian civilization must have been profoundly affected 
by state land policy. And we know that past policy was not 
uniform but was most various from time to time and from 
place to place. There was at one pole the policy of recognizing 
clan monarchies, under which familistic controls could reach 
from the dominant lineage group of the village all the way 
to the king himself (Ghoshal 1929: 234-36, 241, 259-60, 288). 
At another pole was the policy, evident in ancient Hindu times, 
of a direct approach by agents of the state to the village cul¬ 
tivators (Ghoshal 1929: 46-57, 142-52). And in between were 
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a great variety of feudal, semifeudal, and theocratic arrange¬ 
ments (Ghoshal 1929: 137-39, 187; Morland 1937: 451-55; 
Peter 1952: 44). Lest it be supposed that these older land 
policies of the state were less effective in shaping the past social 
structures of little communities, Baden-Powell cites examples 
to show how certain governmental policies in pre-British times 
actually created lineage group estates in villages of whole 
regions where no such estates had previously existed (1900; 
1908: 107-9). 

Even if we knew nothing of the history of intimate and 
mutually interpenetrating relationships of village and indige¬ 
nous state in the India of earlier times, we might easily be led 
to suspect their existence when we listen to the personal names^ 
current among villagers today. For example, I came across such 
principal personal name elements as—translating them— 
“Overseer” {Karori), “Minister” {Munsi), “Clerk” {Bdbu)y 
“Baron” {Navdb)^ “Law” {Hukam), “Treasury” {Khazdn)^ 
“Paymaster General” {Bakhii)^ “Collector” [Kalektar)^ and 
“Deputy [Collector]” {Dipti), not to mention such ancient and. 
common affixes of given name as “King” {RdJ), “Protector” 
{Pdl), “Lord” (Mth), etc. 

E. LITTLE COMMUNITIES AND CASTE 

If integration and continuity between little communities and 
civilization are evident in the structural relations of village 
and state in India, they arc evident even more plainly in the 
organization of caste. The existence of an extensive system 
of castes, present in all villages and cutting across many villages,, 
perhaps provides the ultimate in proofs of the ancient insepara¬ 
bility of the little communities of India from the greater 
community which they collectively constitute. Three aspects 
of cast organization in particular demonstrate the mutual influ¬ 
ence of little and great communities: (1) its complex ethnic 
composition; (2) its partial correlation with and determination 
by differential allocation of wealth and power; and (3) its 
maintenance by elaborate ritual usages. 

1. Villagers in Kishan Garhi today refer to the twenty-four 
caste groups of the village by the terms zdt (birth, race) and 
kaum (tribe, people)—in other words, as representatives of 
different ethnic groups. Each caste group in each village is. 
one of many dozens or hundreds or thousands of local caste 
groups which make up the whole membership of any endoga- 
mous caste. As villagers see the situation today, the village is a 
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local association of representatives of many ethnic groups, 
some being early settlers, some later immigrants, and others 
conquerors. One conventional metaphor for the ‘‘whole” of 
any large village in the region of Kishan Garhi is “all the seven 
peoples (castes).” While some of the groups which are now 

^ethnically separate may have originated by fission within 
formerly united populations, many arc likely once to have 
existed in something like actual spatial separation. Taking the 
middle-run perspective of India’s civilizational career, we know 
that the development of local and regional caste systems could 
have occurred only by such local accommodations among once 
separate peoples as a large-scale political order can make 
possible. There is some evidence that such has been the history 
of certain present castes and of the caste system (e.g., Majumdar 
and Pusalker 1951: 356, 386-87). The present highly differen¬ 
tiated and extensive caste system may be regarded thus in part 
as a living monument to a primary adjustment, among tribal 
peoples emerging into a civilization of greater organized range 
and scope. 

2. A second kind of interaction of greater and lesser commu¬ 
nities is evident in the differential allocation of wealth and 
power to the ethnic groups which are presently higher and 
lower castes. In the region around Kishan Garhi today, as in 
the village itself, the two highest castes—Brahmans and JdtSy 
by local opinion^—are the two castes whose members possess the 
greatest amount of landed wealth. In part, such correlations 
of wealth with the caste order may represent a recognition in 
the general caste order of indigenous de facto stratification. 
From remote Coorg we have the relevant example of a people, 
the Coorgs, who follow a number of habits that are repugnant 
to Brahmanical custom: they drink liquor, eat domestic pork, 
and permit the remarriage of their widows. They could by 
these tokens be counted as a very low caste, possibly un¬ 
touchable. But, since they also control the lands of an entire 
district, they are more conveniently admitted to the caste 
hierarchy as or ^'Ksatriyas^" (Srinivas 1952: 33-34). 
The Coorgs*^ high position may be considered as an instance of 
orthogenetic addition to the general system of castes, an addi¬ 
tion which has passed directly from the little communities of a 
region into the great categories of the wider civilization. More 
complicated sequences of interaction, many of them origina¬ 
ting immediately in the orthogenetic state, may be found to 
have brought about the correlations of caste rank and power 

13 
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now existing in many other little communities. The Brahmans 
of the Tanjore village of Kumbapettai, for example, appear to 
owe their wealth, their secular power, and much of their 
effective ritual authority to a royal land grant (Gough 1952: 
531). Whatever the hieratic, feudal, bureaucratic, or indige¬ 
nous origins of unequal wealth and power as between higher - 
and lower castes, some formality and fixity of lands and offices 
through the devices of a greater state seems everywhere to 
underlie the order of caste ranking. 

3. A third kind of link between the caste hierarchies of little 
communities and the great tradition of the greater community 
can be described only speculatively: this is the body of ritual 
usages by which the ranking of castes is managed in each place. 
The castes of Kishan Garhi place each other in positions of 
relative rank according to an elaborate order of ritual usages, 
especially usages concerned with the giving and receiving of 
food, water, and services on ceremonial occasions in each 
household. It is difficult to imagine how such elaborate ritual 
usages capable of ranking so large a number of different castes 
could have come into being without something like deliberate 
contrivance, without some context in centers more sophisticated 
than those of the village households. Even within such a village 
as Kishan Garhi, a stratification of these ritual usages is already 
evident, for the number of services and the rules of handling 
food and water are more elaborate in the highly literate land¬ 
lord’s household than in the tenants’ and are more elaborate 
in the higher castes, than in the lower. 

Beyond the village and far back beyond the present we can 
have glimpses of the processes of filtering down between great 
and littie communities which may have given rise to present 
village usages, but glimpses only. In later vedic times there 
were two classes of sacrifices: simpler ones which could be 
conducted by householders themselves, or with the assistance* 
of kinsmen, and more elaborate ones which could be conducted 
only by kings with the help of professional ritual specialists. 
Royal sacrifices grew more elaborate in time, their ritualists 
more specialized (Renou andFilliozat 1947: 348-49; Majumdar 
and Pusalker 1951: 386-87). By comparison with their Aryan 
forefathers, villagers in Kishan Garhi probably now practice 
more elaborate household sacrifices, too, and employ a larger 
number of specialists. 

Hocart points out that many of the kinds of ritual relationships 
which exist among Indian village castes today may be regarded 
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as results of a ^‘degradation of the royal style’’ (1950: 155). 
If the king has a royal chaplain or a royal barber in his retinue, 
then no peasant home can afford to be without one. Even a 
poor householder in KishamGarhi today retains six or seven 
servants of different castes mainly to serve him in ceremonial 
ways demonstrative of his own caste rank. Householders and 
their servants formally address each other by courtly titles. Thus 
the Brahman priest is called “Great King” [Mahdrdj) or 
“Learned Man” {Panditji), the Potter is called “Ruler of the 
People” {Prajdpat)^ the Barber “Lord Barber” {Ndu Thdkur)^ 
the Carpenter “Master Craftsman” {Mistri), the Sweeper 
‘‘Headman” {Mehtar) or “Sergeant” (Jamdddr), etc. About 
half of the twenty-four castes of Kishan Garhi also identify 
themselves with one or another of the three higher vantOy thus 
symbolizing their claims to certain ritual statuses in relation 
to the sacrifice or the sacrificer of Sanskrit literary form. 
“Thus the apparent degradation of the royal style becomes a 
step in social evolution” (Hocart 1950: 155). 

If communication with the great tradition of the greater 
community has had much to do with the development of a 
ritual hierarchy of castes in the village, then the village has 
also provided a social unit whose small scale of relationships 
among its members is essential to the flourishing of such a 
ritual hierarchy. The village and the royal court have this 
small scale in common. Villagers are able to maintain their 
many ritual ranks precisely because they are able to recognize 
each other individually as a Brahman, a Barber, a Potter, 
or a Sweeper. A villager of one place cannot move to a village 
far from his own or to any town without loss of caste recognition 
and without confusion as to caste ranks, for both individuals 
and intercaste usages of rank vary from place to place. 
Whether a Jdt Farmer may accept a hookah handed him by a 
Certain Barber niay depend on whether the local Brahmans 
accept food handled by that Barber. The intricacies of the 
Hindu system of caste ranking cannot be imagined as existing in 
any but small packages. 

F. SUMMARY 

Viewed from the perspective of Kishan Garhi, the villages 
which are the little communities of India today may be conceiv¬ 
ed as relative structural nexuses, as subsystems within greater 
systems, and as foci of individual identification within a great¬ 
er field. They cannot be conceived as things in themselves in ' 
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their organization of marriage and kinship, residence patterns, 
modes of conflict, or caste organization. Nor are they ever 
likely to have been conceivable as isolates since Indian civi¬ 
lization began. The traditional spcial structure of the greater 
community of India similarly cannot be understood as apart 
from its continuing existence in relation to hundreds of thou¬ 
sands of little communities. Both little communities and 
greater communities are mutually necessary conditions of 
each other’s existence in their present forms. One must con¬ 
sider both in order thoroughly to understand either. 

III. FESTIVALS AND DEITIES 

To add another dimension to the answers given above from 
social structural materials alone, I turn at this point to exa¬ 
mine some cultural contents of the religion of the people of 
Kishan Garhi. If I would describe the religion of these people 
as it exists within the universe of Indian religion in general, I 
must consider as a matter of method (1) the extent to which 
the religion of the little community can be conceived as a 
whole apart from the religious great tradition of Indian civili¬ 
zation and (2) the extent to which the religious great tradition 
of Indian civilization is understandable through study of the 
religion of one little community. Fortunately, I can take as my 
guides in answering these questions both the concept of a primary 
or indigenous civilizational process (Redfield and Singer 
19546) and that set of hypotheses concerning the spread and 
effects of Sanskritization which has been drawn up by Srinivas 
(1952, chap. VII). 

A« FESTIVALS AS PRODUCTS OF GREAT AND LITTLE TRADITIONS 

Table 1 gives immediate proof of the existence of the great 
tradition of Hinduism within Kishan Garhi, if that tradition 
is understood to be the literate religious tradition, embodied. 
in or derived from Sanskrit works which have a universal spread 
in all parts of India. At least fifteen of the nineteen village 
festivals are sanctioned by one or more universal Sanskrit 
texts. The festivals of Tenth and of Lights, for example, are 
sanctioned as celebrations of climactic events in the Rdmdyana 
epic, while most of the other festivals are connected with stories 
in one or several Purdr^as. 

Nearly half the festivals in Table 1 not only have connections 
with great-traditional texts but are themselves observed very 
widely, if not universally, in India. Eight of these festivals 
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of Kishan Garhi may be listed as probably universal, at least 
in name. The eight are Durgd Ninth, Eleventh, Charm Tying, 
Nine Durgds, Tenth, Lights, iSiva Night, and Holt. Possibly 
parallels of to or three others among the festivals of Table 1, 
such as Kf^na's Birthday Eighth, Kandgat^ and Awakening of 
the Gods, might also be found in the annual cycles of villages 
in most regions of India. 

TABLE I 

Principal Annual Festivals in Kishan Garhi 

Month Fortnight 
and Day 

Local Name Translation 
[or Implication] 

Cait 1:11 1. EkddaH “Eleventh” 
(March-April) 2:1-9 2. Patthvdri Pujd or Durgd “Stony One Worship” 

or Durgd Ninth” 
“Leftover Food Worship” Baisdkh Varies 

Naumi 
3. Bdsor Pujd or Devl-Devatd 

(April-May) ki Pujd or “Goddess-Godling 

Varies 4. Kue kd Devatd kd Meld 
Worship” 

“Fair of the Well God- 

2:1-15 5. Pitar ki Pujd 
ling” 

“Ancestor Worship” 
Sdvan 2:3 6. Tij “Third” 

(July-Aug.) 2:15 7. Salmo and Rdkhi “Beautiful” (?) and 

Bhddon 1:8 
Bandhan 

8. Kffna Janam A$tami 
“Charm Tying” 

“A'r/'ifl’s Birthday 
(Aug.-Sept.) 

Kudr 1:1-15 9, Kandgat 
Eighth” 

[Ancestor Remembrance] 
(Scpt.-Oct.) 

2:1-9 10. Naurthd or Nau Durgd “Ninenights” or “Nine 
Durgds^" 

“Tenth” 2:10 11. DaSahrd 
Kdtik 1:3 12. Karvd Cauth “Pitcher Fourth” 

(Oct.-Nov.) 1:15 13. Divdlt “Lights” 
2:1-2 14. Gobardhan Pujd “Cow-Nourisher Wor¬ 

2:11 15. Devuthdn 
ship” 

“Awakening of the Gods” 
Pus Varies 16. Bur ho Bdbii ki POjd “Old Clerk’s Worship” 

(Dec.-Jan.) 
Mdgh 1:1-2 

\ 
17. SakaU. 

(Jan.-Feb.) 
Phagun 1:13-14 18. Siv Rdtri Night” 

(Feb.-March) 2:13-15 19. Holt [Saturnalia] 

The remaining half of the festivals observed in Kishan Garhi 
have more limited regional or local distributions. Regional 
festivals include Cow-Nourisher Worship, Pitcher Fourth, Old 
Clerk’s Worship, and probably others. The Fair of the Well 
Godling and Leftover Food Worship must probably be counted 
as local festivals, although they arc not without resemblances to 
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festivals elsewhere in the region. Only for the last four festivals 
mentioned have I been unable to find any trace of great- 
traditional sanction, however. 

The great tradition of Hinduism is not merely present as a 
part of most festivals of Kishan Garhi, but it has achieved, 
through the festivals, an integrated position in village life. 
Great festivals of Sanskritic rationale and nomenclature pro¬ 
vide, along with domestic ceremonies, the principal occasions 
on which most villagers may engage in concerted symbolic 
activities. Most of the festivals in Table 1 are observed by most 
of the castes, lineage groups, and families of Kishan Garhi, and 
many festival observances cut significantly across the routine 
barriers of social structure. 

From such a simple listing of the names and distributions of 
principal festivals in Kishan Garhi one might presume that there 
is not much in the festivals of this little community which con¬ 
ceptually could be set apart from the predominant Sanskritic 
great tradition. One might well expect to find the great tradi¬ 
tion predominant in a village which, like Kishan Garhi, lies 
in the heartland of Aryan settlement. One might with reason 
imagine even that Kishan Garhi once knew a purely Aryan 
religion, and that the process of Sanskritization first began to 
operate there between Aryan and non-Aryan religious traditions 
(Hutton 1946: 192-201). In any event, the religion of Kishan 
Garhi must have been subjected to constant Sanskritization 
over a period of about three thousand years. If time and geo¬ 
graphic location have important effects upon the degree of 
Sanskritization—on the spread of the great tradition—then 
one might expect to find that the religion of Kishan Garhi is 
notably closer to the religion of the great tradition than is, for 
example, the religion of the Coorgs in remote mountains of 
southern India. 

But the presumption that the festivals of Kishan Garhi are 
approximately identical with those of the great tradition needs 
to be qualified in at least four ways. These four qualifications 
bring us to confront the little tradition of Kishan Garhi. 

First, there are four festivals which have no evident Sanskritic 
rationales: Leftover Food Worship, Fair of the Well Godling, 
Pitcher Fourth, and Old Clerk’s Worship. 

Second, those festivals of Kishan Garhi which do have 
Sanskritic rationales represent only a small selection out of the 
total annual cycle of festivals which finds sanction in the great 
tradition. Of the 13 major Hindu festivals recently listed by a 
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group of Hindu scholars (Morgan 1953: 423), only 7 are observ¬ 
ed inKishan Garhi. Of the 35 presumably all-Indian Hindu 
festivals listed by Swami Sivananda (1947: 1-57), only 9 occur 
in Kishan Garhi. Of the 270 festivals of the Hindu religious 
year in the list compiled by Underhill (1921: 136-59), only 11 
are observed in Kishan Garhi, and then on somewhat variant 
dates. Even lists of festivals drawn up especially for the state 
of Uttar Pradesh or its districts rarely include as many as half 
of the festivals which are observed in Kishan Garhi and listed 
in Table 1; conversely, all the festivals observed in Kishan 
Garhi are rarely equal to more than a small fraction of even 
regional compendia (e.g., Growse 1880: 246-49). 

Third, between the festivals of Kishan Garhi and those 
sanctioned by the great tradition, connections are often loosen¬ 
ed, confused, or mistaken because of a multiplicity of compet¬ 
ing meanings for each special day within the great tradition 
itself. Each festival of Kishan Garhi is likely to have at least 
two or three Sanskritic stories available to explain it. 
To explain Holi, for instance, a villager in Kishan Garhi may 
choose between or combine the puranic story of Prahldd 
and Holikd and that of Krsm and Radhd or the Gopis, Parti¬ 
cularly auspicious dates of the calendar tend to accumulate 
layer upon layer of mythical events—birthdays of deities, 
victories of gods over demons, etc. 

When I went with villagers of Kishan Garhi to witness the 
Car Festival [Ratha TdtrS) in a town nearby, I found that 
different villagers held very diverse explanations of the festival. 
When they saw the focal idol being towed through the streets 
on a great car, with swordplay, hymn-singing, and roll of 
drums, some said it represented the Goddess {Devi), others that 
it represented Thakurjt riding triumphant after a victory, others 
that it represented the divine epic couple Sitd-Rdm, and still 
others that it represented Krsna celebrating his birthday. 
Accustomed to an interminable variety of overlapping Sans¬ 
kritic mythology, villagers have ceased to be much concerned 
with distinguishing the '‘right” great-traditional explanation 
of a festival from such Sanskritic-sounding and possibly newly 
invented ones as may be convenient. 

Fourth, behind their Sanskritic names and multiple great- 
traditional rationales, the festivals of Kishan Garhi contain 
much ritual which has no evident connection with the great 
tradition. The festival of Lights, for example, as it is cele¬ 
brated in Kishan Garhi, contains many elements which are 
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not connected either with a celebration of Ram's triumphal 
return from Lanka or with a celebration of LaksmVs wedding. 
To be sure, villagers do set out oil lamps in the evening and say 
that they do so in order to celebrate either or both of these 
great-traditional events; many do also worship Hanumdnji 
by name the next morning to celebrate his part in Ram's 
triumph. 

But on these same dates of the festival of Lights villagers also 
perform the following other rituals, (a) Small incendiary 
sacrifices are made by each householder in the name of each of 
his personal gods and godlings and ancestors, as well as in the 

Figure 1. Saurti 
A parochial Lakfml 

n^^mtoIHanumdnjL [b) A crude figure ofa goddess called 
is drawn in each household, usually on the wall (Fig. 1), and is 
variously worshiped, then implored to grant prosperity and pre¬ 
servation to the family and its animals. A few villagers identify 
Saurti with Laksmt, but most do not, because, as several men 
said,‘‘Zflfomf is a goddess only of rich people.” (r) Anotherfemale 
deity called “Lampblack” {Siydho)^ represented by a mound 
of dung with a straw stuck on top, is worshiped with songs 
by some women of the higher castes at 4 :00 a.m. Actual lamp* 
black is manufactured while the songs are being sung, and this 
lampblack is applied to the eyes of children during the ensuing 
year to protect them from evil eye. Most people in Kishan 
Garhi do not know about the worship of Siydho; I could find 
no one who was willing to connect Siydho with any other deity 
or story (but cf. Rose 1919,1: 915). {d) An old winnowing fan 
is beaten through the rooms of each house, also at about 
4:00 A.M., the owner crying as he beats, “Get out, Poverty!” 
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{e) Some of these old winnowing fans are immediately burned 
by small boys, and some are burned along with the straw 
image of an old man. This image is called “Flag Grandfather” 
{Jhandi Bdbd), possibly to commemorate a garrulous man of 
that name who actually resided in Kishan Garhi a generation 
ago. Here, then, contained within what seems from its name to 
be a major festival, sanctioned in the great tradition of Hindu¬ 
ism, are many elements having precedents only in lesser 
traditi^s without literary form. 

Like the festival of Lights, the contents of most other festivals 
in Kishan Garhi also show a combination of some great-tr^i- 
tional elements with many other distinctive, non-Sariskritic ele¬ 
ments. Although we cannot conceive of all the contents of reli¬ 
gious festivals in Kishan Garhi as existing apart from a great 
tradition which is both within and beyond the village, we can 
nevertheless distinguish a substantial t>ody of festival contents 
which are partly unique to the region and to the village and 
which partake, therefore, of lesser traditions. A part of village 
religion thus remains conceptually separable, both for the 
people who live in Kishan Garhi and for the outside analyst. 

If we consider this same combination of great- and little- 
traditional rites as representing the extent of “the spread of 
Sanskritic rites, and the increasing Sanskritization of non- 
Sanskritic rites” (Srinivas 1952: 208), then we must conclude 
that spread and Sanskritization in Kishan Garhi have scarcely 
begun, despite their having continued there for some three 
thousand years. While elements of the great tradition have 
become parts of local festivals, they do not appear to have 
entered village festival custom “at the expense of” (p. 208) 
much that is or was the little tradition. Instead, we see evi¬ 
dence of accretion and of transmutation in form without 
apparent replacement and without rationalization of the 
accumulated and transformed elements. 

Whatever the processes that lie behind the present combina¬ 
tion of great and little traditions in the religion of Kishan 
Garhi, villagers now regard both traditions as old and indigenous. 
When I asked for explanations of the diversity of the seemingly 
unconnected rituals which were being observed at the festival 
of Lights, villagers replied that the dark-moon day of the month 
of Kdtik is a very auspicious day for many gods and for them¬ 
selves, hence that all these rituals naturally fall together. 

Since the great tradition derives its authority from faith in its 
native belongingness, hardly anyone thinks of replacing ele- 
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ments of the little tradition with elements of the great. Bright 
lithographed pictures of Lak^mi and Hanumdnji in Sanskritic 
regalia are available in the shops at Kishan Garhi’s market 
town, and have long been used by villagers as household de¬ 
corations. But only one young man of lower caste, a critic of 
his father and of the social order, put one of these printed 
pictures on his wall for worship at the festival of Lights in 
place of the little-traditional Saurti, rudely drawn with rice 
flour or ghee (Fig. 1). m ' 

1. Universalization.—For understanding why Sanskruization 
ha^ gone so short a way in so long a time in the festivals of 
Kishan Garhi, and for understanding why Sanskritic rites are 
often added onto non-Sanskritic rites without replacing them,, 
the concept of a primary or indigenous process of civilization 
again offers useful guidance. By definition, an indigenous 
civilization is one whose great tradition originates by a ‘‘univer¬ 
salization,” or a carrying-forward of materials which are al¬ 
ready present in the little traditions which it encompasses (cf 
Redfield and Singer 1954i; 68).^ Such an indigenous great 
tradition has authority in so far as it constitutes a more articu¬ 
late and refined restatement or systematization of what is already 
there (pp. 6-7). Without subsequent secondary transformation 
of its contents and without heterogenetic criticism of the little 
tradition, the indigenous great tradition lacks authority to* 
supplant the hoary prototypes that are the sources of its own 
sacredness. 

I am not able from having visited Kishan Garhi in 1951-52 
to report that I have witnessed the whole process of universaliza¬ 
tion upward from festivals of a little tradition into sacred events, 
of the great tradition of Hinduism. “Time to simmer is an 
essential part of this concept. . just as it is of the concept 
of filtering down—“time to integrate ... to rework” (Foster 
1953; 164). Such a festival as the festival of Lights nevertheless 
suggests and allows me to speculate upon the course which 
such processes might have taken in middlerun perspective. The 
Sanskritic goddess Laksmi^ for example, appears to be a credible 
literary apotheosis of such local figures as the unlettered Saurti 
and the inchoate Siydho; she is the antithesis of poverty and old 
things, and is an object appropriate for worship on a day already 

3. Redfield and Singer in the paper cited use the term ‘‘universalization** only 
in the phrase “uxyversalization of cultural consciousness.** From this point onward, 
I use the term in the broader sense indicated here to designate the carrying for¬ 
ward and upward, not only of cultural awareness, but also of cultural contents. 
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held sacred in the little tradition for renewing one’s reverence 
to the multitudes of gods and spirits. And what better day 
than this auspicious dark of the moon could h^ve been chosen 
by the puranic poet for staging the marriage of Lak^mt, or by the 
epic poet for staging the curtain scene of Ram's adventures 
(cf. Grooke 18966, II: 295-96)? 

Materials suggestive of such ancient processes of upward 
universalization are ready at hand in many other festivals of 
Kishan Garhi. The festival of Charm Tying can supply one 
further example here. This all-Indian festival coincides and 
blends in Kishan Garhi with the festival known regionally as 
Saluno (“Beautiful” [?]), a festival which marks the end of that 
annual fortnight during which most young wives return for a 
visit with their parents and siblings. On Saluno day, many 
husbands arrive at their #^ives’ villages, ready to carry them 
off again to their villages of marriage. But, before going off 
with their husbands, the wives as well as their unmarried village 
sisters express their concern for and devotion to their brothers 
by placing young shoots of barley, the locally sacred grain,, 
on the heads and ears of their brothers. Since brothers should 
accept nothing from their sisters as a free gift, they reciprocate 
with small coins. Brothers and brothers-in-law then join in 
sports contests. 

On the same day, along with the ceremonies of Saluno^ and 
according to the literary precedent of Bhavisyottara Purdmy 
among other Sanskrit works, the ceremonies of Charm Tying 
{Rdkhi Bandhan or Raksa Bandhan) are also held. The Brahman 
domestic priests of Kishan Garhi go to each patron and tie 
upon his wrist a charm in the form of a polychrome thread, 
bearing tassel “plums.” Each priest utters a vernacular bless¬ 
ing and is rewarded by his patron with cash, for it is thought 
impious to accept anything as a free gift from a priest. Parallels 
between the familial festival of Saluno and the specialized 
Brahmanical festival of Charm Tying-—between the role of the 
sister and the role of the priest—are obvious. The likelihood 
that Charm Tying has its roots in some such little-traditional 
festival as Saluno tempts speculation. The ceremonies of both 
now exist side by side, as if they were two eilds of a process of 
primary transformation. 

A further, secondary transformation of the festival of Charm 
Tying is also beginning to be evident in Kishan Garhi, for the 
thread charms of the priests are now factory-made in more 
attractive form and arc hawked in the village by a local caste 
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group o^Jog^s, A few sisters in Kishan Garhi have taken to tying 
these heterogenetic charms of priestly type onto their brothers’ 
wrists. The new string charms are also more convenient for 
mailing in letters to distant, city-dwelling brothers whom sisters 
cannot visit on the auspicious day. Beals reports/ furthermore, 
that brothers in the electrified village of Namhalli near Banga¬ 
lore tuned in to All India Radio in order to receive a time 
signal at the astrologically exact moment, and then tied such 
charms to their own wrists, with an accompaniment of broad¬ 
cast Sanskrit mantras. 

2. Parochialization.—If the indigenous origins and connec¬ 
tions of the great tradition limit its authority to uproot any 
little tradition, the essentially unlearned and nonliterate nature 
of the little tradition also obstructs the direct transmission 
or spread of elements downward fi^m great to little. Down¬ 
ward spread, like universalization, is likely to be characterized 
by transformations.^ 

The festival of Cow-Nourisher Worship as it is celebrated in 
Kishan Garhi exemplifies some of the kinds of limits upon, and 
changes that take place during, the course of a downward 
transmission of cultural contents from great to little traditions. 
Villagers today know at least two stories to explain this festival, 
both of them evidently derived from Book X of the Bhdgavata 
Purdna, a Sanskrit work of the tenth century a.D. (Renou and 
Filliozat 1947: 418). The contents of this Sanskrit book, which 
comprise a biography of Kr§nay have been popularized among 
villagers by a succession of vernacular renderings, among which 
one of the latest is the nineteenth-century Hindi version entitled 
Prem Sdgara (Lallu Lai 1897: 1-2). The story from this great- 
traditional book which is most generally taken to explain the 
Gow-Nourisher Worship concerns Kfsna's adventures with 
his cowherd companions at a hill named Gobardhan (‘^Cow 
Nourisher”), which is actually located about forty miles distant 
from Kishan Garhi. In this story, Krsna directs the cowherds 
of Braj to worship the hill that is near at hand rather than such 
great but distant gods as Indra. The cowherds comply with 

directions. In anger over the resulting defection of his 
worshipers, Indr a sends violent rainstorms to destroy the cow¬ 
herds and their kine. Krma^ however, lifts up the hill to provide 
them shelter, and all are saved (Lallu Lai 1897: 65-72). At the 
actual hill of Gobardhan in Mathura District, an annual 

4. In a personal communication, April, 1954. 
5. My attention was first called to tms process by Prof. Morris Opler. 
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ceremony of circumambulation and worship is still enacted 
(cf. Growse 1880: 280). 

By the time that this great-traditional story has reached ritual 
enactment in a festival of Kishan Garhi it has taken on a 
cruder form and accumulated a number of homely details 
which have no evident justification in the Sanskritic myth. 
Villagers, indeed, seem to have taken the story’s parochial 
moral to heart, '‘Cow Nourishcr” {Go-\-vardhana) has become 
by a village etymology "Cowdung Wealth” [Gobardhan) 
(cf. Grierson 1880; Temple 1883: 38).^ The sacred hill of the 
Purdna has become in each household yard a literal pile of cow- 
dung, shaped into a rough homunculus with four embracing 
walls appended to its neck, and decorated on top with "trees’^ 
of straw and cotton. Within these walls are crowded rude 
loaves representing all the cows, bullocks, and buffaloes that 
the family owns or would like to own. To secure any possible 
benefit to the family’s milk and fodder supply, feeding troughs,, 
milking vessels, churns, etc., are also represented in fecal model. 
The family cowboy is there, too, modeled in dung—the real 
family cowboy gets a rupee on this day—and so is a model tank 
to which the cowboy can take the animals for water. The 
women and children of each family finish this dung construction 
by day; in the evening all the agnates of each family worship 
it jointly by placing a lamp on its navel, winding a thread 
around its trees, and shouting in solemn procession, “Long 
live Grandfather Cowdung Wealth!” Members of the Weaver 
caste of Kishan Garhi add their bit, too, for on the next morning 
they must be paid to sing a Cowdung Wealth awakening song 
before the dung images can be broken up for use as daily fuel. 
But a portion of the cowdung remaining from the celebration 
must be set aside: this portion is reshaped and scored into the 
form of an enormous cracker; the cracker is dried and preserved 
as sacred until it can be contributed to the great annual all* 
village bonfire at the Holt festival six months later. 

To refer to the kind of transformation of cultural contents 
which is apparent in the festival of Cow-Nourisher Worship— 
the downward devolution of great-traditional elements and 
their integration with little-traditional elements—a term isr 
needed. For this movement, which is the reverse of “univer* 
salization,” I suggest the term “parochialization.” Parochia- 
lization is a process of localization, of limitation upon the 

6. Thanks are due to Prof. Murray B. Emcneau and to Dr. Norvin Hein for 
pointing out this etymological shift. 
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scope of intelligibility, of deprivation of literary form, of re¬ 
duction to less systematic and less reflective dimensions. The 
process of parochialization constitutes the characteristic creative 
work of little communities within India’s indigenous civilization. 

The festival of Nine Durgds in Kishan Garhi presents another 
specimen of parochialization. This festival has innumerable 
precedents in Sanskrit literature of the great tradition. The 
nine days on which it takes place are sanctioned in myth for 
the worship of Durgdy Kdliy Parvati, §aktiy and all other names 
and aspects of the great Goddess [Devi) and the spouses of Siva, 
During this festival in Kishan Garhi bas-relief idols represent¬ 
ing a feminine deity called ^^Naurthd'" are constructed of mud 
in some variety in about every tenth household of the village 
(Fig. 3). Each morning and evening during the nine days, 
small groups of women and girls worship Naurthd by bathing, 
by singing songs before their respective idols, and by making 
mudballs or figurines, which are piled below each idol in a 
little mud hut. On the ninth day of the festival, each worship¬ 
ing group carries its accumulated mudballs or figurines and 
deposits them on top of the mound of another deity called the 
*‘Stony One” [PatthvdrVjy which is located at the west end of the 
village’s residential area. 

In dozens of houses and from dozens of worshipers I inquired 
who or what Naurthd represents. Eventually, from those few 
persons who were willing to hazard an identification, I received 
a variety of somewhat contradictory answers including ''Durgdy* 
^'Siva Sahkaty* and "Slid** But most worshipers told me firmly 
that Naurthd is herself one of the “Nine Durgds** is another one 
of the many aspects of the Big Goddess [Bari Devi). No one 
whom I asked in the village was able to tell me what seems 
obvious from comparison with the Sanskritic name of the festi¬ 
val—that the word "Naurthd** considered in the region around 
Kishan Garhi to be the name of an indigenous goddess, is 
nothing more than an old dialectic variant of nava rdtra, which 
means “nine nights.” 

The festival of Nine Durgds in Kishan Garhi thus exemplifies 
the continual fertility and creativity of little communities within 
Indian civilization: by sheer linguistic confusion and loss of 
meaning in the contact between great and little traditions, 
a new minor goddess has been created. But no sooner has the 
parochial goddess Naurthd been born into the villages of Aligarh 
than she is reabsorbed by peasant conception as a new mani-* 
festation of the great Goddess principle. 
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3. Residual categories,—The processes of upward universali¬ 
zation and downward parochialization, if we could in every 
instance trace their courses, might serve to conceptualize some 
of the characteristic relations between little and great traditions 
and might account for the present distributions of many reli¬ 
gious elements between great and little communities in India. 
In practice, however, since universalization and parochializa¬ 
tion have both proceeded for a very long time, we are ordinarily 
unable to trace the course of either process with certainty, or 
to decide whether a given present configuration of religious 
contents is the result of one, and not also the result of the other, 
of these two processes. Thus in the festival of Lights and in the 
festival of Charm Tying, which have been described above, 
certain apparent homologues between little and great traditions 
suggest that a process of universalization has occurred. But 
some of the same pairs of apparent homologues may equally 
well be imagined to have originated as precipitates of the 
process of parochialization. may be a universalized 
or Saurtt may be a parochialized Lak^ml; the priestly charms of 
the Charm Tying festival may be universalizations of sisterly 
barley shoots, or the barley shoots may be parochializations of 
the priestly charms. Thus also in the festivals of Cow-Nourisher 
Worship and Nine Durgds we have no guarantee that the move¬ 
ment of cultural contents has been wholly parochial in direction. 
The Sanskrit tale of Krsna's adventure with the cowherds’ hill 
may have*arisen out of still more ancient peasant rituals of 
animal prosperity in which dung had played a part. As for 
parochialization in the festival of Nine Durgds^ the worship 
of goddesses, even by techniques like those in use today, is attes¬ 
ted to be far older in India than the verbal manufacture of the 
goddess Xaurthd could possibly be (Wheeler 1953: 68, 83): the 
great Goddess, who seems to be Jfaurihd's mother, may herself 
be a village goddess grown great by devouring her little sisters. 

In dealing with so ancient a phenomenon as the festival of 
Nine Durgds in KishanGarhi, if we choose between universal¬ 
ization and parochialization as the explanation for similarities 
and differences between great and little traditions, then we 
are stopping arbitrarily in mid-cycle what must in fact be a 
circular flow. Circular flow is familiar to European folklorists 
(e.g*, Foster 1953: 169 and 172, n. 12). Describing the culture 
of Switzerland, Weiss writes that the little tradition “can well 
be considered as a catch-basin, as an ocean in which the springs^ 
brooks and rivers of the creative cultural processes of the millcn- 
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nia collect and to some extent remain. However, this ocean 
is no stagnant swamp in spite of the continuity dictated by 
tradition. Instead, the entering flows arc transformed and 
mingled upon their entrance. And as the water of the ocean 
rises afresh to the clouds, so also does the folk culture return 
once more to its own sources. As in the eternal cyclical course 
of the waters, so in the giving and receiving of cultural contents 
a continual exchange takes place between the two levels of 
culture” (1946:42).’ Further research—literary, ethnographic, 
distributional, and historical—may diminish our present 
ignorance and assist in answering some of these questions as to 
opposite processes and possible cycles of exchange between 
great and little traditions in the festivals of village India.® 

Apart from our ignorance of past processes, however, residual 
categories seem likely to remain necessary for conceiving the 
distribution of cultural contents within cither the great or the 
little tradition. These residual categories of cultural contents 
represent neither the results of upward movement, nor the 
results of downward movement, but rather the stability of 
contents, created and retained within cither tradition. Created 
within the great tradition and by necessity remaining there 
in their details are the hundreds of Sanskrit works of literary 
invention and of philosophic subtlety which have been woven 
about the legendary histories of Siva and Visnu, of Rama and 
Krsna, Such works can rarely be translated for peasant under¬ 
standing without some loss of their distinctive refinement. 
Unintelligible but more Sanskritic and therefore more authori¬ 
tative versions of literary works are often retained in village 
use along with their vernacular renderings (cf. Hein 1950). 

The little tradition also has its residuum of festival contents 
which appear neither to have arisen out of nor to have des¬ 
cended into it. Parts of the festival of Lights as it is celebrated 

7. I am indebted to Mr. Per Grisiund of Stockholm for directing me to this- 
parallel analysis by Weiss. 

8. Prof. W. Norman Brown (1919) finds himself at a similar threshold of ignorance 
in his efforts to discover the extent of borrowing into oral Indie folklore from literary 
sources. After reaching an estimate that at least half of all known oral Indie folk talcs 
arc derived from Sanskrit or Persian literature, Brown cautions the reader that his 
estimate of the borrowed propoi lion grows constantly larger as his own knowledge of 
the written literature grows (p. 11). The same caution may be applied to the problem 
of estimating the little- and ^eat-traditional proportions in the deities and festivals 
of Kishan Garhi. This caution may be applied not only to the problem of estimatii]^ 
the borrowed portion of the little tradition, however, but also to the problem of esti¬ 
mating the borrowed portion of the great tradition. The more one Imows of either 
tradition, the more one becomes able to find evidence suggestive of communication 
and borrowing from it to the others 
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in Kishan Garhi have already brought us to confront the little 
tradition as a residuum of religious elements which are sepa¬ 
rable from the great tradition. Almost all the contents of the 
festival of Pitcher Fourth appear to belong to the residual 
category of the little tradition, sui generis. 

The little-traditional festival of Pitcher Fourth is in essence a 
celebration of wifely devotion for the sake of the welfare and 
long life of the husband. Wives of all castes but the Jdt caste 
fast by abstaining from bread during the day. While they are 
fasting, each wife completes a mural picture showing two 
‘‘moons’’ and depicting the events of the Pitcher Fourth story 
(Fig. 2). The story is told before each picture by one of several 
elderly ladies, mostly Brahmans, who make a specialty of 
storytelling. Wives gather in small groups to hear the story, 
and then all sing any devotional song which they may know. 
Their fast continues until the real moon rises in the evening. 
Then each wife goes to where she can see the moon, sketches a 
sacred crossroads at her feet, and pours water onto the cross¬ 
roads out of a spouted earthenware pitcher as an offering to 
the moon. She next worships the moons of her mural picture 
by pressing food against their “mouths”—a few wives also make 
mud figurines of a goddess at this point—and then breaks her 
fast after serving food to the men of the family. The moon is 
here often spoken ofas having masculine gender rather than as 
the “'Moon Mother” of usual speech. 

From one storyteller I heard the story of Pitcher Fourth in 
the following version. There were seven married brothers 
living together. They had a younger sister, who was also mar¬ 
ried. Once, on Pitcher Fourth day, the younger sister kept 
fast at her brothers’ house along with the wives of the seven. 
The youngest brother, feeling pity for his sister in her hunger, 
climbed a tree and showed a lamp behind a sieve, saying, 
“Sister! The moon is already up!” The sister offered water, 
then broke her fast. Her husband at once died. But she sat 
by her husband’s cot for a whole year, not allowing ants or 
worms to come near, and not allowing his corpse to decay. 
The next year, when the festival of Pitcher Fourth came again, 
she once more kept fast. Her brothers’ wives said, “You can’t 
keep fast with us, because you are a widow.” But the younger 
sister said, “I’ll keep fast anyway!” When the moon rose, all 
the seven wives went to offer water. The sister took hold of her 
youngest brother and said, “Give me back my husband! Revive 
him!” Then she split open her finger and let the blood flow 

14 



Figure 2. Painting for the Festival of Pitcher Fourth 

This design, made as a wall painting for worship by one housewife of Kishan Garhi^ 
shows some events in the festival story of a wife’s ritual devotion to her husband (pp. 

255-58). Also shown are the painter’s own combs and necklaces, together with 
peacocks, elephants, favorite trees, magical signs for birth and good luck, and a 
Potter woman bringing a headload of spouted pitchers for use in the festival. The 

original painting is executed in bleached rice paste on a ground of red ocher nxixed 
with cowdung plaster and measures three feet in height. 
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into the mouth of her dead husband. He came back to life, 
chanting the names of God. 

In a second version of the Pitcher Fourth story, the sister 
avoids being deceived at all. In a third version, the brothers 
are five rather than seven. In several other versions, one of the 
wives, strangely called “maid servant” {dull or manthard), is 
herself said to be involved in the plot to deceive her husband’s 
sister; she is represented in some of the mural pictures as under¬ 
going punishment by hanging from her heels. 

Even this essentially little-traditional story of Pitcher Fourth 
is not without minor echoes of Sanskrit literature, however. 
The story’s theme of wifely devotion bears an over-all resem¬ 
blance to the theme of the Sdvitri legend—a legend which occurs 
both in Mahdbhdrata [Vana Parva^ 293-99) and in Matsyapurdna 
(208-14). The detail of the intriguing wife or servant seems 
clearly to have been borrowed from the episode of the intriguing 
Queen Kaikcyi and her servant in the Rdmdyana, And the 
variant which begins with five brothers cannot but hint at the 
Pandava brothers of the Mahdbhdrata, 

The Pitcher Fourth ritual of worshiping the moon seems 
furthermore to derive by direct descent, as it were, from an 
even older upanishadic cosmology in which the moon was the 
transitory abode of dead spirits awaiting rebirth, and the heaven¬ 
ly form of the lifegiving The wife'spouringof waterfroma 
spouted pitcher held before the moon with the aim of preserving 
or reviving the husband suggests a magical enactment of the 
prayer that moon-dwelling spirits descend through rain, then 
through the husband’s semen to enter the wife’s womb for rebirth 
(cf. Chdndogya Upanisad 5. 10. 3-7; Brhaddranyaka Upanisad 6. 2. 
16).® But, in speculating on the possible Sanskritic cosmology 
which underlies the mute ritual of Pitcher Fourth, I am going 
beyond what is conscious or relevant to villagers today. 

Whatever their ultimate origins, most of the ritual contents 
of the festival of Pitcher Fourth appear now to refer not to any 
greater tradition but rather to the residual little tradition. The 
story of the younger sister and her devotion to her husband, 
which provides the manifest rationale of the festival, is unmis¬ 
takably built up out of the objects and life of the village. As 
far as I have been able to determine, and as far as villagers 
in Kishan Garhi were aware, neither the story nor the ritual 
of Pitcher Fourth has resulted from the devolution of any 

9. I owe the second part of this interpretation of the ritual of Pitcher Fourth to 
a suggestion made to me by Dr. Norvin Hein. 
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Sanskritic myth. As for universalization, the Purdna of the 
younger sister’s fast has yet to be written. In this festival, which 
seems to be distributed at least as far as Hardoi (Crooke 1896^, 
I: 172) and Mainpuri districts (Wiser 1936: 89) on the southeast 
and Muzaffarnagar District on the north/® we seem to have 
isolated an original, if not pristine, contribution of the regional 
little tradition in its creative aspect. 

B. DEITIES, GREATER AND LESSER 

An examination of the deities of Kishan Garhi may serve to 
review the questions and answers which have been suggested 
above through analysis of more complicated materials con¬ 
cerning festivals. The deities lend themselves to finer dis¬ 
criminations, even to some rough statistical statements, and to 
further understanding of social processes which arc involved 
in the relations of great and little traditions. 

These deities may be examined through a collection of in¬ 
formation concerning ninety gods, goddesses, and godlings 
made between March and October, 1951, in Kishan Garhi. 
About half of these ninety deities were mentioned to me spon¬ 
taneously in various contexts over a period of five months; the 
other half of these deities came to my notice for the first time 
during the festival of Lights, when I consulted forty-six persons 
throughout the village as to the deities which they were them¬ 
selves worshiping on that sacred day. The list of ninety does 
not exhaust information about deities in Kishan Garhi; it does 
seem, however, to represent an approximation to the total 
list of deities whose cults are actively practiced in the village 
today. 

To what extent can the religion of the little community be 
conceived as a whole apart from the religious great tradition 
of Hinduism? For the deities, as for the festivals, the answer 
must be “to a very limited extent only.” About thirty of the 
total list of ninety deities, or one-third of the whole list, are 
recognizably gods of the great pantheon. Among these gods 
of the great tradition are Visnu^ Laksml^ Hanumdn^ Rdniy Krsnay 
$iva or MakddeVy etc. 

These gods of the great tradition not only are in the villager’s 
range of knowledge but are found within the common core of 
objects worshiped by castes of all ranks (cf. Srinivas’ “vertical 
spread” [1952:218]). Fifteen deities may be specified within 

10. For evidence from Muzaffarnagar, thanks arc due to the personal recollec¬ 
tions of Urmila (Mrs. Satya P.) Agarwal, originally of that city. 
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the common core of objects worshiped by members of at least 
thl’ee out of the four major blocs of castes in Kishan Garhi 
(Brahmans, high castes, low castes, lowest castes). Of these 
fifteen core deities whose cults are actively practiced, seven or 
eight deities may be identified as gods of the great tradition. 
Just as in the festivals, great-traditional elements thus play 
a part of central importance among the gods of this little 
community of Kishan Garhi. 

But there is yet another substantial portion of the list of 
ninety deities—about sixty deities, or two-thirds of the total 
list—which does not seem to require us to take much notice of 
the great tradition of Hinduism. In this portion of the list 
we meet once more a part of village religion which approaches 
separability. 

The less-than-great-traditional portion of the list of deities 
may be subdivided into shorter lists, descending from more 
widely known, regional deities with vernacular literatures, 
temples, and professional devotees down to purely local ghosts 
and spirits. People of Kishan Garhi worship at least twelve 
deities which have elaborate cuks and which are known over 
areas of from several districts to several states. Such regional 
gods include the ‘‘Saint Apparent” {Zdhir Pir)^ the “Goddess 
ofNagarkot” {Nagarkotvdli Devi)^ the “One of Agra” {Agrevdld)^ 
the “One of the Well” [Kudnvdld)^ “Auspicious” (Kalydnl)^ 
the “Old Gentleman” {Miydn Sdkab), et altera. Among these 
regional gods, as also among local gods, are included several 
of Muslim name or origin, notably the Saint Apparent (cf. 
Temple 1884-1900, II: 121, 111:264; Rose 1919,1: 172-92), the 
One of Agra, and “Saint Adam” [Adham Pir), Sectarian or 
other differences of origin are of slight concern in a civilization 
used to adopting and syncretizing any material that meets the 
criteria of interest and local availability. 

The remainder of the list from Kishan Garhi, about one-half 
of the whole collection, consists of deities whose names are foreign 
even to any vernacular literary tradition, and whose cults have 
but little professional elaboration. Among these minor deities 
are “They of the Garden” {Bdgvdle)^ “They of the Twelfth 
Day” [Doddiwdle)^ a goddess named ^^Langubir^^^ “She of the 
Tray” iThdlvdli)^ etc. Here are found some forty-five names 
in all. In this list are the names of many mother-goddesses: 
“Mother of Jalesar” {Jalesarvdli Mdtd)y “Mother of Gurgaon,” 
“New Spaghetti Mother” {Hayi Semarwdlt Mdtd)y etc. Although 
some of these nonliterate deities are known to the little traditions 
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of other districts—four of the forty-five are found in Wiser’s 
list for a village seventy miles away in Mainpuri (1933: 262-6'3), 
while one occurs in Griffiths’ list from Rewa three hundred miles 
away (1946: 133-34)—all lack felt connection with any thing 
or place far away from the villages where they are worshiped, 
and may therefore be counted as local deities. Only a handful 
of these deities have sufficient spread or fame to have made their 
ways into even so large a compendium of Uttar Pradesh village 
religion as Crooke’s (1896^>). A few of these local deities appear 
to be known only to the people of Kishan Garhi village, 
and then not to all of them. Partly because of the wide 
range of country from which wives of the village are drawn, 
there is nevertheless great diversity in adherance to such 
local and regional deities from family to family and from 
individual to individual. The village list from Kishan Garhi 
appccirs to contain a sampling of the local theological diversity 
of a large area. 

In the common core of objects of worship—that is, among the 
fifteen deities which are worshiped by members of most blocs 
of castes in Kishan Garhi—^these little-traditional deities play a 
large part. While Sanskritic deities make up seven members 
of the common core, or nearly half of the total, regional deities 
account for four members and local deities for another 
four members. This little-traditional core component is 
subjectively important to villagers in Kishan Garhi, for next 
to the worship of their own respective ancestral spirits of the 
last two generations, villagers are most attached, I would 
estimate, to the worship of four local godlings of no refinement 
whatsoever: Cdmar^ Alop^ “Earthy” {Bhumiyd), and the “Stony 
One” {Patthvdri). In these little-traditional deities, as in festivals 
in caste rituals, and in kinship organization, we again come 
upon an area in which the little community feels itself to be 
and can be conceived as a partly distinctive and partly isolable 
nexus within greater communities. Here again we come upon 
the paradox of isolability within nonisolability, for the theolo¬ 
gical great and little traditions, like the great and little commu¬ 
nities which bear them, are continuous with each other. 

1. Stratification of deities and their slowness of spread,—The dis¬ 
tribution of deities through the caste hierarchy of Kishan 
Garhi helps to explain why great-traditional religious elements 
are unable to achieve exclusive dominance in the little com¬ 
munity, despite the many continuities between great and little 
traditions. 
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Adherence to deities of the great and little traditions is dis¬ 
tributed through the hierarchy of castes in Kishan Garhi in 
the relative proportions which have been stated hypotheti¬ 
cally by Srinivas (1952: 218). Sanskritic deities of the great 
tradition play a larger part in the devotions of members of 
the Brahman caste and generally in the bloc of the high castes 
of Kishan Garhi than they do in the devotions of the lower 
castes. Forty-five per cent of the deities worshiped by Brahmans 
arc Sanskritic; 35 per cent of the deities worshiped by members 
of ten high castes below the Brahmans are Scinskritic; but 
only 15 and 19 per cent, respectively, of the deities worshiped 
by members of the low and lowest castes are Sanskritic deities. 

That so small a proportion as 45 per cent of the deities wor¬ 
shiped even by Brahmans are Sanskritic may occasion some 
surprise, considering that Kishan Garhi stands in an ancient 
area of Brahman settlement and characterization (cf. O’Malley 
1935: 129). The lands between the Ganges and the Jumna 
appear to have been a region of Aryan settlement in the time 
of the Brdhrnanas (Majumdar and Pusalker 1951: 251-52); they 
appear as the Brahmarsidela^ as the Madhyadeia^ and again as 
the domain of the ancient Pancdlas, Brahmans still hold a 
quarter of the lands of the district as hereditary cultivators and 
still from more than 10 per cent of its population. In each 
village of the countryside around Kishan Garhi a Brahman 
lineage group controls the hereditary office of priesthood of the 
village site (kherdpati). The Sanddh Brahmans of Kishan Garhi 
are thus people of the soil rather than people of the book. 
They are vernacular Brahmans: excepting the four individuals 
who are professional priests, the Brahmans of Kishan Garhi 
address their deities with familiar prayers in the local dialect 
of Braj Bhasha, not with vedic mantras. In spite of the ancient 
habitation of Brahmans in this original area of orthodoxy— 
perhaps, considering the conservatism of local custom which is 
inherent in an indigenous civilization, one should say because 
of their ancient habitation in this area—more than half of 
their deities in Kishan Garhi are non-Sanskritic and still 
un-Sanskritized. 

The relatively slight Sanskritization of the Brahmans in this 
area contains a clue to the general slowness of Sanskritization 
and to the relatively small proportion of great-traditional con¬ 
tents in the religion of the rest of the castes in Kishan Garhi. 
Brahmans are, by their position in the caste hierarchy and by 
their association with priesthood, the best potential local agents 
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of the great tradition. Since their religious forms are in large 
part little-traditional, what filters down from the Brahmans 
to lower castes in Kishan Garhi must also be in large part little- 
traditional. Thus the festival of Pitcher Fourth, whose lack of 
Sanskritic reference is described above, is explicitly identified 
in Kishan Garhi as a festival of Brahman wives, who may not 
remarry if they are widowed; this festival is said to have been 
taken up in recent generations by the lower castes of Kishan 
Garhi. So, too, the priesthood of the village site, which descends 
in the most influential Brahman lineage of Kishan Garhi, is 
the priesthood of the non-Sanskritic mother-godling called 
by the untranslatable name of ''Cdmaf; when persons of lower 
caste would propitiate this powerful mother-godling of the 
Brahmans, they must take their offerings, not to any temple 
of the great tradition, but to Cdmafs rude mound of stones and 
mud. 

No doubt there has been through the millenniums some 
spread of Sanskritic deities from higher to lower castes in Kishan 
Garhi, as posited by Srinivas for Hindus in general (1953: 218, 
226). But those few persons and groups of Kishan Garhi who 
have demonstrably in recent times taken on more Sanskritic, 
great-traditional forms of religion seem in every instance to 
have obtained them, not from the local higher castes, but from 
itinerant teachers of exotic cults, from urban-centered associa¬ 
tions of recent growth, from new state schools, or from the 
market place. A newly standardized great tradition is thus 
externally available to the people of Kishan Garhi as a trans¬ 
formed, now hetcrogenetic criticism of the indigenous religious 
order of the village (cf. Hutton 1946: 204-5). 

2. Civilizational processes:parochializQtion and universalization.— 
We may learn more of the processes of growth in Hindu civi¬ 
lization from the careers of these deities of Kishan Garhi if we 
Conceive of civilizational growth not only as a process of Sans- 
kritization which proceeds from high caste to low caste, or 
from place to place, or as a process of the distribution of literate 
elements to nonliterate people, but more broadly as all those 
processes by which many little traditions come to be related 
to a more universal great tradition. The processes of universal¬ 
ization and parochialization move along a vertical axis of 
Sanskritization and de-Sanskritization, but their range of play 
extends somewhat below its nether pole. 

Parochialization—the downward movement and transforma¬ 
tion of contents between great and little traditions—is evident 
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among deities as it is among festivals in Kishan Garhi. In the 
festival of Nine Durgds described above, the local female godling 
.Jfaurthd thus seems to have descended into the little tradition 
through linguistic change and loss of the meaning of a Sanskri- 
tic tadbhava. 

The career of the Sanskritic divine sage, "‘Master of the 
Sperm” {Sukrdcdrya) (Renou and Filliozat 1947:491), in Kishan 
Garhi further exemplifies the process of parochial devolution. 

• “Master of the Sperm” is said by some Brahmans of Kishan 
Garhi to be the same as the planet Venus, the star which governs 
marriage and acts as a special patron of Brahmans. Possibly in 
pursuance of some one of these beliefs, ancestors of the leading 
lineage of Brahmans in Kishan Garhi at some time now for¬ 
gotten seem to have created a stone for the worship of “Master 
of the Sperm” beside a tree in a disused cremation ground. 
Every new bride brought into that Brahman lineage is still taken 
out with her groom a few days after her first arrival in order 
to worship at that stone. But only two or three old men of the 
lineage now recall the former Sanskritic significance of the 
stone. As far as women of that lineage are concerned, as far as 
anyone else in the village knows, including the Barber woman 
who must serve at every ceremony of worshiping the stone, 
that stone in the old cremation ground is no Sanskritic planetary 
deity, but simply the abode of the ancestral spirits of the 
Brahman lineage whose members placed it there. Such in¬ 
stances of downward movement and eventual severance from 
the great tradition may be compared with the downward 
growth and eventual fall of a stalactite. 

The beginnings of universalization, like the precipitates of 
parochialization, are apparent far below the level of Sanskrit- 
ization among the deities of Kishan Garhi. Universalization 
among thpse deities appears to begin especially through the 
deification of spirits of ancestors or of famous other local 
residents of the village who are now deceased. Thus the 
“Lord” (Thdkur), “Lady” {Thdkurdnl), and “They of the 
Garden” in Kishan Garhi, who are the spirits of powerful land¬ 
lords of two or more generations ago, have become public 
ghosts; for the most part, they operate within the area of Kishan 
Garhi itself, but occasionally they seize people of other villages 
who pass through. So I was told by one professional exorcist 
of Kishan Garhi. 

Building upward from the littlest tradition toward a slighdy 
greater tradition is the spirit of one late villager named “Happy 
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Eyes” {Nain Sukha), In life, Happy Eyes was a famous curer 
of scabies, of the seven-year itch. Since his death, he has gained 
a public shrine, which consists of two dung-plastered bricks, 
located at the base of a tree in front of a Sweeper’s house. Happy 
Eyes’ shrine is now worshiped along with the local shrines of 
many mother-godlings of skin diseases by all women of the 
village on the day of Leftover Food Worship, or Goddess- 
Codling Worship. The Sweeper, who receives all offerings to 
Happy Eyes’ monument, is naturally interested in promoting 
Happy Eyes’ cult, since he thereby gains leftover food with 
which to feed his pigs. Happy Eyes is still called a ‘‘[male] 
godling” (devatd), but change of sex or the status of consort 
seems to be destined for him sooner or later, considering his 
many feminine companions. 
• Further along toward a more universal deification is the 
deity who is worshiped in Kishan Garhi under the name of 
“Auspicious” {Kalydni). Auspicious is the deification of a 
famous Hindu ascetic who actually resided long ago in the 
next district of Etah (Crooke 1896i, 1:220). Auspicious is now 
worshiped not merely at a pair of bricks by the people of one 
village, as is Happy Eyes, but at a temple shrine in Etah which 
is attended annually by thousands of persons coming from 
several districts. 

Still more widely known and more broadly intelligible among 
the deities worshiped in Kishan Garhi is the “Old Gentleman” 
{Miydn Sdhab)^ a deity of pneumonia, fertility, etc. The cult 
of the Old Gentleman has grown up around the combined 
spirits of two Muslim personages who lived at different times: 
in two different districts of western Uttar Pradesh, according to 
Crooke’s sources (1896a, II: 274, III: 180-81; 18966, I: 217). 
Unlike the cult of Auspicious, who has little if any popular 
sacred literature in Kishan Garhi, the cult of the Qld Gentle¬ 
man has developed several long vernacular songs. Members 
of the local caste group of Weavers in Kishan Garhi sing the 
songs of the Old Gentleman with enthusiasm, especially when 
they are paid to do so for therapeutic purposes. The Old 
Gentleman has substantial temple-like shrines at both of his 
abodes in Jalesar and in Amroha. From so elaborate an indige¬ 
nous cult as that of the Old Gentleman to the cult of an authen¬ 
ticated Sanskritic deity is but a short distance. The cult of the 
Old Gentleman, like the growth of a stalagmite, has nearly 
reached the ceiling. 

The role of the material interests of Brahman priests in 
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spreading the cults of Sanskritic deities has often been noted 
elsewhere. In Kishan Garhi the Weavers’ interest in the cult of 
the Old Gentleman, like the Sweeper’s interest in the cult of 
Happy Eyes, reminds us that the cults of local godlings may 
also be spread upward through the self-interested action of 
many other castes. One local caste group of Kishan Garhi, 
the Ascetics [Jogis) combines the proselytizing of both a 
Sanskritic and a non-Sanskritic cult. These Ascetics derive 
a large part of their income from singing two devotional songs, 
one describing the wedding of Siva, the other describing the 
miraculous history of the Saint Apparent Plr), a merely 
regional deity. 

In the careers of the little-traditional deities worshiped in 
Kishan Garhi one can also trace the elaboration, the refinement, 
and the systematization of the cults as such toward more uni¬ 
versal cultic forms. One can also trace in them spatially the 
beginnings of a sacred geography which is continuous with the 
sacred geography of India’s great tradition (Redfield and Singer 
1954Z>.* 19-20). The rudiments of Hinduism’s sacred geography 
are perhaps evident in the Fair of the Well Godling in Kishan 
Garhi. This fair and its godling, villagers say, were deliberately 
instituted by a landlord of Kishan Garhi som.c thirty years ago 
in order to produce for himself a source of tools and rents from 
concessionaires. He installed the godling in the form of a flat 
stone beside a well in his own garden, and announced that a 
fair would be held. The godling’s fair has prospered, and so 
have the owners of the garden. But the landlord who founded 
the fair is now gone. People of Kishan Garhi at the present day 
hold mixed views as to the name and possible affiliations of this 
godling of the fair. Some villagers say that, since he is the ‘‘Well 
Godling” {Kue kd Devatd), he may therefore be the same as the 
famous ‘‘One of the Well” {Kudnvdld) whose abode is in a village 
of nearby Mainpuri District (Crooke 1896a, II: 364), Other 
villagers say that he is the “One of Agra” {Agrevdld), identifying 
him with another Muslim deity said to be installed in or at a 
well in the city of Agra, fifty miles away (cf, Crooke 1896a, 
III: 81, 367). People of Kishan Garhi also hold mixed views 
as to whether their Well Godling is the apotheosis of a Brah¬ 
man, a Muslim, a Sweeper, or several of these. Whatever their 
particular views, most villagers feel sure that the local Well 
Godling is the “branch office” of one or another greater deity. 
And, whatever their views, Brahmans, Weavers,MuslimBeggars,. 
Sweepers, and Goatherds pitch into the festival as functionaries,. 
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while crowds from the nearby villages pour in to obtain the 
benefits thought to derive from adoring this parochial deity. 

Of somewhat greater age and of greater areal sway than 
Kishan Garhi’s own Well Godling is the ‘‘Garden Godling” 
{Bag kd Devatd) of one village neighboring on Kishan Garhi. 
Sweepers of the neighborhood, who also serve as midwives for 
all castes, have played an important part in spreading the 
Garden Godling’s reputation as a protector of babies. Each 
year at the time of the Garden Godling’s festival they collect 
sugar and oil for his worship—and for their own use-—from 
each of their clients in Kishan Garhi. 

At still greater distances, many another local godling, goddess, 
mother, and cremation ground spirit {masdni) competes to draw 
worshipers from Kishan Garhi. Some of these local deities 
never rise to any greater refinement, but others take on more 
articulate and lettered forms ofexpression through competition. 
Without necessarily developing a homogeneous community 
of worship in any continuous region or even among the families 
of one village, the upward growth of such localized cults serves 
to connect the members of each little community with an over¬ 
lapping congeries of greater communities of worship. 

3, Sanskritic identifications: effects on solidarity.—Between the 
beginnings of upward universalization among parochial deities 
and the downward parochialization of universal deities there 
remains a gap in the kinds of evidence which one village can 
furnish in a short time. A few months or even a few years is too 
short a time in which to observe the actual composition of a 
new literary purdna or of a new subsidiary episode in the Mahd- 
hhdrata out of materials developed in the cult of a deity risen 
from some little tradition. And perhaps the modern anthropo¬ 
logical observer is arriving on the scene a little too close to the 
end of the puranic age to expect to observe its phenomena in 
full flower. 

Less conclusive than the full literary Sanskritization of a 
little-traditional deity, but very much alive in Kishan Garhi, 
is the technique of identification. By the technique of identi¬ 
fication each local or regional apotheosis is equated with some 
more universal deity of the great tradition, the lesser often being 
interpreted as an additional form or incarnation of the greater. 
Identification is perhaps the premier technique of the more 
inclusive process which Srinivas has called “Sanskritization’’ 
(1952, chap. VII). 

By identifying their local or regional deities with more wide- 
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spread Sanskritic ones, Srinivas suggests, the Hindus of a region 
such as Coorg or the Hindus of all India come to have the same 
objects of worship, and therefore to have the sense of constitu¬ 
ting a single regional or national community, respectively 
(p. 208). 

The suggestion that solidarity arises out of Sanskritic identi¬ 
fications needs to be qualified for Kishan Garhi. Deities of the 
little tradition in Kishan Garhi are identified with deities of 
the great tradition in varying ways; the result is not necessarily 
an increased sense of community or an enlargement of cultural 
consciousness. 

In the festival of Nine Durgds, for example, the mud idol is 
capable of the most diverse Sanskritic identifications. As 
noticed above, Naurthd is thought by many villagers to represent 
Durgd, Kdliy et al. or the goddess principle in general. But she 
is thought by others to represent Siva and, by still others, to 
represent Sitd. While nearly all women and children in Kishan 
Garhi can agree that they have a common object of worship 
in the Naurthd of the little tradition, by no means all worshipers 
of Naurthd can agree on what object of the great tradition they 
simultaneously hold in common reverence. 

The identifications of three other important little-traditional 
deities of Kishan Garhi demonstrate similar difficulties which 
would arise if villagers were to attempt to communicate with 
each other by triangulation through the great tradition. These 
three deities are the feminine godlings Stony One, Earthy, 
and Cdmar. Sanskritic identifications are easily enough made 
for each of these feminine godlings separately; indeed, these 
lady godlings of the village arc on the whole the most upwardly 
mobile of all little-traditional deities. The Stony One, for 
example, has for at least a generation and probably much 
longer been identified with a famous manifestation of the great 
goddess Pdrvatl or Sail Devi at Nagarkot in Kangra District, 
Punjab. The Goddess is said to manifest herself at Nagarkot in 
the form of a sulphurous mountain which still glows at night 
with the fires in which she was herself extinguished. Members 
of nearly every Hindu family in Kishan Garhi worship the 
Stony One and identify her explicitly with the Goddess of 
Nagarkot (Fig. 4). Thus when pilgrims are ready to depart each 
year from the village to go to Nagarkot, public worship is held 
at the mound of the Stony One. And, while the pilgrims are 
away, members of their families continue to make offerings of 
fire and water at the Stony One (Fig. 4) (cf. Channing 1882:35) • 
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But this identification of the Stony One with the Goddess of 
Nagarkot and thence with the goddess complex of the great 
tradition does not go unchallenged. In the neighboring district 
of Agra, for example, Patthvdri is said by a different Sanskritic 
etymology to be the ‘‘Goddess of the Roadways” (Crooke 
1896^, II: 426). Srinivas cites an instance of a similar conflict 
in the identification of cobras wdth the Sanskritic deity Subrah- 
manya in Coorg and Mysore, and with Ndgds elsewhere in India 
(1952: 218). Such competing and inconsistent Sanskritic identi¬ 
fications arc not unusual but quite the rule in and around 
Kishan Garhi. 

While Sanskritic identifications of the Stony One vary from 
place to place, in Kishan Garhi itself Stony One competes with 
Cdmar, the mother-goddess of the village site, for identification 
with the Goddess of Nagarkot. Some years ago, Cdmafs powers 
were apparently believed to be very great. Refugees are said to 
have settled in Kishan Garhi during the Mutiny of 1857 because 
of the supernatural protection which she oflered. Cdmafs 
credentials as local representative of the Goddess of Nagarkot 
were at that time also made firm. One pilgrim to Nagarkot 
brought back some fragments of stone sculpture from the greater 
goddess’ temple and placed those fragments atop Cdmafs mound 
for all to see. In more recent times, however, identification with 
the great goddess seems to have shifted largely to the Stony One. 

Like the Stony One, Cdmafs own identifications within the 
lesser traditions are not without uncertainty and conflict. By 
general opinion in Kishan Garhi, she is certainly a goddess: 
many persons refer to her as ''Cdmar Mother” (cf. Crooke 1896a, 
II: 225). But in other parts of Aligarh District and in Agra 
District, a local deity of the same name is said to be masculine 
in gender (Crooke 1896a, I: 46; III: 81). 

Earthy [Bhumiyd), a third mother-goddess of Kishan Garhi’s 
little tradition, is beset by similar Sanskritic complexities. If we 
join villagers of Kishan Garhi in identifying Earthy with the 
greater Mother {Mdtd) and Goddess complex of Hinduism, 
then we will be confused in Delhi District to find Earthy identi¬ 
fied with the masculine Sanskritic deity called “Field Protector” 
{Ksetrapdla) (Crooke 1896i, I: 105). We will be further confus¬ 
ed in another district to find that a local godling of the village 
site is called alternatively ''Bhumiya^^ or ^^Bhairon' and is there¬ 
fore identified with a manifestation of the great god Siva 
(Crooke 1896^, I: 107-8). We will be still further confused in 
Patna District, Bihar, for Crooke reports that Earthy is there 
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identified as a manifestation of Visnu (p, 107). Earthy’s diverse 
identifications indicate that villagers of Aligarh, Delhi, and 
Patna might more accurately sense their actual community 
of worship by sticking with that identical nomenclature pro¬ 
vided by the common ground of their respective little traditions 
rather than by resorting tion direct, triangular communication 
through the discrepant Mdtd, Ksetrapdla^ Siva^ and Vi§nu of 
greater traditions. 

The careers of these four female deities of Kishan Garhi 
demonstrate the facility with which identifications may bridge 
the gap between great and little traditions in India’s indigenous 
civilization. They also demonstrate the confusions which resort 
to the medium of the great tradition can put in the way of com¬ 
munication between two adjacent and only slightly variant 
little traditions. Sanskritization may obscure as well as clarify 
the nearness of two little traditions: the Delhi villager who 
identifies his Earthy with Ksetrapdla will be closer by Sanskritic 
idiom^to the Coorg villager who worships his Ksetrapdla one 
thousand miles away (Srinivas 1952: 223) than he will be 
to the villager of Kishan Garhi one hundred miles away who 
also worships Earthy, but in another Sanskritic guise. 
Although Sanskritic identifications do not necessarily bring 
adjacent little communities closer to each other, they do bring 
the great community closer to all little communities. To each 
little tradition, Sanskritic identifications lend the sense of deri¬ 
vative participation in the great tradition which is authorita¬ 
tive, not only because it is indigenous, but also because it is 
refined, learned, and ecumenical. Sanskritization thus height¬ 
ens and dignifies the sphere of communication for each little 
community; it does not necessarily widen that sphere. 

If reference to theSanskritiegreat traditionof Hinduism some¬ 
times confounds or prevents communication within and among 
adjacent little traditions, it also, of course, provides a saving 
doctrine for some persons at a higher level. In place of dis¬ 
ordered polytheism and endless polymorphism, the philosophic 
villager in Kishan Garhi is free to put pantheism—the concep¬ 
tion that all deities everywhere, no matter how parochial or 
non-Sanskritic, are but manifestations of a single divine Oversoul 
{Paramdtma). If all deities are one, then accurate communi¬ 
cation about particular objects of worship becomes a matter 
of irrelevant detail. 
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C. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

Seen throughits festivals and deities, the religion of the village 
of Kishan Garhi may be conceived as resulting from continuous 
processes of communication between a little, local tradition 
and greater traditions which have their places partly inside and 
partly outside the village. Only residual fragments of the reli~ 
gion of such a little community can be conceived as distinctive 
or separable. 

Since both great and little traditions exist within the religion 
of little communities and there communicate, study of the 
religion of a little community can contribute to understanding 
of processes of universalization and parochialization which are 
generally operative in Indian civilization. Preliminary study of 
the contents of religion in Kishan Garhi indicates, for example, 
that great and little traditions may remain in equilibrium within 
the little community, neither tending to exclude the other: ele¬ 
ments of the great tradition undergo parochial transformation 
as they spread, while the great tradition itself, where it originates 
as a universalization of indigenous materials, lacks authority 
to replace elements of the little tradition. Communication 
between indigenous greater and lesser traditions may proceed 
vertically without necessarily effecting any contiguous lateral 
enlargement of the community of common culture. A focus* 
upon the small half-world of the village and a perspective 
upon the universe of Indian civilization thus remain mutually 
indispensable for whole understanding, whether of Hindusim 
or of the traditional forms of India’s social structure. 
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THE WORLD AND THE WORLD VIEW 
OF THE KOTA^ 

DAVID G. MANDELBAUM 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The world view of a people is their characteristic outlook. It 

is the inside view, the ways in which a person of the group typi¬ 

cally sees himself in relation to his world. It includes his map¬ 

ping of that world, that is to say, the categories he uses in his 

perception of the familiar and of the strange. It includes the 

emphasis he places on what he sees, the choices he makes from 

among the alternatives he knows. 

Few will deny that a statement of this inside view is a most 

desirable resource for anthropological analysis; more will 

wonder whether it is possible to make valid and testable state¬ 

ment of this sort. Difficulties suggest themselves at once. Whose 

world view? Even in so numerically small a society as the 

Kota^ there are many status positions, each invoking a somewhat 

different outlook. Thus there are different perceptions expect¬ 

ed of a priest than those normally required of a layman. There 

are differences in typical outlook—at least in some respects-—* 

as between people from different villages, or as between a man 

and a woman. In one of the writer’s published studies of the 

Kota, the difference in outlook according to age was noted» 

and the consequences of the varying perceptions as between 

young men and older men in the society were indicated 

(Mandelbaum 1941a: 237). 

In the same study, personality differences in characteristic 

outlook were traced. Not the least of other possible variations 

in outlook are those which ensue from special environmental 

situations, such as dire physical deprivation. A people des¬ 

perate for food—as the Camdrs described by Cohn sometimes 

are—may be expected to view the world about them somewhat 

differently than they do when hunger pangs are not so insistent. 

Yet despite all these variations, a field ethnologist—no less 

1. Field work among the Kota was carried on from April, 1937, to May, 1938> 

under a fellowship of the National Research Council. It was continued from Sep¬ 

tember, 1949, to January, 1950, with grants from the University of California and 

as part of a Guggenheim fellowship. The present paper was written in connection 

with the Indian Village Studies project of the Institute of East Asiatic Studies, 

University of California, Berkeley. 
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than an observant administrator or traveler—often gains the 
impression that there is a characteristic way of seeing the world 
among the people he is studying. It is characteristic because 
it may be discerned through the whole range of personalities and 
status positions within the society and because it is expressed 
in a broad variety of life-situations. Thus in Lewis’ paper in 
this volume we read not only of certain specific differences 
between the villages he knows in Mexico and in India—as in 
cultivation, social organization, settlement pattern—but also 
of certain broad differences between the two in their approach 
to the standard human experiences and to the people about 
them. 

The problem is to transcribe the impressions which register 
on the sensitized observer into clear statements which can be 
tested repeatedly in various contexts and which can then 
be compared with formulations of world view among other 
peoples. 

It might seem that the Kota olTer a particularly favourable 
field for a start toward the analysis of world view. They are a 
small society; their seven villages together now hold about a 
thousand people, hardly more than a fair-sized village in 
most of India. Yet they clearly have a distinct society and 
culture, with language, religion, ceremonies, all obviously 
different from those of their neighbors. They were aboriginally 
one of the tribes who inhabited the relatively inaccessible 
Nilgiri Plateau, and they still follow a good many patterns 
of their old tribal culture. Within the villages there are not the 
elaborate social stratifications found in most of the other villages 
described in this volume, and their culture appears to be rela¬ 
tively homogeneous, if for no other reason than the absence 
of diverse caste practices. 

However, it would scarcely be proper to present Kota society 
as a simple, relatively undifferentiated social organism within 
which the world view shines forth in a clearer, more compre¬ 
hensible fashion than among, say, the manifestly complex 
Brahmans of Tanjore whom Kathleen Gough describes. 
Far from it. The Kota case presents many complexities, both 
structural and historical. True, xh^.Kota and their neighbors 
atop the Nilgiri Plateau were quite isolated, until a century 
ago, from the main currents of Hindu influence on the plains 
below. But in recent decades they have been moved, as we 
shall see, by the double impact of Sanskritization (to use 
Srinivas’ term) and of Western-urban influences. The earlier 
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isolation was not, in any event, a complete insulation. There 
is an inscription of a.d. 1117 in Mysore which refers to the 
Todas and the Nilgiris, and the earliest known report of the 
Nilgiri peoples, written in 1603 by a Portuguese priest, gives 
evidence of regular though infrequent trade contacts between 
the hill folk and the villagers of the plains (Francis 1908: 
91-92; Rivers 1906: 719-30). 

Thus the Kota case is neither more nor less isolable as a unit 
for study than are the other village groups discussed in this 
volume. Kota culture is certainly different from that of the 
nearest plains villages. Yet for all their differences from the 
usual South Indian patterns, all the Nilgiri peoples accorded, 
in fundamental ways, with the prevalent village tradition. 
The concept of pollution was and is strongly held, the economic 
relations among the indigenous tribes were much like the usual 
jajmdni system, and the tribes formed a kind of caste system of 
their own, although it was not in earlier centuries geared into 
the general caste system. Such fundamental resemblances to 
the world of the plains villagers, underlying many differences 
in phrasing and detail, encourage comparisons between these 
hill folk and village people in the matter of world view also. 
We may go on, then, to sketch some salient facets of Kota life 
and to delineate one aspect of the Kota world view. Following 
this, we shall compare the Kota with other Villagers described 
in this volume, looking at the others, as it were, from the van¬ 
tage point of the Kota villages. Such comparisons give us a 
notion of the world in which all these villagers live, especially 
the general Indie world. Within the world of India there are 
forces and processes which, in some degree, affect all. On the 
basis of these comparative comments concerning the world of 
the villager we shall, in every instance, ask questions about the 
relation of the elements of that world to the villagers’ world 
view. The questions may thus be useful in directing attention 
to strategic avenues for further inquiry. 

II. THE SETTING AND PERSPECTIVE OF Kota LIFE 

The Kota villages lie on a plateau in the south of India, an 
area which is now the Nilgiri District of the State of Madras. 
The plateau, some 6,500 feet in average elevation, rises quite 
precipitously from the plains, so much so that the trip was a 
hazardous one before the British put through roads and a rail¬ 
road in the mid-nineteenth century. The area at the top of the 
hills, some 15 by 40 miles in greatest extent, supported four 
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groups before the coming of the English and of the lowlanders 
who came with them. 

The pastoral Todas numbered some seven hundred in the 
first census of 1871 and now have declined in population to 
between five and six hundred. The Kurumbas^ who purvey 
jungle produce to the other Nilgiri peoples and who are feared 
and employed by them as sorcerers, then numbered about six 
hundred and now are probably not far from that figure. The 
agricultural Badagas^ who supplied the other three groups with 
grain, alone among the indigenes of the area have grown 
greatly in population. From some twenty thousand in 1871 
they have increased to about sixty thousand in 1951. 

The Kota^ whose numbers have remained fairly stable in these 
years, were traditionally the artisans—smiths, potters, wood¬ 
workers—and musicians of the region. Their villages are 
interspersed among the settlements of the Toda^ who still live 
in much the same places as of old, and of the Badagas, whose 
villages have greatly enlarged in size and number. 

The Kota have always done some cultivation and have ade¬ 
quate lands of their own around each of their villages. In 
recent decades they have had to rely more and more heavily 
on cultivation for a livelihood, since their handicrafts and 
music are no longer in great demand among their neighbors. 
They now must devote most of their cultivation to a cash crop, 
potatoes (Mandelbaum 1952). 

A Kota village usually has three main streets, each street being 
the residence of a single patrilineal clan. Near the center of the 
village is a green on which stand three temples, one to each 
deity of an ancient triad. In the village of Kolmel [Kolme^)^ to 
which this discussion more specifically pertains, a new temple 
has recently been built to a trinity of Hindu-like gods. Around 
the introduction of these newest, Sanskritized deities there has 
crystallized a factional split in the village. The adherents of 
the more conservative ways are the ‘‘Old Rule” [Ma mul) 
faction, who have resisted the innovations proposed by their 
opponents. The reform group is called “Cropped” (Karap), 
using the Kota version of the English word for haircut. Cutting 
off the traditional Kota chignon by the men of that party 
symbolizes their adoption of a strong reformist attitude. The 
two factions in this village have, as has happened elsewhere 
in village India, drawn apart, so that they stage separate cere¬ 
monies and do not interdine. The original issue of the factional 
split, the worship of the new gods^ is no longer the divisive 
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factor, since both factions worship the new as well as the old 
gods, although each side does so separately. One of the original 
reasons for the division is gone, the split remains. 

For the traditional deities there are still two priests whose 
office is respected by conservatives and reformists alike. The 
priests must be kept segregate from the other villagers in many 
ways. They must dress only in the old style and, in general, 
conduct their lives in a ritually guarded manner, guarded also 
from some of the technological innovations which have been 
adopted in recent decades. The deities are additionally served 
by diviners, one for each god. Through the diviners, at appro- 
priate occasions, the voice of the god speaks and tells the villagers 
the pleasure of the gods. The diviners must also lead more 
carefully guarded lives than do other villagers. 

Two important occasions in the ceremonial cycle are the first 
funeral, where the bodies arc cremated, and the second funeral 
at the end of the ceremonial year. Then all who have died during 
the year are finally sent off to the afterworld, and mourning for 
them officially ends (Mandelbaum 1954). A bone of the de¬ 
ceased which has been taken out of the cremation pyre at the 
first funeral is recremated in the second funeral. An important 
ritual element in both funerals is the bowing to the remains of 
the deceased. 

It is at this point in the funeral, when the living give a part¬ 
ing bow of respect to the dead, that great quarrels frequently 
arise. All who have any claim to kinship with the deceased 
press forward to bow, and anyone present'who is a Kota feels 
impelled to make this last bow. Not infrequently some men, 
usually the close relatives of the deceased, try to prevent others 
from bowing. Those who are thus barred strain with great 
argument and pushing (though rarely with blows) to accom¬ 
plish the ritual gesture. Some of the men not directly involved 
in the quarrel try to separate the pushing melee of contenders 
and attempt to bring about a temporary calm which they try 
to transform into a workable compromise. Sometimes, not often, 
no suggested compromise avails, and one side or the other calls 
in the police, an act which brings to bear alien forces which 
usually must be mollified by suitable cash payment. 

A. METHOD OF UNDERSTANDING WORLD VIEW 

The study oiKota world view can well begin with an analysis 
of this recurrent situation. In so doing, we may be sure to begin 
with something which most Kota see as being highly important 
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in their lives. If we should seek statements of world view by 
approaching only the more articulate and reflective persons, 
we may easily get a fluent and consistent formulation, but one 
which may not apply for many in the society. Or the observer 
may unwittingly select the outlook appropriate to a particular 
status or stratum and present that as the view of the whole 
people. 

The selection of this situation as worthy of special note is 
made by the Kota themselves. Controversies about bowing to 
the dead have arisen at most funerals which the present writer 
has heard about or seen. Moreover, reference to such situations 
is made quite spontaneously in various contexts by men and 
women of differing ages and status positions. 

Thus one man of the Cropped faction tells that he is letting 
his hair grow again because his father-in-law is growing old 
and he wants to be able to bow to the corpse when the old man 
dies. If he continues in the Cropped party, he may be de¬ 
barred from doing so. A healer—part shaman, part physician— 
and a conservative from a conservative village tells how his 
Cropped relatives from another village tried to bow to the 
corpse at his brother’s funeral. Violent protests ensued from 
his conservative fellow-villagers, and he persuaded his Cropped 
kin not to bow. If they forced the issue, he reminded them, 
he would be the one to suffer and perhaps could no longer 
live in his own village. 

Deliberate abstention from bowing brings on societal concern 
as well as does deliberate exclusion. Several men become 
affronted during a funeral and express their grievance by re¬ 
fusing to participate in the appropriate gestures. The ritual 
proceedings are delayed until these men are persuaded to 
take part again. One of these men, incidentally, is a highly 
aberrant person—^the one effeminate man in the society—but 
in this matter he shares the common outlook. 

Why, then, is this occasion of bowing to the deceased so 
important to ih^Kota? Why is it the scene of personal victories 
and personal defeats? To which of the principal spheres of life 
do these victories and defeats pertain ? These spheres, in the 
broadest sense, are the same for a Kota as for man generally— 
one’s relation to the supernatural, to the material environment, 
and to other people. 

Redfield has cogently discussed the use of this tripartite 
classification in studying world view. He has noted that the 
student has a double obligation: to see the world as the people 
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see it, and to report what he has shared with them in terms 
which those of other cultures can understand. He must convert 
—perhaps “translate” is the better term—the inside view into 
an outside view. To do that he must assume that the one view 
is translatable into the other—^that there is something in 
common between the two. Common to all world views, Redfield 
notes, is the division of the total field of human experience 
according to relations to God, to nature, and to man. 

There are other constant categories, the biological universals. 
of the life-cycle, some kind of economic and ceremonial metro¬ 
nome for the year, the necessity of arranging space and time 
in some regular fashion (Redfield 1952: 30-31). Perhaps Red- 
field might have added at least one other to the three prime 
categories, namely, the relation of man to special experience,, 
as in his aesthetic creations and responses. But the threefold 
division holds true enough for the Kota^ using it commits us to 
no untoward digressions, and in this brief survey it is a useful 
way of sorting out what is entailed, according to the Kota view,^ 
in bowing to the corpse. 

In this brief survey the examination of one main tension point 
necessarily overlooks many of the more placid vistas of Kota 
world view. Yet the scene of conflict is also the setting for re¬ 
ward; both are in the forefront of 3.Kota man’s view. The view 
thus sketched is the man’s view. The woman’s view, in so far 
as my relatively limited evidence on the woman’s outlook goes, 
is not at odds with it. 

B. Kota RELATIONS WITH SUPERNATURAL AND NATURAL 

Funerals arc generally ritual occasions, involving the parti¬ 
cipants in some kind of relation with their concept of the super¬ 
natural. Kota funerals are no exception: the supernatural is 
clearly and prominently entailed in these rites (Mandelbaum 
1954: 89-90). But the gods arc not importantly involved in 
the controversies which boil up around the business of bowing- 
This central concern does not have to do with the gods, nor are 
very many Kota life-problems and dilemmas concerned with 
relations to gods—this despite the fact that the great factional 
split has been precipitated by matters of worship, that worship 
still brings the men before the temples every morning, and that 
religious ceremonies still provide the great occasions of the 
year. 

To the Kota^ the gods—all gods, the traditional deities and 
the newer Hindu-like powers—arc potent beyond anyone’s 
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doubt. They have strong attributes and great power to affect 
mortals. But they do not often appear in the center of Kota 
concern. The supernatural is handled like high voltage. If the 
gods are properly served, they do not act capriciously and 
do not intervene unnecessarily. There are exceptions to this, 
it is true. And the voice of the gods is regularly heard through 
their chosen diviners, appraising the villagers’ behavior and 
telling them what and what not to do. For all this, the gods are 
addressed and invoked more as a way of turning their attention 
to the affairs at hand than by way of cajoling or persuading 
or even of imploring them to take charge. Some specific ex¬ 
amples will illustrate this broad impression. 

The Kota have no great interest in the afterworld. They know 
that there is such a realm to which the spirits of the dead go, but 
the nature of that bourne is only vaguely known; little curiosity 
is shown about it. Once the spirits are duly dispatched after 
the final funeral rites, they do not return to worry men. The 
rites are always successful, the spirit departs, there the matter 
ends. This spirit may later speak through a woman medium, 
counsel his descendants and foretell coming events, but neither 
this occasional message from a departed kinsman nor the 
regularly heard voices of the deities themselves seem to be taken 
by the Kota as anything more than tips for the general welfare. 
These tips have often to do with the proper performance of 
ritual. Here the emphasis lies—on the successful manipulation 
of the supernaturals rather "than on inducing in the gods a 
beneficent state of mind. 

This mechanical mode of dealing *with the supernatural is 
exemplified in the legal fictions frequently used in ceremonies. 
Thus women during their menstrual periods are abhorrent 
to everything supernatural. They must be secluded and return 
to normal status in several stages. During menstruation a 
woman must take care to avoid being seen by a priest and 
must not approach anything which is specially sacrosanct, 
whether it be a temple or the hearth in her kitchen. However, 
every soul in the village must participate in the greatest cere¬ 
mony of the year, the God Ceremony. All must then be re¬ 
furbished and renewed. But some women inevitably will be 
menstruating during the days of this ceremony and should 
presumably be disqualified from participating in this occasion 
wh%n all the village is one sacred precinct. ThtKota solution is 
simple and is typical of their relations to the supernatural. 
Before the ceremony begins all the women go out of the village 
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for a time as a token of menstrual seclusion. Hence any woman 
who menstruates during the days of the ceremony has already 
been in seclusion for that month, and therefore the subsequent 
physical condition need not be taken as true menstruation. 
She may participate with all the village in the holy rituals. 

The malevolent manipulation of the supernatural does cause 
concern, but it is a concern which is met by dealing with people 
rather than with the supernatural directly. The Kota know of 
the evil eye, but one Kota cannot put the evil eye on another. 
If a villager should want to bring harm to a fellow-villager, 
or a Badaga to a Kota^ the plotter must hire a Kummba to perform 
the evil magic. The victim, when he learns of the cause of his 
misfortunes, must hire yet another Kurumba to end the evil. 
Nowadays Kunmbas are less resorted to, although still much 
feared; Hindu or Muslim exorcisers and amulet purveyors are 
patronized. In any event, the power to use directly super¬ 
natural means in a malevolent way is not an attribute of a Kota. 
The fear of Kurumba sorcery is considerable, but it can be met by 
using guardian Kurumbas. People—though not your own kind— 
can deal properly with this sort of supernatural power also. 

In all, the supernatural must be given its great due, must be 
respectfully handled, but it can be handled successfully. In 
so far as a people’s world view is focused on what troubles them, 
on the sources of their chief tensions as well as on the arenas 
of their chief victories, the sphere of the supernatural does not 
appear to most Kota to be either a prime source of tension 
or a major arena for reward. 

As for the second great sphere of life which all world views 
must comprehend, that of relations to nature, we can sum¬ 
marize the Kota view briefly. There are some peoples for whom 
dealing with nature has magnetic interest. Some are engrossed 
in cultivation, think of and care for their fields with surpassing 
concern. Some Badaga groups strike me as having such an 
absorbing interest in their crops. Others may be heart and soul 
engrossed with their animals. The Toda are clearly so engross¬ 
ed. There are artisans whose stakes in life lie in their craft. 
But the Kota share none of these absorptions. They have been 
and still are artisans. But they work in the smithy just to get 
a job done. In recent decades only one man in Kolmel village 
has ever been moved to lavish his skill in turning out a parti¬ 
cularly fine and ornamented blade. Few other Kota Have 
tried, as he did, to fashion an ax that would be a thing of un¬ 
common strength and beauty. They have turned out axes in 
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great numbers, and they have skill as smiths. But an ax for 
them is something to trade or use, not something which may 
bring special joy or prestige. It may have been different in the 
past; many a fine skill has in India been washed out by the 
flood of goods made by Western techniques. In the memory 
of the living Nilgiri generations, the Kota are professioxial 
artisans but indifferent craftsmen. 

So it is with their activities in dealing with plant and animal. 
They keep a few cattle, goats, buffalo, but there is nothing cf the 
Toda zeal for their beasts. They cultivate and now must earn 
most of their living at it. But in comparison with the nearby 
Badaga fields, the Kota fields arc not so well tilled. Their crop 
yield is usually lower, their attention to farming more 
indifferent. 

Note that these are general and comparative statements. 
There are some Kota who are excellent cultivators and take 
pride and joy in their fields. But most are not as interested in 
arming as arc most Badagas. The Kota do not lack industry; 

they can work hard and steadily on occasion. But the general 
occasions of cultivation do not evoke notably effective efforts. 
A Kota^s main interest generally lies in another sphere; not in 
his relations to the gods, not in his necessary dealings with plant 
and animal and matter, but in his relations to other men. 
Around these relations cluster Kota concern; it is here that the 
matter of bowing at the funeral becomes a matter for passion 
and pride. 

C. RELATIONS AMONG MEN 

Man’s prime struggle is with man: this idea comes through in 
life-histories, in anecdotes, in folklore. In some societies, as 
among the Tanjore Brahmans studied by Gough, there is 
great concern with the self: a good part of the struggle is with 
the self. This is not so for the Kota. They have little worry about 
their impulses. Most men and women enjoy a vigorous sex life 
which starts at a quite early age. While most men arc much 
interested in sexual activities over a large spanof the life-cycle, 
the interest is in satisfying the impulses rather than in denying 
them. There is something of the widespread Indie belief that 
overindulgence is harmful, but this belief is expressed more as 
an explanation for a manifest ailment than as an immediate 
guide to conduct. 

Nor is strong drink eschewed in principle or in practice. The 
aversion to this means of self-gratificationj common to the higher 
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castes and now expressed in the Madras prohibition law, is 
not shared by the Kota, They grumble about how difficult 
it is now to get liquor and how the welfare of the people has 
suffered from the governmental prohibition. 

Kota men generally do not question their physical needs and 
gratifications, and they show little sign of worry about their 
roles in life. They give the impression of a vigorous self-con¬ 
fidence; life-histories usually display evidence of what may be 
called a firm sense of ego-identity. 

Similarly, in relations with women, Kota men give few evi¬ 
dences, direct or indirect, of special anxieties. If the main 
struggle is not with the self, it is also not between the sexes. 
Some special points of friction develop. Not infrequently a 
younger brother will move out of the joint family household 
because he does not get along with the elder brother’s wife. 
But frequently also this brother’s wife is the lad’s special friend. 
In ritual the link between husband and wife is very close, and 
the two stand as one at some crucial ritual junctures. It is not 
with women that a Kota man feels he must contend. 

The struggle lies among males, particularly among peers. 
The close kin of the older and of the younger generations are 
one’s allies and supporters. In tales and in small talk, a man’s 
father, his father’s brothers, his mother’s brothers all appear 
as supportive characters. The mother’s brother, having no 
great disciplinary responsibility for his nephew, is expected 
to be and frequently is a kind and benevolent figure who 
provides emotional refuge as well as material aid. Often 
enough he is, in the Kota system of preferred cross-cousin 
marriage, the father-in-law as well. 

A man’s relations with his father, as recounted and as ob¬ 
served, give little indication of any strong oedipus-like reactions, 
such as those noted for the Brahmans of Kumbapettai in 
Tanjore. Nor is there any special reason why such tensions 
should prevail here. Fathers do not and, indeed, cannot well 
dispossess or disinherit their sons. The society encourages 
youths to be quite independent. And sons are a man’s most 
precious possession. 

In the last matter, the Kota are at one with the vast concourse 
of Indie peoples, from Tanjore Brahmans to Madhopur Camars. 
Without a son, or at least a child, a Kota feels himself scarcely 
a person. A childless couple does not often go many 
years without a child in the house. A man takes in a brother’s 
son to feed and raise, or an orphan lad with no close kin is 
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adopted, or a succession of wives is taken until one yields a 
child. In some manner a man must have someone in his house 
to call him father. 

Children are thus tremendously important, and a man who 
has none does not rest easily until he does have a child, preferably 
a son, more preferably several. Few men remain long incapa¬ 
citated on that score. If they do not become biological fathers 
in due course, they manage to be sociological fathers. Once 
children are acquired, however, their rearing seems not to be a 
major focus of concern. There are problems, of course, in 
rearing children, in getting them healed if they are sick, saved 
if they are bewitched, married if a bride price must be scraped 
together. Great anxieties may be aroused in a man’s life on 
any or all of these scores, but he typically meets these prob¬ 
lems as they turn up; he does not keep these possibilities in 
the forefront of his view. 

What is central to a man’s social perception is his relation 
with his peers. In the first instance it is his relation with his 
brothers, both real and classificatory. Brothers are allies. They 
usually work as a co-operative group in the fields, in the 
smithy, in providing music. If a man has no uterine brothers, 
he generally works with several of his classificatory brothers 
of the clan. 

The brothers face the world together, as a single group. 
When one is threatened, all are supposed to rally to his support 
and usually do so. In one rare case in which two brothers 
belonged to opp3sing factions, there was a dramatic display 
of the strength of the fraternal tie. Ordinarily the two do not 
go into one another’s house or interdine. But when one suffered 
a psychotic episode in which his life was endangered and there 
was no other man willing to care for the sick one, the well 
brother did drop all factional enmity, nursed and cared for his 
sick brother until the man was able to carry on in society. 
Since then the two have reverted to their separate ways and 
factions. 

In ritual, one brother can stand as a perfect substitute for 
another. When a man goes on a formal mission, as when he 
goes to take his bride from her father’s house, he must have a 
brother along with him. Many of the folk-tale motifs occur as 
happenings to a set of brothers. 

For all that there is this brother bond, however, there is also 
a sharp a^Cvareness within the brother group of the rights and 
duties of each. Each brother must have an equal share in 
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everything the group attains. Though the harvest may be 
pooled and the family purse and kitchen be jointly shared, no 
one brother may take a larger share than another. Elder 
brothers are given due respect by their juniors, the needs of 
the brothers with more mouths to feed are duly taken into 
account, but each one feels equal in rights to every other. There 
must be a fraternal equivalence in all things, and many are the 
quarrels among a set of brothers about such things as cultivation, 
sharing the work of the smithy, and the division of property. 
The equal sharing occurs in sex relations as well, but quarrels 
about these relations are not directly expressed (Mandelbaum 
1938: 579-80). 

Within a set of brothers, then, there is strong identification 
and co-operation, but there is also a strong sense of individual 
rights. These rights are jealously guarded so that the identi¬ 
fication with the brother group does not wipe out a man’s 
very lively sense of his status as an individual in the group. 
A Kota's notion that he has not been given his proper due among^ 
the brothers not infrequently leads him to split off from them, 
to arrange some new alliances, perhaps with classificatory 
rather than uterine brothers, or to carry on economically only 
with his sons or affincs. 

Such procedure prevails also in the widening circles of a man’s 
social relations. When the clan is involved, each clansman 
guards, as much for himself as for the clan group, those pre¬ 
rogatives which belong to his clan. When the villagers of 
Kolmel deal with men of another Kota village, they are quick 
to defend Kolmel’s full measure of respect or gifts or whatever 
may be involved. Factional divisions now complicate the 
scene. A conservative from Kolmel attending a ceremony in 
another village may strive to bar a Kolmel man of the opposing 
faction from participating in the rite. Yet he may have some 
feeling that his own status as a Kolmel man suffers when his 
fellow-villager is roughly handled. 

As against the Badaga, all Kota factions are as one. While some 
still provide music to those of the Badaga who want Kota music, 
all Kota steadily claim more from the Badaga than any Badaga 
is now willing to grant. This contention with the Badagais very 
much in the Kota'^ view, though most Badaga do not take 
much notice of the few and, to their minds, lowly Kota>. 
The Kota sees himself as a kind of peer of the Badaga^ perhaps, 
not as pure as some or as wealthy as others, but a peer'none the- 
less in that the Kota believes he has certain rights and duties; 
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toward the Badaga and, more especially, that the Badaga should 
have certain obligations toward him. 
Whether as brother among brothers, villager among villagers, 

Kota among Nilgiri peoples, a man’s chief interest is in dealing 
with other men in the proper way—the proper way being that 
way which preserves his full rights or what he deems to be his 
full rights. These dealings and the contention about them are 
the common currency of talk and the patent focus of interest 
among the Kota. 
How then are men to be dealt with ? The mode of confronting 

one’s fellows may be termed “aggressive defense.” A man must 
ever be wary lest his rights and privileges be encroached upon; 
if they are, defensive response must be quick and vigorous. He 
must react sharply to any possible slight. He must be instantly 
jealous of his status. 

That is why bowing to the relic of the corpse is so important. 
In the usual course of the ceremony, everyone present expects 
to bow as a last gesture of respect and alliance with the deceased. 
The gesture symbolizes that the one who bows belongs to the 
social network, that he has the status of a Kota. Whatever 
factional side a man may take, he does not want to cut loose 
from the whole society of his people; rather he wants to bring 
them all to share in his ways. 

On the other side, those in charge of a funeral are zealous to 
keep away from their deceased kinsmen anyone who is not a 
complete Kota in their view. If such a one should bow, they 
would all feel demeaned, their own status undermined. Hence 
members of one faction try to bow, those of the other try to 
prevent them, and great rows are precipitated. 

Such quarrels commonly delay ceremonies for hours. Kota 
men, possessing as they do a strong sense of their worth and 
independence, carry on the arguments with great vigor. But 
the arguments arc almost always on the verbal level only; 
rarely do Kota come to physical aggression or even to attempts 
at magical manipulation. This may be because each man seeks, 
not to undermine the other man, or forcibly to subordinate him, 
but rather to protect his own rights. 

The use of bezoars, concretions sometimes found in the 
alimentary system of ruminants, illustrates Kota notions of how 
a ma.n should conduct himself. Bezoars are ground up and fed 
a child so that he may have “anger and common sense.” 
“Anger” is a straightforward interpretation of the Kota word; 
“common sense” is a translation (suggested by an interpreter) 
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for the quality of being able to make sound, practical judg¬ 
ments. Why, then, “anger and common sense’* ? Anger so that 
he may fight vigorously in defense of his rights; common sense 
so that he may know when his rights have been transgressed. 

Important to this self-defense is the avoidance of ritual 
pollution. A person so defiled is also socially disabled. He loses, 
at least temporarily, his full previous status. And he is made 
specially vulnerable to such loss by contact with the biological 
experiences of birth, menstruation, and death. There are other 
sources of ritual and social disablement, but these are among 
the most dangerous. Thus when a Kota dies, his closest kin 
are barred from ordinary social contacts. A main emphasis of 
the elaborate double funeral is to reinstate the mourners to 
normal social status (Mandelbaum 1954:91). So long as 
a person is defiled on this account or on some lesser score, he is 
dangerous to his fellows. The danger is only partly thought 
of as supernatural; it is quite vividly the danger of degrading 
others to a comparable state of social paralysis. 

It is as though all social relations are in delicate balance, so 
that any one of many ritual impairments can throw them out 
of balance. Once dislocated, these relations must be put back 
in order by proper ritual purification. 

In this delicate balance, withdrawal from social relations is a 
main procedure, both as an individual’s weapon and as the 
group’s disciplinary means. If a man feels affronted, believes 
his proper rights have been slighted, he will withdraw from 
participation in the social enterprise in which he has felt him¬ 
self disparaged. Thus in the episode mentioned earlier, in 
which several men refused to participate in a funeral ceremony 
because they felt slighted, these men believed, in effect, that they 
had been detracted and that further participation would signal 
that they accepted a lowered standing. The others involved 
in the ceremony were eager to have them participate—and 
eventually arranged a compromise which brought them back 
in—because less than full participation would reduce the worth 
of the whole ceremony and so take away something from each 
person who did carry on with it. 

Viewed from the other aspect, withdrawal by the group from 
the individual is the traditional way of dealing with trans¬ 
gressors. One who violates the group’s standards of conduct 
thereby demeans everyone within the group. Hence social 
relations with him are severed until he repairs his transgression 
and symbolically affirms that he is at one with the group again* 
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This is the common Indie practice of outcasting. In Kolmel 
village the Old Rule people have cast out every Cropped man. 
The Cropped have retaliated by forming a factional group 
which takes the stand that it is they who have thrown out the 
others. However, the Cropped men still adamantly strive to 
bow to the corpse at funerals conducted by Old Rule men and 
are as adamantly hindered from doing so. 

There is a certain amount of physical pushing and pulling 
during such encounters, but generally a transgressor is not 
subject to physical coercion to make him behave properly. 
The important note is not one of forcing the wrongdoer to 
conform but rather of enforcing the break of social relations 
until such time as the miscreant makes amends. 

Positive achievements also contribute to the defense of one’s 
status. Every man has a lively sense of his rights as a Kota^ 
as an equal among equals. If an individual commands personal 
esteem, it is more likely that his own appraisal of his rights 
will be accepted by the group. There are various means of 
achieving personal respect. One of the qualities necessary for 
becoming headman is a talent for mediating quarrels, for 
maintaining the societal equilibrium. Other avenues to per¬ 
sonal prestige are attaining wealth, excelling in debate, per¬ 
forming ritual and social obligations meticulously. We have 
noted above that a man without children feels himself something 
less than equal. But having sons does not alone guarantee the 
assured preservation of one’s rights. Other accomplishments 
bolster a man’s claims. 

Not that there is a dead level of equality in all things. There is 
a very strict order of precedence, for example, in ceremonies. 
All men precede all women, elders precede juniors in age, se¬ 
cular officers go ahead of ordinary villagers, sacred officers lead 
all with the senior priest in front. But two men may differ as 
to their respective positions within this rank order. One may 
feel that his should be the prior place in the funeral feast because 
he is of closer kin than another man who may be the elder of 
the two. In such disputes,, the one who commands greater 
respect is apt to have his demand supported by most people and 
to win his claimed precedence. 

There are personality differences in claims made and in 
personal sensitivity to perceived slights. But even the less sensi¬ 
tive man, even one who gets scant regard from his fellows, 
nonetheless rises in sharp protest if he detects that he has not 
been given his just deserts. 
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What a Kota considers the world to owe him has changed in 
recent decades. Claims on the Badagas are still voiced but with 
not much hope of having these demands met. Claims on the 
government are beginning to be more prominent, but govern¬ 
ment is still too remote and awesome to be grappled directly. 
Meanwhile intramural struggles rage between those more 
ready to accept innovation and those less ready to do so. These 
struggles are fought out over such matters as bowing to the 
corpse. In these struggles Kota attention is not riveted on change 
as much as it is on the societal consequences of adopting new 
ways. The Kota'% interest is in preventing any personal deroga¬ 
tion either in the course of change or—from the viewpoint 
of the Cropped faction—in not changing some of the older 
Kota ways. Change can easily be accepted so long as man is 
assured that personal loss of status will not thereby be suffered. 

This formulation of one aspect of Kota world view has not 
touched upon other aspects which could properly be included 
in a more lengthy discussion. It has presented what seems 
typically to be in the forefront of a Kota's perception—that man 
must struggle with man in defence of his social self. Like all 
condensed formulations, this characterization is subject to 
modification according to particular circumstances and per¬ 
sonalities. But it is generally valid for Kota life, as are the other 
general views abstracted from Kota testimony. One such view 
is that the gods are potent but not capricious: they can be 
dealt with effectively. Nature can be recalcitrant to man’s 
efforts, but is not the center of interest. The best man is one 
who does not allow himself to be deprived, one who responds 
vigorously to any threat of deprivation in social relations. 

III. THE WORLD OF THE INDIAN VILLAGER: COMPARISONS 

The Kota are not a typical Nilgiri society or culture. The nu¬ 
merically predominant Badaga have a differing cultural orienta¬ 
tion—much more like the main Hindu tradition of village 
Mysore—and the distinctive Toda have yet another cultural 
set. So the Kota are not even typical of their small district, 
much less of the plains villagers in the linguistic regions adjacent 
to the Nilgiri Hills: Tamil, Malayalam, or Kannada. And yet 
a good part of the Kota world view as here described does not 
seem totally alien to views held widely in India. It may be 
instructive to compare the Kota with some of the other villagers 
discussed in this volume. As noted above, such comparisons 
will afford a view of the world in which the Kota live as well 
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as provide a comparative background for understanding their 
particular world view. Their world includes forces of which 
they are not aware—forces which are apparent to an observer 
who has access to information and ideas not available to Kota 
villagers. Comparisons of Indian villages in various areas and 
circumstances may bring out some of the common forces 
playing on them. 

A, rampura: a village more unified than kolmel 

Closest to the Kota in space, only some seventy air-miles 
north of them, are the villagers of Rampura in Mysore, des¬ 
cribed by Srinivas. Rampura is noted to be a relatively con¬ 
servative village, in which traditional social relations have not 
been violently disturbed, and it does resemble the more con¬ 
servative Kota villages rather than the more volatile ones. 
Yet there are many parallels between changing Kolmel in the 
Nilgiris and Rampura in Mysore. 

In both, for example, there is concern with maintaining 
permanent and stable relations among different groups. In 
Kolmel the stable relations of the past have been irretrievably 
unsettled, but there still is the notion, as in Rampura, that 
payments in grain for services make for more stable relations 
than do payments in money. This for two reasons which apply 
widely in village India. One is that monetary inflation in the 
war and postwar period has prejudiced any scale of payment 
previously set. Moreover, the money could buy only what was 
available in the ration shops established by the government in 
the Nilgiri District, As often as not, the grain sold in the ration 
shop is not the choice of the villager either in kind or in quality. 

An older and more general reason why the Kota^ the Ram¬ 
pura villagers, and many other Indian countrymen prefer 
grain payment to money payment is that it makes the transac¬ 
tion a direct and intimate one. When a Badaga gives cash pay¬ 
ment to a Kota for repairing his tools, there are many disadvan¬ 
tages to the Kota. He must then buy his grain from a shop¬ 
keeper, and even the official ration shop must take some share 
for its profit and expenses. Once in a market, he finds his small 
change frittering away with less food to show for it and more 
hunger later. And money is generally felt to be the solvent of 
the old, traditional relations between Badagas and Kotas. Even the 
more radical Kotas would like to retain something of their old 
independence as craftsmen on whom the Badaga had to depend. 
Many Badaga nowadays want to throw off this more intimate 
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relationship with the Kota and try to make payments in money 
when they can. 

Land is as pressing a problem in Rampura as in most of 
village India; it is highly valued as prestige payment and as the 
means of establishing durable bonds among people. It is a less 
pressing problem among the Kota. As indigenes they had 
ample lands legally assigned to them in the nineteenth century. 
Since their population has remained stable, land has been 
something which could be sold from time to time to the 
Badagas who craved it. Kolmel villagers still are not very pressed 
for cultivable land, although certain other Kota villages are 
less well off. While they have land, this alone has not been 
sufficient to raise their position in the social hierarchy of the 
area. Only as they come increasingly within the orbit of the 
main Hindu tradition, give up more of their traditional practi¬ 
ces and adopt more Sanskritic customs, will their ownership of 
land come to count as a force in their social favor. By then, 
they well may have sold off a good part of the lands which they 
now have. Even though Kolmel is‘different in the strategic 
matter of land hunger, it still resembles Rampura in funda¬ 
mental ways. 

Thus the Kota repeatedly united, as do particular Rampura 
castes, to protect the interests of the whole caste group against 
the other peoples. This consolidating factor has fkded as Kota 
monopolies have yielded to bazaar competition and imported 
musicians. In disputes between Kotas^ Badaga elders might 
arbitrate just as the elders of the dominant Rampura caste 
administer justice to all villagers. This Badaga function also 
has become less common with the passing of the traditional 
relations. 

The concept of pollution governs with the Kota as it does in 
Rampura and was reported from the Nilgiri peoples long before 
they were exposed to the full influence of the main Hindu 
tradition. With this exposure, the reformist faction in Kolmel 
village has accepted the standard Hindu concept of the hier¬ 
archy of diet and occupation. Hence their efforts to induce all 
Kota to give over carrion eating and music. Not only is Sanskri- 
tization thus affecting Kota culture from within, but it is also, 
and to none of their liking, impinging from without in the 
matter of the Madras law, noted above, against alcohol. While 
some Kota take willingly to Sanskritization by diffusion, all 
object to this Sanskritization by legislation. 

The maneuvering for heightened social standing described 
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for Rampura is replicated in the Nilgiris. In the Nilgiris also 
the ranking of villagers in day-to-day relationships will vary 
by situation and according t<vthe specific combination of eva¬ 
luative factors. It would be, in a sense, false to set up a rigid 
rank order of castes in many villages of modern India. For 
some ritual purposes, such a listing may prevail. But individuals 
and even groups may be given one rank order in a particular 
context and a different ranking in another context. The case 
of the wealthy Rampura Toddyman is an example. Srinivas 
notes that for purposes of contribution to common village 
festivals he is put in a division along with some members of 
higher castes. What is quite constant is a set of criteria for 
ranking; what varies is the interpretation given in a specific 
instance to a particular combination of characteristics. Thus 
one Kota who is relatively wealthy, who has had some advanced 
education and has been a schoolteacher, who has w^orked with 
Europeans and who sometimes even wears full Western dress, 
is usually treated quite differently by the Badaga w^ho know 
him than is the ordinary long-haired Kota villager. This man, 
like the patrons in Rampura, has built up his own following 
and invests in people so that he may be able to use his followers 
for political or economic advantage. His social experiences, 
wider and more varied than those of the other Kota^ have 
given him a special notion of what the proper status of a Kota 
should be (Mandelbaum 194U; 25-26). Hence he strives 
to fulfil and defend this status with means similar to those used 
by Rampura patrons. 

The description of Rampura gives us a picture of a village in 
which there are generally effective mechanisms for maintaining 
the social hierarchy. Hence the unifying links which w^eld the 
disparate groups into a functioning community can clearly be 
discerned in Rampura. These unifying links are not absent in 
Kolmel, but they are less effective than tliey were before external 
disruption came to bear. Can it be, then, that the central con¬ 
cern of the Kota villager with self-defense is a concern which has 
been magnified because of the weakening of some main props 
of the traditional social structure ? Comparisons of world view s 
in a villge like Rampura with those in similar but more pertur¬ 
bed villages should indicate how forces thrusting from the ex¬ 
ternal world may affect the internal world view. 

B. NAMHALLi: AN URBAN-INFLUENCED VILLAGE 

The external world has been very much with the villagers of 
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Namballi, as described here by Alan Beals. Namhalliis a village 
which has had to choose progress. Its people could hardly have 
escaped, even if they had wanted to, from the effects of the 
progressive measures fostered by the Mysore government: 
irrigation, health procedures, transport, schooling. In geogra¬ 
phic distance, Namhalli is some one hundred and forty air- 
miles northeast of the Nilgiris; Rampura is thus about mid¬ 
way between Kolmel and Namhalli. But in social change, 
Kolmel seems midway between the other two. Rampura has 
been less affected, Namhalli has been more altered, than has 
Kolmel. The picture of Namhalli is that of a village which 
has been strongly buffeted by exterior forces. It has been spe¬ 
cially vulnerable to such vagaries as those of fluctuating prices 
just because it has become so closely meshed into a national and 
world economic system. The net results in Namhalli have many 
parallels in Kolmel. In both places the village-wide ceremonies 
have been reduced in scope and significance. Occupational 
specialties have declined; those who continue to provide artisan 
services find it more difficult to collect what they believe to be 
their proper share. The increasing use of money has helped 
to enfeeble the traditional reciprocal relations among castes, 
and there has been a general reduction of co-operative effort. 
Similar processes have been reported widely from village India; 
accounts for over a century have depicted, usually with some 
dismay, these developments. There has been considerable 
variation in the pace of happenings. The rate of change 
appears somewhat less swift in Kolmel than it has been in 
Namhalli. 

The question is whether the greater atomization of the social 
order in Namhalli makes for an even greater sensitivity to 
status defense than prevails in Kolmel. Factionalism is rife, 
and it is capricious in Namhalli—conditions which seem to 
indicate that a villager there is ever ready to rise in wrath to a 
point of personal status. Many things are seen as impinging 
on personal status, and the defensive alignments vary a good 
deal from issue to issue (Beals 1954: 224-30). 

The example of Namhalli then raises other questions perti¬ 
nent to the study of world view. To what extent have the villa¬ 
gers there resisted some potential changes and accelerated 
others in accord with their general views ? Beals properly em¬ 
phasizes those forces over which the villagers had little or no 
power of decision. Yet there are many junctures at which 
they can and do make decisions. Some villagers, for example, 
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<juickly make use of educational opportunities; others—for 
whom education is equally accessible—remain long indiffer¬ 
ent to it. Given a heavy preoccupation in Namhalli with de¬ 
fending one’s position in society, it would be useful to know how 
those villagers who have attained special status, say, school¬ 
teachers and government employees, view the internal struggle. 
Perhaps in their view it is now more important to establish some 
new social framework than to fight increasingly for relative 
status in the old structure. 

C. KASANDRA, ITS RajpUiSy AND THEIR CODE 

A traditional social structure in which a man had constantly 
to be vigilant to vindicate his status is that of the Vdgheld 
Rajputs of Kasandra described by Gitel Steed. Their formal 
code of manly conduct enshrined moral sensitivity to personal 
slight. No derogation of status was permissible. ‘‘A Rajput who 
bears an insult commits a thousand sins.” For all that the 
Vdgheld Rajputs and others in North Indian Ksatriya tradition 
are far removed from the Koia in space, in social rank, in tempo¬ 
ral power, in many details, yet the focus of their respective world 
views seems similar. 

The differences must not be minimized. The Vdgheld Raj¬ 
put^ s hand slips easily to the sword hilt or its modern equivalent; 
the Kota's hand only fans the air more violently to give added 
impetus to his verbal barrage. The Rajput must maintain 
his status lest he sink—the very notion may nauseate him—to 
lowly rank; the Kota scarcely has a lower stratum into which 
to fall. Both personal and caste pride are bound in the Rajput's 
defensive posture; the Kota's defense is more often personal 
than it is societal. Yet there are underlying similarities also, 
related to status sensitivity. Pollution is important; ritual 
vulnerability brings on social disability to both. The means of 
defending and manipulating status in both areas now includes 
the use of litigation—a use and overuse which developed in 
some places soon after courts of the Western type were establish¬ 
ed. But while the Vdgheld Rajput seems fully as much concerned 
with status defense as is the Kota^ and while some of the gauges 
of that defense, such as pollution, are similar, there are yet 
clear and wide differences in the respective world views. In 
further comparative work between such diverse peoples, it 
would be worth considering how the world view of one may 
coincide with that of another in certain respects and differ 
widely in others. 
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D. MADHOPUR Camdrs t the perspective from below 

Less difference obtains, in hierarchical ranking at leasts 
between the low-caste Camar of Madhopur in North India and 
the Kota, Both these low-ranking groups use social techniques 
common to most Indie ranks and areas. Just as the members of 
one faction in Kolmel try to maintain their status by withdraw¬ 
al from social relations with the other, so does one subcaste 
among the Camdrs refrain from marriage into or eating with 
another subcaste. As both factions in Kolmel have adopted 
Sanskritic traits in ritual and have displaced some practices 
disparaged in the classic tradition, so have the Madhopur 
Camdrs taken on more and more practices of the literate corpus. 
Both are now imbued with an urge toward upward mobility,, 
the Camdrs perhaps more urgently than the Kota^ but both 
peoples are convinced that they deserve a higher ranking (and 
concomitant perquisites) than they get. Both have a rationale 
for their current and presumably temporary low state, and both 
—^as is common in the lower echelons of the social order— 
refer to a talc which tells of a fall from higher**grace through 
no fault of their own. 

The Madhopur example well illustrates the common process 
whereby a trait is pre-empted by one socially mobile group 
while it is being forsaken in the higher rank. As XheCamdrs take 
practices followed by the Tkdkurs, the Thdkurs tend to drpp some 
of these same customs for patterns more in the Western manner. 
The process has been noted on a broad scale for family rela¬ 
tions and especially in the matter of purdah (Mandelbaum 1948: 
137-39). It occurs also in the Nilgiris. Thus the Kota have 
taken to staging street shows for themselves of a kind formerly 
performed in Badaga villages. The Badagas have generally 
given over these more rowdy street performances, partly because 
low-caste Tamilians also put them on, and they now present 
stage plays in the more restrained and literate Kannada 
manner. 

Another widespread trend pointed out in Cohn’s description 
of Madhopur Camdrs is the augmented unity of a have-not 
group as against those better endowed. So long as lower-caste 
families had mutually supportive relations with higher-caste 
patrons, they would, in time of need, rally to their local patrons 
rather than join forces with caste fellows. As former bonds and 
rewards have lessened, bonds of caste and class have strengthen¬ 
ed. On the Nilgiri scene also, the Kota now tend to be more 
unified against the Badaga than they were even a decade or two- 
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ago, even though the crucial factor of land hunger does not 
play the part in Kolmel that it does in Madhopur. 

In Madhopur the introduction of elections seems to have 
released forces or accelerated antagonisms that had been latent. 
The effects of village elections, in addition to their primary 
political consequences, merit similar examination elsewhere 
in India. Also apparent from the Madhopur example, as it is 
in Kolmel, is the importance of the schoolteacher as a vector 
of social change. This is a strategic social status in many villages: 
the influence of the incumbent in the villages and of the status 
on the incumbent would repay close study. 

The Camdrs, then, illustrate a number of features and trends 
which are widespread among the people of the land and, in 
particular, among low-ranking castes. Camdrs too arc sensitive 
about status and about status loss through pollution. They too 
use the familiar techniques of withdrawal as a social weapon. 
How, then, does their perspective differ from that of people 
at the top of the social scale? 

E. KUMBAPETTAI BRAHMANS! THE PERSPECTIVE Fr6m ABOVE 

The account of Kumbapettai, a village of the Tanjore 
District in South India, given by Gough, provides a number 
of useful clues toward an answer. In this Brahman-dominated 
village, Gough’s sketch reveals familiar processes, similar to 
those taking place in Madhopur and, indeed, in almost every 
village described in this volume. In Kumbapettai there was 
in earlier decades a degree of village autonomy, both economic 
and political, which has lessened rapidly in recent years. 
Under the suzerainty of the resident Brahmans, all castes main¬ 
tained a village solidarity strong enough to exclude the intru¬ 
sions of alien authority in internal matters. Here, as was not 
uncommon, the police were manipulated so as to keep them out, 
even in cases of murder. Here, too, economic changes together 
with expanding social contacts have weakened the former 
bonds of unity and have undermined the traditional authority 
of Brahmans. The traditional village ceremonies, which once 
vivified village unity and reinforced the social order, are dec¬ 
lining here as in Kolmel and elsewhere; this is a result of socio¬ 
economic changes and is a factor contributing to accelerated 
changes (Mandelbaum 1954: 87). As in Madhopur, the low 
castes are coming together in a new-found unity against their 
traditional superiors. And in Tanjore there is the added factor 
of the Communist party which tries to provide these restive 
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villagers with new authority and leadership, new legend and 
world view, new ceremonies and social tasks, all designed to 
appeal as a furthering of their demands for proper rights. 

The relation among Brahman peers in this village is charac¬ 
terized as an uneasy one. Aggression against peers, while 
strongly inhibited from mounting to physical violence, is mani¬ 
fested in quarrels and in the leaderlessness of the village 
Brahmans. Among both Kota and Kumbapettai Brahmans, 
peer relations appear to be the source of a good deal of tension. 
Kota generally seem fully as alert to the protection of their 
status rights. 

As self-protection is a concern common to Kota and to these 
Brahmans, so do pollution and pollution avoidance enter pro¬ 
minently into the protective posture of both. Brahman avoid¬ 
ance is enormously more catholic than is Kota^ and Brahman 
pollution rules help cope with a more electric fear of freely 
exercising bodily functions. But in both groups pollution and 
purity have prominently to do with bodily functions (as well 
as life-crises), and in both there is no neutral state of being; 
so delicate is tfie balance that one is mildly pure and therefore 
fit for social relations, or impure and unfit. 

No matter how aggravated interpersonal relations may 
become, there is no physical aggression among peers in both 
groups. The Brahman of Kumbapettai shows extreme concern 
with wealth and with minute details of status. With the average 
Kota, both conservative and nonconservative, there may not be 
quite the same steady vision for wealth, but there is a similar 
concern for details of status. 

While there is this common ground among Kota and Tanjore 
Brahmans, the two deviate markedly in other aspects relevant 
to world view. The difference in degree of sensitivity to pollu¬ 
tion is very great, albeit the cultural grounds for this sensi¬ 
tivity are common. Quite different, too, is the locus of a man’s 
major concern. With the Kota it seems to lie in peer relations. 
With these Brahmans peer relations give concern but pro¬ 
bably not as much as do lineal relations, especially between 
a man and his elders in the family. 

To hold tight rein, check rein, over one’s sensual impulses, 
is to be a proper Brahman and a fit, pure social being. To give 
way to impulse is to desocialize one’s self. That may be why 
shamanistic possession and the liking for liquor, so common to 
lower castes in South India, including the Kota^ are discounten¬ 
anced among Brahmans. The reality of Brahman behavior 
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is more flexible than is the ideal. Yet the ideal concepts govern 
enough in daily life to provide an outlook quite different from 
that of the Kota in the stress on subordination-submission, in 
the view of women, and in the depreciation of the pleasures of 
the flesh. 

A broad question suggested by Gough’s presentation has to 
do with the relation of a people’s institutions to their world 
view. Peer relations can be devalued among Kumbapettai 
Brahmans, age-mates need not join in co-operative action^ 
because neither in economic, social nor religious relations do 
peers have to depend crucially on joint strength. Brahman 
landowners in Tanjore have not had to band together—in recent 
centuries at least—for mutual benefit. The Kota do not devalu* 
ate peer relations to the same degree perhaps because brothers 
and age-mates still must aid each other in getting a living* 
Gould atomistic peer relations prevail among people where 
economic techniques enjoined peer co-operation? As these 
Brahmans leave their traditional economic base, or as it be¬ 
comes necessary to maintain this base byjoint action, will there 
be a greater prizing of peer relations? Formerly Kumbapettai 
Brahmans who quarreled were usually brought together 
again in the context of ceremonies. Now that the traditional 
ceremonies are becoming flaccid affairs, will some new view 
of quarrels (perhaps more intolerant of them) and new methods 
of conciliation arise? 

F. KISHAN GARHi: THE INDIC TRADITIONS AND THEIR STUDY 

The relation of the world to the village is a main theme of 
McKim Marriott’s discussion of Kishan Garhi in Uttar Pradesh. 
Some fundamental questions are asked in this paper concern¬ 
ing the concepts used by the analyst in studying that world 
of Indie village life. Hence Marriott asks whether Kishan 
Garhi has been isolated enough from the world outside its 
bounds to form an isolable unit for study. And he shows that 
in many ways it has not been isolated at all. Various spheres of 
outside interests have affected the village, and the villagers 
have long participated in distant circles of relationships. Not 
the least of the trespassing influences has been that of the British 
government, whose nineteenth-century land-revenue policy 
has profoundly affected such characteristic features of village 
life as the lineage system, the settlement pattern, and the recur¬ 
rent factional conflicts. 

Long before the advent of the British Raj, most villages could 
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hardly have been strongly isolated. The very existence of the 
Mohenjo Daro-Harappa cities of the third millennium b.c. 
indicates that their influence, for the procurement of food and 
fuel if nothing else, must have been felt over a wide swath of the 
countryside. It would indeed be difficult to find truly isolated 
peoples on the Indie subcontinent—their number in the world 
at large is small. However, as Marriott indicates, the Indian 
village is nonetheless a real entity, has firm bounds both in the 
view of the villager and to the eye of the observer. While the 
isolated little community may not exist in its ideal form in 
India, the village is a surely useful isolate for study and will 
continue as such at least so long as the first inquiry made of a 
stranger is, as Marriott reports, “What is your village, sir?” 
The study of the village as anisolable entity does not preclude, 
rather commits, the student to give proper notice to external 
forces to the degree warranted by the purpose of his research 
and the availability of evidence. 

The Kota case illustrates some aspects of the problem of 
cultural isolation and analytic isolability. They were far more 
isolated, at the beginning of the nineteenth century, than were 
any other of the villagers described in this volume. Yet, as 
was indicated above, we know that a military expedition had 
penetrated the Nilgiris in the twelfth century, also that the 
Badagas very probably came as refugees from wars and persecu¬ 
tions in Mysore, that the Nilgiri peoples made periodic trips 
to the plains to get cloth and other goods. These contacts 
presumably had effect on the Kota and their hill neighbors, 
though just what effect we can now but little deduce. It is clear, 
however, that the force of any state did not regularly reach 
to the villages atop the plateau. Nevertheless, the Nilgiri peo- ^ 
pies did maintain a kind of caste system without regulation 
from a state power or constant example from an urban center. 
States and cities certainly had great influence on the classic 
system of caste; the Nilgiri example implies that they were 
not absolutely essential for the maintenance of a caste social 
order. 

As we have seen, the Kota are now subject to the full force of 
the main tradition of India, and Marriott’s paper points out 
some of the general attributes of this force. While for purposes 
of analysis the terms “great tradition” and “little tradition’’ 
may be of some use, the data indicate to me that the “great 
tradition” is essentially a convenient abstraction. It is not 
followed in its pure literary form in the village or for that matter 
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among city jFolk either. There is, of course, the vast corpus of 
scripture aind terature, a reservoir from which elements 
may be selected for prominent notice during a particular period 
or among a special group. 

The main tradition, as it is in fact empirically majiifest in 
village behavior,is always in localized form, part of it derivable 
from scripture, part of it parochial practice. Thus the local 
goddess Maurthd^ as Marriott tells us, is thought of by most 
villagers in Kishan Garhi as an aspect of the Big Goddess, 
and part of a complex of goddesses in both scriptural and popu¬ 
lar Hinduism. And localized cults develop into parts of regional 
or all-India sacred geography. Because the villager is aware 
that other localities have other phrasings of the same tradition, 
there is no strong urge to make one parochial version entirely 
consistent with another or to have the scripture itself meticulous¬ 
ly consistent in internal details. 

Hence the Kota can take on the Sanskritic clemej^s in the 
main tradition at their own pace and can feel free to adapt 
elements of their more purely parochial tribal culture to attrac¬ 
tive features of the main tradition. Within a Kota village 
there may well be hot dispute as to which elements should be 
adopted and how rapid the pace of adoption should be, but 
there is no notion that they must either abandon their local 
culture or try to imitate everything they know of non-Kota 
culture. Full participation in the main tradition thus is gained 
gradually, by internal decision more than by external insistence. 
This attribute of gradualness of the main tradition has been 
described among the Coorgs by Srinivas (Srinivas 1952: 226- 

27)* ... , . 
But we must note also that in addition to the main tradition 

villagers generally now utilize some of the newer, world-shared 
patterns of science, industry, commerce, and political move¬ 
ments. Scarcely a village in India has been unaffected by this 
newer complex and its agents; in the papers of this volume these 
influences have been shown in many instances. The various 
aspects of the new complex have not been as closely fused and as 
continuous with the older tradition as are the Sanskritic literate 
and th^ local patterns with each other. One reason among 
others for this discontinuity is that the specialist carriers of the 
new tradition to the village, who themselves were not of the 
village, such as medical men, agricultural experts, civil servants, 
have not been integral elements of village society (Mandelbaum 
1953: 4-7). Still, the ways of the new tradition have penetrated 
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deeply into village culture, and there has been only sporadic 
revulsive reaction against them. Few Namhalli villagers, for 
example, want to abolish buses and shun electric lights. 

In some ways an easy adjustment is coming about of old 
belief and new technique. One example, cited from Namhalli 
in Mysore, is the use of a radio broadcast time signal at the 
astrologically propitious moment for tying on charms: with the 
time signal, there are broadcast the proper Sanskrit verses. This 
is a small, if vivid, instance. Radio and other devices of the new 
complex enter atother levels, as when some villagers in Bombay 
are said to follow the broadcast price quotations as a guide to 
the economically propitious moment for selling their crop* 

These new artifacts, techniques, and ideas are now more 
effectively disseminated to the villagers because certain of them 
are being brought in by people who are part of village society— 
schoolteachers, leaders of local economic or caste associations,. 
villagers"‘returned from work in the city. These agents of cul¬ 
tural diffusion can adapt the innovations to accord with the 
villagers’ view, as the specialist carrier who is alien to village 
society has not often done. It is noteworthy that many of the 
same agents are now the carriers to Kishan Garhi of the scrip¬ 
tural Sanskritic tradition. Marriott observes that those few 
persons and groups who have taken on Sanskritic forms in 
recent times have done so, not from the local higher castes, but 
from itinerant teachers, from urban-centcred associations,, 
from schools or the market place. 

Therefore, a worthy question for an understanding of world 
view and its change relates to the views of schoolteachers and 
other villagers who are carriers of innovating ideas, either 
Sanskritic or Western or both. To what degree do they find 
conflict between the two complexes? In what degree are they 
impelled toward innovation by reason of their achieved status? 

Whatever techniques may be used for ascertaining world 
view, there is one strategic area of investigation which is almost 
untapped. It is humor. Marriott’s paper happily makes use 
of one illustrative example, the joke about how villagers kow¬ 
tow to those of the son-in-law’s village. Such anecdotes provide 
insights to the villager’s view of himself and of his world and 
can well be used in formulating world view 

O. RANI KHERA AND TEPOZTLAN; VILLAOBS IN DIFFERING CIVILIZATIONS 

Two differing worlds are compared in Lewis’ paper on Rani 
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Khcra in Delhi District. While the comparison is in the first 
instance between Rani Khera and the Mexican village of 
Tepoztlan, it also carries wider implications. Rani Khera 
is Indie in many salient features, similar to all the other Indian 
villages herein described, while Tepoztlan differs in these 
characteristics from all of them. 

The Kota village Kolmel is as far apart from Rani Khera in 
geography and in cultural detail as is any other Indian village 
here discussed. It is a hill village, and Lewis notes that this 
geographic factor may make for a more localized outlook than 
prevails on a vast plain such as that on which Rani Khera is 
sited. Another factor mentioned by Lewis as one which may 
well influence the villagers’ outlook is village exogamy. Among 
the Kota there is not the stress on village exogamy which is 
found in Rani Khera and widely in North India. Rather the 
preference is for closer marriages, preferably with cross-cousins, 
although there is also a good deal of marrying out of one’s own 
village. 

Despite such differences between the two, the Kota world 
view does not seem more markedly circumscribed. Culture 
and society in both appear similarly based. The ranked group¬ 
ings, some of the same concern with pollution, the wide con¬ 
tractual and informal relations with other villagers and other 
groups which we have noted for Kota are found also in Rani 
Khera. We read that in Rani Khera there is, as compared with 
Tepoztlan, a reluctance to delegate authority to leaders, a jealous 
guarding of traditional functions by each village, a wide social 
interdependence—in all of which Kolmel no less than Rani 
Khcra stands in contrast to Tepoztlan. Neither Nilgiri topo¬ 
graphy nor difference in village exogamy obliterates the common 
Indie outlook of the two villages. Presumably other Mexican 
villages, quite different in detail from Tepoztlan, would never¬ 
theless be classed with it in contrast to the Indie villages. 

Most interesting for a comparative understanding of world 
view are Lewis’ impressions of character differences—which 
entail differences of world view also—as between Tepoztlan 
and Rani Khera. He notes that in Tepoztlan the world is 
conceived as hostile, the people are reserved and psychologically 
restricted. In an atmosphere of tension and fearfulness,each 
person, each family, stands alone. The women are drab, 
bemeaned, and feel martyred. In contrast, Rani Khera 
women are proud, feel independent, wear brilliant colors and 
arc bold. The Indian village is described as a much more con- 
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vivial place, without privacy, but evidently without the air of 
tension. “In Tepoztlan, outside the home, faces are generally 
unsmiling, unrevealing masks. In Rani Khera faces seem more 
secure. Children are more open-faced and laughing, old men 
are bland and peaceful, young men restless but unrebellious, 
women straight and proud.” This despite the bitter faction¬ 
alism which Lewis observes in Rani Khera. Can it be that the 
quarrels, the status competition, the defensive machinations, 
add up to a world view and a world which is generally more 
rewarding than another which may be as well endowed physi¬ 
cally but not as well provided with societal extensions of the 
self? In Rani Khera and in Kolmel the individual sees himself 
as always identified with a large range of people, as part of 
a main. In Tepoztlan the individual evidently more often sees 
himself as an island, or perhaps as part of an archipelago* 

IV. INTERRELATION OF INDIAN WORLD AND 

villagers’ world VIEW 

In Marriott’s discussion of Kishan Garhi we have seen how, as 
he puts it, the outside world has long reached from far away 
into the core of village society. In the present day, a decision 
reached in an international conference room to make a loan 
for a fertilizer plant in India can, in a relatively few years, 
enable a Kota villager to use more of the vitally needed fertilizer 
and to harvest a more abundant crop of potatoes. 

Yet the basis on which such high-level decisions must be 
made rests in the villages. The success of development pro¬ 
grams in technology or education depends on how the people 
take to them. Here the perspective of the villager becomes a 
vital factor. His motivations, his acceptance of the product, 
his interpretation of innovations—these and similar responses 
determine what effect the new factory will have. The decision 
at the center is relatively easy to study. The decisions in hun¬ 
dreds of thousands of villagers are more difficult to observe but 
no less important in the general outcome. We know that they 
merge into a grand decisive force, but the process of village 
decision-making is not as yet well understood. 

The study of villagers’ world view is one avenue toward such 
understanding. The concept needs more refining: related cOU'- 
cepts are used under various labels—“ethos,” “value orienta¬ 
tion,” “national character,’^ “motivational system.” World 
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view also entails both ideal and reality—how the people like 
to see themselvesj how they in reality chart their action. But 
both the ideal and the reality of a world view limit certain 
potentials of behavior and encourage others. 

Kota world view is clearly focused on relation among men, 
particularly among peers. In this aspect they are at once most 
interested and most sensitive. We have suggested that a useful 
approach to understanding a people’s world view is the close 
examination of a situation which is recurrent in their lives and 
is of high importance to them. This area of importance does 
not include all which falls within their view. Other areas come 
within their habitual notice, and their focus of interest may well 
shift in time from one cognitive area to another. But the in¬ 
fluences from the non-Kota world which now impinge on 
on them are perceived through the lens of their current out¬ 
look. 

Some of those influences have been discussed above compara¬ 
tively. Certain of them, as the Sanskritic phrasing of pollution, 
arc influences old in India and not completely new to Kota 
culture. Others are of more recent advent, as the status and 
influence of the schoolteacher. vStill other important forces in 
the modern world of India, such as the pressure of population, 
have not come into the principal comparative discussions here. 

The comparisons do sketch something of the Indie world. 
We have asked some questions about the relation of this world 
to the world views held among Indian villagers. As we looked 
at such villages as Rampura and Namhalli, we were directed to 
inquiries about the effects of social change on world view and 
of world view on social change. It appeared that, as between 
two peoples, Kota and Vdgkeld Rajput^ there can be congruence 
in some aspects of world view and wide differences in others. 
We would like to know more about such possible concomitants 
and variations. We have questioned—stimulated by the 
Camdr and Kumbapettai Brahman data—whether world view 
typically differed by social level and economic circumstance. 
We were even emboldened, by the Rani Khera-Tepoztlan 
contrast, to ask about the ultimate human rewards attainable 
via differing world view. In the course of our comparisons and 
inquiries there appeared to emerge some views common to the 
diversity of villages represented in this volume. It may be that 
future inquiry will be able to draw more clearly the outline 
of an Indie world view. 
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Change, 54-55,68-78,80-103; cultural, 69, 
78, 80,82-83, 98-99, 105, 168, 250, 253, 
255-56; economic, 3,44,53, 65, 82, 95, 
97-98, 114-15, 125, 231, 245-48; ex¬ 
ternally enforced, 80-103, 169, 247-49; 
social, 53, 68, 75,78, 81-82, 95,98,108, 
158, 160, 168, 176, 188, 247-49, 251, 
259; see also Caste system; Cities; Eco¬ 
nomic development; Mobility 

Channing, F. G., 221 
Chief; see Headman; Sargand; Tildyat 
Ghikka Deva Raja Wodeyar, 15 
Child-rearing, 138-41, 167-68, 239 
Chinese, 80 
Gliola dynasty, 38-39 
Christian, 80 
Cilappatikdramy 40 
Cities, 82,179,184-86,199; influence of, 2, 

4, 6-7, 47, 69,78,80-82,88,92-94,103, 
114, 152, 160, 169, 175-76, 178, 185, 
194-95,216,247-48, 253,255; migration 

to, 4, 6, 17,43,65-66, 69, 178; see also 
Communication; Education; Govern¬ 
ment; Industry; Transportation, mod¬ 
ern 

Civilization, 191-93, 256; see also Primary 
civilization; Secondary civilization 

Clan, 55, 69, 166, 182, 186-87, 191,240, 
see also Gotra; Lineage 

Class, socioeconomic, 27-32, 41-44, 47- 
50, 53, 64-66, 68,69-74, 89-91, 101, 
116-17, 121-25, 162-63,178,200,250-51; 
see also Landlord-tenant relation¬ 
ships 

Clientship; see Patron-client relationships 
Climate, 151 
Clive, Robert, 65 
Cohn, Bernard S., 145, 228, 250 
Coimbatore, 40 
Coleroon River, 38 
Columbia University, 105 (n. 1) 

Commcnsality, 15, 20-27, 51-52, 63, 69, 
71, 74, 76, 159 

Communication, 82, 111-12, 124, 194-95, 
222-24,256; see also Drama; Education; 
Motion picture; Parochialization; Ra¬ 
dio; Transportation; Universalization 

Communist party, 41, 48-50, 52-53, 251 
Community development, 158; see also 

Economic development; Five Year Plan 
Compadre, 150, 157; see also Kinship 
Comparative;, method, 1, 103, 106, 108, 

no, 148-51, 168, 229-30, 244-45, 257, 
259 

Congress party, 41,46,48,52, 71,73, 114, 
117, 13% 169 

Contractual servantship, 28-32; see also 
jUa servantship; Labor, agricultural 

Co-operative society, 98, 137 

Coorg, 177, 193, 221-23, 258; see also 
under Castes and tribes 

Cornell University, 54 

Cosmopolitanism, rural, 171-72, 213-14, 
257-58; see also Inward-looking and 
outward-looking communities 

Courts, 6, 19, 45, 66-68, 72-74, 88, 93-95, 
100, 161, 179, 189, 190, 249; see also 
Government; Panchayat 

Cow; see Cattle 

Credit, 4, 10, 15, 27,28, 42-44, 47, 52, 84- 
87, 93, 98, 123, 162, 178 

Crime; see Courts; Panchayat; Police; 
Political organization of villages 

Crooke, William, 59, 203, 212,214, 218-19, 
222 

Cropped faction among Koia. 231, 233. 
243-44 

Crops, 12, 13-14,37, 41-43,54,71,88, 93. 
99-100, 112, 153, 178, 198, 231, 258; 
see also Agriculture 

Cuernavaca, 151, 163 

Dabas clan of Jdj. caste; see Clan; 
Jat 

Dance; see Bhdrata Ndtya; Tevafiyan 
Daichra; see Festivals 

Death: beliefs,235; ceremonies,29,35,43, 

46, 162, 180, 232-35, 241-43; also 
Rebirth 

Debt; see Credit 
Defense mechanisms, 137, 144 

Deities, 5,199-203,212-24,231-32,234-35; 
geographic distribution, 202, 207,213- 
14, 217-24, 255; local, 46, 49, 64, 214; 
stratification by caste, 5, 59-61, 21% 
214-16; see also Deities and other 

supernatural beings; Parochialization; 
Priestvs; Sanskritization; Temples and 
shrines; Universalization 

Deities and other supernatural beings: 
Adham Pity 213 
Agrevdld (One of Agra), 213, 219 
AloPy 214 

Ancestral-spirits, 143-44, 197, 200, 203, 
211, 217, 235; see also Ghosts 

Auspicious; see Kalydiii 
Bag kd Devatd (Garden Godling), 220 
Bdgvdle (They of the Garden), 213, 217 
Bart Devi (Big Goddess), 20% 255 
Basava, 12 
Bhagautly 59, 76 
Bhairorty 222 
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Deities and other supernatural beings— 
Continued 
Bhumiyd (Earthy), 214, 222 
Big Goddess; see Baft Devi 
Brahma, 118 
Cdmar, 214, 222 
-Cremation ground spirits; see Masdnt 
Devi (Goddess), 199, 206-7, see also 

Bari Devi 
Doddiivdle, 213 
Durgd, 206, 221 
'Ghosts, 217; see also Ancestral spirits; 
Bdgvdle; Doddsivdle; Thdkur; Thdku 

rani 
Copis, 199 

Hanumdn, 138, 200, 202, 212 
Haiti Mari, 12 
Holikd, 199 
Indra, 204 

Kabhdla Durgada Mari, 12 
^dli, kali, 24, 64, 206, 221 
Kdliyamman, 49 

Kalydni (Auspicious), 213, 218 
Ketrappa, 223; see Siho K^ietrapdla 
Krm, 199, 204, 207-08,217 
Kudnvdld, 213, 219 
JCue kd Devatd, 219 
Lak^man, 138 

JLakfmi, 145, 200, 202-03, 207, 212 
Lahgubir, 213 
Mddeivara, 6, 9, 34 
Mahddev, 212; see also Jiva 
Mahakdli, 145 
Mari, 5, 34 
Masdrii, 220 
Master of the Sperm; see Sukracarya 
Mdtd, 213, 223 
Mdtrimd, 137 
Miydn Sdhab (Old Gentleman), 213, 218 
Mother; see Mdtd 
^Nagarkopodli Devi (Goddess of Nagar- 

kot), 213, 222 
Ndgds, 222 
Hain Sukha (Happy Eyes), 217-19 
Naurthd (Ninenights), 206, 207, 217, 

221, 255 
JVhyf Semarivdli Mdtd, 213 
Ninenights; see Naurthd 
Paheon Pir, 61, 77 
Paramdtmd, 223 
Paramesari Devi, 59 
Pdrvati, 206, 221 
Patthvdri (Stony One), 206, 214,222 
Piirun, 144; see also Aiicestral spirits 

Prahldd, 199 
Rddhd, 199 
Rdnif Rdma, 5| 12, 60, 138, 199, 200, 

202-03, 208, 212; see also Ram Lila 

Deities and other Supernatural beings— 
Continued 
Rdvati, 200 

Saint Apparent; see Zdhir Pir 
Sakti, 49, 117, 145, 206 
iSahkar, 134, 137, 206 
Sarasvati, 145 
Sati Devi, 221 
Saurti, 200, 202, 207 
Sitd, 199, 206, 221 

Swa, 4,25,39,49,206,208,212,221, 223 
Siydho, 200, 202 
Stony One; see Patthvdri 
Subrahmanya, 222 
Sukracarya, 217 
Thdkur, 217 
Thdkurdni, 217 
Thdkurji, 199 

Thdlvdli, 213 
They of tlie Twelfth Day; see Doddsivdle 
ijritaicciyamman, 48, 49 
VdqheSvari, 117, 137, 144-45 
Vim, 39, 49, 144, 208, 212‘, 223 
Zdhir Pir (Saint Apparent), 213 

Delhi, 119, 148, (n. 1), 151, 160, 177-78, 
187, 222-23, 257 

Dependency; see Passivity 
Dhar, 161; see also Faction 

Dharma, 130, see also Hinduism 
Diet: relation to caste hierarchy, 7, 20-23, 

25, 27, 38, 69-71, 74-76, 91; restrictions, 
46, 59-60, 76, 156,194, 237,246; also 
Asceticism; Caste hierarchy; Fasting 

District boards, 70-71 

Divdli; see under Festivals 
Diviner, 232, 235; see also Medium; 

Sorcery 
Division of labor, 3, 17, 89, 97-98, 158-59, 

229; see also Castes; Occupation 
Dobhi Taluka, 55, 66-69, 77 
Dominant caste, 18-20, 26-27, 42, 45-50, 

55, 63, 128-29, 151, 158-59, 161, 246, 
251; defined, 18 

Dosajh, Nandlal, 105 (n. 1) 
Dowry, 59, 77 
Drama, 64, 90, 93, 98, 250 
DuBois, Cora, 108 
Duncan, Jonathan, 67 

Economic development, 15, 37, 41, 43-44, 
53, 82-88, 93-103; see also Commu¬ 
nity development; Felt needs; Five 
Year Plan; Industry; Point Four; 
Trade 

Economy of villages, 1-18,42, 48, 54, 65, 
69, 78,86,88,97, 102, 153-56, 169, 173, 
177-78, 180; capitalist, 43-44, 53; sub¬ 
sistence, 42-43, 53,152,176; and world 
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economy, 98-99, 236, 245, 248, 258; Vt%iM%—Conimued 
see also Barter: Class, socioeconomic: Car Festival; see Ratha TatrS 

Credit; Economic development; Feudal¬ 
ism; Land; Land tenure; Markets; 
Money; Trade 

Education, 4, 52-53,64,71, 76-77, 81-82, 
94,97, 99, 141, 158, 161, 169,216,247- 
48, 256, 258; see also Guru; School¬ 
teacher; Western influences 

Ego, 238 
Ejidal lands, 155; see also Land tenure 
Elections, 32-33,48,68,70-74,174(n. 7),251 
Emencau, Murray B., 205 (n. 6) 
Endogamy,7, 15,20,38,51,91, 160 (n.6), 

166, 171-72, 177-79, 192; Castes; 
Marriage 

English language, 32, 76, 152, 192, 231; 
see also British 

Etah District, 2IB 
Ethnic groups; see Castes 
Evans-Pritchard, E. E., 171 

Evil eye, 200,236 
Exogamy, 91, 124, 166,171-72, 177, 182; 

see also Clan; Golra; Lineage; Mar¬ 
riage; Village 

Exorcist; see vSorcery 
Exterior castes, 38; see also Untouchable 
External relationships of villages, 7,13, 19, 

44-48, 50, 54, 58-59, 65, 69-70, 78, 
80-103, 114, 155, 163-67, 170, 178- 
80, 183-96, 248, 253-59; see also Village 
Faction, 32, 66-68, 71, 73, 142, 157, 
161-63, 165-66, 177, 179, 182, 190, 196, 
231-32, 239-40,244-, 248-50, 253; see 
also Lineage; Patron-client relation¬ 
ship; Right- and Left-liand divisions 

Familv, 6, 19, 35, 50, 69-70, 89, 95, 
108-10, 126, 128, 155, 157-58, 179, 185, 
187-89, 191, 203, 205, 238, 24-L 252; 
authority and leadership, 45, 69-70, 
89, 165; nuclear, 157, 167; size, ,57, 89, 
95-96, 98, 167 

Famine, 85-86, 88, 102 
Farquhar, John N., 60 
Fasting, 140, 144, 209; a/,w Asceticism; 

Diet 
Felt needs, 93, 99-100, 151 
Festivals, 18, 35, 45-46, 49-50, 56, 64, 179, 

196-213, 214, 217, 247 
AgiydraSy 140 
Ancestor Remembrance; sec Kandgat 
Ancestor Worship; see Pitar ki Pujd 
Awakening of the Gods; see Devuthdn 

Basant Paicami, 61 
Bdsor Pujd (Leftover Food Worship), 

197-98, 218 
BurhoBdbu ki Pujd (Old Clerk’s Wor¬ 

ship), 197-98 

Charm Tying; see Rdkhi Bandhan 
Cow-Nourishcr Worship; sec Goharihatt 

Pujd 
Dahhra (Tenth), 197 
Devi-Devatd ki Pujd (Goddcss-Godling 

Worship), 197, 218 
Devuthdn (Awakening of the Gods), 19T 
DiWf (Lights), 64,197,199-202,207-08, 

212 
Durgd JSfaumi {Durgd Ninth), 197 
Durga Ninth; see Durgd Naumi 
Ekdilsi (El('V'enth), 197 
Eleventh; see Agiydras: Ekadsi 
Fair of the Well God ling; see Kue kd 

Devatd kd Meld 
Gohardhan Pujd (Cow-Nourisher Wor¬ 

ship), 197, 204-05,207 
God Ceremony, 235 
Gotld<-.^s-Godling Worship; see Devi^ 

Devatd kf Pujd 
Hoh\ 64, 162, 197, 199, 205 
Kandgat, 197 
Karvd Cauth (Pitcher Fourth), 197-98, 

209-11,216 
Krsna Janata AftamI {Kffna's Birthday 

Eighth), 61, 197 
Krona's Birthday Eighth; see Kf^ia 

Janatn Aftatni 
Kue kd Devatd kd Meld (Fair of the Well 

Godling), 197-98 
Leftover l^od Worship; see Bdsor Pujd 
Lights; see Divdli 
Makar Sahkrdnti, 59, 64 
Ndg Padcamiy 64 
,Nau Durgd (Nine Durgds), 197, 206^ 

207, 221 
Naurthd; sec Nan Durgd 
Old Clerk’s Worship; see Bufho Baku ki 

Pujd 
Patthvdri Pujdy 197, 222; sec also 

Patthvdri 
Pitar ki Pujd, 197 
Pitcher Fourth; see Karvd Cauth 

44-45 
Rdkhi Bandhan (Charm Tying), 197,. 

203, 207 
Rakm Bandhan; see Rdkhi Bandhan 

Ram Lildf 64 
Ratha Tatra, 199 
Sakai, 197 , „ 
Saluno; 197, 203; see also Rdkhi 

Bandhan 
Saturnalia; see Holi 
Siv Rdtri {iSiva Night), 197 
giva Night; see Siv Rdtri 
Stony One Worship; see Pattfwdri Pdjd 
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Festivals— 
Tenth; see Daiahra 
Third; see Tij 

162, 197 
Feudalism, 43, 48, 53, 114, 115, 122-24, 

127, 154, 187, 192, 194; see also Taluk-’ 
ddrf tenure; Z^minddri tenure 

Fields of social activity, 184, 186, 196 
Filliozat, Jean, 194, 217 
Five Year Plan, 154 
Folk-urban continuum, 148, 170-71, 184- 

85; see also Peasant society; Primitive 
society 

Ford Foundation, 148 (n. 1) 
Forests, 80, 151, 153, 155, 165 
Foster, George M., 148, 202, 207 
Francis, W., 230 
Frt‘ud, Sigmund, 107, 110 
Friendship; see Associations, informal; 

Peer relationships 
Fryer, John, 25 
Fill bright Act, 54 

Gandhi, 80, 111, 114, 160, 174 (n, 7); 
see also Satyaifraha 

Ganosh Rai luLermediate College, 77 
Ganges River, 53, 163, 178, 215 
Gemeinschaft and Gesellschafl^ 114, 121, 

136, 138, 142 
German, 143 
Ghazipur, 61 
Ghoshal, U. N., 191-92 
Ghurye, G. S., 25 
Gohardhan Pujd; see under Festivals 
Gods, 'godlings, goddesses; see Deities; 

Deities and other supernatural binngs 
Gomti River, 54 
GotrUf 158, 166; see also Cla.n; Lineage 
Gough, E. Kathleen, 16, 175 (n. 1), 176, 

191, 194, 229, 237, 251-53 
Government, 4-6, 13, 33, 37-46, 51-53, 

69, 73,80-88, 92-103, 114, 136, 157-58, 
176, 183-84, 238, 245-48, 258; atti¬ 
tudes toward, 33, 45, 152, 244, 246-47; 
land revenue administration, 13, 30, 
55-56, 67, 83-84,176^ 180, 186-92, 253; 
see also Accountant; Communist party; 
Congress party; Courts; District boards; 
Elections; Headman; Land tenure; 
Panchayat; Police; Watchman 

Gr^slund, Per, 208 (n. 1) 
Grazing, 9, 95, 153, 155; see also Cattle 
Great community, 109, 149-50, 184, 192- 

96, 214-15; see also Great tradition; 
Nation; Region 

Great tradition, 76, 176-77, 185, 254-55; 
defined) 196; see also Hindu or Indian 
tradition; Indie tradition; Main tradi¬ 

tion; Rajput tradition; Sanskritization 
Grierson, George A., 60, 205 
Griffith, W. C., 214 
Group personality, 107-08, 112-13, 259 
Growse, F. S., 199, 205 
Guatemala, 172 
Guggenheim Foundation, 228 (n. 1) 
Guilt, 119, 143 
Gujarat, 105 (n. 1), 111-12, 117, 123, 144 
Gurgaon, 213 
Guru, 38; see also Authority; Education 

Halemaj^a servantship, 28; see also Tradi¬ 
tional scrviintship 

Hanssen, Borje, 183-84 
Hamimdn; see under Deities and other 

supernatural beings 
Hardoi District, 212 
Harijan; see under Castes and tribes 
Pleadrnan, 195, 243; caste, 49, 58; es¬ 

tate, 55, 66-67,71,119-20, 136, 142-43^ 
157-58, 186, 189; lineage, 58, 67-71, 
119-20, 136, 142-43; police, 67; village, 
10, 13, 34, 44, 83-84, 87-92, 116, 187; 
see also Pancliayat 

Healer, 233 
Hein, Nomn, 205 (n. 6), 208, 211 (n. 9) 
Hindi, 80, 152, 204 
Hindu or Indian tradition, 126-27, 173 

(n. 71, 175, 178, 196, 199, 229, 244-47; 
see also Indie tradition; Main tradition 

Hindu law, 119 
Hinduism, 21,77,160 (n.6), 196-224, 255; 

see also Asceticism; Bliakti; Ceremonies; 
Deitk's; Deities and other supematural 
beings; Dharma; Festivals; Philosophy; 
Pilgrimages’.Pollution ;Priests, Religion; 
Sanskrit; Ttaimlcs and shrines, etc. 

Hocart, A. M., 194-95 
Hogur Hobli, 6 
Holt: see Festivals 
Holistic analysis, 1, 33-36, 42, 53-54, 78, 

80-81, 103, 105, 107, 109-10, 175-86; 
see also Village 

Humor, 181, 256 
Hunsur, 11 
Husband-wife relationships, 143-45, 238 
Hutchinson, J. R.,' 188 
Hutton, J. H„ 198, 216 
Hypergamy, 70, 126, 180-82 

Id; see Aggression; Sexuality 
Identification of Sanskritic and local 

deities, 220-23, 255 
Inam tenure, 87, 121; see also Land; Land 

tenure 
Indie tradition,237-38,250,253,257,259;. 

see also Hindu or Indian tradition 
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Individual differences, 106, 109, 135,228, 
243,249; see also Personality; Private 
personality 

Indrasingh, 105, 109, 115, 127-47 
Industry, 2-4, 7, 16, 37,40-43,49, 66, 80- 

82, 87, 93, 97, 100-01, 103, 154, 
160, 258 

Inheritance, 12, 93-95, 116, 119-20, 161, 
237-38; see also Hindu law 

Institute of East Asiatic Studies, 80 (n. 1), 
175 (n. 1), 228 (n. 1) 

Interdependence of castes; see Castes 
Inward-looking and outward-looking com¬ 

munities, 170-73, 257-58; see also Cos- 
rnopolitanism, rural; External rela¬ 
tionships of villages; Village 

Irrigation, 6, 26, 29, 37, 85, 151, 153, 
160-62, 248; see also Agriculture; 
Crops 

Jain religion, 114 
Jajmdni, 16, 57, 124, 154, 157, 169, 230; 

see also Castes; Contractual serv'^antship; 
Servants; Traditional servantship 

Jalesar,213,218 
Jamnagar, 143 
Jdt; see under Castes and tribes 
Jdtif 124; see also Castes; Castes and 

tribes 
Jaunpur, 61, 70, 75, 187 
Jhalia; see under Villages 
Jhandi Bdba^ 201 
Jtta servantship, 28-32, 85-89; see also 

Labor, agricultural 
Jumna River, 178, 215 

Kdli, Kdli] see under Deities and other 
supernatural beings 

Kangra District, 221 
Kannada, 24, 32, 80, 244 
Karmay 35 
Karvd Caulh; see under Festivals 
Kasandra; see under Villages 
Kathiawar, 111, 117; see also Saurajjhtra 
Kaurava^ 119 
Kcrakat, 54-56, 72, 75 
Kerala, 176 
Khdlsdtenure, 116; see also Rayatvdri tenure 
Kinship, 34, 50-51, 57, 110, 124, 126, 

128, 157-58, 161-62,170, 172-73, 177- 
78, 182, 187-91, 196, 214, 232; 
terms, 58, 63, 82; usages, 30, 34, 45, 
117-19, 125, 130, 195, 203, 209, 235, 
243; see also Adoption; Clan; Compadre; 
Family, Gotra; Inheritance; Lineage; 
Mahdlvdri tenure; Marriage 

Klshan Garhi; see under Villages 
Kolar, 84 

Kolegol, 9 
Kolmel; see under Villages 
Kroeber, Alfred L., 173 
Kffna; see under Deities and other super¬ 

natural beings 
Kfatriya varnay 23, 111, 118, 193, 249; see 

also Rajput, Rajput; Vartia 
Kumbakonam, ^9-40 
Kumbapettai; see under Villages 
Kutch, 111 

Labor, agricultural, 4, 15, 17, 30, 42-43, 
44, 48, 57, 65, 85, 93, 97, 99,110, 122- 
25, 136, 154, 178 

Lakhtar, 111 
Lak^mt; see under Deities and other super¬ 

natural beings 
Lallu Lai, 204 
Lambarddry 55, 158-59; see also Hea.dma.n 
Land, 15, 154-56, 180; as endowment to 

temples, 5-6, 11, 39, 87; as payment of 
services, 11-12, 87, 121-22, 124; sale, 
12,43, 245; size of holdings, 65,155-56; 
see also Agriculture; Grazing; Land 
revenue; Land tenure; Prices 

Land revenue, 10,13,15,56, 83-88, 93, 99, 
136, 155, 176, 187-89; see also Accoun¬ 
tant; Government; Headman; Land 
tenure 

Land tenure, 110, 112-13, 123, 154-56, 
178, 186-88, 219-20; auction system, 
83-84, 188; communal, 150, 154- 
55, 165, 188-91; reform, 40; 48, 65, 
86, 113, 187; see also Feudalism; 
Government; Indm tenure; *Land; 
Land revenue; Landlord-tenant rela¬ 
tionships; Mahdlvdri tenure; Rayatvdri 
tenure; Tdlukddri tenure; Z^minddri 
tenure 

Landlord-tenant relationships, 27, 30, 
38, 40-46, 47-49, 51-53, 56-57, 62-65, 
66-74, 90, 118, 121-23, 190; also 
Class,socioeconomic; Feudalism; Land 
tenure 

Language, 229; see also Braj Bhasha; 
English language; Hindi, Kannada; 
Malayalam; Punjabi; Sanskrit; 
Spanish; Tamil; Telugu 

Latin America, 169 
Law; see Castes; Courts; Government; 

Panchayat; Political organization of 
villages, etc. 

Leadership, 19-20, 32, 45-46, 61, 67, 131- 
37, 146,165-66 186-87,257; see also Age 
statuses; Family; Headman; Politica/ 
organization of villages 

Left-hand division; see Right- and Left- 
hand divisions 
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Levels of communal relations, 184-85 
Levels of sociocultural integration, 183 
Lewis, Oscar, 148, 150, 161, 175 (n. 1), 

177, 187, 190, 229, 256-58 
Life-history, 105, 108, 140, 238 
Lights; see Divdli 
Lineage, 5, 7, 32, 56-58, 67, 108, 116, 

118-20, 130-39, 142-44, 158, 166, 171, 
178-80, 185, 186-92, 215, 217; see also 
Clan; Gotra 

Lingdyat; see under Castes and tribes 
Lingdyat sect, 83; see also Jangama; Lid- 

gdyat 
Literature, 39-40, 60-61, 177, 186, 196- 

97, 204, 213, 215, 218-20, 255; see 
also Christian; Hindi; Kannada; 
Muslim culture; Sanskrit; Sikh; Tamil 

Little community, 159, 175-224, 254-55; 
see also Village 

Little tradition, 198-215, 254 
London, 53 
Lucknow, 72 

M.S. University of Baroda, 1 (n. 1) 
Macauliffe, Max Arthur, 60 
Madhopur; see under Villages 
Madras City, 41, 43 
Madras State, 9, 37, 230 
Madura, 37-39 
Mahdbhdrata, 39, 119, 211,220 
Mahdlvdri tenure, 55-56, 66-68, 188; see 

also Land tenure 
Mahar, James’ Michac‘1, 54 
Main tradition, 246,254-55; see also Hindu 

or Indian tradition; Indie tradition 
Mainpuri District, 212, 219 
Majumdar, R. C., 194, 215 
Malabar, 44 
Malaya, 43 
Malayalam, 244 
Mandelbaum, David G., 80, 175 (n. 1), 

191, 228, 231-32, 234, 240, 242, 247, 
250, 251, 255 

Mandya District, 3 
Manikkavacakar, 40 
Manimikalaif 40 
Maimers, Robert A., 183 
Manu, Laws of, 3, 22 
Maratha, 38 
Markets, 216, 245-46, 256; urban, 13, 37, 

42-44, 88, 95,184, 202; village, 17,170; 
world-wide, 102; Cities;Economy 
of villages; Money; Trade 

Marriage, 177-79,185,196; arrangement, 
60, 90, 142-43, ceremonies, 5-6, 28, 43, 
46,58-60,77,98,180,217; cross-cousin, 
126, 142-43, 238, 257; rules, 69, 76-77, 
166^7, 216; see also Affinal relation¬ 

ships; Dowry; Endogamy; Exogamy; 
Husband-wife relationships; Hyper- 
gamy; Segregation of sexes; Sexuiily 

Marriott, McKim, 16, 54, 80, 110, 176- 
77, 187, 191, 253-56, 258 

Masher, Bhagvati, 105 (n. 1) 
Massey, Cecil, 105 (n. 1) 
Mathura District, 204 
Medium, 59; see also Diviner; Sorcery 
Mehta, Kantilal, 105 (n. 1) 
Men^s house, 136-37, 153; see also Associa¬ 

tions, informal 
Menstruation, 8, 235-36, 242 
Merton, Robert K., 107 . 
Mesoamerica, 160 (n. 6) 
Mettur Dam, 37 
Mexican Revolution, 155 (n. 2), 163, 

168 
Mexico, 148-52, 155 (n. 2), 156, 164-65, 

168-69, 173, 184, 229, 257 
Mexico City, 151, 163 
Migration, 7, 9, 17, 41, 50-52, 59, 68, 

85, 96, 112, 177, 193; see also Cities 
Miller, Eric J., 176, 191 
Miner, Horace, 148 
Mintz, Sidney W., 148 
Misra, B. R., 188 
Mobility, social, 54, 121-23; caste, 21, 68- 

78, 247, 250; individual, 6, 17, 27, 76, 
119, 130, 243, 247; also Caste 
hierarchy; Caste system; Migration; 
Prestige, individual 

Modal personality, 108; see also Group 
personality 

Modes of individual adaptation, 107-8, 
128, 146; see also Personality 

Mohenjo Daro-Harappa cities, 254 
Mokfa, 60, 144; see also Philosophy 
Money, 7, 12, 15, 42-43, 82, 86-90, 93, 

98-103, 152, 169, 178, 245, 248; see 
also Prestige symbols 

Moneylending; see Credit 
Moreland, W, H., 192 
Morgan, Kenneth W., 199 
Motion picture, 39, 44, 80, 93, 99, 100 
Mughal dynasty, 60, 186, 188 
Mukhiy 116; see also Headman 
Mukhyay 67; see also Headman 
Munkipioy 150, 155, 157, 163, 164-66 
Murdock, G. P., 172 
Muslim; see under Castes and tribes 
Muslim culture, 23, 61, 80, 105 (n. 1), 

213; see also Muslim 
Muzaffiumagar, 212 
Mysore City, 4, 6, 10-11 
Mysore District, 1, 3, 176, 187, 245 
Mysore State, 1, 25, 27, 80-83, 85, 88, 

100, 230, 248, 256 
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Myth and legend, 60, 118-19, 198-200, 
202, 204-12, 213, 237, 239, 252 

Nagarkot, 213, 222 
Nahuall, 151 
J\fambarddry 186; see also Headman 
Names, personal, 182, 192 
Nainhalli; see under Villages 
Nation, 175-77, 184, 221; see also Great 

community; Hindu or Indian tradition; 
Indie tradition 

National character, 108,257-58 
National Reseatch Council, 228 (n. 1) 
JVaurthd; see under Deities and other super¬ 

natural beings 
Nayak, 38 
JVdyanmdrSj 40 
Nehru, Jawaharlal, 114 
Neighborhood, 30, 41-42, 4G, 48-52, 55, 

58, 124, 130, 157, 168, 180, 185; 5^^ 
also Barrio 

Nevill, H. R., 54, 186-88 
New Delhi, 151 
New (hiinea, 150 (n. 3) 
Newell, W. H., 176 
Nilgiri Plateau, 229-30, 241, 244-45, 248, 

250, 254 
Non-Brahtnan castes; see under Castes and 

tribes 
North Amt'rica, 156 
North India, 105 (n. 1), 149, 155, 158, 

165,169-70, 177, 183, 187-89, 191,249- 
50, 257 

Obligation, 30-31 
Occupation, 70, 96-97; see also Caste hier¬ 

archy; Caste system; Giisies; Castes 
and tribes 

Oedipus comyilex, 238 
Old Rule faction among Kota^ 231, 233, 

243 
O’Malley, L. S. S., 215 
Opium, 135, 136-38, 145-46 
Opler, Morris E., 54-55, 187, 190, 

204 
Orissa, 176 
Outcasting, 52, 67, 70, 74-75, 95, 243 
Overlord tenure; see Tdlukddri tenure 

PadcalaSy 215 
Panchayat, 90, 94, 157, 162; caste, 18, 

20,35,46,57, 67, 70, 75-76, 116, 124, 
136, 165; regional, 66-68, 70-71, 72-74, 
158: village, 6, 17, 18-20, 35, 66-67,69- 
71,72-74,89-92,95,97-99,116, 161,165; 
see also Dominant caste; Government; 
Leadership; Political organization of 
villages 

Pdficon Pir; see under Deities and other 
supernatural beings 

Pdn4avay 119, 211 
Pannd, 157, 158-59, 161, 187; see also 

Kinship; Lineage; Papfi 
Pannaiydl labor, 42-43; see also Labor, 

agricultural; Traditional servantship 
Parochialization, 194-95, 204-08, 216-18, 

220, 224, 255; defined, 205-06 
Passivity, 63, 141; see also Aggression 
Palely Patelj 13, 83; see also Headman 
Patna District, 222 
Patron-client relationship, 20, 27-32, 57, 

203, 246-47, 251; see also Castes; Jajmdni 
Patti^ 55-56; see also Land tenure, Pannd 
Patvdri, 152-53; see also Accountant 
Peasant society, 106, 148-52, 156, 168-74, 

176-77, 195; see also Folk-urban con¬ 
tinuum 

Peer rel ttionships, 16-17, 45, 63-64, 73, 
90, 116, 239-44, 252-53, 259; also 
Age statuses; Castes; Faction 

Periya Pur drum, 40 
Persian literature, 208 (n. 8) 
PtTS(juility, 168, 228; authoritarian, 118; 

defined, 107; formation, 105-46; ideal, 
106, 118; traits, 107-08; Child¬ 
rearing; Group personality; Individual 
differences; National character; Private 
personal i ty; Values 

Peter, P. C., 192 
Philippine Islands, 171 
Philfjsophy, 38, 208, 223; see also Advaita; 

Karma; Moksn; Rebirth; Vedanta, etc. 
Pilgrimag(‘s, 77, 172, 179, 184, 222 
Pitcher Fourth; see Karvd Cauth 
Planalp, Jack M., 175 (n. 1) 
Planning Commission, Government of 

India, 148 
Plassey, 65 
Point Four, 148 
Police, 46-47, 52,67, 72, 92, 94, 165, 130, 

189; see also Government; Watchman 
Political organization of villages, 18, 42, 

46-47, 51,55,66-68,72-74,92, 115,157, 
162, 165-66, 176-80, 190; decentraliza¬ 
tion of authority, 87, 95, 98; see also 
Dominant caste; Faction; Government; 
Headman; Leadci-ship; Panchayat 

Pollution, 10, 20-22, 26-27, 35, 51-52, 62, 
230, 242, 246, 249,251-52,257, 259; 
see also Menstruation 

Population, 82-90,85,89,93-95, 106, 112; 
control, 101; increase, 17, 41, 66, 96, 
99, 101, 169, 231; pressure on land, 
69, 152, 155, 165, 248, 251, 259 

Prestige, individual, 27, 63, 118-19, 
121, 134, 183, 184,243; see Aggres- 
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sivc defense; Glass, socioeconomic; 
Mobility, social 

Prestige symbols, 71, 75; factory-made 
tiles, 8; hoe j/^mplow, 155; landowner- 
ship, 17, 31, 65; metal vessels, 7; pay¬ 
ment in land, grain, or cash, 11-15, 
65, 245-46; see also Land; Money 

Prices, 66, 88, 93, 99, 102-03 
Priests, 2, 4, 6, 11-12, 14, 17, 25, 34, 39, 

43,49, 59-60, 77, 87, 178-79, 195, 203, 
215, 228, 232, 235, 243; see also 
hxQX\m2in\ Jahgama; Lingayat 

Primary civilization, 185-224; defined, 
185 

Primitive society, 172-73, 175, 182-84, 
229; see also Polk-urbau continuum 

Private personality, 105-8, 113, 115, 118, 
127, 129, 131,135, 137-38, 144-46 

Prostitution, 39, 100 
Psychological tests, 106 (n. 1), 115 
Psychology, 105-6, 128 
Puerto Rico, 183 
Punjab, 177, 188, 221 
Punjabi, 152 
Purdnas, 40, 196, 199, 203-4, 211, 220 
Pusalker, A. D., 194, 215 

“Quit India movement, 72 

Race, 192 
Radcliffe College, 37 
Radio, 204, 256 
jRaghubafiH clan oi' Rajput caste; see Clan; 

iidjput, Rajput 
Raidas, 60, 77 
Raiddsi; see Camar 

Rajputf Rajput; see under Castes and 
tribes 

Rajput tradition, 117-21; see also Kfatriya 
mr(ia 

Rajputana, 105 (n. 1), 111, 117 
Rdmt Rama; see under Deities and other 

supernatural beings 
Ramananda, 60 
Rdrndycma, 39, 60, 196, 211 
Ramnad, 37-38 
Rampura; see under Villages 
Rani Khera; see under Villages 
Rayatvdri tenure, 86, 88, 116, 191; also 

Land tenure 
Reaction formation, 144-45 
Rebirth, cycle of, 211; see also Death 
Redfield, Robert, 110,128 (n.5), 145,148, 

149 (n. 2), 160 (n. 6), 170-72, 175, 175, 
(n. 1), 186, 191, 196, 202, 202 (n. 3), 
219, 233-34 

Region, 54, 108, 111, 150, 150 (n. 3), 
172, 177-78, 193, 199, 213-14,217-24, 

255; see also Nation; North India; 
South India; Village-groups 

Religion, 59, 110, 160 (n. 6), 175, 177, 
179-80, 186, 229; antireligious pro¬ 
paganda, 49; change, 76-77; see also 
Hinduism; Jain religion; Lingayat sect; 
Saivite religion; Sikh 

Renou, Louis, 194, 217 
Kewa State, 214 
Rice, Lewis B., 83, 92 
Right- and Left-hand divisions, 23-24 
Risley, Herbert H., 62 
Ritual, 8, 59; see also Caste hierarchy; 

Ceremonies 
Rivers, W. H. R., 230 
Rose, H. A., 200, 213 
Russia, 53 

Sacred geography, 186, 219, 255; 
see also Pilgrimages; 'remples and 
shrines 

Sacrific(‘s; see Ceremonies; Taga 
^aiva Siddhdnta^ 40 
Saivile religion, 38-40 
^akti; see under Deities and other super¬ 

natural beiogs 
Salem District, 37 
^dnabhog (accountant), 6, 10, 13, 34, 83- 

84, 87, 90; see also Accountant 
Sanand, 111, 114, 117-18 
Sannydsa; see Age statuses; Asceticism 
Sanskrit, 39, Gl, 80, 195-206, 208, 211, 

214-19, 220-24, 255-56; see also Aga-^ 
mas; Mahdbhdrata; Myth and legend; 
PhilosopJiy; Pur anas; Rdmdyana; Upa-' 
nifads; Vedanta; Vedas, etc. 

Sanskritization, 18, 24, 26, 35, 49-50, 60, 
61, 76-77, 196, 198-99, 201-03,214-24, 
229, 231, 246, 250, 255-56, 259 

l^arat tenure, 83; jfr also Land tenure 
Sargandy 66, 76; see also Headman; Pan- 

chayat 
Satyagrahuy 129 
Saurashtra, 37, 111; see also Kathiawar 
Saurti; see under Deities and other super¬ 

natural beings 
Schoolteacher, 43, 69, 76-78, 97, 160, 247, 

249, 251, 256, 259; see also Education; 
Guru; Western influences 

Secondary civilization, 185, 187-88, 
202-04 

Security, psychological, 128,157,167,170, 
258 

Segregation of sexes, 8, 153; see also 

Women 
Senior preference, 119-20, 130; see also 

Age statuses; Inheritance; Sixtecn- 
anna system of inheritance; Tildyat 
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Servants, 52, 89, 122, 195; «< dso 
Castes; Contractual servantship; Feu¬ 
dalism; servantship; La¬ 
bor, agricultural; Traditional servant- 
ship 

Settlement pattern, 41-42, 50-52, 55, 58, 
106, 111, 152, 158, 164, 170, 182, 
184, 189-90, 196, 229, 231; also 
Barrio; Neighborhood 

Sexual continence, 49, 138 
Sexuality, 47, 51-52, 70, 218, 237, 

240; see also Prostitution; Segregaton of 
sexes; Women 

Shakespear, Alexander, 67 
Shama Rao, M., 81, 92, 95 
Share-cropper; see Labor, agricultural; 

Land tenure; Landlord-tenant rela¬ 
tionships 

Sikh, 60 
Silverberg, Donna Crothers, 105 (n. 1) 
Silverberg, James, 105 (n. 1) 
Sindhi, 80 
Singer, Milton B., 110, 175, 185-86, 191, 

196, 202,202 (n. 3), 219 
Singh, Rudra Datt, 54-55, 187, 190-91 
Siva; see under Deities and other super¬ 

natural beings 
Siva Ndrdyan sect, 60-61, 77 
Sixteen-anna system of inheritance, 116, 

119-20 
Srndrta; see Brahman 
Smith, Marian W., 177 
Social organization, 1-36, 38-53, 54-78, 

106, 111-27, 156-75, 180, 191, 196,224, 
229 

Social Science Research Council, 80 (n. 1), 
175 (n. 1) 

Solahki dynasty, 117 
Soma, 211 
Sorcery, 58, 143-44, 217, 231, 236, 241; 

see also Diviner 
South India, 1, 38, 60, 80, 169, 177, 187, 

198, 231, 251 
Spain, 156 
Spanish, 153 
Spanish Conquest of Mexico, 155 (n. 2), 

156 
Spate, O. H. K., 152 (n. 4) 
Srinivas, M. N., 18, 21, 23, 60, 176-77, 

187, 191, 193, 196, 212, 215, 216, 
220, 223, 229, 245, 247 

Standard of living, 168; see also Economy 
of villages 

Starr, Betty W,, 184 
Status defense; see Aggressive defense 
Steed, Gitel P., 106, 110, 115, 119, 138, 

175 (n. 1), 249 
Steed, Robert, 105 (n. 1) 

Steward, Julian H., 183 
Submission; see Authority; Passivity 
Sudra varria, 23; sc2 also Varna 
Sundarar, 40 
Supernatural; see Deities; Deities and' 

other supernatural beings; World view^ 
Swami Sivanauda, 199 
Switzerland, 207 

Tdlukddri tenure, 55-56, 66-68, 70, 112- 
14, 136, 142, 186 

Tamil: country, 11, 25, 39-40; language,. 
24, 37-39, 80, 244; literature, 39;, 
people, 250 

Tanjore City, 37, 40, 43 
Tanjore District, 37,39,49, 176, 194,237- 

38, 251, 253 
Tanjore Tenants* and Laborers’ Ordi¬ 

nance, 1952, 41, 48 
Tara Chand, 60 
Tax, Sol, 128 (n. 5), 160 (n. 6) 
Taxes; see Land revenue 
Telugu, 10, 24, 37, 41 
Temple, Richard G., 205, 213 
Temple Entry Act of 1947, 49 
Temples and shrines, 2,5-7,9, 11, 14, 24,. 

26, 34, 39,46,49,179,218,231,234-35; 
see also Deities and other supernatural 
beings; Pilgrimages; T^vatiyan 

Tenancy; see Landlord-tenant relation¬ 
ships 

Tenant party of Madhopur, 73-74 
Tension, social, 40-41,48-49,53, 113-14,. 

117, 234, 239, 251, 252, 257-58 
Tepoztlan; see under Villages 
Tevaram, 40 
Thomason, James, 188-90 
Thurston, Edgar, 24-25 
Tildyat, 119-20; see also Headman 
Time; see Auspicious and inauspicious 

days; Calendar 
Time perspective in village study, 190-96„ 

220 
Tirunanasambandar, 40 
Tiruvdcakam, 40 
Tiruvalluvar, 40 
Titles,’47, 55, 62, 195 
Told, 157, 161, 187 
Tolerance, 146 
Topography, 151, 230-31, 257 
Trade, 3, 6, 9-10, 17, 41-44, 48, 88^ 

95-97, 172, 178, 230; see dlso Batuyiga;: 
Baniyd; Vd^iiya. 

Traditional servantship, 28, 56-57; sef^ 
also Castes; Halemaga servantship;; 
Jajmdnl; jUa servantship; Labor, agri¬ 
cultural; Pa^aiydl labor 

Traditions; see Great tradition; Hindu or 
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Indian tradition; Indie tradition; Little 
tradition; Main tradition; Parochializa- 
tion; Rajput tradition; Universalization 

Transmigration; see Rebirth 
Transportation, modern, 2, 4, 41, 44, 54- 

55, 68, 80-81, 85, 87-88, 97, 99-100, 
141, 151, 163, 230-31, 248, 256 

Tribes; see Castes and tribes 
Trichinopoly, 37, 40, 50 
Tyaga Raja Bhagavatar, 39 

Ugras, 193 
Unani medicine, 10 
Underhill, M. M., 199 
Unemployment; Labor, agricultural 
United States of America, 80, 96, 154, 

176 
Universalization, 185,202-04,207-08,212, 

216-24; defmed, 202, 202 (n.3) 
University of California, 80 (n. 1), 175 

(n. 1), 228 (n. 1) 
University of Chicago, 149 (n. 2) 
University of Manchester, 1 (n. 1) 
University of Oxford, 1 (n. 1) 
Untouchability, 8, 22-23, 25-26, 29, 54, 

62-63,75, 124-25, 160; see also Pollution; 
Untouchable 

Untouchable; see under Castes and tribes 
Untouchable 23; see also Untouch¬ 

ability; Untouchable; Farpa 
Upani^adsy 211 
Urbanization; see Cities 
Uttar Pradesh, 54, 105 (n. 1), 1.75, 178, 

188, 200, 214, 218, 253; Panchayat Raj 
Act of 1947, 72; Zamindari Abolition 
and Land Reforms Act 1950, 56, 65 

Vdgheivarf; see under Deities and other 
supernatural beings 

VaUya i/arjw, 23; see also Banajiga; Bant- 
yd; Varttyd; Varna 

Values, 25, 35,45, 107, 115, 118, 128-29, 
134, 146, 149, 149 (n. 2), 167, 180, 185, 
258; see also National character; Per¬ 
sonality; World view 

Farna, 23, 124, 194-95; see also Brahma^ 
vai^a; Caste hierarchy; Castes and 
tribes; K^atriya i^arpa; Untouchable 
var$a; Vai^avarna 

Vectors of social change, 251 
Vedanta^ 40 
Vedas, 25, 39, 177, 215 
Vijayanagar, 38 
Village, 108,128, 195; entrance, 34; isola¬ 

bility for study, I, 42, 53, 109-10, 150, 
150 (n. 3), 164-65, 170, 175-224; isola¬ 

tion, 102-03, 125, 150, 167, 175-80, 
229, 254; unit of exogamy, 124, 162, 

166-67,172,178,257; unit of individual 
identification, 68, 126,159, 164-66,170, 
181-83, 240, 254; unity, 18, 33-36, 46- 
50, 58, 92, 150, 160, 162, 170, 176, 180- 
82; see also Economy of villages; Exter¬ 
nal relationships of villages; Festivals; 
Little community; Little tradition; 
Neighborhood ;Parochialization; Politi¬ 
cal organization of villages; Settlement 
pattern; Social organization of villages 

Village-groups, 55-56, 157-59, 166, 171; 
see also Tdlukddri tenure 

Village servants, 10, 12, 14, 34, 55, 86-87, 
89-90, 98; see also Watclunan 

Villages; 
Bihalli, 8, 34, 
Gudi, 6, 7 
Harigolu, 10 
Hogur, 6, 9 
Jhalia, 139-41 
Kasandra, 105-46, 249 
Kere, 3, 34 
Kish^ Garhi, 175-224, 253-56 
Kodagahalli; see Rampura 
Kolmel, 231-45 
Kumbapettai, 37-53, 194, 238, 251-53, 

259 
Madhopur (Senapur), 54-78,187, 190, 

238, 250-51 
Namhalli, 80-103, 204, 247-49, 259 
Rampur, 181 
Rampura (Kodagahalli), 1-36, 187, 

245-47, 259 
Rani Khcra, 148-73, 177, 187, 190, 

256-58, 259 
Senapur; see Madhopur 
Tepoztlan, 149-61, 162-68, 169-73, 

256-58, 259 
Vifim; see under Deities and other super¬ 

natural beings 

Warner, W. L., 176 
Watchman, 34, 42-43, 87, 90 
Weiss, Richard, 207-08 
Wenner-Gren Foundation for Anthropo¬ 

logical Research, Inc., 37 
Western influences, 6, 17, 22, 27, 40, 69, 

80-82, 87, 96, 99-100, 156, 173 (n. 7), 
229, 237, 247, 250, 255-56; see also 
British; Cities; Communist party; 
Education; Government; School¬ 
teacher; Transpiortation, modem 

Wheeler, Sir Mortimer, 207 
Wilson, Horace H., 60 
Wiser, William H., 212, 214 
Withdrawal, 144-46, 162, 242, 250-51; 

see also Asceticism; Brahxnacarya; 
Passivity 
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Women, 234, 238, 257-58; and commen- 
sality, 20, 23; seclusion of, 168, 235- 
36; status of, 52, 60, 69, 95, 168, 216, 
243; S€9 also Afiinal relationships; 
Dov^; Husband-wife relationships; 
Marriage; Segregatbn of sexes 

World view, 107, 128, 172, 228-59; me¬ 
thod of study, 228-30, 232-34, 243- 
44; relations with man, 233-34, 237- 
44, 259; relations with natural 

world, 211, 233-34, 237-t4, 259; rcla- 
tions with supernatural, 233-37 

Toga, 39; see also Ceremonies 
Toga; see Asceticism 

Zandnddri tenure, 55; see also Land reve¬ 
nue; Land tenure; Landlord-tenant 
relationships; Mahalvdri tenure; Uttar 
Pradesh 
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